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SUMMARY 
The phase behaviour, rheological effects and interfacial properties of binary and ternary 
liquid mixtures have been studied near critical points. In particular, measurements have 
been made of the viscosity-at the bulk macroscopic level by capillary viscometry and at 
the microscopic level by fluorescence depolarisatiorr-and of critical-point wetting and 
adsorptiorr-at the solid-liquid interface using evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence 
spectroscopy and at the liquid-vapour interface using specular neutron reflection. The 
systems investigated have been mostly alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures or 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 or D20 mixtures, although in some cases hexamethyldisiloxane, 
propanenitrile and perfluorooctyloctane have also been the components of mixtures. The 
main outcomes of this study are: 
• Macroscopic viscosity: The divergence to infinity in the shear viscosity of hexane + 
perfluorohexane at the critical endpoint for approach along the path of constant 
critical composition both from the single phase and along both limbs of the 
coexistence curve is described well using the Renormalisation Group Theory critical 
exponent y = 0.04. The correlation length amplitude obtained by fitting the shear-
gradient dependence of the viscosity is ~o = (S.S±l.S) A. 
• Microscopic viscosity: The product of the rotational correlation time and the 
temperature 'tR"T, often taken as a measure of the microscopic viscosity, exhibits an 
anomaly as the critical point is approached as a function of temperature. This 
anomaly mirrors that in the macroscopic viscosity for some fluorescent dye probes, 
but for others the anomaly is in the opposite sense indicating that other effects such 
as solvent structure must playa part in the near-critical behaviour of'tR·T. 
• Critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid interface: The wetting transition 
temperature has been identified for heptane + perfluorohexane at the quartz-liquid 
interface from fluorescence lifetime measurements of a probe. The wetting layer is of 
the same composition as the bulk heptane-rich phase and the transition is tentatively 
identified as first-order. 
• Adsorption and wetting at the liquid-vapour interface: The surface structure of 
several mixtures has been determined by neutron reflection. The results are in general 
agreement with the expectations of critical-point wetting and adsorption. The surface 
is complex and in some mixtures an oscillatory scattering length density profile 
through the interface is required to model the reflectivity data. 
• Ternary mixtures: The phase behaviour of three mixtures exhibiting tunnel phase 
behaviour has been studied experimentally and various characteristics of the shape of 
the twmel identified. A theoretical study on one of the mixtures predicts the drop in 
temperature for the locus of maximum phase separation temperatures which is 
observed experimentally. 
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1.1 Introduction to critical behaviour 
Critical point behaviour is widespread in nature, occurring in systems as diverse as fluids, 
ferromagnets, ferroelectrics and superconductors. It is associated with phase transitions 
between two states, one ordered and one disordered, and the critical point marks the 
limit of order. We shall be concerned chiefly with liquid-liquid critical points in binary 
liquid mixtures and will relate their behaviour to gas-liquid critical points in pure fluids. 
In a pure substance criticality is associated with the liquid-vapour transition and in a 
partially miscible binary liquid mixture criticality is associated both with the liquid-
vapour and with liquid-liquid transitions. 
In a pure substance the critical point represents the transition point from the two-
phase equilibrium of the liquid and . vapour to the single-phase fluid in which the 
distinction between liquid and gas is lost. The critical point for a pure substance is 
identified by a critical temperature T c' the maximum temperature at which a liquid can 
coexist with its vapour, a critical pressure Pc and a critical molar volume V m c. 
, 
In a binary liquid mixture one or two lines of gas-liquid critical points exist. In 
addition, a liquid-liquid critical point defined by a critical composition Xc, in mole 
fraction terms, and a critical solution temperature TCS may occur if the two components 
are partially miscible at a particular pressure. In partially miscible ternary and 
multicomponent systems, lines of liquid-liquid critical points may be observed. 
The phase transition which occurs on passing through the critical point, e.g. of a 
pure substance, is second order. The first derivative of the chemical potential (the 
chemical potential of a species is defined as the derivative of the Gibbs free energy with 
respect to the number of moles) with respect to temperature or pressure is continuous, 
but the second derivative is discontinuous. Since the first derivatives of the chemical 
potential with respect to temperature and pressure are the partial molar entropy and 
partial molar volume, respectively, the entropy and volume of the system do not change 
during the transition. This is in contrast with a first-order phase transition at which the 
first derivative of the chemical potential is discontinuous. 
In the following sections, 1.1.1 to 1.1.3, the liquid-vapour phase behaviour of a 
pure substance and the liquid-vapour and liquid-liquid phase behaviour of mixtures are 
discussed in more detail. Section 1.1.4 then looks at the anomalous behaviour that 
occurs in various properties near a critical point. 
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1.1.1 Liquid-vapour phase behaviour of pure substances 
There are several ways of representing the phase behaviour of pure substances. The 
variables to be considered are pressure, temperature, and volume or density, and any two 
of these can be plotted against each other in a two-dimensional diagram. The most usual 
representations for the present work are those of pressure versus temperature to show 
the full phase diagr~ and of pressure versus volume on which several isotherms can be 
displayed to represent the liquid-vapour states. 
The pressure-temperature and pressure-molar volume diagrams for carbon dioxide 
are shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. In Figure 1.2, at 20°C (293.15 K), the 
point A represents the gas; as the volume is decreased or the pressure increased, this gas 
reaches point C. On further increasing the pressure, or decreasing the volume, phase 
separation occurs and a liquid phase is also formed. At the pressure corresponding to 
points C-E the liquid and gas can coexist and the pressure represents the vapour 
pressure. On further increasing the pressure, a single phase is again formed, this time of 
the liquid. At temperatures below the critical temperature T c liquid and gas phases 
coexist as described; at T c and higher temperatures the gas can effectively change into a 
liquid without the appearance of an interface. The critical point occurs at the point of 
inflection of the isotherm at the critical temperature and is defined by T C' the critical 
pressure Pc and the critical molar volume V m,c. The conditions for the critical point are: 
(fflArn/8Vm2)T = -(Bp/8Vrn)T = 0 
(ff3Arn/8Vrn3)T = -(fJ2p/oVrn2)T= 0 
where Am is the molar Helmholtz free energy. These equations define a single critical 
point. 
critical 
poinl 
72.8 ------------ ----------------
p/alm solid 
5.11 --------- triple ~." 
: poinl 
, 
, 
I , 
InK 
194.7 216.8 298.15 304.2 
(T. I 
Figure 1.1: The phase diagram for carbon dioxide. (Reproduced from 
Atkins, 1982.) 
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Figure 1.2: The experimental isothenns for carbon dioxide. 
(Reproduced from Atkins, 1982.) 
The behaviour of perfect gases can be described by the equation of state, 
pV = nRT, where n is the amount of substance and R is the gas constant. However, this 
equation is not appropriate for most real gases. The van der Waals equation of state is 
conunonly used to broadly describe the behaviour of imperfect gases. It takes into 
account the repulsive and attractive interactions between molecules. The repulsive 
interactions are accounted for by including a molecular volume. The volume in which the 
molecules can move is thus reduced from V to (V - nb), where nb represents the volume 
occupied by the molecules. Attractive forces between molecules are included by 
supposing that they reduce the pressure exerted by the gas. The term -an2N2 represents 
the reductions in the number and impulse of molecular collisions with the walls, which 
are both proportional to the density of molecules (e.g. see Atkins, 1982). The 'a' and 'b' 
parameters are constants for a given substance. The van der Waals equation of state can 
thus be written: 
p = nRT/(V - nb) - an2N2 (1.1 ) 
or as: 
p = RT/(Vrn - b) - aNm2 (1.2) 
since Vrn = V/n. 
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Isotherms predicted by the van der Waals equation are shown in Figure 1.3 in two-
dimensional and three-dimensional representations. The variables used are the reduced 
variables obtained by dividing by the critical pressure, temperature or volume. At high 
temperatures the van der Waals equation qualitatively predicts the observed 
experimental behaviour, see Figure 1.2. At lower temperatures, unrealistic oscillations 
are predicted but if the Maxwell construction is used and the oscillations replaced by a 
line at constant pressure, drawn so that the areas of the loops above and below the line 
are equal, the form of the experimental isotherms is reproduced. 
0.0 0.4 1 (I ~.tI IIl.O 
III 
Figure 1.3: The van der Waals isotherms. The isotherms are labelled 
with the values of T rr c. (Reproduced from Atkins, 1982.) 
Various other equations of state, for example the virial equation, have been used to 
describe real gases. Some may describe the behaviour of a given gas more accurately; 
however, the continuing appeal of the van der Waals equation is its relative simplicity. 
We turn now to the liquid-vapour phase behaviour of mixtures. 
1.1.2 Liquid-vapour phase behaviour of mixtures 
The liquid-vapour equilibria described in this section are of importance for the 
theoretical predictions of the phase behaviour to be presented in Chapter 6. In this 
section we shall discuss mainly binary liquid mixtures. For mixtures a composition 
variable needs to be considered in addition to the temperature and pressure. 
Mixtures are often classified as ideal or nonideal according to their behaviour. For 
a real mixture: 
(1.3) 
where J.li0(P, T) is the chemical potential of pure component i at a given temperature and 
pressure, Jli(P, T ,x) is the chemical potential of component i in the liquid mixture at the 
same temperature and pressure, Xi is the mole fraction of component i in the mixture and 
Yi is the activity coefficient of component i. This equation defines ideal mixtures when 
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the activity coefficients are all unity. In nonideal mixtures the activity coefficients are 
functions of pressure, temperature and composition. 
An almost equivalent approach to mixtures is via Raoult's Law. For ideal mixtures 
a plot of the total vapour pressure p against mole fraction of one of the components in 
the liquid xi at a given temperature is linear in accordance with Raoult's Law: 
(1.4) 
where PiG is the vapour pressure of pure i and Xi Pin is the partial vapour pressure Pi of 
component i. The total vapour pressure can also be plotted against the mole fraction of 
one of the components in the vapour Yi, where Yi = Xi Pin/po The vapour and liquid 
curves can then be represented on the same diagram, as shown in Figure 1.4. The fonn 
of the temperature-composition curves for the liquid and vapour at constant pressure are 
also plotted. This type of diagram is used to explain the process of distillation. 
p 
X· 1 
T 
X· 1 
Figure 1.4: Vapour pressure-composition and temperature-
composition curves for an ideal binary mixture. 
In nonideal mixtures the vapour pressure dependence on the liquid composition is 
no longer linear. The total vapour pressure can then be expressed as: 
° p = LXii' iPi . 
When Yi > 1 positive deviations from Raoult's Law occur. 
(1.5) 
In some nonideal systems, a maximum or a minimum may be observed in the 
vapour pressure. This leads to a corresponding minimum or a maxim~ respectively, in 
the temperature-composition curve with the formation of a minimum-boiling or 
maximum-boiling azeotrope, as shown in Figure 1.5. M represents the azeotropic 
composition at which the compositions of the liquid and vapour in equilibrium are equal. 
A liquid of this composition boils at a constant temperature and the two components 
cannot be separated by distillation. 
lOO%A 
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Figure 1.5: Binary mixtures forming minimum-boiling and maximum-
boiling azeotropes. (Reproduced from Glasstone, 1940.) 
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We turn now to the gas-liquid critical behaviour of binary mixtures. A critical point 
occurs for each of the pure components and, for the cases we consider, for mixtures of 
any composition. The critical points of the pure substances are connected in the simple 
case by a line of critical points termed a gas-liquid critical line. The three-dimensional 
representation in p-T-x space is shown in Figure 1.6. CP I and CP II are the critical 
points of the pure components I and II. The dashed lines are the vapour pressure curves 
of the pure components and the hatched areas are pressure-composition slices at 
constant temperature. At temperatures below the critical temperatures of both pure 
components, for example at the temperature of the first slice, the pressure-composition 
slice resembles those discussed above for nonideal mixtures. In each slice the upper 
curve is for the liquid, and the lower curve for the vapour. Consider now the middle slice 
in Figure 1.6. The temperature of this slice is above the critical temperature of 
component I, but below that of component II. The region of liquid-vapour coexistence 
no longer extends across the whole composition range and a critical point occurs at the 
point of highest pressure of the p-x isotherm. T-x slices at constant pressure can be 
considered in a similar way. The behaviour discussed for continuous gas-liquid critical 
lines applies to mixtures of types I, II or VI in the Scott and van Konynenburg 
classification (van Konynenburg and Scott, 1980), which is mentioned in the following 
section. The p-T projections of Figure 1.6 can also be used in considering the critical 
behaviour, and the pure component critical points and binary critical lines are 
superimposed. This representation is used in the next section to display both gas-liquid 
and liquid-liquid critical points. 
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Figure 1.6: Three-dimensional representation in p-T -x space of gas-
liquid equilibria in binary mixtures. (Reproduced from Schneider, 
1978.) 
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Liquid-vapour equilibria in binary mixtures have been discussed by many authors 
including Prigogine and Defay (1954) and Schneider (1978). The liquid-liquid phase 
behaviour of binary and ternary mixtures forms an essential part of this work and is now 
discussed. 
1.1.3 Liquid-liquid phase behaviour of mixtures 
Liquid-liquid phase behaviour at low pressures, say near atmospheric pressure, is usually 
represented on a temperature-composition phase diagram. Critical solution points in a 
partially miscible binary mixture are points at which two liquid phases merge identity; 
such points are defined by a critical composition in terms of a mole fraction Xc, volume 
fraction ~c or weight fraction w 0 and a critical solution temperature T cs, usually at a 
given pressure. An upper critical solution temperature T ucs is defined as the maximum 
temperature at which two liquid phases coexist and, similarly, a lower critical solution 
temperature T LCS is the minimum temperature at which two liquid phases coexist. A 
critical endpoint CEP is that point at which the two coexisting liquid phases merge 
identity to form a single liquid phase in the presence of the noncritical coexisting vapour 
phase. If the CEP occurs at a TUCS it is known as an upper critical endpoint DCEP and 
if at a TLCS as a lower critical endpoint LCEP. The phase diagrams for binary mixtures 
exhibiting DCEPs and LCEPs are shown in Figure 1.7. At temperatures and 
compositions within the region bounded by the curved phase boundary the mixture 
fonns two coexisting liquid phases, the compositions of which are given by the ends of 
the tie line drawn at a given temperature to link both limbs of the curve. In the region 
outside the phase boundary the components are fully miscible. 
Tues 
T 
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Figure 1.7: The phase behaviour of binary mixtures exhibiting upper 
critical endpoints VCEPs or lower critical endpoints LCEPs. 
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In summary, at low pressures binary mixtures exhibit five types of liquid-liquid 
phase behaviour. The components may be totally miscible in all proportions at all 
temperatures in the liquid range, or may be partially miscible and thus exhibit i) a DCEP, 
ii) an LCEP, iii) a DCEP at a temperature above an LCEP, tenned a closed loop or 
miscibility gap, or, iv) a UCEP at a temperature below an LCEP. Of the four types of 
partial miscibility a UCEP of type i) is the most common. The mixtures studied here 
include those exhibiting i), ii) or iii). Examples of type i) mixtures are an alkane with an 
alkanenitrile, a perfluoroalkane or an alcohol. Examples of type ii) are found in aqueous 
nonionic surfactant solutions, e.g. water + 2-butoxyethanol; such mixtures also often 
exhibit type iii) behaviour with the formation of a closed loop unless the DCEP lies 
inaccessibly above the gas-liquid critical line of the mixture. 
The equations defining a liquid-liquid critical point in a binary mixture are 
analogues of the equations given in section 1.1.1 that define a gas-liquid critical point in 
a pure substance. At a binary mixture critical point: 
(a2Gm/Ox22)T,p = (aIl21/Ox2)T,p = 0 
(a3Gm/Ox23)T,p = (a21l21/Ox22)T,p = 0 
where Gm is the molar Gibbs free energy and Jl21 = 112 - Ill, the difference in the 
chemical potentials of the two components. These equations define a critical line in 
T -p-x space. There is thus a critical solution temperature for each fixed pressure. 
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Various effects in the intermolecular forces at upper and lower critical endpoints 
lead to the differences in behaviour. This is illustrated most easily for quadratic mixtures 
in which the excess Gibbs free energy (excess functions are defined as the difference 
between the value of the function in a given mixture and in an ideal mixture of the same 
composition) is given by GE = Ax(1 - x}, where A is a constant for a given mixture at a 
given temperature. For such a mixture the principal condition for a critical endpoint is 
GE = RTcl2. A UCEP can occur if the excess enthalpy HE > 0 and the excess entropy 
SE > (-Rl2), and an LCEP can occur if HE < 0 and SE < (-Rl2) (Copp and Everett, 
1953; Rowlinson and Swinton, 1982). A DCEP is enthalpy driven and an LCEP is 
entropy driven. 
For most mixtures exhibiting an LCEP, the major class of exception being polymer 
solutions, a UCEP occurs at higher temperatures, thus forming a closed-loop kind of 
phase diagram, providing a gas-liquid critical line is not reached first. HE necessarily 
changes from positive to negative on going from a UCEP down in temperature to an 
LCEP and the principal condition given above can be satisfied only by the large negative 
SE. 
Below an upper critical endpoint two liquid phases coexist. As the temperature is 
raised, the kinetic energy of the molecules increases sufficiently to disrupt the clustering 
of molecules of the same species, and mixing occurs. Lower critical endpoints generally 
occur in hydrogen-bonded systems. At temperatures below a lower critical endpoint the 
two components are fully miscible. As the temperature is raised, the extent of the 
hydrogen bonding between unlike species falls and the mixture phase separates. 
At a CEP the interface between the liquid phases, known as the critical interface, 
disappears. Both the liquid-vapour interface and the interface between the liquid or 
liquids and the inner wall of the container or any other solid spectator phase at a CEP 
are known as noncritical interfaces. As a mixture of overall critical composition moves 
from the two-liquid-phase region into the one-liquid-phase region, by either raising or 
lowering the temperature, the liquid-liquid interface disappears from the centre of the 
total liquid volume. For mixtures of other compositions the relative volumes of the 
phases change and the liquid-liquid interface thus rises or falls and may even disappear 
from the top or bottom of the liquid. 
Critical compositions in the past have often been determined either as the mixture 
composition yielding the limit of two-phase coexistence or, more quantitatively, by 
extrapolating the diameter of the coexistence curve to the phase boundary thereby 
identifying both T cs and Xc. These procedures can sometimes be fairly arbitrary due to 
the flat nature of the coexistence curve near the critical endpoint. 
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Another method is to measure the volumes of coexisting liquid phases. For an 
upper critical endpoint, the composition for which the volumes are equal just below the 
critical temperature is the critical composition. An even more structured approach relies 
on fitting the full coexistence curve two of whose parameters are T cs and Xc; this is 
discussed in more detail below. 
The effect of pressure at low pressures on binary temperature-composition phase 
diagrams is small (Myers et al., 1966). Experimentally, the phase diagram is often 
measured by determining the phase separation temperatures for mixtures of known 
composition in sealed tubes in the presence of the vapour. The mixture thus moves along 
the three-phase gas-liquid-liquid line to the coexistence curve where one liquid phase 
disappears. 
The phase behaviour of systems exhibiting closed loops is particularly interesting, 
especially in relation to the influence of pressure. Increasing the pressure often causes 
the closed loop to shrink. The upper and lower critical endpoints may then merge at a 
double critical point (Walker and Vause, 1987). 
The coexistence curve for a binary mixture can be described mathematically in 
terms of E, the scaled distance in temperature from the critical temperature T C' E = 
IT - T cl/T C' by the equation: 
where the ~± are compositions on either side of the critical composition ~c, the Ci are 
the diameter amplitudes, 'V is the critical index for the diameter (~+ + ~_)/2, the Bi are 
the amplitudes for the order parameter (~+ - ~_), (3 is the order-parameter critical index 
and 81 is the Wegner gap exponent for the order parameter (Wegner, 1972). In the early 
days of the development of the modem theory of criticality, the values of the critical 
exponents were treated as empirical to be detennined by experiment. More recently, 
however, the values predicted by Renormalisation Group Theory, see section 1.1.4, have 
come to be regarded as correct and are widely used: (3 = 0.325, 'V = 1 - a = 0.89 and 8} 
= 0.5. The first set of terms in equation (1.6) describes the diameter and the second set 
describes each limb of the coexistence curve. This equation has been used in later 
chapters to fit coexistence curve data. It should be noted that different exponents for the 
separate terms have various effects on the shape of the curve, particularly at the origin. 
The limiting values of the slope dy/dx for y = x~ at x ~ 0 are +00 for ~ < 1, 1 for (3 = 1, 
and 0 for (3 > 1 as illustrated in Figure 1.8. Further opportunities for altering the shape of 
the coexistence curve and the diameter arise from amplitudes of different sign. 
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The mixtures considered for the theoretical phase diagram predictions in Chapter 
6, namely hexane or hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane, fall under the Scott and 
van Konynenburg classification of type IT mixtures (van Konynenburg and Scott, 1980), 
i.e. they exhibit a continuous gas-liquid critical line and an upper liquid-liquid critical 
line. The projection of the pressure-temperature phase diagram showing both gas-liquid 
and liquid-liquid critical behaviour for type IT mixtures is shown in Figure 1.9. In such 
projections points at all compositions are effectively collapsed onto one plane. The line 
lying between the vapour pressure curves of the pure components is the line of liquid-
liquid-gas equilibrium, i.e. at temperatures below that of the upper critical endpoint 
VeEP, two liquid phases and the gas are in equilibrium at the mixture vapour pressure. 
At the VeEP the two liquid phases merge in the presence of the vapour. The dashed line 
starting at the VeEP is the liquid-liquid critical line; this line is nearly straight at low 
pressures and has a very large slope. At pressures which cut this line and at temperatures 
lower than those defining the line, two liquid phases coexist and there is no vapour 
present. 
p 
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Figure 1.9: The pressure-temperature phase diagram for type II 
binary mixtures. (Reproduced from Green, 1992.) 
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A pressure-composition slice of Figure 1.9 for a temperature below the UCEP is 
shown in Figure 1.10. As mentioned above, experimentally for a sample in a closed tube 
the gas-liquid-liquid three-phase line is followed with increasing temperature. The 
vertical lines representing the liquid-liquid coexistence in Figure 1.10 move closer 
together with increasing temperature and at the UCEP they merge. Temperature-
composition slices can also be extracted in a similar way. 
p 
9 
Figure 1.10: A pressure-composition slice from Figure 1.9 for a type 
II binary mixture below the UeEP. (Reproduced from Green, 1992.) 
The liquid-liquid phase behaviour of partially miscible ternary mixtures is complex. 
Phase equilibria at constant pressure can be represented by a three-dimensional diagram 
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of an upright triangular prism to include both the compositions of all three components 
and the temperature. The detailed discussion of the phase behaviour of ternary mixtures 
is deferred to Chapter 6. 
The liquid-vapour behaviour of a binary mixture near a critical endpoint, in 
particular the form of the vapour pressure and surface tension, is discussed in section 
1.3.1.2. 
The previous sections have considered the phase behaviour and the location of the 
critical points in pure substances and in mixtures. We turn now to the anomalous 
behaviour observed in fluids near critical points. 
1.1.4 Near-critical anomalous behaviour in fluids 
Close to a critical point anomalous behaviour is observed in many properties of a fluid. 
At the liquid-liquid critical point in a binary mixture there is a fine balance between the 
molecular attractive forces-which tend to produce aggregation of molecules of the same 
kind into groups, clusters and eventually separate phases-and the disruptive effect of 
collisions-which tend to disperse these clusters, and so mitigate against miscibility. 
Raising or lowering the temperature very slightly around the critical temperature T cs 
upsets this balance and marked changes are then observed in the behaviour of the fluid. 
Close to the critical point long-range fluctuations occur. In the case of a pure fluid 
near the liquid-vapour critical point, liquid-like fluctuations occur in the vapour phase 
and vapour-like fluctuations occur in the liquid phase. In a binary liquid mixture near the 
liquid-liquid critical point, fluctuations occur in the single-phase as it begins to fonn two 
separate phases, or in both coexisting phases as they begin to merge. As the critical point 
is approached, these fluctuations extend over greater distances. The characteristic size of 
the fluctuating regions, called the correlation length ~, diverges to infinity at the critical 
point. 
As the critical point of a pure or mixed fluid is approached from above or below 
the critical temperature, the fluid usually loses its transparency and turns milky or 
cloudy. This is known as critical opalescence and it persists over a narrow range of 
temperatures close to the critical temperature. Critical opalescence occurs due to the 
density and thus refractive index fluctuations in the near-critical fluid. Away from the 
critical region these fluctuations are insignificant, but in the critical region they give rise 
to domains of different densities within the fluid. When the size of the clusters grows to 
be comparable with the wavelengths of visible light, light is scattered from this optically 
non-homogeneous medium giving rise to the milky appearance of the liquid. 
A useful distinction is often made in the consideration of critical phenomena 
between field and density variables. Field variables are those variables-such as 
temperature, pressure and chemical potential-which of necessity are equal in coexisting 
phases, while density variables, by contrast, are variables-such as density, entropy per 
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unit volume and composition-which need not be, and usually are not, equal in each of 
the coexisting phases. Refractive index is one density variable which in some mixtures at 
certain wavelengths of light takes the same value in coexisting liquid phases; this 
phenomenon is termed isooptic (Francis, 1951); mixtures whose coexisting phases have 
the same mass density are known as isopycnic (Francis, 1953). 
The term order parameter is used for quantities which yield a measure of the 
dissimilarity of the phases, and in a two-phase system are usually differences in any 
suitable density variable in the two coexisting phases. For example, differences in 
refractive index or mass density are commonly chosen as order parameters, however, in 
isooptic or isopycnic mixtures, respectively, clearly neither choice is appropriate. As the 
system approaches a critical point, the order parameter tends to zero since the two 
phases become more similar and eventually merge identity. 
As the critical point is approached, some properties tend to vanish and others tend 
to infinity . Power laws are used to describe both kinds of behaviour close to the critical 
point, they are generally of the form: 
f(X) = AXA. (1.7) 
where f(X) is the property described. In these expressions, A is the power law 
amplitude, X is a scaled distance away from the critical point and A. is the critical 
exponent or index. The scaled distance from the critical point is often expressed in tenns 
of E = (T - T c)/T c. where T c is the critical temperature, or in terms of composition 
(x - XC)/XC, where Xc is the critical composition. The sign of A. determines whether f{X) 
vanishes-A. > O-or diverges to infinity-A. < O-at the critical point. The rate at which a 
property approaches zero or infinity depends on the size of the critical exponent. The 
value of the critical exponent is characteristic both of the property considered and of the 
path along which the critical point is approached. Critical exponents are universa~ that is 
they are the same for all systems in a given universality class, see below, and do not 
depend on the nature of the components and the details of the intermolecular forces. The 
values of the critical exponents are generally defined to be positive. 
The Ising model was first used by Lenz and Ising in 1926 to model the 
ferromagnetic phase transition and it is now an important model system used to study 
critical points. In the Ising model, magnetic spins are allowed to point 'up' or 'down' and 
are placed on regular lattice sites with any interactions limited to nearest neighbours 
only. This model can be used to describe a variety of phase transitions. For example, 
antiferromagnetism is described by allowing neighbouring spins to align antiparallel. For 
liquid-liquid phase transitions the 'up' and 'down' spins are replaced by particles A and B; 
for liquid-gas transitions the spins are replaced by particles and holes. 
Phase transitions can be grouped into classes of systems which show similar 
behaviour. Each system in a particular universality class has the same spatial 
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dimensionality d and the same number of spin components n as all the other members. A 
universality class (d,n) is a set of systems which all have the same critical exponents. 
Fluids and ferromagnets both belong to class (3,1). 
Renormalisation Group (RG) Theory is another approach to studying critical 
phenomena and was introduced by Wilson in 1971. The renormalisation group is a 
general method for constructing theories and can deal with problems that have multiple 
scales of length (Wilson, 1979). In RG theory the behaviour of a system depends only on 
the universality class to which it belongs. Values of critical exponents have been 
calculated using this method. 
Critical exponents have also been calculated using classical theories. Classical 
'mean-field' theories such as van der Waals-like theories assume that the Helmholtz free 
energy is analytic, e.g. that it can be expanded by a Taylor series around the critical point 
in powers of, for example, (T - Te) or (V m - V m,J. However, the Helmholtz free energy 
of real systems turns out not to be analytic and the exponents found for real systems and 
those predicted using RG theory thus both differ from the classical values obtained from 
mean-field theories. For example, the near-critical behaviour of the order parameter in 
terms of the difference in the mole fraction of one of the components in each phase 
(x' - x") is described by the scaled distance in temperature from the critical point E raised 
to the power of the exponent ~. The classical value of ~ is 112 and the RG value for class 
(3,1) fluids is 0.325 (Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin, 1977), close to values measured 
experimentally. The physical consequence of the smaller critical exponents found 
experimentally and from the RG theory is that the top of the coexistence curve is 'flatter' 
than is predicted by mean-field theories, and in practical terms this means that Tues is 
overestimated by such theories. 
Different critical exponents are used to represent the near-critical behaviour of 
properties such as the heat capacity or correlation length. The correlation length is 
represented by a power law of the form ~ = ~o E-v, where ~o is a power law amplitude 
and the critical exponent v is 0.630, calculated from RG theory. The critical exponents 
describing different properties are interrelated by scaling laws (Scott, 1978). 
The anomalous critical behaviour of fluids has been extensively studied. Reviews 
of the literature were carried out by Scott in 1978 and by Greer and Moldover in 1981 
and these appear to continue to represent essentially the current view of such matters. 
Almost all of the discussion of critical-point behaviour so far in this chapter has 
been concerned with thermodynamic or bulk equilibrium properties. The sole exception 
has been the mention of the behaviour of the molecular correlation length. Much the 
same set of ideas, however, has been applied to the behaviour of transport properties and 
to the critical behaviour of one of these, the viscosity, we now tum. The principal 
features of the anomalous viscosity of near-critical binary mixtures are outlined in the 
following section and laid out in more detail in Chapter 2. 
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1.2 Macroscopic and microscopic viscosities near a critical endpoint 
The macroscopic and microscopic viscosities of binary mixtures near critical endpoints 
have been studied and are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Here brief 
introductions to each type of viscosity, their differences, and reasons for their interest are 
. given. 
1.2.1 Macroscopic viscosity 
Like most properties of near-critical mixtures, there are two main approaches to the 
critical point along which the anomalous behaviour of the viscosity is studied. The first is 
the constant critical composition path in the one-phase mixture leading into two limbs of 
the coexistence curve for two-phase mixtures. The second approach is along a path of 
constant critical temperature. The behaviour of the macroscopic shear viscosity of a 
binary mixture near an upper or a lower critical endpoint has been well characterised. 
Along both paths, the viscosity diverges to infinity at the critical endpoint. A different 
critical exponent is used to describe the form of the anomaly along each path. 
The anomaly in the viscosity at a critical endpoint is a result of the density 
fluctuations occurring in the liquid and the divergence of the correlation length of these 
fluctuations as discussed in the previous section. 
1.2.2 Microscopic viscosity 
The microscopic viscosity of a liquid or a liquid mixture can be studied by a variety of 
spectroscopic techniques. In this investigation the principal technique employed is the 
measurement of the rotational correlation time of a fluorescent probe molecule in the 
liquid. This method is widely used to determine the microviscosity of the interior of 
micelles, or of interfacial films. In this study, it has been used to investigate the viscosity 
of near-critical binary mixtures at microscopic level. 
The viscosity of the environment around the probe affects the rate at which the 
molecule can rotate. If the viscosity is high, the probe experiences high viscous drag and 
thus rotates relatively slowly. The temperature also plays a part through its effect on 
both the viscosity of the solvent and the kinetic energy of the probe. 
1.2.3 Comparison of macroscopic and microscopic viscosities 
The study of the microscopic viscosity of mixtures near critical endpoints is of interest to 
allow a comparison with the macroscopic viscosity, in particular to the fonn of any 
anomaly and the critical exponents characterising the anomaly. Critical anomalies 
previously observed in binary mixtures have generally been in macroscopic properties. In 
this study a molecular quantity is measured. 
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The macroscopic viscosity is a bulk property of the mixture and can be measured 
by capillary flow. The microscopic viscosity, however, is the local resistance to 
translation or rotation of a given probe molecule in solution. The issues are whether i) 
the method of measurement of the rotational correlation time provides a true measure of 
the microscopic viscosity, ii) the local viscosity of the liquid surrounding the probe bas 
the same value as the bulk macroscopic viscosity, iii) the critical anomaly which occurs 
in the macroscopic viscosity is also observed at a microscopic level. These issues are 
addressed in Chapter 3. 
1.3 Adsorption and wetting in mixtures near critical points 
In sections 1.1.2 and 1.l.3 the liquid-vapour and liquid-liquid phase behaviour of 
mixtures has been discussed. In this section we turn to the interfacial behaviour of binary 
mixtures near critical endpoints. Both the liquid-vapour and the solid-liquid interfaces 
are considered. The issues of critical adsorption and critical-point wetting considered 
here form the general introductions for Chapters 4 and 5. 
As mentioned in section 1.1.3, at a critical endpoint, CEP, two coexisting liquid 
phases merge identity in the presence of the coexisting vapour phase. This noncritical 
vapour phase is known also as a spectator phase as it is not involved in the phase 
separation process. The solid walls of the vessel playa similar spectator role since they 
are not directly involved in the critical event; however, since they do not share material 
with the critical phases in some senses the role is different. The liquid-vapour and solid-
liquid interfaces are thus noncritical interfaces. The liquid-liquid interface is the critical 
interface and vanishes when a single-phase is formed. 
Although the liquid-vapour and solid-liquid interfaces are noncritical, interesting 
effects are observed at these interfaces close to the critical endpoint. Preferential 
adsorption of one of the mixture components at the noncritical interface occurs when the 
mixture is in a single phase close to the critical endpoint, and is also expected just into 
the two-phase region. This is known as critical adsorption. Another effect, which is 
observed in two-liquid-phase mixtures, is the complete wetting of the noncritical 
interface by one of the liquid phases. This occurs for a range of temperatures close to the 
critical solution temperature and is known as critical-point wetting. 
Critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid interface of a binary liquid mixture has 
been investigated by evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy and is 
discussed in Chapter 4. The detailed structure of the liquid-vapour interface of binary 
mixtures near critical endpoints with respect to critical adsorption and critical-point 
wetting has been investigated by neutron reflectivity and these results are presented in 
Chapter 5. 
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1.3.1 Adsorption 
1.3.1.1 Theory 
The Gibbs adsorption equation can be used as a starting point for a consideration of 
adsorption at an interface. For a two-component mixture at fixed temperature and 
pressure the Gibbs adsorption equation can be expressed as: 
(1.8) 
where cr is the surface tension of the mixture and J.1i is the chemical potential of 
component i. ri is the adsorption of component i at the interface and is defined as an 
amount per unit area of the surface: 
(1.9) 
where a is the area of the surface and n(s)i is the number of moles of i adsorbed at the 
surface or the surface excess. This surface excess is defined by: 
(1.10) 
where ni is the total number of moles of component i and n(g)i and n(l)i are the number 
of moles ofi in the gas and liquid phases, respectively. 
The Gibbs-Duhem equation, relating the changes in the chemical potentials of the 
two components of a given phase of the mixture at constant temperature and pressure, is 
given by: 
(1.11) 
where Xi is the mole fraction of component i. Using this equation, the Gibbs adsorption 
equation above reduces to: 
(1.12) 
The relative adsorption of component 2 with respect to component 1, r 2,1' is defined by 
the right-hand side of the above equation, thus: 
(1.13) 
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The relative adsorption, r 2,1' has been the quantity generally used to represent the 
adsorption, but recently the quantity r 2,1 /x2 termed the Total Surface Segregation 
(TSS) has been suggested as an alternative and more suitable measure of adsorption 
(McLure et al., 1993) and is thus defined by: 
(1.14) 
The TSS can be evaluated (McLure et al., 1993; Williamson, 1990) as: 
(1.15) 
where Y2 is the Raoultian activity coefficient of component 2. In equation (1.15) it is 
implicit that the experimental quantities are measured orthobarically, i.e. at the vapour 
pressure of the mixture. For condensed phase properties at temperatures well removed 
from the gas-liquid critical line, the vapour pressure is essentially constant and equal to 
zero thus maintaining thermodynamic propriety. 
We tum now to adsorption close to a critical endpoint. This has been discussed by 
Rowlinson and Widom (1982). Equation (1.13) can be rewritten: 
(1.16) 
The near-critical behaviour of r 2 1 can be deduced from the behaviour of the numerator 
, 
and denominator of the above equation by the following arguments. Considering the 
approach to the critical endpoint as a function of composition with the temperature fixed 
at the critical temperature T C' the expressions for the numerator and denominator near a 
critical endpoint are: 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
where ).1 = 1.26 is the critical index for the temperature dependence of the surface 
tension, ~ = 0.325 is the order-parameter exponent associated with the temperature 
dependence of the compositions of coexisting phases of a mixture close to a critical 
endpoint and y = 1.24 is associated with the chemical potentials in a mixture near a 
critical endpoint. Using the exponent relation ).1 + v = y + 2~, where v = 0.63 is the 
exponent for the temperature dependence of the correlation length, equation (1.16) can 
be rewritten: 
(1.19) 
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The temperature dependence of r 2,1 for fixed critical composition x2,c is obtained by 
replacing IX2 - x2,cI in equation (1.19) with IT - TcI~ leading to: 
(1.20) 
The total surface segregation (TSS), r 2,1/x2, thus diverges at the critical endpoint along 
either path. This can be interpreted, using equation (1.14), as the fonnation of a 
macroscopically thick layer of essentially pure component 2 at the interface. 
The preferential adsorption of one of the mixture components at the noncritical 
interface close to the critical endpoint is known as critical adsorption. This adsorption is 
considered as a local modification of the order parameter and should extend over the 
range of the correlation length ~ which describes the fluctuations of the bulk order 
parameter and diverges at the critical endpoint (Beysens, 1989). 
Fisher and de Gennes (1978) have calculated the variation of the order parameter 
as a function of distance z through a noncritical solid interface in terms of a universal 
surface scaling function. The order parameter can be expressed in terms of, for example, 
volume fraction, density or, as in Chapter 5, the neutron scattering length density. Here 
it is expressed in terms of volume fraction ~ as the difference between the value at a 
given distance ~(z) and the bulk value ~(bulk), effectively the value at infinite distance 
from the interface. Close to the interface, within approximately loA, density oscillations 
are predicted due to packing effects. Further away, the order parameter decays 
according to a power law: 
[~(z) - ~(bulk)] ,...., z-~/v,...., rIl2. (1.21) 
This type of decay continues until z is of the same order as the correlation length C;. For 
z > ~ the adsorption decays exponentially as: 
(1.22) 
For sufficiently large values of z, ~(z) approaches '(bulk) and the adsorption vanishes. 
Liu and Fisher (1989) have suggested functions for the order parameter profile such that 
the cross-over from the power law to the exponential form can be tuned by parameters. 
The interfacial structure due to critical adsorption is thus interesting and occurs in a 
binary mixture close to the critical endpoint at either the solid or the vapour interface. 
Various theoretical treatments of critical adsorption have been discussed by Dietrich 
(1988). The total amount of adsorption varies as [(T - Tc)rrc]-(v-~) and so diverges at Tc 
(Beysens, 1989). 
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1.3.1.2 Behaviour o/the liquid-vapour surface tension 
At the liquid-vapour interface of a simple mixture, the component adsorbed is that with 
the lower liquid-vapour surface tension as this lowers the surface free energy. In this 
section the behaviour of the surface tension of a mixture near a critical endpoint is briefly 
discussed. In the previous section it was mentioned that dcr/dx2 along the critical 
isotherm goes to zero at the critical composition. We show here that this takes the form 
of a horizontal inflection. 
The surface tension cr is formally defined by: 
dw= cr da (1.23) 
where dw is the work involved in forming a surface of area da. The surface tension as a 
function of temperature for the binary mixture 2-methylpentane + perfluorotributylamine 
of critical composition in the single-phase and along both limbs of the coexistence curve 
is shown in Figure 1.11 a. The three curves meet at the critical temperature with a 
common tangent. The surface tension as a function of composition along the critical 
isotherm (T = T c) for decamethyltetrasiloxane + perfluorohexane is shown in Figure 
1.11 b. A horizontal inflection occurs at the critical composition. This experimental 
observation is in agreement with predictions by Widom (1977). 
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Figure 1.11: (a) The surface tension cr for (I-x) 2-methylpentane + 
x perfluorotributylamine as a function of temperature for a mixture of 
critical composition. (b) The surface tension cr for (I-x) decamethyl-
tetrasiloxane + x perfluorohexane as a function of composition at the 
critical temperature. (Taken from Bowers, 1995.) 
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In 'usual' binary mixtures the component with the higher surface tension has the 
lower vapour pressure, i.e. is the less volatile. The form of the vapour pressure-
composition curve at the critical temperature is effectively the inverse of the surface 
tension-composition curve, and thus also exhibits a horizontal inflection. Examples of 
usual mixtures include hexane or heptane + pertluorohexane, methylcyclohexane + 
pertluoromethylcyclohexane, hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane and decamethyl-
tetrasiloxane + perfluorohexane. 'Unusual' mixtures also exist, in which the component 
with the higher surface tension has the higher vapour pressure. Examples of unusual 
mixtures include nearly all surfactant + solvent mixtures, of which 2-butoxyethanol + 
water is a well studied example, pentane + perfluoroheptane, and 2-methylpentane + 
pertluorotributylamine (Bowers, 1995). 
In addition to a horizontal inflection, a maximum or minimum may be observed in 
the surface tension along the critical isotherm; this effect is termed surface azeotropy, or 
aneotropy (McLure et ai., 1973). At an azeotrope the vapour and liquid compositions 
are equal. At an aneotrope the bulk and surface compositions are equal, i.e. there is no 
net adsorption of either component at the liquid-vapour interface. A mixture which 
exhibits an aneotrope is hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluo ro hexane. The aneotropic 
composition occurs at a mole fraction of perfluorohexane close to 0.89, as shown in 
Figure 1.12. The surface structure of a mixture of the aneotropic composition has been 
studied by neutron reflectivity and is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 1.12: The surface tension cr for (I-x) hexamethyldisiloxane + 
x perfluorohexane at T = 25°C, close to T ucs = 23.8°C, showing the 
horizontal inflection at the critical composition, x = 0.52, and the 
aneotrope at x = 0.89. (Taken from Bowers, 1995.) 
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1.3.1.3 Experimental investigations of critical adsorption 
In this section some of the previous experimental studies of critical adsorption are briefly 
described. Ellipsometry is one of the most frequently used techniques in these studies. It 
involves the measurement of the depolarisation upon reflection of plane-polarised light 
incident at an interface. The ellipticity measures the ratio of the complex Fresnel 
reflection coefficients for p-polarised light, where the electric field vector is in the plane 
of incidence, and s-polarised light, where the electric field vector is perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence, and is defined by the ratio of the minor and major axes of the ellipse 
of polarisation (e.g. see Hirtz et al., 1993). For light incident at the Brewster angle 9B, 
where 9B = tan-1n2/nl with n2 and nl the refractive indices of the media at the interface, 
the reflected light is plane-polarised and the ellipticity can provide a measure of the 
interfacial structure normal to the interface. The analysis of ellipsometric data, like 
neutron reflectivity data, can be fairly involved. Further details of the use of ellipsometry 
in obtaining surface structural information are given by Greef (1990). 
An experimental study of critical adsorption at the liquid-vapour interface of 
aniline + cyclohexane was undertaken by Beaglehole (1980) using ellipsometry. It was 
shown that the coefficient of ellipticity could be related directly to the relative adsorption 
at the interface, with the sign of the ellipticity indicating which component was 
preferentially adsorbed. The ellipticity was positive and increased close to the upper 
critical solution temperature T ues, indicating adsorption of cyclohexane at the interface 
as expected from the lower surface tension of cyclohexane relative to aniline. It should 
be noted that in some cases the ellipticity can be negative if the permittivity of the 
surface layer is greater than the permittivity of the bulk phase (Hirtz et al., 1993). 
Incidentally, the permittivity is proportional to the square of the refractive index. 
Other studies by ellipsometry, which have shown the increasing preferential 
adsorption of one of the components at the liquid-vapour interface as the critical 
temperature is approached, include those of Heidel and Findenegg (1984) for 
nitrobenzene + heptane, where the heptane was preferentially adsorbed, and Schmidt and 
Moldover (1985) for isopropanol + perfluoromethylcyclohexane, where the fluorocarbon 
was preferentially adsorbed. The methanol + cyclohexane system has been studied by 
Schmidt (1986) by adding deuterated cyclo hexane , thus increasing the density of the 
cyclohexane-rich phase and inverting the coexisting phases below Tues· In the 
deuterated system a methanol-rich region was observed to build up from above and 
below T ues, however the ellipsometric data below T ucs could not be fitted to the same 
model profile as those above Tues. In some studies (Heidel and Findenegg, 1987) a 
finite maximum in the ellipticity has been observed slightly above T ucs, e.g. 0.4 K above 
for solutions of polystyrene in cyclohexane. The ellipticity of a sample of critical 
composition did not, however, exhibit the expected second maximum below Tues· 
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The studies mentioned above have investigated the liquid-vapour interface by 
ellipsometry. Hirtz et al. (1993) have described in detail the use of ellipsometry in 
investigating critical adsorption. Critical adsorption at a silica-liquid interface has been 
observed for nitrobenzene + hexane (Beysens and Leibler, 1982). A fluorescence 
technique was used to detect the preferential adsorption of the fluorescent nitrobenzene. 
1.3.2 Critical-point wetting 
1.3.2.1 Theory 
Critical-point wetting can occur at the solid interface in a single-component fluid close to 
the gas-liquid critical point, or at the solid or vapour interfaces in a binary liquid mixture 
close to a critical endpoint. In the following discussion of critical-point wetting we 
consider two coexisting liquid phases a. and ~ of a binary mixture in contact with a third 
noncritical phase y which may be the solid or the vapour. The interface between the two 
liquid phases forms an angle S, called the contact angle, at the noncritical interface, as 
shown in Figure 1.13. 
a. 
y 
Figure 1.13: The contact angle S made by the a.~ interface at the 
noncritical phase y. 
Resolving the forces along the noncritical interface leads to the Young-Dupre 
equation: 
O'a~cosS = O'o:y - O'~y (1.24) 
where 0''' is the surface tension between phases i and j. For values ofS which satisfy this IJ 
equation, i.e. for cosS between 0 and 1: 
( 1.25) 
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For 9 = 0, i.e. cos9 = 1, the equation reduces to Antonow's rule: 
(1.26) 
In this case phase ~ interposes itself between phase a. and phase y. Phase ~ is said to 
completely wet the noncritical interface. For 9 > 0 the interface is only partially wet. 
As the critical endpoint is approached, (J'a~ and (Jay - (J~y both vanish as the two 
liquid phases merge identity and the equation for the contact angle: 
(1.27) 
becomes indeterminate. 
The detailed behaviour near the critical point may be identified by considering the 
way in which the numerator and denominator approach zero. Since (Jay - (J~y is an order 
parameter which approaches zero as the scaled distance from the critical point 
E = IT - T cl/T C' it has the same critical exponent ~ as that which describes the 
composition difference between the two phases. The value of ~ is approximately 0.3. 
Thus close to the critical point the form of the numerator is: 
(1.28) 
The denominator (J'a~ follows the form: 
(1.29) 
where J..l is the characteristic exponent for the surface or interfacial tension near a critical 
point and is approximately 1.3. These considerations lead to the form of cosS: 
(1.30) 
Coss thus diverges as the critical point is approached and can reach a value of 1 at some 
temperature not quite at the critical temperature. The physical meaning of this, for 
example for a mixture with an upper critical endpoint, is that complete wetting occurs at 
some temperature T w below the critical temperature T c or Tues. T w is called the 
wetting temperature and represents the temperature at which a transition from partial to 
complete wetting of the noncritical interface takes place. This phenomenon is known as 
critical-point wetting and was first predicted by Cahn (1977) following the above 
arguments. At partial wetting a microscopic film may be present, but at complete wetting 
a macroscopic film of the wetting phase forms at the interface with the solid or vapour. 
Wetting and adsorption phenomena in a binary mixture are illustrated in Figure 1.14. 
Tues 
Tpw 
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Figure 1.14: Schematic diagram illustrating wetting and adsorption 
phenomena in a binary liquid mixture close to the upper critical 
endpoint. The liquid phases are represented by a. and ~. T ues, Twand 
T pw are the upper critical solution temperature, the wetting transition 
temperature and the prewetting critical temperature, respectively. 
The order of the wetting transitio~ which has been the subject of some 
controversy, is briefly discussed below. The transition may be of first or second order. If 
the transition is first order the thickness of the wetting film changes abruptly at T w and if 
it is second order the film thickness increases gradually up to T w. 
For a first-order transition the existence of a prewetting line is predicted. This line 
starts tangential to the coexistence curve at T w and tenninates at a prewetting critical 
temperature T pw, as shown in Figure 1.14. The prewetting line is a line of first-order 
surface transitions in the single-phase fluid at the noncritical interface from weak 
adsorption, to strong adsorption for compositions and temperatures close to two-phase 
coexistence. T pw may occur above or below Tues. The prewetting transition across the 
prewetting line may be considered as a jump in wetting-fihn thickness from thin 'outside' 
the prewetting line to thick in the region bounded by the prewetting line and the 
coexistence curve. Close to T w the jump in film thickness is large, but close to T PW the 
differences in film thickness on either side of the prewetting line decrease and at T PW the 
two films become indistinguishable (Evans and C~ 1996). 
Cahn's original approach to critical-point wetting, which was partly based on the 
analysis of a simple mean-field theory for the density profile at an interface, predicted 
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that the wetting transition was first order (Cahn, 1977). Independently Ebner and Saam 
(1977) using a more sophisticated density-functional theory for films on a solid 
substrate, which included packing effects due to short-range repulsive forces between 
atoms, reached the same general results. However, Sullivan (1981), using a slightly 
different approach for a liquid film on a solid substrate, found that the transition from 
partial to complete wetting was second order. 
Further theoretical work led to increased controversy over the order of the wetting 
transition. Telo da Gama and Evans (1983) predicted a first-order wetting transition for 
a binary mixture of Lennard-Jones fluids, although as their calculations were based on an 
approximate numerical minimisation procedure they could not rule out the possibility 
that the transition might not be first order. 
Tarazona, Telo da Gama and Evans (1983) resolved the dispute by showing 
explicitly that the transition from partial to complete wetting could be first or second 
order. They used a simple model free energy functional and showed that the order of the 
transition was dependent on the form assumed for the attractive part of the 
intermolecular pair-wise potentials. Teletzke, Scriven and Davis (1982, 1983) using a 
generalised version of Sullivan's theory found that the theory permitted either a first-
order or a second-order transition depending on the parameters characterising the fluid-
solid and fluid-fluid interactions. 
Dietrich and Schick (1986) have formulated general analytic expressions which 
permit the determination of the order of wetting transitions in mean-field theory for one-
component fluids near a solid wall and for binary liquid mixtures near a solid wall and at 
three-phase coexistence using long-range van der Waals forces. 
1.3.2.2 Experimental investigations of critical-point wetting 
In this section some of the experimental studies of critical-point wetting, carried out to 
determine the nature and thickness of the wetting film, the wetting transition temperature 
T w' the order of the transition or the existence of prewetting, are discussed. This section 
is not intended to be a full review, but some of the main experiments are highlighted. 
Critical-point wetting is an active area of research and a fairly recent issue of Ber. 
Bunsenges. Phys. Chern. (1994, No.3) was dedicated to the subject. Experimental and 
theoretical considerations of wetting phenomena have been discussed in detail by 
Dietrich (1988). 
The phase which completely wets the liquid-vapour interface in a binary mixture 
close to its critical endpoint is generally the phase richer in the component with the lower 
surface tension. In some mixtures this may be the upper phase of a two-liquid-phase 
mixture, but in others it may be the lower phase. In the latter case, the lower more dense 
phase interposes itself between the upper phase and the vapour and the wetting 
transition from partial to complete wetting can be studied. The wetting layer is generally 
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assumed to be of the same composition as that of the bulk phase from which it 
originated. The thickness of the layer is determined by a competition between gravity-
which tends to thin the layer-and dispersion forces-which tend to thicken the layer 
(Law, 1994). 
At the solid-liquid interface, generally the phase with the lower solid-liquid 
interfacial tension wets. The phase which completely wets the solid-liquid or liquid-
vapour interface close to the critical endpoint is called the wetting phase and the other 
phase is termed the wetted phase. 
For a mixture in contact with a solid inner container wall and the vapour, the 
temperature at which complete wetting occurs is different at each interface. Different 
values of Tw may also be observed on changing the nature of the solid container, e.g. 
from one glass to another or from quartz to Teflon. 
Many of the systems in which wetting has been studied in this work involve 
hydrocarbon + perfluorocarbon mixtures. In these mixtures the pertluorocarbon-rich 
phase is the more dense and also has the lower surface tension. The perfluorocarbon-rich 
phase is thus expected to wet the liquid-vapour interface. The hydrocarbon-rich phase is 
generally observed to wet the quartz-liquid interface. Different values of T w are found 
for each interface, with T w for the quartz-liquid interface generally lying closest to the 
upper critical solution temperature Tues. The wetting behaviour at the liquid-vapour 
and solid-liquid interfaces in a hydrocarbon + pertluorocarbon mixture is illustrated in 
Figure 1.15. 
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Figure 1.15: Critical-point wetting transitions at the liquid-vapour and 
solid-liquid interfaces for a hydrocarbon + pertluorocarbon mixture. 
T w' and T w" represent the wetting transition temperatures for the 
liquid-vapour and solid-liquid interfaces, respectively. H and F 
represent the hydrocarbon-rich and perfluorocarbon-rich phases and 
the vapour is unmarked. 
Various techniques can be used to study wetting at different interfaces. We have 
used evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy at the solid-liquid interface 
in Chapter 4 and neutron reflectivity at the liquid-vapour interface in Chapter 5. We turn 
now to previous investigations of critical-point wetting. 
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The methanol + cyclohexane mixture has been studied by Moldover and Cahn 
(1980) among others. Close to the critical point the lower methanol-rich phase was 
observed to completely wet the glass-liquid, quartz-liquid and liquid-vapour interfaces, 
and the cyclohexane-rich phase was observed to wet Teflon and other similar materials. 
On raising T ucs by the addition of water, the methanol-rich phase ceased to wet the 
quartz completely. 
A direct measurement of the transition from partial to complete wetting on 
changing the temperature through Tw was made by Pohl and Goldburg (1982) using 
capillary rise for the lower critical endpoint system 2,6-lutidine + water at the Pyrex-
liquid interface. T w - T LCS was found to be approximately 15 K. 
Kwon et al. (1982) measured the thickness of the wetting layers in 
methylcyclohexane (MCH) + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (PFMCH) and methanol + 
cyclohexane mixtures at the liquid-vapour interface, by ellipsometry, to be between 50 
and 400 A at ambient temperatures. The thickness of the wetting layer varied as L -113 for 
small values of L where L was the height spanned by the upper liquid phase, in 
agreement with the prediction of de Gennes (1981), although it was noted that deviation 
from this behaviour could occur near the critical endpoint. In the MCH + PFMCH 
system, the upper MCH-rich phase wetted the quartz container walls and the lower 
PFMCH-rich phase wetted the vapour interface. In this system, equilibration of the 
thickness of the wetting film at the vapour interface must occur by diffusion of the 
PFMCH-rich phase through the upper phase. In contrast, in methanol + cyclohexane 
systems the methanol-rich lower phase wets both the quartz-liquid and liquid-vapour 
interfaces, and thus equilibration of the wetting layer at the vapour interface with the 
lower liquid phase should be facilitated by the connecting wetting film at the solid wall. 
Schmidt and Moldover (1983a, 1983b) observed a first-order wetting transition at 
the liquid-vapour interface in isopropanol + PFMCH at a temperature 52 K below Tues· 
The ellipsometric data corresponded to an intruding layer of thickness less than 20 A 
below Tw and a jump to about 350 A in a narrow 0.03 K temperature interval. The 
thickness of the wetting layer changed by less than 30 A with increasing temperature up 
to 12 K above Tw' The thickness dependence on the height of the upper phase L was not 
consistent with a -113 power law, instead depending only weakly on L. 
Fattinger et al. (1987) pioneered the use of evanescent-wave-generated 
fluorescence spectroscopy to wetting problems. They observed a second-order wetting 
transition for 2,6-lutidine + water at different optical glass-liquid interfaces, with 
T w - T LCS equal to about 7 K. The maximum film thickness measured was 150 A. 
The existence of a first-order prewetting transition in methanol + cyc10hexane has 
been observed experimentally by Bonn et al. (1994) using ellipsometry. 
The foregoing survey, although not totally comprehensive, does list the significant 
investigations into critical-point wetting until now. The details of many important 
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aspects of wetting phenomena near critical points in mixtures have been revealed. 
However, neither the mixtures chosen for study nor the methods employed have been 
systematic. Furthermore, some of the techniques, e.g. ellipsometry, do not afford very 
detailed information at molecular level. As a consequence, some of the pressing issues 
remain unresolved. An experimental approach that does not appear until now to have 
been brought to bear on wetting problems at the liquid-vapour interface in near-critical 
systems-and rarely to problems in nonaqueous mixtures in general-is neutron 
reflectivity. This technique offers the opportunity to determine surface structure in great 
detail provided it is applied to mixtures of substances with useful reflectivity contrast, in 
practice differences in molecular scattering lengths. In this regard, the natural contrast 
between hydrocarbon and perfluorocarbon mixtures, and the potential available for 
different kinds of wetting, can be utilised to great advantage and forms the basis of much 
of the wetting research recorded later in this thesis. Turning to wetting at the solid-liquid 
interface, the most promising approach appears to be evanescent-wave-generated or 
total-internal-reflection fluorescence spectroscopy, particularly for the identification of 
wetting phases and determination of wetting layer composition and thickness. This 
technique can be regarded as the complement for solid-liquid wetting of neutron 
reflectivity for liquid-vapour wetting. 
1.3.3 Summary of critical adsorption and critical-point wetting 
Critical adsorption at the noncritical interface occurs in single-phase and also in two-
phase mixtures close to the critical endpoint (Law, 1994). The component with the 
lower surface tension preferentially adsorbs at the interface. The composition of the 
adsorbed layer gradually decays to the bulk composition with increasing distance from 
the interface and the increase in the effective thickness of the layer is proportional to the 
bulk correlation length of composition fluctuations which diverges to infinity at the 
critical temperature. Single-phase mixtures have been frequently studied; however, the 
fonn of the critical-adsorption just into the two-phase region and the link with critical-
point wetting appears not to have been fully characterised so far. 
Critical-point wetting occurs in the two-phase region of the phase diagram at 
temperatures between the wetting temperature T W' at which the transition from partial to 
complete wetting occurs, and the critical temperature T c. The phase which wets the 
liquid-vapour interface is generally that with the lower surface tension. Similarly, at the 
solid-liquid interface the phase which wets is that with the lower solid-liquid interfacial 
tension. The wetting film and the order of the transition can be studied at the liquid-
vapour interface, if the phase with the lower surface tension is the more dense, and at the 
solid-liquid interface by observing the phase at which a change in the wetting takes 
place. The composition of the wetting layer is usually assumed to have the same 
composition as that of the bulk phase from which it originated, but this had apparently 
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not been verified until the investigations reported later in this thesis. The wetting 
transition may be first order, i.e. the thickness of the film increases abruptly at T
w
, and is 
in this case accompanied by a prewetting line believed to lie close to the coexistence 
curve, or second order, i.e. the thickness of the film increases gradually. 
The thicknesses of the wetting films for different systems at solid-liquid and liquid-
vapour interfaces, the values of Tw, the order of the transitions and the existence and 
location of prewetting transitions are all areas that are of interest in further investigations 
of critical-point wetting. Many experimental and theoretical studies have been carried 
out, but some of the factors governing these effects, such as the relative importance of 
long-range and short-range interactions and the differences in behaviour at various 
interfaces, are not fully understood. 
1.4 Adsorption and wetting in surfactant solutions 
Adsorption and wetting in binary mixtures near critical endpoints have been discussed in 
the previous section. We turn now to adsorption and wetting in surfactant solutions. 
Wetting behaviour of liquids and solutions is of importance in a variety of areas 
including lubrication, paints and detergency. 
The behaviour discussed so far has been for any binary liquid mixture near a 
critical endpoint and each component has been present in roughly equal amounts at the 
critical composition. Surfactants are particular types of molecules and are usually 
considered in aqueous or hydrocarbon solutions in which they are present in small 
quantities. In aqueous solutions, surfactants generally adsorb at the air-water interface 
thereby modifying the surface tension and wetting properties of the solution. In bulk 
aqueous solution, surfactants can form aggregates called micelles, and this allows them 
to solubilise fairly large amounts of oil. In oil + water + surfactant systems 
microemulsions can form. Surfactants have a variety of applications including detergency 
and tertiary oil recovery. 
In this section surfactants, micelles and microemulsions are discussed and the 
wetting behaviour of these solutions is considered. Microemulsions are multicomponent 
systems with complex phase behaviour. In order to fully understand the phase behaviour 
of these types of systems simpler mixtures must also be considered. In Chapter 6, the 
results of experimental and theoretical studies of the phase behaviour of simple ternary 
mixtures are presented. These will form the basis for further work on systems of 
increasing complexity, such as those described here. A range of studies is currently being 
carried out on microemulsions and an issue of Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chern. (1996, No. 
3) highlights some of the most recent developments. 
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1.4.1 Surfactants, micelles and microemulsions 
The name surfactant comes from surface active and surfactants are thus generally 
defined as substances that are active at the interface between two phases. The two 
phases are often air and water and the surfactant molecules accumulate at the surface 
thereby modifying the surface tension. Aqueous surfactants are usually long-chain 
molecules consisting of a hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic, or lipophilic, tail 
Surfactants, sometimes also termed detergents or amphiphiles, where this latter term is 
more general and can be applied to molecules containing two different functionalities, 
may be nonionic or ionic, depending on the nature of the head group. A surfactant 
molecule may also be composed of several chains of various lengths, which may be 
branched and may contain a variety of chemical groups, and these different factors can 
lead to variations, amongst other things, in chain flexibility, surface activity and bulk 
aggregation behaviour. 
A more general definition of a surfactant is that of a molecule containing two 
different functionalities at each end of a chain, i.e. an amphiphile. In the most common 
case these functionalities are hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, but the more general 
definition could also be applied, for example, to a molecule containing a hydrogenated 
chain and a perfluorinated chain, i.e. a perfluoroalkylalkane. These amphiphilic molecules 
have the potential to increase the mutual solubility of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes in a 
similar way that a traditional surfactant increases the solubility of oil and water, and are 
thus of interest in forming nonaqueous surfactant systems. Perfluoroalkylalkanes in 
alkane and perfluoroalkane solutions are discussed in detail in section 1.5.2. 
In addition to their surface behaviour, surfactants can also form aggregates in bulk 
solution. Such micelles typically contain 20-100 surfactant molecules. The term micelle 
comes from the latin 'micella' meaning small bit. In aqueous solution, the hydrophobic 
tail parts of each molecule come together and form the inside of the roughly spherical 
micelle. This hydrophobic core is surrounded by a solvent-permeated layer containing 
the hydrophilic head groups. The driving force for aggregation is largely due to 
hydrophobic interactions between the lipophilic parts of the molecules (Kertes, 1977). 
Micelle formation is a cooperative process and the alkyl chains are located at such 
distances from each other that the core of the micelle can be assumed to be liquid-like 
(Birdi, 1977). Micelles form above a specific concentration, the critical micelle 
concentration (erne), which is typical of the system and depends upon the structure of 
the surfactant and the physicochemical conditions. Below the crnc the surfactant 
molecules tend to adsorb at the gas-liquid interface as the hydrophobic tails try to escape 
from the water environment and they thus decrease the surface tension of the water and 
affect its wetting properties. As the surfactant concentration is increased the interface 
becomes covered by a close-packed monolayer and then, on further increasing the 
concentration, micelles form in the bulk phase (Kahlweit and Busse, 1989). Examples of 
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critical micelle concentrations at 25°C are 8.3 x 10-3 mol dm-3 for sodium dodecyl 
sulphate and 3.3 x 10-2 mol dm-3 for sodium decyl sUlphate (Lindman and Wennerstrom, 
1980). 
In some cases the equilibrium concentration of the surfactant in solution is reached 
below the cmc. However, on raising the temperature the solubility of the surfactant 
increases dramatically at a particular temperature, referred to as the Krafft point. This 
dramatic increase is due to the formation of micelles at higher temperatures which are 
more soluble than the monomers which exist at lower temperatures. The Kraffi point for 
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) is about 20°C (Lindman and Wennerstrom, 1980). 
Below this temperature the solubility of SDS in water is about 0.2%, but increases to 
10-20% at about 4°C above the Kraffi point (Hutchinson and Shinoda, 1967). 
Aggregates of surfactant molecules which form in nonpolar organic solvents are 
called inverse micelles. The polar head groups form the core of the micelle leaving the 
hydrophobic tails in contact with the solvent. Both polar and nonpolar interactions are 
important in forming inverse, or reverse, micelles. The driving force for the aggregation 
process is essentially due to dipole-dipole interactions between the polar head groups. 
Micelle formation is promoted by the interaction of polar groups, especially in the 
presence of water, and is minimised by the interaction of the polar groups with the 
solvent (Fowkes, 1967). 
The shape of a micelle is generally close to spherical, but varies slightly depending 
on the concentration of the surfactant, and may be distorted to ellipsoidal. For a given 
surfactant the size of a micelle depends on the temperature, the concentration of 
surfactant, and the concentration and nature of any added electrolytes or nonelectrolytes 
(Hutchinson and Shinoda, 1967). One dimension of a micelle is limited by the maximum 
possible extension of a hydrocarbon chain (Tanford, 1972). On increasing the surfactant 
concentration in water, various micelle-like structures are formed including cylindrical 
and lamellar micelles (Bansal and Shah, 1977). 
Ionic micelles differ from nonionic micelles in that they have associated 
counterions. An ionic micelle is composed of three regions: the core of hydrophobic 
chains, the Stem layer containing the head groups and some of the counterions and the 
Gouy-Chapman double layer consisting of the excess counterions (Stigter, 1967). 
Nonionic micelles, which are often formed from alkyl polyethoxylates, or alkyl 
polyglycol ethers, have less well-defined regions. The hydrocarbon core is generally 
surrounded by a diffuse region grading off from polyether to water. The polyether head 
groups may be long and may have a definite, e.g. helical, structure, or may be randomly 
coiled (Tanford, 1977). 
Nonionic surfactant micelles have different properties from those of ionic micelles. 
The critical micelle concentrations of most nonionic surfactants are much smaller, often 
by a factor of 100, than those of the corresponding ionic surfactants with the same alkyl 
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chain length (Shinoda, 1967). For nonionic systems intra-micellar and inter-micellar head 
group repulsions are generally reduced and often 1000 or more nonionic surfactants can 
cluster together (Atkins, 1982). 
The mixtures described so far have been binary surfactant + water or oil mixtures. 
In ternary oil + water + surfactant mixtures different types of behaviour such as 
microemulsion formation can be observed. Emulsions are dispersions of liquids in 
liquids. Microemulsions are defined as thermodynamically stable apparently 
homogeneous dispersions of water in oil or oil in water, which form in the presence of 
surfactants (Nicholson et ai., 1982). Microemulsions can be formed in a mixture of a 
nonionic surfactant with oil and water and they can also be observed using an ionic 
surfactant in place of a nonionic surfactant, but generally a co surfactant such as a short-
chain alcohol is also required. The main features which distinguish microemulsions from 
other 'normal' emulsions are i) their transparency, ii) their low viscosity, iii) the high 
stability they exhibit towards separation into distinct phases (Hunter, 1987). 
Microemulsions can be of three main structures, namely i) droplet-like dispersions 
of oil in water, ii) droplet-like dispersions of water in oil, or iii) bicontinuous. The first 
type of structure can be formed on adding a small amount of oil to an aqueous micellar 
solution. The oil is solubilised inside the micelle, forming an oil-in-water (o/w) 
microemulsion. The second type of structure, a water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsion, can be 
formed in a similar way by adding a small amount of water to an inverse micellar 
solution. The third structure is different from the first two types. It can exist when 
substantial amounts of both water and oil are present. Both oil and water form 
continuous interpenetrating domains with the surfactant assumed to lie between the 
separate regions. The bicontinuous structure for these mixtures, first proposed by 
Scriven (1977), is considered to be intermediate between (w/o) and (o/w) (Langevin, 
1988). 
The applications of micro emulsions include catalysis and detergency. They are also 
of interest in tertiary oil recovery. In the primary and secondary oil recovery processes, 
oil is obtained from a reservoir under its own pressure and by pumping, followed by 
water flooding. In tertiary oil recovery as much as possible of the remaining oil is 
obtained by processes such as surfactant flooding. Aqueous solutions of surfactants and 
cosurfactants are injected and the low viscosities and interfacial tensions of the 
microemulsions fonned aid the removal of the oil from the rock. 
Microemulsion phases are often part of two-phase or three-phase liquid systems 
with most of the surfactant contained in the microemulsion phase. The three possible 
types of system are labelled in the Winsor nomenclature as shown in Figure 1.16. Winsor 
I (WI) systems are two-liquid-phase states with the microemulsion (o/w) in equihorium 
with an upper organic phase. Winsor II (WII) systems are again two-phase states, but 
with the microemulsion (w/o) in equilibrium with a lower aqueous phase and Winsor III 
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(WIll) systems are formed from three phases, in which the middle bicontinuous 
micro emulsion phase is in equilibrium with both an organic and an aqueous phase. 
Transitions from one Winsor state to another, e.g. WI-WIll-WIT, can be observed in the 
case of a nonionic surfactant by increasing the temperature and in the case of an ionic 
surfactant by increasing the salinity or by modifying the surfactant-co surfactant 
concentration ratio. 
a) b) c) 
fJ.-em 
. fJ.-em 
fJ.-em 
Figure 1.16: Winsor systems. a) WI, b) WIll, c) WI!. The shaded 
phase is the micro emulsion phase, denoted J.l-em. 
Microemulsions formed from nonionic surfactants probably exlnbit the simplest 
type of phase behaviour for these systems. Three components, oil, water and surfactant, 
are required and differences in behaviour can be brought about by changing the 
temperature. The phase behaviour of microemulsions has been described in detail 
(Kahlweit and Strey, 1985; Kahlweit et al., 1990), and is effectively built up from those 
of the constituent binary mixtures. The oil + water binary diagram has a lower miscibility 
gap with an upper critical endpoint which is well above the boiling points of oil and 
water, so the oil and water are almost completely immiscible at all temperatures 
considered. The oil + nonionic surfactant diagrams show lower miscibility gaps with 
critical points close to the melting point of the mixture. For water + nonionic surfactant 
mixtures a lower miscibility gap occurs below the melting point. Above the melting 
point, water and nonionic surfactants are miscible in all proportions but at higher 
temperatures a closed loop appears, with the upper critical endpoint generally above the 
boiling point of the mixture. 
The phase behaviour of a ternary oil + water + nonionic surfactant mixture can be 
represented at constant pressure by an upright triangular prism, where the vertices 
represent each pure component and the vertical axis the temperature. A series of 
isothermal triangular slices can be used to display the phase behaviour in two 
dimensions. These types of phase diagram representations are discussed in Chapter 6. 
The exact locations of the binary critical points, in terms of temperature and 
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composition, change on going into the three-phase prism by adding the third component, 
but the behaviour of the ternary system can be detennined by considering the miscibility 
gaps of the constituent binary mixtures. In oil + water + nonionic surfactant systems 
exhibiting the phase behaviour described, single-phase and two-phase regions exist in the 
phase prism at certain temperatures, but also a three-phase region evolves, as shown in 
Figure 1.17. This three-phase region is represented by a triangle, the vertices of which 
give the compositions of the coexisting phases. The three phase triangle first appears at a 
lower critical point T 1 and on increasing temperature disappears at an upper critical point 
Tu' At TI the aqueous surfactant phase of the two-phase ternary system separates into a 
water-rich phase and a surfactant-rich phase. At Tu, the surfactant-rich phase and the oil-
rich phase of the three-phase system merge. These critical points occur at certain 
temperatures and compositions, which may be hard to identify, and the phase behaviour 
is fairly complex. Microemulsion systems may also exhibit tricritical points, at which a 
homogeneous mixture separates into three phases, if the appropriate temperature and 
pressure are chosen (Kahlweit, 1988). 
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Figure 1.17: Schematic diagram of the evolution of the three-phase 
triangle with rising temperature in a mixture of oil + water + nonionic 
amphiphile. (Reproduced from Kahlweit et al., 1990.) 
Investigations have been carried out on various ternary, quaternary and quinary 
microemulsion systems formed from nonionic or ionic surfactants using a variety of 
techniques. The optical methods used to probe both bulk and surface properties have 
been discussed by Langevin (1996). The quinary systems studied are generally oil + 
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water + ionic surfactant systems, which require a co surfactant such as a short-chain 
alcohol and the phase behaviour is studied by adding a salt (Lange~ 1987; Bellocq et 
al., 1980). Phase behaviour and critical behaviour in these types of system have been 
investigated by optical and rheological techniques (pouchelon et al., 1980a, 1980b; 
Cazabat et al., 1982a, 1982b, 1982c; Guest and Langevin, 1986). Systems with the ionic 
surfactant sodium di(2-ethylbexyl) sulphosuccinate, AOT, have also been extensively 
investigated as, unusually, no cosurfactant is required. Ternary oil + water + nonionic 
surfactant systems are generally simpler. The nonionic surfactant is often an 
alkylpolyglycol ether, CH3(CH2)a-(OCH2CH2)b-OH, or CiEj where i is the nwnber of 
carbon atoms in the alkyl chain and j the number of -OCH2CH2- oxyethylene units. One 
of the simpler members of this series is 2-butoxyethanol, C4Eb which has been used in 
binary mixtures with water and heavy water in this thesis and is discussed in section 
1.5.5. The study of hydrocarbon + water + short-chain CiEj systems can lead to an 
understanding of the phase behaviour of the more complicated systems encountered with 
typical detergents (Kahlweit, 1982). The phase diagrams for several systems of this type 
have been determined (e.g. Kahlweit, 1982; Kahlweit et al., 1983; Kilpatrick et a!., 
1986; BonkhofI et al., 1991). Measurements of properties such as the density, refractive 
index, viscosity and interfacial tension have been made of the coexisting phases in the 
three-phase system over a range of temperatures between the two critical points 
(BonkhofI et al., 1991). 
Surfactants tend to adsorb at the liquid-air interface thus lowering the surface 
tension. In the following section the wetting of interfaces by surfactant-rich phases is 
considered. 
1.4.2 Wetting at the liquid-vapour interface by surfactants 
Binary water + CiEj mixtures generally exhibit closed loops and the lower and upper 
critical temperatures of the closed loop vary with the amphipbile chain lengths. With 
medium-chain and long-chain amphiphiles in phase-separated binary mixtures the upper 
amphiphile-rich phase, studied by adding a small drop to the water-rich phase, does not 
completely wet, i.e. spread across, the water-air interface (Kahlweit and Busse, 1989). 
This finding was unexpected as surfactants form monolayers at the air-water interface 
and this should facilitate the spreading of the amphipbile-rich phase. Studies of the 
surface of concentrated aqueous surfactant solutions by ellipsometry show that a water-
enriched layer exists just below the monolayer of surfactant (Hirtz et al., 1993). It has 
been conjectured that the surfactant-depleted layer is induced by the orientation of the 
surfactant molecules in the monolayer, which provide a strongly hydrophilic inner side 
thus favouring the accumulation of water. Another factor may also be the repulsion 
between micelles and the monolayer, due to the hydration layer of the micelles (Hirtz et 
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al., 1993). Neutron reflectivity studies also provide evidence for a layer of water below 
the surfactant monolayer (Lu et al., 1993d). 
Although the behaviour of binary surfactant mixtures is rich and varied, that of 
multicomponent surfactant mixtures is richer and even more varied. Confirmation of this , 
for example, lies in the formation of micro emulsions, as discussed above. It is to these 
multicomponent mixtures that we now tum. 
Computer simulation studies at the water-oil interface in oil + water + surfactant 
systems have shown that a monolayer of surfactant molecules is formed at the interface, 
with the hydrophilic head groups in the water, and that spontaneous micellisation takes 
place in the bulk aqueous phase (Smit et al., 1990, 1991). In the water phase a 
surfactant depletion layer, i.e. a layer of water containing almost no surfactant, was 
indicated next to the monolayer. 
In most experimental studies, mixtures formed from an alkane + water + a CiEj 
surfactant have been considered in the three-phase region. The middle microemulsion 
phase may wet or not wet the interface between the upper alkane-rich and the lower 
water-rich phases (Aratono and Kahlweit, 1991). The nonwetting behaviour is similar to 
that in two-phase binary water + surfactant mixtures, discussed above, in which the 
surfactant-rich phase does not wet the water-air interface. In microemulsion mixtures the 
wetting behaviour depends on the alkane chain length, the chain lengths of the 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of the surfactant molecule and the temperature, which 
in turn affect the relative interfacial tensions of the three phases (Chen et al., 1990). For 
systems in which nonwetting, or partial wetting, of the oil-water interface occurs at a 
temperature intermediate between the upper and lower critical points T u and T I, wetting 
transitions to complete wetting, as in a binary liquid mixture, are expected as Tu or T) is 
approached. 
In some systems, the middle micro emulsion phase has been observed to completely 
wet the oil-water interface over the complete range of temperatures between T) and T u' 
Examples of these systems are octane + water + C4E 1 and other n-alkane + water + 
C4Ej mixtures investigated by Chen et ale (1990). Systems in which a wetting transition 
from partial to complete wetting has been observed on increasing the temperature 
towards T u include tetradecane, hexadecane or octadecane + water + C~2' in which the 
wetting transition occurred 4-1SoC below T u and was closest to T u for the shortest 
alkane-chain-Iength system (Chen et al., 1990). Some controversy exists over whether 
wetting transitions have been observed in different systems, particularly close to T., and 
seems to stem from the possible existence of impurities in some work and the different 
measurement techniques, which include contact-angle measurement from photographs 
and enhanced video microscopy. The wetting transitions observed close to T u have been 
of first order (Chen et al., 1990; Robert and Shukla. 1992). 
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Chen et al. (1994) have observed a different type of wetting transition in 
tetradecane + water + C6E2 on approaching T1. Instead of a transition from partial to 
complete wetting of the oil-water interface by the microemulsion phase as observed 
close to T U' the lower aqueous phase formed 'suspended beads' at the microemulsion-oil 
interface and then formed an intruding layer, i.e. completely wet this interface, on 
decreasing the temperature. 
The investigations described above have focused mainly on nonionic surfactants of 
the polyoxyethylene type, CiEj. A simple member of this series, 2-butoxyethanol C4E., 
and the binary mixture water + C4E1 will be discussed in section 1.5.5. Other 
ampbipbiles may possibly act as surfactants in terms of their surface behaviour and 
aggregation in bulk solution. An example is perfluoroalkylalkanes in alkanes or 
perfluoroalkanes and these mixtures are considered in section 1.5.2 and have formed a 
part of our neutron reflectivity studies in Chapter 5. 
The previous sections have described the behaviour of mixtures in general. We 
now consider the particular properties of the mixtures that have been studied using 
various techniques. 
1.5 Mixtures of interest in this work 
The binary and ternary mixtures we have studied exhibit partial miscibility within an 
accessible temperature range. Many of the mixtures investigated fall under the class of 
perfluoroalkanes + alkanes and these mixtures are considered first in some detail. This 
discussion is then extended to include binary and ternary mixtures of 
perfluoroalkylalkanes with alkanes and perfluoroalkanes. Perfluoroalkanes with siloxanes 
show upper critical endpoints in a similar way to perfluoroalkanes with alkanes. In 
particular, hexamethyldisiloxane shows strikingly similar behaviour to hexane and the 
mixtures of each of these with perfluorohexane are compared. Mixtures of alkanenitriles 
with alkanes are a very different class of mixture from perfluoroalkanes with alkanes, in 
that the nitrile group introduces a dipole into the molecule, and these mixtures are briefly 
discussed. Finally, 2-butoxyethanol + water or heavy water mixtures are considered, in 
particular in the vicinity of the lower critical endpoint of the closed loop and in relation 
to the effects of the hydrogen-bonding on the bulk structure. 
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1.5.1 Perfluoroalkanes + alkanes 
Perfluoroalkane + alkane mixtures have been extensively studied because, although both 
perfluoroalkanes and alkanes are nonpolar, their mixtures display large positive 
deviations from ideality, including characteristic partial miscibility, that is much more 
reminiscent of mixtures containing highly polar substances. The differences between the 
two types of molecules which lead to this behaviour are discussed below. 
The electrical properties of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes are the cause of many of 
their distinguishing properties. Fluorine has many more electrons and is more 
electronegative than hydrogen thus the C-F bond dipole is greater than the C-H dipole; 
as a further contrast, the carbon in a C-H bond has a slight negative charge whereas in a 
C-F bond it has a rather larger positive charge. Despite the charge separation, the high 
molecular symmetry denies either alkanes or perfluoroalkanes a net permanent dipole or 
quadrupole. However, the octupole moment of perfluoromethane, and presumably of 
higher homologues, is nonzero and appears to contribute to the thermodynamics in a 
significant fashion (Parsonage and Scott, 1962; Benavides, 1996). 
The intermolecular energies of perfluoroalkanes differ from those of alkanes. In 
particular, the former are the more peripheral or non-central and hence are much better 
represented by a non-central Kihara potential energy function than by a central Lennard-
Jones potential. Strangely, given the much greater number of electrons in perfluoro-
alkanes it appears for simple molecules such as C1f4 and CF4 that the actual depth of the 
potential energy functions is similar; this contradicts the commonly expressed view that 
the intermolecular forces in perfluoroalkanes are weaker than those in corresponding 
alkanes. In reality, as emphasised by Hildebrand, Prausnitz and Scott (1970), it is the 
density of cohesion that is smaller in perfluoroalkanes, not the depth of the interaction 
well. 
Several pieces of evidence confirm that the chain flexibility of n-alkanes is 
generally greater than that of perfluoro-n-alkanes. This arises largely from the steric 
hindrance occasioned by the greater size of fluorine atoms compared to hydrogen atoms 
and the effect is heightened by the increased repulsion arising from the partial negative 
charges on neighbouring fluorine atoms. The energy barrier for -CF3 internal rotation in 
perfluoroethane is greater than that for -CH3 in ethane, again due to the relatively large 
size of the fluorine atoms and the greater polarity of the C-F bond (Bates and 
Stockmayer, 1968). 
The bulk properties of several pertluoroalkanes have been comprehensively 
studied: for example, tetrafluoromethane (Lobo and Stave ley, 1981) pertluorobutane 
(Simons and Mausteller, 1952), perfluoropentane (Simons and Dunlap, 1950) and 
perfluorohexane (Dunlap et al., 1958). These and other studies confirm that alkanes and 
perfluoroalkanes of the same chain length possess significantly different physical 
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properties. Thus perfluoroalkanes generally have higher mehing points and are more 
volatile, they are more dense, have lower refractive indices and are less polarisable than 
alkanes. The surface tensions of perfluoroalkanes are markedly lower than those of the 
n-alkanes, and indeed, are among the lowest observed for substances of moderate 
complexity. These observations are all consistent with lower cohesive energy density. 
Strikingly, however, the enthalpies of vaporisation are similar (Majer and Svoboda, 
1985). 
1.5.1.1 Perfluoroalkane + alkane cohesion 
Alkane + perfluoroalkane binary mixtures characteristically display partial miscibility 
with an upper critical endpoint VCEP at an upper critical solution temperature Tues. 
When this was first observed, attempts were made to account for it using the Regular 
Solution theory (Scott, 1948; Hildebrand and Scott, 1950). Despite the advent of more 
modern theories of liquid mixtures, this treatment is still useful and the solvent properties 
of liquids are still most simply and hence perhaps best described within it by the 
solubility parameter 0, see section 1.5.4, whose value reflects the density of cohesive 
energy. This theory attributes the major cause of nonideality to the square of the 
difference in the 0 of the components (02 - 01)2. Since solids tend have high 0 and gases 
low 0, this implies that liquids with relatively high 0, such as polar liquids, are in general 
good solvents for solids and those with low 0, such as perfluorocarbons, are good 
solvents for gases. Mixtures of liquids of sufficiently greatly differing 0 thus exhibit 
partial miscibility at relatively low temperatures and mix completely only above a critical 
solution point. The large difference, 33 JO.5·cm-1.5, between o(water) = 48 JO.5·cm-1.5 
and o(hexane) = 15 JO.5·cm-1.5 therefore quantifies the mutual insolubility of these 
liquids; the VCEPs for such mixtures thus occur at very high temperatures. In the 
homologous n-alkanes the solubility parameter increases with chain length but 
insufficiently at a given temperature to disturb this argument; the same is true for 
perfluoroalkanes. 
The difference between the solubility parameters of alkanes, e.g. o(hexane) = 
15 JO.5·cm-1.5, and of perfluoroalkanes, e.g. o(perfluorohexane) = 12 JO.5.cm-1.5, is 
about 3 JO.5·cm-1.5 much smaller than that between alkanes and water. Within the , 
Regular Solution framework in the original Scott and Hildebrand formulation this 
difference in 0 is insufficient to account for the widespread partial miscibility at ambient 
temperatures of many alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures. More recent developments 
have led to an understanding of the nature of this only apparent deficiency in the 
primitive theory. 
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1.5.1.2 Experimental studies ofperfluoroalkane + alkane partial miscihility 
Many hydrocarbon + perfluorocarbon mixtures have been studied in detail. In particular, 
the upper critical solution temperatures and parts of the liquid-liquid coexistence curves 
have been reported for many mixtures (for example, Munson, 1964; Hurle et ai., 1977; 
Hicks et al., 1978; Waterson et al., 1980; McLure and Mokhtari, 1982; Gross et a1., 
1993; Archer et al., 1996). For fewer mixtures the liquid-vapour equilibria have also 
been reported; for example, n-hexane + perfluoro-n-hexane (Bedford and Dunlap, 1958; 
Dunlap et al., 1959) and methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (Dyke et al., 
1959; Heady and Cahn, 1973). The liquid-vapour properties of some simple alkane + 
perfluoroalkane mixtures such as ClLt + CF4 have also been studied (Gilmour et al., 
1967 and previous papers; Simon and Knobler, 1971; Simon et al., 1972). 
From these studies it appears that alkane + perfluoroalkane binary mixtures show 
large positive deviations from ideality and partial miscibility below an upper critical 
solution temperature Tues. The only apparent exception is ethane + perfluoroethane in 
which the immiscibility is masked due to the high melting temperature of 
perfluoroethane. The liquid-liquid temperature-composition phase diagrams are 
characteristically much more symmetrical when plotted versus volume fraction 4> rather 
than mole fraction x (Hildebrand et al., 1950). The critical volume fraction 4>c is close to 
0.5 for most mixtures and the diameter of the curve is almost parallel with the 
temperature axis. This symmetry in most mixtures has also been demonstrated by 
plotting the coexistence curves in terms of the reduced temperature, ie. Tffucs 
(Munson, 1964). The shapes of different alkane + perfluoroalkane coexistence curves 
superimpose almost exactly. 
The differences in Tues with chain-length for mixtures of perfluoroalkanes with 
linear alkanes and the effect of branched chains or cyclic and aromatic hydrocarbons 
have been determined for many mixtures. In general, Tues increases with chain length of 
either perfluoroalkane or alkane. The effect of chain branching in the alkane is to lower 
Tues (Hickman, 1955). For a given fluorocarbon a cyclic or aromatic hydrocarbon gives 
rise to a higher Tues than with a linear alkane with the same number of carbon atoms. 
Conversely, cyclisation of the perfluoroalkane with a given alkane reduces Tues 
(Fernandez and McLure, 1996). An extensive account of hydrocarbon + perfluorocarbon 
mixtures has been given in a recent review article by Lo Nostro (1995). 
Not only was the Regular Solution theory originally believed inadequate to explain 
alkane + perfluoroalkane immiscibility, but a further and continuing theoretical problem 
is the somewhat unexpected large nonideal behaviour between two essentially nonpolar 
species such as alkanes and perfluoroalkanes (Lo Nostro, 1995). Currently there are two 
contending explanations for the immiscibility of alkane + perfiuoroalkane mixtures. 
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One explanation offered for this behaviour is the difference in chain conformations. 
In alkanes the chain is considered to form a 'zig-zag' with carbon-carbon bonds in a 
trans-trans arrangement with a cross-section of approximately 18.5 A2 per molecule, 
whereas in perfluoroalkanes a helix structure with a cross-sectional area of 28.3 A2 per 
molecule is formed due to the greater size of fluorine causing steric constraints (Lo 
Nostro et al., 1995). This difference is expected to make mixing in the liquids difficult 
resulting in partial miscibility. 
The explanation described by Lo Nostro et al., though cogent, is inapplicable to 
the simplest mixture CI-4 + CF4 and to mixtures of larger cyclic molecules such as 
methylcyc10hexane + perfluoromethylcyc1ohexane since here the issue of chain flexibility 
does not arise. The flexibility argument, although important in explaining some aspects 
of alkane + perfluoroalkane behaviour is greatly overshadowed in mixture 
thermodynamics, partly by the size difference, but overwhelmingly by the apparent 100/0 
weakness of the interaction energy EFH of the unlike alkane-perfluoroalkane molecular 
pair relative to the prediction of the Berthelot rule. This rule states that EFH is the 
geometric mean of the characteristic energies of the like alkane-alkane and perfluoro-
alkane-perfluoroalkane molecular pairs, i.e. EFH = (EFFEH}f)0.5. In reality, the Berthelot 
rule is not exact and departures from it are usually corrected using a factor ~, i.e. 
EFH = ~(EFFEHH)O.5. For alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures the weakness is described by 
~ = 0.9 approximately. The origin of this value is essentially unexplained, but since it can 
be invoked directly in all theories of mixtures to predict mutual insolubility there is no 
doubt about its existence (Rowlinson and Swinton, 1982). 
The apportioning of the two approaches in a complete account of the immiscibility 
of alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures remains rather uncertain but, on balance, the 
energy-based explanation appears more comprehensive. 
The wetting behaviour of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes is also different, as 
discussed in section 1.3. Although the perfluoroalkane-rich phase of a two-phase 
mixture formed from an alkane + a perfluoroalkane is generally the more dense phase, at 
temperatures below Tues a perfluoroalkane-rich wetting phase exists at the liquid-
vapour interface. At temperatures below Tues wetting can also occur at the solid wall 
of the container. For example, in a mixture of heptane + perfluorohexane, the heptane-
rich phase wets the quartz-liquid interface. 
The macroscopic viscosity of a perfluoroalkane + alkane mixture has been studied 
and is described in Chapter 2. Adsorption and wetting in perfluoroalkane + alkane 
mixtures have been investigated by evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence 
spectroscopy at the quartz-liquid interface and by neutron reflectivity at the liquid-
vapour interface and are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Ternary mixtures involving 
perfluorocarbons and hydrocarbons are considered in Chapter 6. 
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1.5.2 Perfluoroalkylalkanes + perfluoroalkanes and alkanes 
Perfluoroa1kylalkanes PF AAs, also tenned semifluorinated n-alkanes, are composed of 
an n-alkyl chain covalently bonded to a perfluorinated n-alkyl chain. They are 
abbreviated FnHm where n is the number of fluorinated carbons and m is the number of 
hydrogenated carbons in the chain. PF AAs thus possess a hydrogenated part and a 
perfluorinated part. 
A full account of the present state of knowledge ofPFAAs has been given by Lo 
Nostro (1995). As a preface to a description of the PF AA series, it is useful to note that 
PF AA molecules, although formed from two essentially nondipolar constituents, are 
likely to be significantly polar, at least in the vicinity of the junction between the 
differently substituted chains. In this sense it is interesting to compare with the more 
common kind of dipolarity which is usually located near the periphery of the molecule 
and if several polar groups are present the net dipole moment can sometimes be 
calculated by straightforward vector addition. PF AA molecules with an increasingly 
deeply buried dipole may be regarded safely as nonpolar at high chain lengths of both 
sections of the molecules but must be regarded as polar in substances of short chain 
length in either one section or both. 
1.5.2.1 Synthesis ofpetfluoroalkylalkanes 
PFAAs can be synthesised by free-radical-initiated addition of a perfluoroalkyl iodide to 
a terminal alkene. Experimental details of this process are given in detail by Rabolt et al. 
(1984). The process described is carried out in two steps. First the perfluoroalkyl iodide 
is added to the alkene; the reaction is catalysed by an initiator such as BU3SnH or AIBN. 
The iodide fonned is isolated and then reduced to form the semifluorinated alkane by the 
action of BU3SnH or ZnlHCl. The synthesis has also been carried out in one step from 
the starting materials using BU3SnH under nitrogen at room temperature in ethane nitrile 
solvent (Bowers, 1995). 
1.5.2.2 Solid state structure of petfluoroalkylalkanes 
Most early work on PF AAs has been carried out in the solid state and that work is still 
continuing. The melting point and crystal structures have been the focus of attention and 
solid-solid phase transitions have been observed as different crystal structures form. The 
melting points and melting entropies of F nHm have been found to vary only slightly with 
the length of the hydrocarbon chain, but to be more sensitive to changes in the length of 
the fluorocarbon chain (Hopken and Moller, 1992; Rabolt et ai., 1984). In contrast, at 
the solid-solid transition the temperature and entropy of transition increase strongly with 
the length of the hydrocarbon chain. This suggests that disordering of the perfluorinated 
part of the chain occurs at the melting transition, but disordering of the hydrogenated 
segment occurs at the solid-solid transition. Various structures have been proposed for 
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the packing in the solid phases (Hopken and Moller, 1992). Mehing points have been 
determined for a series of semifluorinated n-alkanes (Rabolt et al., 1984). The melting 
point of FsHs = 27.0°C. This is slightly higher than the melting point of 18°C for 
hexadecane with the same total number of carbon atoms, but much lower than the 
mehing point of perfluorohexadecane of approximately 127°C. The data plotted of 
melting point versus number of carbon atoms for FnRm fall onto three curves, i) FnHm 
with n = m, ii) F12Hm with m < 12, iii) F12Hm with m> 12. For this last series the curve 
is parallel to that for the n-alkanes. Rabolt et ale state that these curves suggest the 
existence of at least three different modes of molecular packing in the crysta11attice. 
They have identified a solid-solid phase transition in addition to a crystalline melting 
point. Triblock semifluorinated alkanes such as F 12H lOF 12 have also been investigated 
and the phase transitions in the solid state studied at low temperatures (Song et aI., 
1990). 
1.5.2.3 Binary mixtures of petfluoroalkylalkanes in petfluoroalkanes or alkanes 
Although PF AAs are generally soluble in hydrocarbon solvents, some of these solutions 
have been found to form a 'gel' phase on cooling to room temperature. This behaviour 
has been observed for solutions of F lOH 12 in alkanes with even numbers of carbons in 
the chain CS-C16 (Twieg et al., 1985). Due to their amphipbilic nature PFAAs are also 
soluble in fluorocarbons. Gel phases have been observed for FsH16 and F12HI6 in 
pertluorooctane or isooctane on cooling a warm solution down to room temperature (Lo 
Nostro and Chen, 1993). In the gel the solvent is entrapped in cavities in the extensive 
structure of long intersecting copolymer fibres. Solubility measurements have been 
reported for FsH16 in various hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon solvents (Binks et aI., 
1996). 
We consider first the bulk structure of PF AA solutions. The presence of micelles 
has been reported in PFAA + perfluoroalkane solutions, with the hydrocarbon segment 
of the PF AA forming the core of the micelle. This is a novel type of phase behaviour for 
uncharged low molecular weight molecules and was first discovered for F sH 12 in 
pertluorotributylamine and FsH16 in perfluorooctane by Turberg and Brady (1988) who 
claim that this demonstrates that PF AAs may be regarded as a new class of simple 
uncharged nonpolar surfactants. This claim, as explained above, must be modified for 
small PF AA molecules or for PF AAs in which the chain junction is close to one end of 
the molecule. The formation of micelle-like aggregates is suppressed in alkane solvents 
relative to conventional aqueous surfactant mixtures as the fluorocarbon segments of the 
PF AA required to form the core are more rigid due to the large size of fluorine atoms in 
the molecule and thus the micelle structure is likely to be less favourable (Binks et al., 
1995). 
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Turning now to the surface activity of PF AAs we seek indications of the likely 
behaviour of PF AAs in alkane, pertluoroalkanes, and their mixtures. It is important first 
to note that since in general the surface tensions of perfluoroalkanes are smaller than 
those of alkanes of similar chain length it is unsurprising that in alkane + perfluoroalkane 
mixtures the latter is usually positively adsorbed. Due to the lower cohesive energy of 
perfluoroalkanes compared to alkanes this can be regarded as the outcome of achieving 
lower surface energy. A resonance of this behaviour emerges from the resuhs of 
molecular dynamics simulations of the surface behaviour of short PF AA diblock chains 
(Hariharan and Harris, 1994). The simulations were carried out for pure PFAAs 
modelled as block copolymers of fluorocarbons and hydrocarbons and the results 
showed that the fluorinated parts are oriented towards the surface, i.e. lowering the 
surface energy, as would be predicted from the alkane and pertluoroalkane surface 
tensions. 
We now extend the analysis to include systems containing PF AAs. The surface 
tensions cr of alkanes, PF AAs and perfluoroalkanes might generally be expected to 
decrease in the order cr( alkane) > cr(PF AA) > cr(perfluo ro alkane ), with exceptions likely 
only when comparing substances of greatly disparate chain length which might locally 
invert the order just quoted, for example a long chain perfluoroalkane compared with a 
short chain PF AA containing few CH2 segments. In the general case one would expect 
surfactancy in PF AA solutions in alkanes but not in PF AA solutions in perfluoroalkanes. 
Surface tension measurements on various PFAAs in alkanes offer a partial 
confirmation at the alkane-air interface (Binks et al., 1995). The adsorption of a PF AA 
at this interface was established and found to be favoured by i) long fluorocarbon 
segments of the PFAA, ii) long chain lengths of the alkane solvent and iii) low 
temperatures. 
Solutions in perfluoroalkanes are likely to be more complex at first sight. Although 
ordinarily from the consideration of the surface tensions of pure substances given above 
PF AA adsorption on perfluoroalkanes would seem unlikely, a mechanism for its 
occurrence can readily be developed provided that the emphasis on monolayer fonnation 
is tempered. There are two competing effects, both caused by the need to achieve 
minimum interfacial energy. One effect is the tendency for a perfluoroalkyl section to be 
oriented towards the pertluoroalkane-rich solvent and the other is the tendency for a 
perfluoroalkyl section to be oriented towards the outermost layer at the liquid-air 
interface. The simplest resolution of these effects is the presence of a PF AA bilayer with 
an interpenetrating layer of hydrocarbon tails. 
The surface activity ofPFAAs has been studied at the air-water interface by Gaines 
(1991). Stable monolayers were formed after spreading a PF AA solution in hexane on 
the surface. X-ray reflectivity measurements on an F12Hl8 monolayer at the air-water 
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interface were consistent with a model with the fluorocarbon part oriented up at the 
surface and the hydrogenated end down (Huang et al., 1995, 1996). 
1.5.2.4 Ternary mixtures ofpetfluoroalkylalkanes in petfluoroalkanes + alkanes 
Due to the amphiphilic nature of PF AAs they may be expected to increase the mutual 
solubility of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes thus acting as surfactants. Lo Nostro et al. 
(1995) have reported the first observation of mixing between perfluorooctane and 
isooctane on adding FsH16. The addition of FsH16 to perfluorooctane and isooctane 
lowered Tues and thus increased the mutual solubility between the alkane and the 
perfluoroalkane. For large amounts of PF AA the mixture did not form two liquid phases 
on cooling, but formed a white gel below the liquid-gel transition temperature T g. As the 
temperature was decreased approaching T g some of the PF AA molecules aggregated to 
form a basic micelle unit. The structure proposed is with the alkane chains interdigitated, 
but with the perfluorinated blocks packed side-by-side. It is expected that in the mixed 
alkane + perfluoroalkane solvent the alkane chains of the PFAA molecules will form the 
inside of the aggregate structure due to the size and rigidity of the perfluorinated 
segment causing the reverse structure to be unfavourable. As the gel formed below T g 
the micelle structure of packed chains grew to form lamellar layers. The lowering of 
Tues in alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures on addition of a PF AA indicates that they 
may act as emulsifiers and the existence of a new nonpolar class of microemulsions is 
postulated (Lo Nostro, 1995). Fluorocarbons are known to be able to solubilise large 
amounts of gases-oxygen in particular-and PF AA microemulsions may have a possible 
future use as blood substitutes (Lo Nostro and Chen, 1993). 
The surface of alkane + perfluoroalkane + PF AA mixtures may show some 
ordering of PFAA molecules. The ratio of the chain lengths of the hydrogenated and 
fluorinated parts of the PF AA affects the surface structure and the structure of any 
aggregates in solutions of alkanes and perfluoroalkanes due to the different surface 
tensions and solubilities of the two ends of the molecule. The liquid-liquid interface in an 
alkane + perfluoroalkane + PF AA mixture is also of interest. 
A comparison can be made between (alkane + perfluoroalkane + PFAA) and (oil + 
water + surfactant) mixtures known to show micro emulsion phase behaviour. The 
perfluoroalkane is the analogue of the water and the PF AA forms the equivalent of the 
surfactant. The differences between the two types of system are that the latter involves 
hydrogen-bonding and that the nature of the intermolecular forces between the different 
species are more different than in the PFAA system. This difference is apparent from the 
lower Tues for alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures compared with oil + water mixtures. 
The (alkane + perfluoroalkane + PFAA) mixtures are easier to model than the 
conventional microemulsion mixtures as only two types of species are present, CH2 and 
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CF2 groups, and the interactions of each end of the PF AA with the alkane or the 
pert1uoroa1kane can be simply described as the species are nonpolar. 
In addition to PF AAs other partially fluorinated surfactant molecules have been 
studied. Infrared reflectance spectroscopy has been used to study the structure of the air-
water interface for a semifluorinated alcohol, CF3(CF2)9(CH2h0H, spread on water 
from n-hexane solution and to study water-soluble polymers of poly(ethylene oxide), 
PE~, endcapped with perfluoroalkane chains linked to the PEO chain by a CO group 
(Ren et ai., 1995). In these molecules, invoking the logic employed in the discussion of 
PF AAs at the liquid-air interface, the fluorinated endgroups are expected to accumulate 
preferentially at the air-water interface. The hydrophobic fluorinated part of the 
molecules was indeed found to be highly ordered and aligned with the long axis normal 
to the water surface; unexpectedly some ordering was also found in the attached PEO 
part of the polymer. Results for the endcapped PEOs were consistent with the formation 
ofa monolayer at the interface. 
Perfluoropolyether (PFPE) surfactants have been studied at the perfluoro-
polyether-water interface (Chittofrati et ai., 1989a). Microemulsions were formed from a 
perfluoropolyether surfactant (ammonium salt of PFPE carboxylate) + water + oil (a 
perfluoropolyether). The phase behaviour of these ternary mixtures and the 
pseudoternary systems formed by adding a short chain alcohol such as isopropylalcohol 
or a fluorinated alcohol as a cosurfactant has been determined (Chittofrati et ai., 1989b). 
Nonionic micro emulsion fonnation has also been observed in the ternary mixture 
water + fluorocarbon + perfluoroalkylpoly( oxyethylene) surfactant, CmF2m+ 1 (CH2)P-
(OC2I-4)nOH (Mathis et ai., 1984). This type of mixture may have applications as a 
blood substitute. 
The surface activity of perfluoroalkanes in alkane and deuterated alkane solutions 
has been investigated by neutron reflectivity and is discussed in Chapter 5. 
1.5.3 Perfluoroalkanes + hexamethyldisiloxane or hexane 
Hexamethyldisiloxane (CH3hSi-O-Si(CH3h is a member of the senes of linear 
dimethylsiloxanes of general formula (CH3hSi-[O-Si(CH3hJn-l-(CH3). Tetramethyl-
silane TMS is formally the first member of the series. The higher members are often 
denoted M2, M2D, M2D2, M2Dx' where M = (CH3hSi-01l2 and D = 
0112-Si(CH3h-O I/2. The number of Si atoms in the molecule n is given by n = (x + 2) 
and thus hexarnethyldisiloxane M2 is called the siloxane dimer. We are concerned with 
linear dimethylsiloxanes and hexamethyldisiloxane in particular but other branched and 
cyclic siloxanes are available and the longer chain liquids can possess very high 
viscosities. 
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Hexamethyldisiloxane is very similar to hexane in many respects, both in pure 
component properties such as the critical temperature and in mixtures with, for example, 
perfluo ro alkanes, despite the greater chain fleXibility of hexamethyldisiloxane. The 
nonideality of dimethylsiloxane + perfluoroalkane mixtures arises, as in alkane + 
perfluoroalkane mixtures, from the weakness of the unlike interaction energies. This 
leads to partial miscibility in dimethylsiloxane + perfluoroalkane mixtures, and the upper 
critical solution temperatures T ues for mixtures with perfluorohexane increase with 
increasing siloxane chain length (McLure et al., 1996). 
Generally, linear dimethylsiloxanes and n-alkanes are completely miscible over a 
wide range of temperature and pressure, particularly if the components are of similar 
size. The gas-liquid critical properties of several pure dimethylsiloxanes have been 
determined and compared with those for the n-alkanes (McLure and Neville, 1977). The 
gas-liquid critical temperatures and pressures fordimethylsiloxane + alkane mixtures 
have been determined and the Berthelot rule correction factors ~, in E12 = ~(El1E22)O.5 
where Ell and E22 are the like interaction energies and E 12 the unlike interaction energy, 
have been found to be close to 1.0, for example ~ = 0.993 for hexamethyldisiloxane + 
hexane (Dickinson and McLure, 1974a). The vapour pressures, excess enthalpies and 
excess volumes of mixing for hexamethyldisiloxane + hexane have also been measured 
(Dickinson et al., 1974; Dickinson and McLure, 1974b). The surface tensions of 
dimethylsiloxane + alkane mixtures also show only slight deviations from ideality 
(Edmonds and McLure, 1982). 
As mentioned above, hexamethyldisiloxane can generally be considered as the 
dimethylsiloxane equivalent of hexane. For binary mixtures formed from perfluorohexane 
+ hexamethyldisiloxane or hexane the Tues are 296.95 K and 295.8 K, respectively, a 
difference of just 1.15 K (McLure et al., 1996), see Chapter 6 also. Both mixtures show 
fairly symmetrical coexistence curves, with the critical composition close to 0.5 and the 
diameter almost parallel with the temperature axis, when plotted in terms of the volume 
fraction, and the hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane mixture is also close to 
symmetrical in the mole fraction representation due to the similarity of the molar 
volumes of these two components. 
Binary perfluorohexane + hexamethyldisiloxane mixtures have been studied by 
neutron reflectivity to investigate critical-point wetting and the surface structure of 
mixtures of the aneotropic composition at which a minimum in the surface tension 
critical isotherm occurs, as discussed in section 1.3.1.2. The phase behaviour of the 
ternary mixture hexane + hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane has been studied both 
experimentally and theoretically and the outcomes are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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1.5.4 Alkanenitriles + alkanes 
Alkanenitriles are polar molecules, that is they have permanent dipole moments, due to 
the terminal-CN group. Here we consider aliphatic nitriles, where the first two members 
of the series are ethanenitrile or acetonitrile CH3CN, and propanenitrile CH3CH2CN. 
The effective polarity of polar molecules is best expressed in terms of reduced multipole 
moments, i.e. in terms of reduced dipole moments Jl*2 = Jl2/EO'3, reduced quadrupole 
moments Q*2 = Q2/EO'5, and reduced octupole moments n*2 = n 2/EO'7, where E is the 
depth of the energy well and 0' is the collision diameter (Rowlinson and Swinton, 1982). 
Since E and 0' are often much more inaccessible than Jl, Q and n, these reduced 
quantities, at least for quasi-spherical molecules, can be written explicitly using E ex: kT c 
and 0'3 ex: V c' where T c and V c are the critical temperature and critical molar vo lume, 
respectively, i.e. (Jl*')2 = Jl2lkTc V C' and similarly for the quadrupole and octupole 
moments. At a given temperature, the polarity of molecules can be compared on the 
basis, at least for dipoles, by (Jl *")2 = Jl2N c (McLure et al., 1982). 
Large positive deviations from ideality can be observed in alkane + alkanenitrile 
mixtures. This stems from an overall interaction energy in the mixture which is less 
negative than the mean of the like interactions (McLure, 1979). In alkanenitriles the like 
interactions are dipole-dipole and dipole-induced dipole and in alkanes + alkanenitriles 
the main unlike interactions are dipole-induced dipole. Generally, the polar alkanenitriles 
are only partially miscible with the nonpolar alkanes, forming upper critical endpoints 
UeEPs at upper critical solution temperatures Tues. The chain lengths of both the 
alkane and the alkanenitrile can be varied and a systematic change in T ues is observed. 
For a given n-alkane T ues decreases with increasing alkanenitrile chain length, and for a 
given alkanenitrile T ues increases with increasing alkane chain length (McLure et al., 
1982). Most alkanenitrile + n-alkane mixtures have large positive excess functions, such 
as excess volumes (McLure and Trejo Rodriguez, 1980; Eustaquio-Rincon and Trejo, 
1994), and excess enthalpies (McLure and Trejo Rodriguez, 1982), particularly for 
mixtures with a small polar molecule and a large nonpolar molecule. 
The behaviour of alkane + alkanenitrile mixtures is consistent with the decrease in 
the effective polarity of the nitrile with increasing chain length. This effect can also be 
demonstrated on considering the solubility parameters for alkanes and alkanenitriles. The 
solubility parameter 8, approximated by [(MJVap - RT)N] 112 where MJV8P and V are the 
molar enthalpy of vaporisation and the molar volume, respectively, at a given 
temperature T, increases with increasing number of carbon atoms for the alkane series 
but decreases with increasing number of carbon atoms for the alkanenitriles (McLure, 
1979). At long chain lengths the two series converge. The experimental trend for the 
alkanenitriles is correctly predicted from this as the mixtures tend towards smaller 
deviations from ideality with increasing alkane nitrile chain length. In general, the positive 
deviations from ideality decrease with increasing alkanenitrile chain length and with 
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decreasing alkane chain length and thus T ucs and the excess volumes and enthalpies fall 
to lower values. 
Other investigations on alkane + alkanenitrile mixtures include the determination of 
the pressure-temperature-composition gas-liquid critical lines (Trejo Rodriguez and 
McLure, 1983) and vapour-liquid equilibria (McLure et al., 1994) for ethanenitrile or 
propanenitrile with a series of alkanes of increasing chain length. 
Propanenitrile has been used to form a simple ternary mixture with hexane and 
decane and the phase diagrams which have been determined experimentally are shown in 
Chapter 6. 
1.5.5 2-Butoxyethanol + water or heavy water 
1.5.5.1 Phase behaviour 
The binary liquid mixture 2-butoxyethanol + water shows closed loop behaviour with a 
lower critical endpoint LCEP characterised by a lower critical solution temperature 
T LCS at about 49°C and an upper critical endpoint VCEP with an upper critical solution 
temperature T UCS at about 130°C (Cox and Cretcher, 1926; Ellis, 1967). The phase 
diagram has been measured in several studies, particularly at the LCEP (see for example 
Pegg, 1982) and slight variations in values for T LCS and the critical composition are 
reported due to differing purities of the materials. The critical composition for both the 
LCEP and VCEP corresponds to a mole fraction of 2-butoxyethanol xBXE of about 
0.06. The shape of the coexistence curve close to the LCEP has been carefully 
determined and analysed in terms of extended scaling equations (Pegg, 1982; Aizpiri et 
al., 1992). The effect of increasing pressure is to shrink the closed loop (Schneider, 
1963). 
Mixtures exhibiting closed-loop behaviour are generally those formed from species 
in which both like and unlike hydrogen bonding can occur, for example 2-butoxyethanol 
+ water. At low temperatures below T LCS hydrogen bonding between both like and 
unlike species is widespread thus contributing to miscibility. As the temperature is raised 
past T LCS, the extent of the weaker hydrogen bonding between the unlike species falls 
and the mixture phase separates into water-rich and 2-butoxyethanol-rich phases. As the 
temperature is increased further to T UCS the molecules gain kinetic energy and the 
extent of the stronger hydrogen bonding between like species diminishes and the mixture 
again forms a single phase. 
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1.5.5.2 Properties 
Many physical properties of the 2-butoxyethanol + water binary mixture have been 
studied. The shear viscosity in particular has received much attention in relation to the 
anomaly observed in binary liquid mixture viscosities close to a critical point. The 
viscosity has been measured in single-phase mixtures on the approach to both the lower 
and upper critical endpoints (Izumi et al., 1981) and in the single phase and each of the 
two coexisting phases on approach to the LCEP (pegg and McLure, 1984). The 
temperature dependence of the viscosity for a range of compositions including the 
critical composition has been determined from low temperatures up to the phase 
separation temperature of each mixture (Mallamace et a/., 1991). 
Static and dynamic light scattering measurements have been used in addition to 
viscosity measurements to determine the correlation length of the critical fluctuations in 
2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures (Fusenig and Woermann, 1993; Lombardo et al., 
1994; Schmitz et a/., 1995). The value of the critical amplitude of the correlation length 
~o has been determined from these and other studies to be 4.5±O.5 A. This value of ~o is 
relatively large compared with values for other binary mixtures of molecules of low 
molar mass which are usually less than 3 A (Baaken et aI., 1990). 
The composition and temperature dependence of the surface tension close to the 
LCEP in 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures has been studied (pegg, 1982; Knecht and 
Woermann, 1995). The surface tension, foam stability and heat capacity have also been 
measured by Elizalde et ale (1988). 
The form of the anomaly in the specific heat capacity of 2-butoxyethanol + water 
mixtures of critical composition close to the LCEP has been determined as a function of 
temperature (Wurz et al., 1992). 
1.5.5.3 Intermolecular forces and their effect on the bulk structure 
The intermolecular hydrogen bonding in 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures in relation to 
the phase behaviour has been discussed above. Hydrogen bonding is very directional. A 
water molecule can form hydrogen bonds to two other water molecules by attraction of 
the two lone pairs of electrons on the oxygen atom to hydrogen atoms on different 
molecules. In this way a tetrahedral network of molecules is built up. In ice the structure 
is extensive, but does not have such a long range in liquid water. A 2-butoxyethanol 
molecule can form hydrogen bonds at the two oxygen atoms and at the hydroxyl 
hydrogen atom. An extensive structure is not so easily built up as in water due to the 
lack of symmetry of the molecule and the presence of the bulky alkyl chains. 
In 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures hydrogen bonding can occur between like 
and unlike species and for low concentrations of 2-butoxyethanol the hydrogen-bonding 
network of water is likely to remain largely intact with the 2-butoxyethanol molecules 
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being incorporated into the structure. For larger concentrations the water structure is 
more disrupted and microscopic aggregates have been observed in solutions with ratios 
ofwater:2-butoxyethanol molecules corresponding to the ratio ofwater:2-butoxyethanol 
in the two coexisting phases above T LCS. The microscopic structure thus reflects the 
stable macroscopic compositions. The nature of these aggregates is discussed below. 
The effect of aggregates in other systems such as aqueous alcohol mixtures can 
also give information about the structure of 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures. In 
particular, mixtures that do not show any phase separation can be studied to investigate 
whether the observed aggregates in 2-butoxyethanol + water are due to the nature of the 
bonding leading to phase separation or whether they also apply to miscible hydrogen-
bonding mixtures. 
1.5.5.4 Aggregation in solution 
The presence of local aggregates in 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures has been inferred 
from measurements of the mutual diffusion coefficients obtained from Rayleigh 
scattering spectra (Ito et ai., 1981). Concentration fluctuations in single-phase solutions 
below T LCS as a function of composition at various temperatures were found to exhibit 
a maximum at the same concentration as the critical concentration and to be greatest for 
temperatures close to T LCS (Ito et ai., 1983). This effective mapping of the 
concentration fluctuations onto the shape of the coexistence curve around the LCEP 
suggests that the microscopic aggregate structures formed in different concentration 
regimes even 30°C below T LCS correspond to the ratio of H20:2-butoxyethanol in the 
stable macroscopic phases formed close to the LCEP. For example, in the concentration 
regime close to the critical concentration, XBXE = 0.07, bounded by the compositions of 
the coexisting phases above T LCS, approximately xBXE = 0.02 and xBXE = 0.2, local 
structures of the clathrate hydrate-like type g[(H20)soBXE] and micelle-like type 
h[(H20 )4BXE] are expected with the relative amounts of each structure changing as the 
concentration changes (Ito et ai., 1983). The values of g and h depend on the 
temperature and may range from ten to several hundred. At high concentrations of water 
the 2-butoxyethanol-modified water structure is described by a clathrate-hydrate model 
in which the 2-butoxyethanol molecules are incorporated into a water cage CD' Arrigo et 
ai., 1991a). 
Small-angle neutron scattering studies (SANS) on 2-butoxyethanol + D20 and 
other short-chain alcohol + D20 mixtures at 25°C show the existence of alcohol 
aggregates (D'Arrigo and Teixeira, 1990). The two proposed structures for the 
aggregates are (i) micelle-like aggregates with the alkyl groups of the alcohol inside and 
the polar groups hydrogen-bonded to surrounding water molecules or (ii) mixed alcohol 
+ water aggregates with no obvious distinction between separate regions as in the 
micelle model. Further SANS studies on 2-butoxyethanol + D20 mixtures show that 
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alcohol aggregation occurs for concentrations greater than xBXE = 0.015-0.02 and that 
the aggregate size increases with temperature with a maximum value for concentrations 
close to the critical concentration (D' Arrigo et al., 1991 b). 
A mixing scheme boundary was determined for 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures 
from the loci of the maxima of quantities proportional to the third derivatives of the 
Gibbs free energy such as the composition derivative of the excess partial molar enthalpy 
(Koga et al., 1990). This pseudo-phase boundary separates water-rich and intermediate 
regions and the transition is associated with a change from short-range to medium-range 
order. At low concentrations of 2-butoxyethanol the hydrogen-bonding network of 
water is enhanced, but at higher concentrations no more 2-butoxyethanol molecules can 
be incorporated into this structure and so the complete network throughout the liquid is 
lost as a transition to a new mixing scheme takes place (Koga, 1992; Westh and Koga, 
1996). 
Ultrasonic relaxation studies of binary 2-butoxyethanol + water and ternary 
2-butoxyethanol + water + cetyltrimethylammonium bromide solutions indicate the 
formation of aggregates whose structure is dependent on the relative amounts of alcohol 
and water (Kato et al., 1986). The microstructure of the 2-butoxyethanol + water + 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide mixture has been studied using fluorescent probes and 
at low concentrations of 2-butoxyethanol the 2-butoxyethanol molecules penetrate the 
surface of the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide micelles (Jobe and Verrall, 1990). Like 
other short-chain alcohols 2-butoxyethanoI can act as a co surfactant in aqueous 
surfactant and microemulsion systems and the presence of a surfactant in aqueous 
2-butoxyethanol solutions stabilises the micro-aggregates (perron et al., 1981). 
Of the series CiEJ, it seems that 2-butoxyethanol may have the minimum 
hydrophobic chain length required to form aggregates in aqueous solution. This suggests 
that 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures may be considered as reference systems for more 
complicated aqueous surfactant solutions (D' Arrigo et al., 1991 b). 
1.5.5.5 Substitution of water by heavy water 
In some experiments it is useful to be able to deuterate one of the species. In a neutron 
scattering experiment heavy water, deuterium oxide, D20 can be used in place of H20 
to provide a contrast between 2-butoxyethanol and water. The critical composition 
expressed in terms of the mole fraction of 2-butoxyethanol is the same for 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 and for 2-butoxyethanol + D20 (Baaken et al., 1990). In 
2-butoxyethanol + D20 mixtures the critical composition, determined by the equal 
volume criterion, is, however, not the same as the lower temperature of phase separation 
due to isotope exchange reactions (Schon et al., 1986). Another effect of substituting 
°2° for H20 is to decrease the miscibility of the two components due to the stronger 
nature of the ° 2°-°2° hydrogen bond. This is illustrated by the lower value ofT LCS = 
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42.7°C for 2-butoxyethanol + D20 compared with T LCS = 49.4°C for 2-butoxyethanol 
+ H20 (Schmitz et al., 1994). 
The microscopic viscosity of both 2-butoxyethanol + H20 and 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 mixtures has been investigated and the results are presented in Chapter 3. The 
surface structure of 2-butoxyethanol + D20 mixtures has been studied by neutron 
reflectivity and is discussed in Chapter 5. 
Some physical properties of H20 and D20 are given by Nemethy and Scheraga 
(1964). The effects of substituting D20 for H20 in other binary mixtures has been 
studied by many authors (for example, Fenby et al., 1981; Szydlowski, 1994) and is 
discussed in Chapter 6 in relation to our studies on a nonaqueous ternary mixture 
incorporating isotopomers. 
Some background to this thesis and the details of the particular mixtures used in 
this work have been given in this chapter. To conclude, an overview is given of the 
results chapters. 
1.6 Overview of chapters 
In Chapter 1, the following areas have been highlighted: i) phase behaviour, in general 
and for specific binary and ternary mixtures, ii) critical behaviour in binary mixture 
properties, particularly in the viscosity, and iii) adsorption and wetting behaviour in near-
critical binary mixtures and in surfactant solutions. These are all issues of importance in 
later chapters. 
Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with the macroscopic and microscopic rheology, 
i.e. flow behaviour, of near-critical mixtures. The macroscopic viscosity has been studied 
by capillary viscometry and the microscopic viscosity by measurement of the rotational 
correlation time of a fluorescent probe. 
A different fluorescence technique, evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence 
spectroscopy, has been used to investigate another aspect of critical behaviour, that of 
critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid interface, and is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Critical-point wetting and critical adsorption in mixtures have also been studied at 
the liquid-vapour interface, by neutron reflectivity, and the results are presented in 
Chapter 5. In addition, neutron reflectivity has been used to investigate the surface 
activity of perfluoroalkylalkanes in alkanes. 
Chapters 2-5 are mainly concerned with binary mixtures. Chapter 6 forms the start 
of an extension of this work to multicomponent mixtures, and the phase behaviour of 
simple ternary mixtures studied both experimentally and theoretically is described. 
Finally in Chapter 7 general conclusions are drawn and considerations are given for 
future work. 
CHAPTER 2: MACROSCOPIC VISCOSITY OF NEAR-
CRITICAL MIXTURES 
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2.1.3 Viscosity of liquid mixtures 
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2.1 Macroscopic shear viscosity 
Near a critical point many equilibrium properties of a fluid, such as the heat capacity, 
show an anomalous divergence to infinity of the kind discussed in section 1.1.4. The 
non-equilibrium transport properties exhibit similar behaviour and in the present chapter 
the characteristic form of the macroscopic viscosity, i.e. the flow behaviour of the bulk 
fluid, is discussed in detail In the following chapter this topic is extended to the 
microscopic viscosity, i.e. the local resistance to translation or rotation of a given 
molecule. 
The transport properties.-diffusivity, viscosity and thermal conductivity-are 
properties in which some quantity is transferred from one part of a system to another due 
to the presence of a physical gradient. The diffusivity is the transfer of matter or mass m 
across a concentration gradient; the viscosity is the transfer of momentum mv across a 
velocity v gradient; and the thermal conductivity is the transfer of heat energy, effectively 
mv2, across a temperature gradient. 
The coefficient of viscosity, often just termed the shear viscosity, is defined as the 
ratio of the rate of applied shearing stress to the rate of shear. The rate of shear, or shear 
gradient, is the change in velocity of flow with distance measured perpendicular to the 
direction of flow. For simple fluids the shear viscosity is assumed to be independent of 
the shear gradient, however for binary mixtures near a critical point the shear viscosity 
can become dependent on the shear gradient, and this is discussed in more detail later. 
The shear viscosity 11, discussed here, describes the flow behaviour of the bulk 
fluid; a high viscosity fluid, often called a viscous fluid, has a high resistance to flow. The 
usual units for viscosity, or more strictly dynamic viscosity, are centipoise (cP); 1 Poise 
is equivalent to 1 g cm-1 s-l. The kinematic viscosity is sometimes quoted and is the ratio 
of the dynamic viscosity and the density, i.e. l1/P. In capillary-flow viscometry-the 
method used in this work to study viscosity-the measured flow times of a liquid through 
a capillary are used to calculate the kinematic viscosities, which can then be converted to 
dynamic viscosities if the densities are known. 
Close to a critical point, for example a critical endpoint (CEP) in a binary mixture, 
the viscosity diverges to infinity. This follows from the simultaneous divergence of the 
correlation length, see section 1.1.4, which effectively means that close to the CEP the 
mixture is correlated throughout its bulk and thus tends to move as one viscous mass. 
The viscosities of noncritical pure fluids and mixtures, discussed below, are more easily 
described mathematically than those of near-critical mixtures and can yield infonnation 
about the 'background' part of the viscosity of a near-critical mixture, i.e. the form of the 
viscosity expected in the absence of a critical point. 
The viscosities of noncritical fluids have received a large amount of attentio~ but 
less work has been carried out on near-critical mixtures. The viscosity is of importance in 
a number of applications particularly in the engineering industry since the flow behaviour 
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of fluids can have a large effect on mechanical processes. Taking one particular example, 
in tertiary oil recovery, in which as much as possible of the remaining oil is removed from 
the well by injecting aqueous surfactant mixtures, the low viscosities of the 
micro emulsions formed are crucial for the successful extraction of the oil. 
The viscosity of fluids can be measured by a variety of techniques including 
capillary flow, oscillating or rotating discs, falling balls, and observation of Brownian 
motion of particles immersed in the fluid. The oscillating disc method has generally been 
used for fluids close to a gas-liquid critical point. Many studies on liquid mixtures, 
particularly close to a CEP, have used the capillary-flow method in which the time of 
flow of a given volume of liquid through a capillary is measured. There are several 
different types of capillary visco meters of which those of the Ostwald and Ubbelohde 
types are the most common for measuring the viscosity of liquids at atmospheric 
pressure. In Ostwald visco meters the liquid flows from a bulb into a capillary and then 
into a widened U-shaped tube and a second bulb. The design ofUbbelohde visco meters 
(Ubbelohde, 1936), also known as suspended-level visco meters, is such that the liquid in 
the capillary is 'suspended'. One advantage of Ubbelohde visco meters over Ostwald 
visco meters is that the hydrostatic driving head does not depend on the volume of liquid 
in an Ubbelohde viscometer and so this does not have to be adjusted during a series of 
measurements. Capillary-flow viscometry with an Ubbelohde-type viscometer was used 
in the present investigation of the viscosity of hexane + perfluorohexane near the CEP; 
the details are given in the following section. 
2.1.1 Capillary-flow viscometry 
Capillary-flow viscometry is one of the most popular methods for measunng the 
viscosity of liquid mixtures. Its main advantages are that the apparatus is relatively simple 
and cheap to build and that the flow of a fluid through a capillary can be treated using 
well-established mathematical equations. The basic Hagen-Poiseuille equation for fluid 
flow was first obtained from experimental results by Hagen in 1839 and Poiseuille 
between 1840 and 1846, and was later derived theoretically by Wiedemann in 1856 and 
Hagenbach in 1860. In this equation the viscosity 11 of a fluid flowing through a circular 
tube or capillary is given in tenns of the radius r and length I of the tube, the pressure 
drop along the tube L\p, and the volume of fluid flowing through the capillary per second 
Q, by: 
1t r 4 ~p 
11 = 8QI (2.1) 
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This equation is modified to include the kinetic energy correction-since ~p balances not 
only the viscous resistance but also transfers kinetic energy to the fluid-and the Couette, 
or end, correction-to allow for the energy loss of the fluid on entering the capillary from 
a bulb or reservoir. The equation generally used for capillary-flow viscometers is thus: 
1t r 4 ~p 
11= 8Q(I+ nr) 
mpQ (2.2) 81t (1 + nr) 
where p is the density, and m and n are the kinetic-energy and Couette correction 
factors, respectively. The Couette correction is negligible if the length of the capillary is 
sufficiently long, i.e. if the ratio l:r exceeds 200. The effects of these factors, studied both 
experimentally and theoretically, have been discussed by several authors (for example, 
Barr, 1931; Cannon et al., 1960; Van Wazer et al., 1963; Kestin et al., 1973). 
In the derivation of equation (2.2) several assumptions are made including i) the 
flow is streamline or laminar, ii) the fluid in contact with the capillary wall is stationary, 
i.e. there is no slip, iii) the capillary is straight and of uniform circular cross-section, iv) 
the fluid is incompressible and of constant density, v) the fluid is Newtonian and the 
variation in viscosity due to the pressure drop along the tube is negligible, and vi) the 
temperature is constant and no heat is generated due to the viscous flow (Wakeham et 
al., 1991). The best viscometer designs are those which meet these requirements. Factor 
i) in particular can cause problems since if ~p, and hence the mean velocity, is greatly 
increased, a change from streamline to turbulent flow is observed. This was studied by 
Reynolds (1883) and a factor now known as the Reynolds number Re can be calculated 
for a given viscometer from: 
Re = 2rpv 
T) 
(2.3) 
where v is the average flow velocity, and p and 11 the density and viscosity of water, 
respectively. If Re < 2000 then laminar flow occurs, but if Re > 2000 turbulent flow is 
observed and equation (2.2) is no longer valid. In our calibrations with water Re was 
much less than 200, well within the limits of streamline flow. 
Other factors that require consideration when commissioning a new viscometer 
include the exact design of the entrance and exit of the capillary. Generally the fluid 
flows from a bulb into the capillary and at the bottom of the capillary enters either 
another bulb or a widened tube. A trumpet-shaped entrance to the capillary reduces 
turbulent flow, whereas an exit with a sudden enlargement, rather than with a gradual or 
trumpet-shaped opening, reduces surface tension effects. Since the driving force for flow 
in a gravity-flow viscometer derives from the difference in Liquid levels, capillary rise of 
the liquid in the bulb at the top of the capillary, or at the bottom of the capillary, affects 
the flow and thus if the viscometer is calibrated with a liquid of different surface tension 
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from that under investigation a correction is required (Hardy, 1963). In practice, surface 
tension effects are minimised by using a viscometer with a suitable exit shape of the 
capillary and ensuring that the working volume and the driving head are sufficiently large 
(Gon~alves et al., 1991). 
The advantages of the capillary-flow method for measuring viscosity are discussed 
above; however it does have some potential disadvantages close to a critical point. For 
example, it may be difficult to ensure unifonnity in the temperature and composition 
along the length of the capillary, and it is also generally assumed that the compressibility 
of the fluid is small which may not be valid close to a critical point (Sengers, 1973). A 
uniform constant temperature throughout the water bath should be achieved by adequate 
thermostatting. Another issue is whether the composition changes during the course of 
the measurements, particularly close to the critical point, due to continuous pressurising 
and releasing of the mixture (Leister et al., 1969). Brunet and Gubbins (1969) noted that 
close to the critical point the measured flow times depended on the previous shear 
history of the mixture. This problem can be overcome by allowing long equilibration 
times and ensuring that the liquid is not forced up the capillary too rapidly. 
A general working equation for a capillary viscometer is obtained from equation 
(2.2) using 8p = h pg, where g is the acceleration due to gravity and Ii is the mean 
effective height of the liquid column. It turns out that Ii is the height at which the actual 
flow rate becomes equal to the mean flow rate, i.e. Q = V It, where V is the volume of 
timing bulb and t is the time taken for a liquid volume V to flow through the capillary. 
Thus substituting for 8p and Q in equation (2.2) leads to: 
1t r 4Ii pgt 
11 = 8V(1 + nr) 
mpV 
81t t(1 + nr) 
This equation can be more simply expressed as: 
11 B 
-=At--
P t 
1tr4 hg mV 
where A = and B = . 
8V(l + nr) 81t(1 + nr) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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If nr is small compared with 4 as is usually the case, then A is a constant of the 
apparatus. The parameter B, however, is not an apparatus constant since the kinetic 
energy factor m varies with Reynolds number (Cannon et al., 1960). It has been found 
that m varies inversely with t so the equation becomes: 
II E 
-=At--
P t 2 
(2.6) 
where E is a constant for Reynolds number < 200, as in the present work. For many 
visco meters the second term is negligibly small compared with At and the equation is 
fln1hersimplifiedto: 
II = At. 
P 
(2.7) 
The constants are generally obtained for a given viscometer by calibration with a liquid 
of known viscosity and density over a range of temperatures. 
2.1.2 Viscosity of pure fluids 
The viscosities of pure gases usually increase roughly in proportion to the temperature. 
In contrast, the viscosities II of noncritical pure liquids of relatively low viscosity 
decrease with increasing temperature T and generally obey a simple Arrhenius-type 
equation of the form: 
(2.8) 
where A and B are constants. More viscous substances, in particular glasses, have also 
been the subject of much investigation (Van Wazer et al., 1963). A distinguishing feature 
of such substances is the occurrence of a sharp change in viscosity exhibited over a 
relatively narrow range of temperature. Other substances which show different behaviour 
from low viscosity liquids are high molecular weight polymers such as polyethylene, 
usually termed pseudoplastic fluids. The pure liquids used in this work have low 
viscosities and thus are expected to obey equation (2.8). 
As mentioned earlier, fluids near a critical point display an anomaly in the viscosity. 
The simple Arrhenius equation is no longer obeyed and the viscosity diverges to infinity 
at the critical point. This occurs both for pure fluids near a gas-liquid critical point and 
for binary mixtures near a critical endpoint (CEP). Early measurements revealing the 
anomaly at a gas-liquid critical point were made on carbon dioxide using an oscillating 
disc viscometer by Naldrett and Maass (1940) and Kestin et al. (1964), and on xenon 
and ethane using a tortionally oscillating quartz cylinder by Strumpf et al. (1974) who 
attempted to describe the anomalous behaviour mathematically. 
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2.1.3 Viscosity of liquid mixtures 
The main parts of this section are devoted to the near-critical viscosity of binary 
mixtures; however, we begin by considering the form of the viscosity for noncritical 
mixtures as a function of temperature or composition. 
The viscosities of noncritical pure and mixed liquids as a function of temperature 
usually obey equations of the form of (2.8). As a function of composition, the viscosities 
of binary mixtures do not generally follow a linear form and at the extremes of the 
composition range the mixture viscosity is, of course, constrained to the viscosities of the 
pure components. One form of equation that has been employed for the noncritical 
viscosity of binary mixtures is: In 11mix = (l-x2) In 111 + x2 In 112' where x2 is the mole 
fraction of component 2, llmix is the viscosity of the mixture and 111 and 112 the pure 
component viscosities (Grunberg and Nissan, 1949; Reed and Taylor, 1959). The 
mixture viscosity described by this equation is linear when the viscosities of the two pure 
components are equal, i.e. 11 1 = 112' When 111 :;: 112 the form of the equation is a 'concave 
downwards' dependence for 11mix on x2' Although this form describes the behaviour of 
'ideal' mixtures, positive or negative deviations occur for most real mixtures and the 
expression has no adjustable parameters to allow fitting to measured viscosities. 
Expressions for deviations from the ideal behaviour have been discussed by Mertsch and 
Wolf (1994). 
The general behaviour of noncritical mixtures is of interest in establishing the form 
of the viscosity expected away from a critical point and to allow the true critical part of 
the viscosity of near-critical mixtures to be extracted from the background noncritical 
viscosity. We turn now to experimental and theoretical studies of near-critical mixtures 
and the methods used for fitting the background and anomalous parts of the observed 
viscosity. 
2.1.3.1 Experimental studies of near-critical mixtures 
In binary mixtures near a CEP, evidence for an anomalous increase in the viscosity 
was first found at the beginning of the century by Friedlander (1901) and Scarpa (1903). 
More recent studies, cited by Sengers (1973, 1985), show that the anomaly occurs at 
both upper and lower critical endpoints. 
The CEP can be approached along three main paths: i) the path of constant critical 
composition Xc in the single phase for the region of total miscibility, ii) the coexistence 
path along both limbs of the coexistence curve in the region of partial miscibility, or iii) 
the isothermal path at constant critical temperature T c' as shown in Figure 2.1 for a 
mixture exhibiting an upper critical endpoint (VCEP). Paths i) and ii) are often 
considered together, and have been studied for mixtures exhibiting DCEPs, for example 
nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane, hexadecane + acetone (Pegg, 1982; Pegg and McLure, 
1984) and methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (Davies, 1988; Maczek et 
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ai., 1990), and LCEPs, for example 2-butoxyethanol + water (pegg, 1982; Pegg and 
McLure, 1984). Other studies along path i) for various mixtures, particularly for 
2-butoxyethanol + water, include those of Izumi et al. (1981), Berg and Moldover 
(1988), Ma11amace et al. (1991) and Zielesny et al. (1994). 
Path iii) has been less well studied but recent measurements have been obtained for 
methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (Archer, 1995). Earlier investigations, 
in which the viscosities of mixtures were measured as a function of composition for 
several temperatures both close to and further away from the critical temperature, 
provide indications of the range of temperatures over which the signature of the critical 
point is apparent but not enough data are available close to the critical point to allow the 
critical exponent to be fully characterised (for example, Reed and Taylor, 1959; Brunet 
and Gubbins, 1969; Tsai and McIntyre, 1974). A more rigorous analysis of experimental 
results including many more data points has been undertaken by D'Arrigo et al. (1977). 
Tues 
T 
2 phases 
x 
Figu re 2.1: Paths of approach to the DeEP. i) Path of constant critical 
composition Xc, ii) coexistence path, and iii) isothermal path at the 
upper critical solution temperature Tues· 
2.1.3.2 Theoretical predictions for the anomalous viscosity of near-critical mixtures 
Early mean-field theory predictions for the viscosity near a critical point-first formulated 
by Fixman (1962) and based on the existence of long-wavelength composition 
fluctuations in the critical region-suggested that the viscosity should diverge in 
proportion to the correlation length, i.e. 11""" ~ - E-v, where from mean-field theory 
v = 1/2, Although some experimental studies were in agreement with this prediction. 
most later studies showed that the viscosity diverged much more weakly, i.e. the actual 
index y was less than 1/2 (Sengers, 1971, 1973). Kawasaki (1966) later extended and 
generalised Fixman's theory. 
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Fixman also predicted a strong dependence of the viscosity on the magnitude of the 
shear gradient in the critical region. Nieuwoudt and Sengers (1989) reanalysed several 
published data sets to include the effects of the shear gradient close to the critical point, 
using the predictions ofOxtoby (1975). The effect of the shear gradient was to round-off 
the measured near-critical viscosity. The corrected results thus showed higher critical 
exponents than the uncorrected data sets. 
The ideas of Fixman were further developed by Kawasaki (1969, 1970a, 1970b) 
and formulated into what is now known as mode-mode-coupling theory. Similar results 
were also obtained by Perl and Ferrell (1972a, 1972b) using decoupled-mode theory. 
These theories have been reviewed and compared by Swinney and Henry (1973) and 
Hohenburg and Halperin (1977). 
More recently dynamic renonnalisation group (RG) theory has been applied to 
transport properties near a critical point (Siggia et al., 1976) and yields similar results to 
those obtained by mode-mode-coupling theory (Garisto and Kapral, 1976). The theory 
predicts a divergence of the anomalous viscosity dll according to the power law: 
(2.9) 
where ~ is the correlation length, A is an amplitude, and Xll is the critical exponent with a 
value close to 0.065. Since the correlation length can be expressed by the power law 
~ = ~o E-v, where E = I T - T c lIT C' and the correlation length critical exponent v = 0.630, 
see section 1.1.4, equation (2.9) can be expressed as: 
(2.10) 
where y = vXll = 0.04. Experimental results (pegg, 1982; Davies, 1988) have shown 
good agreement with this prediction. The value y = 0.04 was predicted by Siggia et al. 
(1976). Since then the theoretical value ofy has received further attention. Bhattacharjee 
and Ferrell (1983) found y = 0.032. Later, work by Hao and Ferrell revised the value to 
y = 0.040 (Xll = 0.063) (Hao, 1991) and this is currently the best theoretical estimate 
(Luettmer-Strathmann et al., 1995). The value y = 0.040 has therefore been used in the 
treatment of our data. 
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A similar RG approach has been suggested for the anomalous viscosity as a 
function of composition along the isothermal path to the critical point (Sengers, 1993). 
The critical exponent proposed is vXll/~, i.e. the constant composition path exponent 
renormalised by the order parameter critical exponent. The power law can be written: 
(2.11 ) 
where the critical exponent A = vXll/~ = 0.126, with ~ = 0.325. 
The RG theory approach is now generally accepted as the best available theoretical 
treatment of the anomalous critical viscosity, as careful experimental results are in 
agreement with the predictions of the theory. In the following section the separation of 
the anomalous viscosity from the total measured viscosity is discussed. 
2.1.3.3 Analysis of near-critical viscosity data 
In most analyses of viscosity data near a CEP, the measured viscosity 11 is separated into 
a background viscosity 11B, expected in the absence of any critical fluctuations, and an 
anomalous part ~11. The procedure for separating these contributions is complex. The 
starting issue is the decision whether the background and the anomalous contributions 
are linked additively (Sengers, 1971, 1973) or multiplicatively (Calmettes, 1977; Ohta, 
1977). This issue is crucial and is further complicated since the critical exponent depends 
on the exact form chosen for the background viscosity. Along the constant composition 
path the critical exponent y = 0.040 is very small and the temperature range for which 
~11 > 118 is inaccessible (Sengers, 1985), as it is within micro-Kelvins of Te' The 
background contribution is thus not negligible compared to the anomalous part, even in 
the close vicinity of the critical point, and cannot be ignored. In practice 118 is often 
obtained by extrapolating data away from the critical point (Burstyn and Sengers, 1982), 
although this approach is open to error since it is not known how far from the critical 
point the anomaly is no longer present. Brunet and Gubbins (1969) observed the 
signature of the critical point more than 20 K away from the critical point, and it is likely 
that the critical fluctuations may extend over even greater temperature ranges. 
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Along the path of constant critical composition, for which most studies have been 
carried out, the total viscosity is generally fitted to a multiplicative equation of the form: 
(2.12) 
The background contribution 11B is usually fitted to an Arrhenius-type equation. Thus, 
using equation (2.10), equation (2.12) becomes: 
11 = A exp (~) E-Y (2.13) 
where A and B are constants, and the critical exponent y = 0.040. From this equation and 
for T c = 300 K it can readily be shown that 1 K away from T c the anomaly amounts to 
almost 26% of the background, and even 100 K away from T c the anomaly amounts to 
4% of the background. 
Along the isothermal path the form of the equation for the viscosity is not known 
because of the uncertainty in a) the nature of the background term and b) in the link 
between the background and anomalous terms, i.e. whether they should be linked 
multiplicatively or additively. There are some limitations and the requirements to be 
fulfilled are i) the viscosities at the extremes of the composition range must be equal to 
those of the pure components at T C' and ii) the background viscosity at the critical point 
must be the same irrespective of the approach along either the isothermal or the constant 
composition paths. 
The thermal conductivities of binary gaseous mixtures have been successfully 
described by the Wassiljewa equation (Gray et al., 1970): 
(2.14) 
where Amix is the thermal conductivity of the mixture, A.I and A.2 the thermal 
conductivities of the pure components, Xl and X2 are the mole fractions of each 
component in the mixture, and A 12 and A21 are adjustable parameters. Equation (2.14) 
ensures that for X I = 1 and x2 = 1 the thermal conductivity of the mixture is equal to that 
of the respective pure component. The equation is flexible and with appropriately chosen 
values for AI2 and A21 can represent maxima and minima, and also a point of inflection 
and an S-shaped conductivity-composition curve. 
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A similar type of equation to describe the background viscosity, but also 
incorporating the anomalous viscosity term has been proposed (Archer, 1995): 
where Al2 and A21 are variable parameters, A is the critical amplitude and A. is the 
critical exponent. The background viscosity is represented with A. = 0 and varying A12 
and A2b and the total viscosity is described with A. * 0 and varying A12, A21 and A. In 
this equation the background and anomalous terms are linked additively. A multiplicative 
relation may, however, be preferred since the form generally used along the constant 
composition path is mUltiplicative. A suitable form for the anomalous viscosity in a 
multiplicative equation may be: ~11 = 1 + Ax2(1 - x2)( I x - Xc I fXc)-A. (Archer, 1995). If 
the viscosities along the two paths are represented in similar fonns, agreement at the 
critical point may more easily be achieved. 
2.2 Experimental details 
We tum now to the specific details of our work. In this section the capillary viscometer 
used in the measurements and the details of the materials used are described. The results 
of the calibration with distilled water are also presented. 
2.2.1 Apparatus 
The viscosities presented in this chapter were measured using a sealed capillary-flow 
viscometer of the Ubbelohde suspended-level type. The Pyrex viscometer, shown in 
Figure 2.2 and Plate 1, has two separate tubes leading into the main reservoir at different 
levels to allow the measurement of the flow times and hence viscosities of two coexisting 
liquid phases. Pressure is applied through a two-syringe system attached to the 
viscometer by Teflon tubing, with the Youngs taps correctly adjusted, to force the liquid 
sample up the Veridia capillary. Table 2.1 shows the dimensions of the viscometer. 
Table 2.1: Viscometer dimensions. 
parameter 
capillary radius r fcm 
length of capillary I fcm 
maximwn height of liquid above bottom of capillary h fcrn 
i.e. distance between upper timer level and bottom of capillary 
approximate volume of bulb V fcm3 
value 
0.025 
23.7 
26.6 
1.5 
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Figure 2.2: The suspended-level viscometer used m this work. 
(Reproduced from Haslam, 1992.) 
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The procedure for the measurement of the flow time of the lower phase, starting 
with all the taps open, is as follows: 
1. Tap E is closed. 
2. Taps D, Band C are then closed in this order. 
3. Pressure is applied through syringe 1, forcing the lower phase up the capillary, until 
the capillary and bulb are full and the liquid is overflowing into the overflow 
. 
reservOIr. 
4. Tap A is closed, syringe 1 is released, and then tap G is also closed. 
5. Tap C is opened followed by tap B, and the liquid falls as a suspended column. The 
meniscus is timed as it falls between two set points above and below the bulb, see 
below. 
6. When the measurement is complete, taps G, A, D and E are opened and the syringes 
returned to their original positions. 
To sample the upper phase the procedure is the same except that tap F is closed in place 
ofE in step 1, and opened at the end of the measurement in step 6. 
The timing is by means of a digital timer (Venner Electronics TSA6616) reading to 
0.01 s, activated by optical fibre sensors set in plastic discs attached above and below the 
capillary bulb. A plastic spacer ensures that the sensors remain fixed in position at a set 
distance of separation. Two optical fibre cables are positioned at 1800 to each other 
across the tube for both the upper 'start' signal and the lower 'stop' signal. The intensities 
are adjusted before each measurement so that a signal is only just detected when liquid is 
in the capillary and bulb. Since the liquid amplifies the signal, no signal is detected when 
there is no liquid in the capillary. Any change in the signal starts or stops the timer. The 
alteration of the intensity allows flow times for both clear and opalescent liquids to be 
measured. A similar timing device has been described by Habib and Gruner (1988). 
For a given phase at each temperature measurements were repeated 4-6 times and 
an average taken. The precision of successive measurements was often better than 
±O.OI s for flow times of 40-60 s, i.e. 0.03-0.05%, although at lower temperatures, for 
which a cooler was required in the water bath, the range was sometimes ±O.OS s, i.e. 
about 0.2%. This is more accurate timing than can be achieved with a hand-held 
stopwatch, where the human element of the error in timing is generally ±O.15 s. The flow 
times recorded here are short and so the automatic timer ensures a much greater degree 
of accuracy. 
The viscometer and syringes were clipped onto an alwninium back plate which 
slotted onto a metal frame above the water bath of approximate volume 0.16 m3. The 
viscometer and syringes were positioned in the bath so that the liquid sample and the 
sealed vapour were below the water level. The bath was lagged on three sides with 
polystyrene and the front face was left open to allow easy viewing of the viscometer. The 
temperature of the bath was controlled by a thermostat (Techne Tempunit TU 16A) and 
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was measured by a calibrated platinum resistance thermometer, positioned close to the 
viscometer capillary, by comparison with a standard loon resistor attached to a 
resistance bridge (Automatic Systems Laboratories). A stirrer, attached to a separate 
stand to reduce vibrations, was used to aid water circulation, and at temperatures below 
23°C a cooler (Neslab Cryocool CC-80II) was also required. The temperature variation 
was generally less than ±O.005 K. 
The sample in the main viscometer reservoir was stirred prior to each measurement 
by a Teflon-coated magnetic follower activated by a magnetic stirrer of the same design 
as that used by Pegg (1982). The stirrer consisted of four coils, sealed in Perspex cement 
and arranged in a square around the reservoir, which were attached to a plastic base 
resting on the bottom of the water bath. The signal fed to the coils-four digitally-
approximated sine waves of variable frequency each 90° phase shifted from the next-
produced a rotating magnetic field around the sample. At a given temperature, the 
sample was left for a minimum of 80 mins if in a single phase, and for a minimum of 
3 hours if in two phases, to equilibrate after stirring. For two-phase mixtures very close 
to the critical point the mixture was equilibrated for 15 mins between successive 
measurements on a given phase. Before starting a series of measurements on a given 
phase the capillary was rinsed clean of the previous phase. 
The viscometer was cleaned by soaking overnight in a 5% Decon solution, then 
rinsing thoroughly with distilled water before drying on a vacuum line. During 
measurements on the sample mixture the viscometer was sealed under nitrogen to 
minimise the effects of dissolved oxygen in the perfluorocarbon and of dissolved water in 
the hydrocarbon. The sample of the required composition was prepared by weighing the 
components into a filling burette. The sample in the burette was warmed into a single 
phase and transferred to the viscometer reservoir via a long filling tube placed in the 
viscometer after removing tap H. 
The pressure variations during an experimental run were expected to have no 
greater effect on T c than the temperature fluctuations of the bath and were therefore 
neglected. 
2.2.2 Materials 
The mixture chosen for study was n-hexane + perfluoro-n-hexane. This mixture contains 
open chain molecules rather than cyclic molecules as in the alkane + perfluoroaIkane 
mixture methylcyclohexane (MCH) + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (PFMCH) for which 
the near-critical viscosity has been previously studied along the constant compositio~ 
coexistence and isothermal paths, (Davies, 1988; Archer, 1995). Our objectives in the 
study of the viscosity of hexane + perfluorohexane along the constant composition and 
coexistence paths in the single-phase and two-phase regions were i) to broaden the base 
of knowledge of alkane + perfluoroalkane near-critical rheology, ii) to ascertain the need 
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for a shear-gradient correction and, were one needed, to determine the correlation length 
amplitude ~o-partly in relation to our neutron reflectivity studies and partly to compare 
with values already published, and lastly iii) to determine the ratio of the critical 
amplitudes along the constant composition single-phase and coexistence paths to 
compare with the prediction of Calmettes (1979). 
The details of the materials used in this work are given in Table 2.2. Apart from 
drying the hexane with 4 A molecular sieve the materials were used as received. The 
density of perfluorohexane is much greater than that of hexane and this aids in the phase 
separation process and equilibration of the two phases. 
Table 2.2: The suppliers, purities, densities p, and molar masses M for the liquids used 
in this work. 
material supplier 
hexane Aldrich 
perfluorohexane Fluorochem 
a Bedford and Dunlap (1958). 
purity Imol % 
99 
99 
(85% n-isomer) 
M /g mol- I 
86.18 
338.05 
The critical point has been determined for this system in a number of studies; 
details are given in Table 2.3. The differences in Tc and Xc may be due to differing 
purities of materials, and in the case of Tc to differing thermometer calibrations. 
Generally, impurities soluble in only one component at T c tend to raise T c' and impurities 
soluble in both phases tend to lower Tc (Snyder and Eckert, 1973). The effects of 
impurities on Xc or the critical exponent are usually less pronounced (Cohn and Jacobs, 
1984). In our measurements, the mixture used was of the critical composition reported 
by Bedford and Dunlap (1958) for consistency with the densities and coexistence curve 
used in the calculations of the viscosities. Our critical temperature T c was determined 
visually in the viscometer. 
Table 2.3: Critical temperatures and mole fractions for hexane + perfluorohexane. 
22.65 
22.863,22.472 
22.66 
22.36-22.41 
~(perfluorohexane) 
0.370 
0.3625 
0.3509 
0.370 
reference 
Bedford and Dunlap (1958) 
Block et af. (1981) 
Pozharskaya et al. (1984) 
this work 
The mixture of mole fraction of perfluorohexane of 0.370 was made up by mass. 
The masses of the components m I and m2 were used to calculate the mass fraction wI 
from equation (2.16), mole fraction Xl from equation (2.17), or volume fraction +1 from 
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equation (2.18), of component 1, using the molar masses M or the densities p of the 
components. In the case of the volume fraction the densities at 25°C were used and the 
excess volumes were neglected. Conversions between these equations can be made by 
rearrangement and elimination of m2/ml' 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
The materials used have relatively low boiling points. The boiling point of hexane is 
69°C and of perfluo ro hexane is 57°C (Aldrich Handbook, 1993). 
2.2.3 Calibration 
The viscometer was calibrated using distilled water. Flow times t were recorded at eight 
temperatures over the range II-61°C. At each temperature the viscosity 11 and density p 
of water were taken from the data of Weast (1974) and KeD (1975), respectively. The 
results are given in Table 2.4 and are plotted in Figure 2.3. 
Table 2.4: Results of viscometer calibration using distilled water. 
temp. 1°C 
11.16 
18.50 
25.16 
32.49 
39.72 
46.44 
53.29 
60.98 
flow time Is 
176.71 
145.97 
124.96 
107.10 
93.29 
82.95 
74.30 
66.34 
l) IcP 
1.2647 
1.0400 
0.8872 
0.7570 
0.6564 
0.5812 
0.5181 
0.4598 
pig cm-3 
0.99967 
0.99849 
0.99700 
0.99490 
0.99240 
0.98971 
0.98663 
0.98280 
T)/p 110-2 cm2 s-1 
1.2651 
1.0416 
0.8899 
0.7609 
0.6615 
0.5872 
0.5251 
0.4678 
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Figure 2.3: Results of viscometer calibration using distilled water, 
plotting 11/P as a function of flow time t. The line is drawn from the 
best fit to equation (2.7) using the value of A quoted in Table 2.5. 
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The results were fitted, using the program MacCurvefit, to equations of the form 
of (2.6) and (2.7), reproduced below: 
(2.6) 11 =At-~ 
P t 2 
and (2.7) 11 = At 
P 
where A and E are constants. The results of the fits to each equation are given in Table 
2.5. The sum of the squares error SSE and the correlation coefficient R2, defined in 
equations (2.19) and (2.20), provide an indication of the goodness of the fit. For a 
perfect fit SSE = 0 and R2 = 1. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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In equations (2.19) and (2.20) xi and Yi are the ith data pair, f is the value of the functio~ 
A and E are the coefficients in the function, and n is the number of data points. From the 
SSE and R 2 values there is not much difference in the fits, but the value of E in equation 
(2.6) is very poorly defined. The linear form of the equation, (2.7), was therefore 
adopted. The value of A = 7.1226 x 10-5 cm2 s-2 quoted for this fit in Table 2.5 was 
used to convert the measured flow times for the hexane + perfluorohexane mixture into 
the ratio 11/p. 
Table 2.5: Results of fitting the calibration data to equations (2.6) and (2.7). 
parameter 
A /1 0-5 cm2 s-2 
error in A /1 0-5 cm2 s-2 
E /10-2 cm2 s 
error in E 110-2 cm2 s 
SSE 
R2 
2.3 Results 
fitting to equation (2.6) 
7.1213 
±0.0177 
1.2048 
±15.6721 
0.00010 
0.99980 
fitting to equation (2.7) 
7.1226 
±0.0122 
0.00011 
0.99979 
The flow times of a mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane of critical composition 
x(perfluorohexane) = 0.370 were measured from 19 K above the upper critical solution 
temperature T c in the region of total miscibility to 5 K below T c in the region of limited 
miscibility. In the region of liquid-liquid coexistence the flow times were determined for 
the two phases actually coexisting at each temperature, except at the highest temperature 
at which only the lower phase could be studied as not enough upper phase was present. 
The flow times were converted to 11/ p using equation (2.7) with A = 7.1226 x 10-5 
cm2 s-2. The viscosities were then calculated by interpolation of the densities and 
coexisting compositions reported by Bedford and Dunlap (1958). 
The results for 11 and p at different temperatures T are listed for the single-phase 
mixture in Table 2.6 and for the coexisting phases in Table 2.7. At a given temperature 
the flow time for the upper phase is greater than that for the lower phase, but the lower 
perfluorohexane-rich phase has the higher viscosity due to its higher density. The 
viscosities for the one-liquid phase and the two coexisting liquid phases and their mean 
are plotted in Figure 2.4. 
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Table 2.6: The flow times t, shear viscosities II and densities p of hexane + 
perfluorohexane as a function of temperature T in the region of total miscibility. 
41.03 
35.03 
31.20 
28.05 
26.02 
24.99 
24.02 
22.97 
22.81 
22.66 
22.49 
22.41 
TIK 
314.18 
308.18 
304.35 
301.20 
299.17 
298.14 
297.17 
296.12 
295.96 
295.81 
295.64 
295.56 
tis 
40.82 
43.59 
45.66 
47.69 
49.40 
50.51 
51.90 
54.55 
55.25 
56.22 
58.05 
60.20 
pig cm-3 
1.0685 
1.0808 
1.0887 
1.0951 
1.0993 
1.1014 
1.1034 
1.1056 
1.1059 
1.1062 
1.1066 
1.1067 
II IcP 
0.3107 
0.3356 
0.3541 
0.3720 
0.3868 
0.3963 
0.4079 
0.4296 
0.4352 
0.4430 
0.4575 
0.4745 
Table 2.7: The flow times t, shear viscosities II and densities p of hexane + 
perfluorohexane as a function of temperature T in the region of partial miscibility. 
T loe TIK tis pig cm-3 !1 IcP tis pig cm-3 !l IcP 
lower phase upper phase 
22.36 295.51 58.89 1.1436 0.4797 
22.27 295.42 54.63 1.1669 0.4541 55.72 1.0436 0.4142 
22.10 295.25 52.81 1.1904 0.4478 54.82 1.0190 0.3979 
21.76 294.91 51.35 1.2201 0.4462 54.36 0.9889 0.3829 
21.40 294.55 50.69 1.2431 0.4488 54.19 0.9670 0.3732 
20.38 293.53 50.15 1.2898 0.4607 54.51 0.9262 0.3596 
19.35 292.50 50.21 1.3246 0.4737 55.11 0.8992 0.3530 
18.38 291.53 50.53 1.3513 0.4863 55.80 0.8804 0.3499 
17.38 290.53 50.94 1.3747 0.4988 56.56 0.8654 0.3486 
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Figure 2.4: The shear viscosity 11 of a mixture of hexane + 
perfluorohexane of critical composition in the single phase (D), and the 
upper and less viscous (.6.) and the lower and more viscous (\7) phases 
and their mean (0) as a function of temperature T close to the optimum 
upper critical solution temperature Tucs = 22.385°C. The curves for 
the mean of the coexisting phases and for the single-phase mixture are 
drawn after fitting to equation (2.21); the values of A and B are 
quoted in Table 2.8. For the coexisting phases smooth curves are 
drawn through the points without theoretical significance. 
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The viscosities of our mixture are compared with those for other mixtures studied 
in the group, namely 2-butoxyethanol + water, nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane, acetone + 
hexadecane (Pegg, 1982), and methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane 
(Davies, 1988), in Figure 2.5. This figure illustrates the spread of behaviour for mixtures 
of different kinds exhibiting both upper and lower critical endpoints and whose 
nonideality springs from different molecular causes. For example, 2-butoxyethanol + 
water, like nearly all aqueous mixtures exhibiting an LCEP, owes its immiscibility to 
hydrogen bonding of different strengths and extent between the like and unlike species in 
the mixture. In contrast, in nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane and acetone + hexadecane-as 
examples of dipole + nonpolar diluent mixtures-the nonideality largely originates from 
localised dipoles, and in methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane it originates 
from a general weakness between the unlike components of the mixture. It is clear that 
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hexane + perfluorohexane greatly resembles nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane in terms of 
both the magnitude of the viscosity and its near-critical temperature dependence. In 
contrast, the viscosities of the two alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures are surprisingly 
different, with the viscosity of the mixture of cyclic molecules being considerably the 
higher, even allowing for the difference in T c. 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
T;oC 
Figure 2.5: The shear viscosities 11 as a function of temperature T for 
one mixture near a lower critical endpoint (2-butoxyethanol + water) 
A and four mixtures near an upper critical endpoint (acetone + 
hexadecane, nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane, methylcyclohexane + 
perfluoromethylcyclohexane, and hexane + perfluorohexane) B, C, D, 
and E, respectively. The bold line represents the range of 
measurements in the present study on hexane + perfluorohexane. 
Considering briefly the near-critical viscosities of other mixtures, the viscosity of 
aniline + cyclohexane is similar in magnitude to that of 2-butoxyethanol + water 
(D'Arrigo et al., 1977). The viscosity of isobutyric acid + water is notably higher than for 
these two mixtures, but the viscosity of methanol + cyclohexane is lower and is more 
comparable with that for MCH + PFMCH (Berg and Moldover, 1988). 
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2.4 Data analysis and discussion 
The shear viscosities have been presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 and in Figure 2.4 above. 
In this section the results are fitted to the expression for the total viscosity-both with and 
without incorporating the shear-gradient dependence. The analysis with the 
incorporation of the shear-gradient effects yields the correlation length amplitude ~ for 
hexane + perfluorohexane. The critical amplitudes for the viscosity-for the single-phase 
mixture and for the mean of the coexisting phases-are also obtained and the amplitude 
ratio compared with theoretical predictions. 
2.4.1 Shear-gradient dependence 
The results for the single phase and for the mean of the coexisting phases can be fitted to 
an equation of the form discussed previously: 
11 = A exp (~) E - Y (2.21) 
where A and B are constants, and the critical exponent y = 0.040 from RG theory. The 
measurements of the shear viscosity of the single-phase mixture very close to T e show a 
reduction or 'rounding off, best portrayed as a flattening on a log 11 versus log E plot, as 
in Figure 2.6 below. This is attributed to shear-gradient effects (Oxtoby, 1975), where 
the shear gradient Ovler is the change in velocity of flow with distance measured 
perpendicular to the direction of flow. Oxtoby suggested that in the critical region the 
shear gradient is no longer linear and this leads to the reduction of the shear viscosity 
with increased shear gradient, due to the interaction of the externally imposed shear 
gradient with the long-wavelength modes that are excited in the critical region. In the 
absence of shear-gradient effects, the measured viscosities should obey equation (2.21) 
and thus on a log 11 versus log E plot, should show a straight line of slope -y for small E, 
for which the background term is essentially independent of E. 
In order to fit the measured viscosities to equation (2.21) they must be corrected 
for the dependence of the viscosity near Te on the shear gradient. This is accomplished 
using the procedure ofOxtoby (1975). A dimensionless quantity A. is introduced to aid in 
the conversion and is defined by: 
A. = --,-11~~3_d 
kT 
(2.22) 
where ~ is the correlation length in the fluid, d is the shear gradient, k is the Boltzmann 
factor and T is the temperature. 
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In a capillary viscometer the maximum gradient dmax is given by (Barr, 193 I): 
hpgr dmax =--2111 (2.23) 
where h is the maximum height of liquid above the bottom of the capillary, r the radius 
and 1 the length of the capillary, g the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 13m s-2), and p 
and 11 the density and viscosity of the fluid, respectively. The dimensions of our 
viscometer are given in Table 2.1 above. 
The shear gradient varies from a maximum at the walls of the capillary to zero at 
the centre. An effective average value deff can be calculated assuming the velocity profile 
in the tube is parabolic (Oxtoby, 1975): 
8 
deff = -dmax 15 
which with equations (2.22) and (2.23) gives: 
( 4hPgr) 3 Aeff = 15kTl ~ 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
where ~ = ~OE-O.63, with ~O the correlation length amplitude. In our calculations of Aeff 
the average density for the mixtures over the range of measurements was used. 
Using Aeff' the viscosities in the absence of shear-gradient effects 11(0) are obtained 
from the measured finite-shear-gradient viscosities 11(Aeff) via: 
(2.26) 
where ~(Aeff) is a universal function of Aeff. This function ~(Aeff) is obtained from the 
series reported by Lee and Purvis (1977) which describes well the numerical results of 
Oxtoby for the dependence of ~(Aeff) on Aeff: 
.1(Aeff) = 0.0214 + 0.0266 (loglO Aeff) + 0.0078 (loglO Aeff)2 . (2.27) 
This expression is valid only within the limits 0.1 < Aeff ~ 20. The lower limit reflects a 
distance from T c beyond which shear-gradient correction is unnecessary and the upper 
limit reflects the end of the range of the Oxtoby calculations. The former is approached 
only for mixtures studied to within a very small distance from T c and the latter limit is 
even closer to T c to an extent unlikely to be met in practice for any mixture. These limits 
therefore comfortably bracket the range within which shear gradients are observed. 
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The results of the viscosity measurements were fitted to equation (2.21) using the 
nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure of Bevington (1969) incorporated into the 
program viscfit (see appendix) similar to that used by Davies (1988). The critical 
exponent was set at the RG theory value y = 0.040 and the fitting was carried out both 
with and without incorporating the effect of the shear gradient. For the case of fitting 
with the shear-gradient dependence, the correlation length amplitude ~o was obtained. 
The experimental arrangement using the actual mixture in the viscosity cell did not 
permit the determination ofTc to better than 0.05 K. Thus in the fitting procedure Te and 
~o were determined by floating the background parameters A and B and seeking the set 
which gave a minimum "I? for a systematic series of fixed T c and ~o. It transpired that the 
optimum value ofTc was 22.38soC. The values of A and B obtained for the one-phase 
mixture both with and without shear-gradient correction, and for the mean of the 
viscosities of the coexisting liquid phases are shown in Table 2.8. 
Table 2.8: The results of fitting the shear viscosity of hexane + perfluorohexane to 
equation (2.21), both without and with the correction for the shear-gradient dependence 
of equation (2.26), assuming the optimum Te = 22.38soC and with y = 0.040. 
hexane + perfluorohexane 103A/cP BIK 
one phase 17.248 876.1 4 20 
without shear-gradient correction 
one phase 14.266 934.21 6.4 1 
with shear-gradient correction 
mean of coexisting phases 0.20796 2167.3 3 
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The experimental results for the one-phase mixture and for the mean of the 
coexisting phases are displayed as log 11 versus log E in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, respectively. 
The functions descnoing the background viscosity A exp (Bff), the background viscosity 
+ the critical divergence A exp (BfT) E-Y, and the background viscosity + the critical 
divergence + the shear-gradient dependence A exp (BfT) E-Y [1 - L\(}."eff)] are also 
plotted. The latter function is calculated from equations (2.25)-(2.27) by evaluating Aeff 
and l1(AeW over the range of temperatures for which 0.1 < Aeff ~ 20. The background 
viscosity is dependent on the absolute temperature and is essentially. independent of E for 
E < -10-3. 
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Figure 2.6: The shear viscosity 11 of the one-phase critical mixture (0) 
of hexane + perfluorohexane as a function of the temperature response 
function E = I T c - Tiff c near the optimum upper critical solution 
temperature Tc = 22.38soC displayed as log 11 versus log E. Curves.a = 
background; b = a + critical divergence; and c = b + shear-gradIent 
dependence. 
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Figure 2.7: The shear viscosity" of the coexisting phases of hexane + 
perfluorohexane as a function of the temperature response function 
E = I Tc - TI ffc near the optimum upper critical solution temperature 
T c = 22.38soC displayed as log " versus log E. Curves a = 
background; and b = a + critical divergence. The mean of the 
viscosities of the coexisting phases (0) and the viscosities of the upper 
(~) and lower (\7) phases are plotted. 
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The flattening apparent in Figure 2.6 for the experimental points closest to T c 
suggests the need for applying the Oxtoby shear-gradient correction. This is confinned 
by the value Aeff = 2.6 for the point closest to T c' well inside the range 0.1 ~ Aeff ~ 20 
within which Oxtoby's calculations identify shear-gradient sensitivity. From the analysis 
the correlation length amplitude is around 6 A; the precise evaluation of this quantity 
depends on a very accurate determination of T c' The error in our T c is ca. ±O.25 K and 
within this range around the optimum fitted T c ~o varies from 4 to 7 A, although at T c = 
22.38soC the optimum value is ~o = 6.4 A. A practical assessment of ~o therefore is 
perhaps l;o = (5.5±l.S) A. This compares a little unfavourably with the value (3±1) A 
reported by Pozharskaya et al. (1984) from light-scattering measurements and even more 
with the value of Schulz (1996) of (1.9±O.l) A from turbidity measurements. Shear 
viscosity measurements may not be the most appropriate method to obtain an accurate 
value of l;o since the viscosity exhibits only a weak anomaly near the critical point and 
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various assumptions, see section 2.1.3.3, are made for the equation descnbing the 
anomaly and the form of the background term. 
2.4.2 Viscosity amplitude ratios 
The critical amplitude of the shear viscosity, A exp (BIT) in equation (2.21), is different 
for different paths to the critical point. The three different paths and their symbols are: 
Tl~ along the critical isochore (constant composition path in the single phase) 
Tl ~ along the critical isotherm 
Tl~ along the coexistence curve. 
The amplitude ratios Tl~ / Tl~ and Tl~ / Tl~ at the critical point are universal. Calmettes 
(1979) has reported the theoretical values Tl~ / Tl~ = 0.950 and 1l~ / 1l~ = 0.986. Our 
value of 1l~ / Tl~ for hexane + perfluorohexane, calculated using the values of A and B 
in Table 2.8 and including the shear-gradient effect for the single phase, is 0.946±O.005~ 
which is within 0.4% of the theoretical value. The results for 1l~ / Tl~ should be 
essentially independent of the fitting of the shear-gradient contributio~ since although 
there is a slight dependence on the choice of T c and ~o the variation is smaller than our 
quoted uncertainty. The final value agrees well with the values reported by Maczek et al. 
(1990) for the four mixtures previously reported from our group and with the theoretical 
value. 
2.S Summary 
The near-critical shear viscosity of a mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane of critical 
compositio~ x(perfluorohexane) = 0.370, has been measured as a function of 
temperature both in the single phase up to 19 K above the upper critical solution 
temperature T ues = 22.38soC and for the coexisting phases up to 5 K below Tues. The 
viscosity exhibited the expected anomalous divergence at the critical point. 
For the single-phase mixture the measured viscosities were corrected for shear-
gradient effects in the vicinity of the critical point. The value obtained for the correlation 
length amplitude ~o = (5.5±1.5) A is somewhat higher than reported in other studies. The 
value for the ratio of the limiting viscosity amplitudes along the coexistence and constant 
critical composition paths Tl~ / 1l~ = 0.946±O.005 is in good agreement with Cahnettes' 
theoretical prediction of 0.950. 
Along the constant critical composition and coexistence paths the viscosity has 
been reasonably well characterised, both experimentally and theoretically. Along the 
critical isothe~ however, the viscosity has received less attention and thus deserves 
further investigation. The exact form of the viscosity, and in particular the representation 
of the background viscosity in the absence of any critical effects, has still to be 
determined. 
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3.1 Microviscosity 
The anomalous behaviour of the macroscopic shear viscosity near a critical endpoint 
CEP has been described in the previous chapter. The main aim of the present 
investigation was to determine the microscopic viscosity or microviscosity, i.e. the local 
· resistance to rotation or translation of a given molecule, in binary mixtures for which the 
macroscopic viscosity was known. The ultimate objective was to compare the behaviour 
of the microscopic and the macroscopic viscosities near a CEP. In particular, evidence 
was sought for any near-critical anomaly at the molecular level that mirrored the well-
characterised anomaly in the viscosity at the macroscopic level. 
The techniques used to study the microscopic viscosity commonly involve the 
measurement of the rotational correlation time 'tR of a particular species. The rotational 
correlation time-effectively the average time taken to rotate through a given angle-is 
affected by the viscosity of the environment surrounding the molecule. In this study, 
fluorescent dyes were used to probe the microscopic viscosity. Results are presented 
here for the measurements of 'tR of various fluorescent dyes in binary liquid mixtures 
close to their CEPs. 
In addition to providing a general measure of the solvent viscosity at a microscopic 
level, fluorescent molecules of differing lengths may also allow the correlation length ~o­
which diverges to infinity at the CEP-to be probed. The local environment around a 
fluorescent molecule may change when ~o becomes comparable to the length of the 
molecule and this change may possibly be detected. However, there are many properties 
of the solvent and the probe which influence 'tR and this more refined aspect of study 
was not pursued in detail here. 
An introduction to fluorescence is given in an annexe to this thesis. We turn now to 
the methods for obtaining a measure of the microscopic viscosity-in particular 
fluorescence depolarisation since this was used in the present study-and the models used 
to relate 'tR to the microscopic viscosity. 
3.1.1 Methods for obtaining the microscopic viscosity 
There are two main methods for obtaining a measure of the viscosity of a solvent on a 
microscopic level using fluorescence probes. The first, fluorescence depolarisation, 
involves the measurement of the rotational correlation time 'tR, as discussed above. The 
second method involves the measurement of the fluorescence lifetime of the probe in a 
solution with a known concentration of a quencher species; the solvent viscosity affects 
the rate of translational diffusion of the quencher and fluorescent species and hence the 
fluorescence lifetime. These methods are discussed in the following sections. 
In addition to fluorescence depolarisation, various other methods including nuclear 
magnetic resonance N1\1R, electron spin resonance ESR, light scattering, and dielectric 
and laser relaxation methods can be used to measure 'tR' The values of 'tR can again be 
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related to the microviscosity, although the language of microviscosity is less common in 
these other techniques for studying molecular motion. NMR (see for example, Lenk, 
1986) is particularly useful since 'tR is measured for the bulk liquid and this route is to be 
investigated in future extensions to this work. In the technique of ESR the rotational 
correlation times of free radicals-often nitroxides-are obtained in solution (Marsh, 1989; 
Marsh and Horvath, 1989). This method should also be of use to probe the 
microviscosity of our near-critical mixed liquids if suitable spin-labelled molecules can be 
selected. Recent ESR studies ofreorientational motion in glass-forming liquids have been 
reported by Kowert et al. (1996). They observed that the agreement was generally good 
between their rotational correlation times and those obtained for the same solvent by 
dielectric relaxation and light scattering techniques. Molecular rotation in liquids studied 
by methods such as depolarised Rayleigh and Raman scattering has been reviewed by 
Kivelson and Madden (1980) and Steele (1976). 
3.1.1.1 Fluorescence de polarisation 
In the present form of time-resolved fluorescence depolarisation experiment the sample is 
excited by vertically-polarised light and the fluorescence is observed at right angles to the 
direction of the exciting beam all in the laboratory horizontal plane. Single-photon 
counting is used to record the fluorescence polarised vertically (parallel) and horizontally 
(perpendicular) with respect to the electric field vector of the excitation beam as a 
function of time t after the excitation pulse. The measurement of the fluorescence 
depolarisation leads to the emission anisotropy ret) which can be fitted to a sum of 
exponentials to obtain the rotational correlation times 'tR' The rotational correlation time 
is a measure of the microscopic viscosity; for a quasi-spherical molecule obeying the 
Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation 'tR is directly proportional to the viscosity/temperature 
ratio. This method is discussed in more detail in section 3.1.2. 
3.1.1.2 fluorescence lifetime and quenching 
The microscopic viscosity of a system can be determined by fluorescence lifetime 
measurements. A fluorescent dye (A) dissolved in a liquid mixture and excited with light 
will fluoresce: 
A+hv ~A* 
A * ~ A + hv fluorescence rate constant = kF 
The excited dye molecule A * can also undergo intramolecular excited state deactivation: 
A * ~ A deactivation rate constant = ko 
or bimolecular excited state deactivation with a quencher molecule Q: 
A * + Q ~ A + Q* quenching rate constant = kq 
(Demas, 1983). 
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If a quencher Q is present in greater concentration than A *, the fluorescence 
lifetime, 'tF, is related to the concentration of quencher by: 
'tF = l/(kF + kD + kq [Q]). (3.1) 
The fluorescence lifetime can be measured at different known concentrations of 
quencher Q at constant temperature to obtain kq. As molecules of A* and Q have to 
diffuse together, kq is a diffusion rate, and is related to the microscopic solvent viscosity 
11 by: 
k _ 8RT 
q - 311 (3.2) 
where R and T have their usual meanings of the gas constant and the thermodynamic 
temperature. 
Oxygen is the most efficient known quencher, but its concentration is not usually 
well defined. The diffusion of oxygen is also abnormally fast. Compounds containing 
heavy atoms such as halogens are also used as quenchers, e.g. Mel or CC4, and if these 
are used the samples must be deoxygenated. Other examples of quenchers are given by 
Ware and Andre (1983). 
It seems likely that this translational diffusion route to the microscopic viscosity is 
most likely to reflect the true viscosity as the probe molecule and the quencher have to 
diffuse through the solvent rather than just rotate. In the rotational diffusion method, 
factors such as the solvent structure become more important and these are discussed in 
the following section. The disadvantages of the translational diffusion metho<L 
particularly in the case of our near-critical liquids, are that in addition to a dye a quencher 
species is also added, so effectively introducing impurities into the system, albeit at low 
concentrations. The concentration of quencher species must also be known accurately 
and so the amount of oxygen remaining in each sample after degassing needs to be the 
same in each case and this can prove difficult. We have therefore used the rotational 
route to the microviscosity and we now turn to this in more detail. 
3.1.2 Details of fluorescence depolarisation 
This section gives an account of the technique of fluorescence depolarisation to obtain 
the rotational correlation time 'tR' We discuss the depolarisation of fluorescence before 
turning to specific experimental details for time-resolved fluorescence measurements. 
3.1.2.1 Polarised light and rotational de polarisation 
Plane-polarised light has its electric vector in a particular plane. When plane-polarised 
light enters a sample it induces oscillations in the electrons of the molecules and the 
absorption of the light by a particular molecule depends on the orientation of its 
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transition axis or moment relative to the electric vector of the light, see Figure 3.1. If the 
molecule is oriented with its transition axis parallel to the electric vector then the 
probability of absorption is high and absorption takes place readily; if the transition axis 
is perpendicular to the electric vector then the probability of absorption is zero. To 
consider the probability of absorption at intermediate orientations the amplitude A of the 
electric vector can be resolved into two vectors at right angles to each other. In a 
direction at an angle e the effective amplitude of vertically polarised exciting light is thus 
Acose. Since the intensity of the light is proportional to A2, the intensity at an angle e is 
A2cos2e and the probability of absorption in this direction is cos2e (parker, 1968). 
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Figure 3.1: The orientation of the transition axis relative to the electric 
vector of the incident light. S' is the projection ofS onto the xy plane. 
The transition moment for absorption is not necessarily the same as that for 
emission but we consider this to be the general case for the purpose of the present 
discussion. In a solution all the fluorescent probe molecules are generally oriented at 
random. When polarised light is incident on the solution some of the molecules absorb 
the light with a cos2e probability as described above. They are thus excited to a higher 
electronic state if the incident radiation is of the appropriate frequency corresponding to 
an energy gap between the ground and excited state electronic levels. The molecules can 
lose their energy by emission of light and the polarisation of the light emitted depends on 
the fluorescence lifetime and on how far the molecule rotates in the time period before 
fluorescence occurs. 
The fluorescence polarisation, p, is defined as: 
(3.3) 
where III and 1.1 are the emission intensities parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the 
electric vector of the incident light. 
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The fluorescence anisotropy ret) is also used as a measure of the fluorescence 
polarisation: 
III - 11. 2p 
r(t) = =-
III + 211. 3 - P (3.4) 
where III + 211. is the total emission. 
The principal polarisation, Po, is the polarisation in the absence of any depoIarising 
factors such as rotation. For molecules with parallel transition moments for absorption 
and emission Po = 1/2 and for molecules with the transition moments for absorption and 
emission oriented at right-angles Po = _1/3 (Parker, 1968). These values are obtained by 
integrating the intensities of the vertical and horizontal components of the light emitted 
over all possible values for the angles e and <1>, see Figure 3.1, defining the orientation of 
the transition moment with respect to the parallel and perpendicular directions. The 
corresponding limiting values for ret) are 0.4 and -0.2, thus a negative anisotropy can 
sometimes be observed. For the dyes used in our work the limiting values for ret) were 
always positive. Values of ret) apparently greater than 0.4 are often attributed to the 
detection of scattered light. 
The relationship between the observed polarisation p and the principal polarisation 
Po for vertically-polarised incident light is: 
(1/p - 1/3) = (1/po - 1/3) (3'tFI'tR + 1) (3.5) 
where 'tF is the fluorescence lifetime and 'tR is the rotational relaxation time or rotational 
correlation time. 
3.1.2.2 Time-resolved fluorescence 
Our experiments were carried out at Daresbury Laboratory on station 12.1, where the 
incoming light is vertically polarised and a particular wavelength can be selected. The 
fluorescence is collected at right-angles to the direction of the incident beam so that the 
collection of stray light due to reflections is minimised. 
The fluorescence lifetime is detennined by measurement of the fluorescence by 
single-photon counting techniques. In general, part of the incoming signal is sent via a 
photomultiplier (PM) tube and a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) to start a signal at 
the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The remaining light enters the sample and the 
fluorescence is detected by a PM tube and a CFD and stops the signal at the T AC. In 
single-bunch mode, the synchrotron, see section 3.2, emits a pulse of light every 320 ns. 
Each of these pulses is used to activate the start signal and to induce a single-photon 
fluorescence event in the sample. The intensity of the fluorescence is kept low by using 
dilute samples and by adjusting the slit widths; this ensures that the probability of 
occurrence of a stop pulse is proportional to the probability of a photon being emitted. 
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The amplitude of the output pulse from the T AC is proportional to the time between the 
start and stop pulses. The signal is sent to a multi-channel pulse height analyser 
(MCPHA) which places a count in the appropriate channel. A time calibration allows the 
channels to be converted to times. The fluorescence is monitored over a period of time 
to build up a statistical picture of the events. The fluorescence decay is exponential, or if 
more than one component is present a sum of exponentials is observed. 
The instrument response function is usually recorded using Ludox, an aqueous 
colloidal suspension of silica, at the main emission wavelength of the sample. The Ludox 
acts as a scattering solution and records the response time of the instrument at the 
selected wavelength. Scattered light effectively comes straight out after it enters the 
sample and thus the detection of the difference between the start and stop pulses is a 
measure of the instrumental factors in the detection process. Ideally, the instrument 
response should be a sharp peak but broadening is invariably observed due to the failure 
of the photomultiplier to always respond in exactly the same way. This is attnbuted to 
the Jitter in the transit time of the electrons through the photomultiplier'. To determine 
the fluorescence lifetime of a dye in a sample, the observed decay has to be deconvoluted 
from the instrument response. 
On station 12.1 the fluorescence is effectively recorded backwards and the plots on 
the screen show the peak on the right-hand side decaying towards the left-hand side of 
the screen. The pulse rate from the synchrotron is high-approximately 3 x 106 s·l-so 
there are too many pulses for the electronics to handle. The fluorescence count rate is 
adjusted by altering the slit width so that the count rate is no greater than 30,000 s-l. 
Instead of measuring the time delay from the pulse to the detected fluorescence, the time 
is counted from the detected fluorescence to the next exciting pulse. In this method the 
time gap for most of the processes occurring is larger and the detection appears 
backwards with the peak at long channels as it is furthest in time from the next pulse. 
Some level of background is observed in an experiment. This should only be due to 
thermal electrons leaving the cathode of the PM tube, which is cooled to reduce this; 
however, higher background levels may be due to the detection of stray light. Before an 
experiment the box is made as light-tight as possible. The filters may not be perfect and 
may let in some of the exciting light, particularly if the excitation wavelength is close to 
the cut-off wavelength of the filter on the exit side. Filters may also be used on the 
excitation side to help reduce the background level. 
During an experiment to determine the fluorescence lifetime of a sample, the 
polariser is set to the magic angle, a = 54.70 to the vertical, for which sin2a./cos2a = 
tan2a = 2, to effectively collect the total emission III + 211.' (The intensity is proportional 
to the square of the amplitude, i.e. III ex cos2a and 11. ex sin2a.) When the decay of the 
fluorescence anisotropy is measured the polariser is set to move freely and is activated by 
the computer during the measurement so that it sets to record the fluorescence polarised 
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parallel and vertical in turn for a given dwell time in each position. The incident vertically 
polarised light excites the fluorescent species in the sample solution with a probability 
proportional to cos2e, where e is the angle between the orientation of the transition axis 
of the fluorophore and the vertical, as shown above in Figure 3.1. In an experiment to 
measure rotational correlation times 'tR the fluorescence polarised parallel and 
perpendicular with respect to the exciting light is recorded and the anisotropy calculated 
is then fitted to one or more exponentials to obtain'tR: 
r(t) = L ri (0) exp( -t / 'tR i) 
. , (3.6) 
1 
where ri(O) is the anisotropy at time zero. Models for the relationship between 'tR and the 
solvent viscosity are described in the next section. 
3.1.3 Models for molecular rotation 
Several models have been used to describe the molecular rotation of a solute molecule in 
a liquid, although some have been more successful than others in accurately predicting 
the values or trends observed experimentally. 
The models most often used are based on hydrodynamic models, which treat the 
solute as a Brownian particle dissolved in a continuum solvent (Ravi and Ben-Amotz, 
1994). Approximations can be made to the basic Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) equation 
by introducing extra parameters to describe the 'stick' and 'slip' hydrodynamic boundary 
conditions. The hydrodynamic models are relatively simple and work surprisingly well 
given that for a particular solute the rotational correlation time is described only by the 
solvent temperature and viscosity-which are generally readily available. In some cases, 
however, deviations from the hydrodynamic boundary conditions are observed and 
'superstick' and 'subslip' are invoked to explain this non-hydrodynamic behaviour. The 
solvent can no longer be described as a continuum and molecular structures have to be 
considered. Quasi-hydrodynamic models and models based on kinetic theory have been 
used to treat this behaviour. 
Some of the factors involved in hydrodynamic and quasi-hydrodynamic models are 
discussed below. 
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3.1.3.1 Stokes-Einstein-Debye equation 
The Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) equation (Einstein, 1905, 1906; Bartoli and Litovitz, 
1972) relates the rotational correlation time 'tR of a spherical solute of volume V to the 
temperature T and viscosity 11 of the solvent by: 
(3.7) 
where Ds is the rotational diffusion constant. A modified form of the equation (perrin, 
1934) takes into account the shape of the molecule by introducing a shape factor / and 
also includes a boundary condition parameter C dependent on the solute, the solvent and 
the concentration: 
(3.8) 
where 'to is the rotational reorientation time at zero viscosity (Roy and Doraiswamy, 
1993). 
3.1.3.2 Stick limit 
In the stick approximation, the solvent is treated as a continuum and a small solvent layer 
moves with the solute, effectively increasing its size. There is thus strong coupling 
between the solvent and the solute. The SED equation applies for the stick limit and is 
usually reasonable for large solute molecules (Ben-Amotz and Drake, 1988). In the stick 
limit the parameter C in equation (3.8) is set equal to unity. 
3.1.3.3 Slip limit 
For solute molecules of comparable size to, or smaller than, the solvent molecules, the 
stick approximation does not hold and the slip limit applies. The molecules rotate faster 
than predicted by the stick condition and a layer of solvent molecules no longer moves 
with the solute. Rotation of a non-spherical molecule depends only on displacing some of 
the surrounding solvent molecules. Spheres or spheroids rotating about a syrrunetry axis 
thus experience no frictional drag (Dote et al., 1981). In the slip limit the value of the 
boundary condition parameter Cslip is less than unity (Roy and Doraiswamy, 1993). A 
transition from slip to stick as a function of increasing solute size has been illustrated by 
Zwanzig (1978) using a bumpy cylinder modeL Values of stick/slip frictional coefficients 
have been calculated for prolate and oblate spheroids, effectively stretched or flattened 
spheres, by Hu and Zwanzig (1974) and for ellipsoids by Youngren and Acrivos (1975). 
The effects of slip and stick on rotational correlation times are shown in Figure 3.2 along 
with the effects of superstick and subslip, which are discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 3.2: The relative effects of subslip, slip, stick and superstick 
limits on the rotational correlation time 'tR. 
3.1.3.4 Superslick and subslip 
94 
In the superstick condition the rotational reorientation time of the solute is greater than 
in the stick approximation, i.e. the solute rotates slower then predicted by the stick 
condition. This behaviour may occur for charged dye molecules in alcohol solvents 
(Williams et al., 1994). Two concepts proposed to explain this slower rotation are, i) a 
solute-solvent interaction increasing the effective volume of the solute molecule, or ii} a 
long-range dipolar interaction between the solute and the solvent causing an extra 
frictional effect called dielectric friction (Dutt and Doraiswamy, 1992). 
In the subslip case, the rotational reorientation times are smaller than for the slip 
prediction, i.e. the solute rotates even faster. The parameter C is thus less than Cslip 
(Wirth and Chou, 1991). In this condition the solute is considered to reside in gaps or 
cavities in the solvent structure, thereby experiencing less resistance to rotation. The 
solvent is no longer considered to be a homogeneous continuum and this effect can occur 
in certain solvents if the probe molecules are smaller than the solvent molecules (Dote et 
al., 1981). It is surprising that under subslip conditions the rotational correlation times 
also show a linear relationship to the viscosity/temperature ratio as predicted by 
hydrodynamic theories (Kivelson and Madden, 1980). 
3.1.3.5 Gierer-Wirtz model 
The Gierer-Wirtz (GW) theory (Gierer and Wirtz, 1953) treats a spherical solute as 
being surrounded by concentric shells of spherical solvent particles, each shell moving at 
a constant angular velocity which is greatest for the shell closest to the probe molecule 
and decreases with the distance of the shell from the probe (Roy and Doraiswamy. 
1993). The theory takes into account the relative sizes of the solute and solvent 
molecules and allows the discontinuous nature of the solvent to be treated. Modified 
values for the C parameter can be calculated within this quasi-hydrodynamic 
microfrictional theory. However, a deficiency of the theory is that it does not take into 
account the free space in the solvent structure. 
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3.1.3.6 Dote-Kivelson-Schwartz model 
The Dote-Kivelson-Schwartz (DKS) model (Dote et al., 1981), also termed the 'free 
space model' is another quasi-hydrodynamic model that takes account of the relative 
sizes of the solvent and solute molecules but also includes the effects of the free spaces in 
the solvent structure. A comparison of the DKS model with the GW and SED models in 
relation to the predictions of rotational correlation times of probe molecules in alcohols, 
alkanes and nitriles has been made by Roy and Doraiswamy (1993). 
More sophisticated models than the GW and DKS models require statistical 
quantities which may be difficult to obtain, so the main attraction of the GW and DKS 
models is their relative simplicity (Ben-Amotz and Drake, 1988). 
We turn now to the difference in behaviour observed for various solutes in alcohols 
and alkanes and the models used to describe the trends. 
3.1.3.7 Rotation in alcohols versus alkanes 
When the rotational correlation times of relatively small neutral solutes dissolved in 
alcohols and alkanes of the same viscosity at the same temperature are compared the 
solutes are found to rotate faster in the alcohols than in the alkanes (Ben-Amotz and 
Scott, 1987). This behaviour is inconsistent with hydrodynamic theories which predict 
that for a given solute the rotational correlation times should depend only on the 
temperature and solvent viscosity. 
The rotation of small solutes in alkanes is approximately described by the slip 
boundary condition. In alcohols, however, the faster rotation leads to subslip. The 
difference in the rotational correlation times in alcohol and alkane solvents decreases 
with increasing size of the solute. In the limit for very large neutral molecules the 
rotational correlation times are the same and are consistent with near-stick conditions 
(Ben-Amotz and Drake, 1988). In both alkane and alcohol solvents plots of the 
rotational correlation time versus viscosity at a given temperature are linear with a small 
positive intercept at zero viscosity, attributed to the free rotation time of the solute (Ben-
Amotz and Scott, 1987). 
The fast rotation in alcohols may be due to either structural or dynamic features of 
the microscopic environment around the solute molecule (Ben-Amotz and Scott, 1987). 
For example, the hydrogen-bonding structure of the solvent may affect solute rotation in 
some way. The DKS model has been used to qualitatively predict the effects of the 
rotation of small solutes in alkanes and alcohols and explains the difference between the 
rotational correlation times in the two types of solvent in terms of the larger free volume 
in alcohols than alkanes (De Backer et al., 1996). 
Some of the molecules studied and observed to show subslip behaviour in alcohols 
are relatively large compared to the solvent size, for example 9,1 O-diphenylanthracene in 
butanol (Ben-Amotz and Scott. 1987). In these cases, if fluctuations of local number 
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density occur in the solvent on a greater timescale than the rotational diffusion of the 
solute then the solute experiences a reduction in the microscopic friction and does not 
sample the full shear viscosity of the solvent. This type of explanation may be more 
realistic for fairly large solutes than the size-effect model as it seems less likely that the 
larger solutes will be able to fit into stable cavities in the solvent structure. 
For very large solutes, the changeover towards the stick prediction can be 
explained by both the dynamic and structural models; the longer rotational time of a 
larger solute compared with the short timescale fluctuations of the solvent may cause it 
to experience the full fluctuations and shear viscosity of the solvent, or the solute may be 
too large to fit into cavities in the solvent structure and so does not experience a reduced 
friction. It should be noted that other possible effects of alcohols versus alkanes may 
stem from the amphiphilic nature of alcohols. Alcohols thus have the ability to solvate 
molecules primarily either by the alkyl chain or by the hydroxyl groups. 
3.1.4 Some previous work on microviscosity and microstructure using fluorescence 
techniques 
This section briefly describes some of the previous work that has been carried out to 
determine the microviscosity and microstructure of various solvents and probe 
environments. The examples are selected to illustrate particular aspects. 
Much of the work investigating the microviscosity has been carried out either in 
pure solvents or in micellar solutions. In micellar solutions the rotational correlation 
times or fluorescence lifetimes can provide information on the nature of the probe 
environment in the micelle and the local viscosity around the probe. 
The microviscosity of the interior of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 
micelles in aqueous solution has been investigated by measuring the fluorescence 
depolarisation of perylene or 2-methylanthracene (Shinitzky et al., 1971). Fluorescence 
quenching experiments for pyrene in aqueous CTAB solutions with water-soluble 
quenchers such as the bromide counterions have also been carried out to study the 
diffusion rate of the probe in the micellar core (Gditzel and Thomas, 1973). 
Pyrene has been used in many studies to pro be the microscopic environment. An 
excimer, or excited dimer, forms in concentrated solutions. The formation of the dimer is 
controlled by the rate of diffusion of two pyrene species in the solution. The viscosity of 
the solvent affects the rate of diffusion and by measuring the ratio of intensities of the 
excimer and monomer peaks in the spectrum a measure of the microscopic viscosity can 
be obtained. In alkyltrimethylammonium bromide micelles in aqueous solution, pyrene 
molecules reside in the hydrocarbon interior of the micelles and can thus probe their 
microviscosity (Pownall and Smith, 1973). The micellar nature of poly(ethylene oxide) 
polymers endcapped with hydrophobic substituents (Yekta et al., 1993) and 
poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide) copolymers (Nivaggioli et ai., 1995) has 
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been probed using pyrene and a similar probe, dipyme. Pyrene excimer formation has 
also been used to study molecular diffusion in thin surfactant films (papoutsi et al., 1995) 
and the viscosity of the interface layer of a sapphire-polymer solution (Hamai et aI., 
1995). 
Another effect ofpyrene is known as the Ham effect. In polar solvents the intensity 
of the weak symmetry-forbidden (0-0) band of the pyrene monomer, band I, is enhanced 
relative to its intensity in nonpolar solvents whereas the intensity of band ill shows 
relatively little change. This effect was first observed by Ham (1953). The intensity ratio 
of the bands 11/13 provides a measure of the micropolarity of the pyrene environment and 
has been used inter alia to study the hydrophobic regions of micelles. 
In addition to providing information on the microviscosity inside micellar 
structures, fluorescence techniques have been used to investigate the micellar 
microenvironment in terms of polarity, rigidity, aggregation number and micelle size 
(Caldararu et al., 1994). Probes can also be selected to study the surface of micelles. The 
polarity of the surface of aqueous micelles has been investigated using 
4-aminophthalimide which binds to the micelle-water surface (Saroja and Sarnanta, 
1995). The formation and stoichiometry of inclusion complexes of a fluorescent probe in 
cyclodextrin have been examined by time-resolved fluorescence and the microviscosity 
calculated (Jobe et al., 1988). 
Interfaces in surfactant, emulsion and other solutions can also be probed by 
fluorescence. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements of a modified 1,6-diphenyl-
hexa-l,3,5-triene (DPH) probe have been used to study the surface rigidities of emulsion 
particles at the phospholipid-water interface (Saito et al., 1995). Molecular dynamics 
computer simulations have been carried out to investigate the possibility of using time-
resolved fluorescence to study the microscopic structure of a liquid-liquid interface 
(Michael and Benjamin, 1995). 
3.2 Experimental details 
3.2.1 Synchrotron at Daresbury Laboratory 
The experiments were carried out on station 12.1 at the CCLRC's Oaresbury Laboratory 
using light from the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) operated in single-bunch 
mode. 
Synchrotron radiation is electromagnetic radiation produced when electrons or 
positrons move at relativistic energies in a circular path. At Daresbury the synchrotron is 
an electron synchrotron. The electrons are first linearly accelerated to 12 MeV then 
injected into a booster synchrotron where they are accelerated to 600 MeV before being 
injected into the 2 Ge V storage ring. Bending magnets are used to define the curved path 
of the electrons and at each magnet synchrotron radiation is emitted. 
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The SRS is operated most of the time in multi-bunch mode, but three to five three-
day sessions in each six month allocation period are generally reserved for single-bunch 
operation. In multi-bunch mode 160 bunches of electrons circle the storage ring at 2 ns 
intervals. In single-bunch operation a single bunch of electrons circles the ring passing a 
given point at 320 ns intervals. The pulse width is generally 180 ps fwhm (full width at 
half maximum). The maximum current stored in multi-bunch mode is usually 250-
300 rnA and in single-bunch is 25-30 mAe In both modes of operation the synchrotron 
storage ring is generally refilled each morning and the current gradually decreases 
throughout the day, the lifetime being about 20-30 hours. 
The radiation from the SRS covers a wide range of wavelengths from x-rays to far-
infrared. On station 12.1 the wavelengths that can be selected lie in the UV and visible 
regions. The station is mainly used for time-resolved fluorescence work in single-bunch 
operation. The use of synchrotron radiation for time-resolved fluorescence experiments 
has been discussed by several authors (Lopez-Delgado et al., 1974; Mills, 1984; Munro 
et al., 1985; Brocklehurst, 1987). 
3.2.2 Data collection and analysis 
The fluorescence polarised parallel and perpendicular with respect to the exciting light is 
recorded by time-resolved single-photon counting, as described in section 3.1.2. The 
fluorescence is detected using Mullard photomultiplier tubes fitted with Products for 
Research, Inc. coolers. The tubes available are of two types and the selection of a tube is 
determined by the wavelength of the fluorescence for a given experiment. The blue tube 
(XP4278B) is most sensitive at the shorter wavelengths 220-520 nm and the red tube 
(PM2254) at the longer wavelengths 520-800 nm. The data are analysed on the 
Daresbury Laboratory Convex C220 computer using the program 'fluor', which 
deconvolutes the data from the instrument response function. 
The anisotropy ret) is obtained from the fluorescence intensities paralle~ III, and 
perpendicular, 11., to the plane of polarisation of the incident beam: 
(3.9) 
and thus the rotational correlation times 'tR can be determined. The fluorescence lifetime 
'tF can be obtained by direct measurement of the fluorescence with the polariser set at the 
magic angle (54.7°) or from the parallel and perpendicular fluorescence intensities: 
III + 21.1 = ~(li exp( -t / 't F,i) (3.10) 
1 
where III + 21.1 is the total emission and (l is the intensity at time zero. 
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After each run the instrument response, or prompt, is recorded using Ludox, a 
colloidal suspension of silica in water supplied by Du Pont. The details of the use of the 
instrument response have been described in section 3.1.2. The instrument response 
function is generally 0.7 ns fwhm, due to the beam and the photomultiplier. The timing 
electronics tend to drift with time; this causes a change in the prompt which therefore has 
to be recorded at regular intervals, usually after each measurement. 
3.2.3 Apparatus 
The cells and cell holders used in these experiments are described in the following 
sections. The experiments were carried out between March 1995 and August 1996. In 
July 1996 a new copper cell holder was completed to replace the brass holder used in the 
earlier measurements. The new holder improved the temperature control of our mixtures 
and was used to repeat some of the previous measurements. 
3.2.3.1 Cells 
The cells containing the liquid samples are made from either square Pyrex tubing, sealed 
at one end to form a cuvette, or Pyrex cuvettes (Scientific Glass), joined at the open end 
to circular Pyrex tubing leading to a Teflon tap, which seals the sample in the cuvette, 
and a Quickfit joint, for attachment to a vacuum line. The cells made from the Pyrex 
tubing are particularly suitable for fluorescence lifetime measurements, for which the 
exclusion of oxygen is important, since the cells can be placed directly in liquid nitrogen 
during a freeze-pump-thaw degassing cycle. The cuvettes made from the tubing measure 
12.3 x 12.3 mm and slot a little too easily into the cell holders, thus achieving only poor 
thermal contact with the heated cell holders unless packed by brass comer pieces. The 
standard cuvettes are slightly larger and fit better; these cells are better for anisotropy 
work, in which degassing of the sample is less vital. 
In both types of cell, due to the positioning of the tap, a vapour space is present 
above the liquid sample. When the brass cell holder was used the upper part of the cell 
was heated slightly by applying 6 V to two 50 W resistors in parallel-attached with Terry 
clips just below the tajrsince the top of the cell protruded out of the top of the holder. 
This extra heating was not necessary with the new copper cell holder since the insert 
holding the cell was set down into the copper block and the thermal contacts between the 
insert, the cell and the block were also very good. 
3.2.3.2 Cell holders 
The cell holder on station 12.1 used in most of the measurements is a small brass block, 
with a slot for the cuvette measuring 12.5 x 12.5 nun and of height 40 nun. The block 
has slots cut in three of the vertical sides to allow the beam to enter, fluorescence to exit 
at right-angles and the direct beam be dumped. The fourth side of the block is fitted with 
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a Peltier element and the temperature of the block is controlled by a Holm Lea 
Electronics unit. The entire arrangement is contained in a large box, with black spacers 
to reduce stray reflections, which is covered with a black cloth. On top of the box a top 
hat arrangement is fitted to give greater clearance of the box from our cells. 
There are several disadvantages with this type of cell holder for our work, since we 
require precise temperature control very close to the critical point. Particularly serious 
are the open sides of the holder which need to be covered, e.g. with microscope slides, to 
attempt to reduce heat loss. A further difficulty is the requirement in our experiments to 
alter the height of the cell holder to study coexisting phases. The new cell holder was 
designed and built principally to improve the thermal stability of our near-critical 
mixtures. The features of the new holder include i) Peltier elements on each side of the 
block to attempt to eliminate temperature gradients across the block, ii) fitted windows 
to cover the slots for the entrance and exit of the beam and thus reduce heat loss, iii) a 
carefully machined cell slot to improve the thermal contact of the cell with the block, iv) 
a stirrer mechanism to allow mixing in situ, particularly of coexisting phases, v) platinum 
resistance thermometers to monitor the temperature as close to the cell as possible, VI) 
height adjustment to allow measurements of the lower and upper coexisting phases, and 
vii) several removable central sections so that cells can be equilibrating while an 
experiment is running. 
The new copper cell holder is shown in Figure 3.3 and Plate 2. The main octagonal 
block measures approximately 10 cm x 10 cm x 11 cm and the sample cell sits in a 
cylindrical insert which has slots for two cells. The insert is off-set from the centre of the 
main block and can be rotated while within the block so that either cell is positioned 
directly in the beam, which enters the block radially. In this way the sample and the 
prompt can both be equilibrated in the block and the prompt can be measured between 
each sample run without excessive temperature disruption. The internal surfaces of the 
insert are blackened to reduce stray reflections. Black paper is also inserted between the 
two cell positions to eliminate the fluorescence from the sample when running the 
prompt and to eliminate light scattered from the prompt when running the sample. 
A copper taper sits between the main block and the insert. This is loosened to 
allow the insert to be turned to bring the other cell position into the beam or to allow the 
height of the insert within the block to be altered to study both upper and lower phases. 
The taper can be tightened as required to maintain good thermal contact. The block 
temperature is controlled by four Peltier elements and background heating is supplied by 
four solder iron heaters connected via a Variac. 
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plan view showing top of cell holder and insert 
direction of incident beam 
1 
locating groove for insert 
• collection angle 
tightening screws 
for taper 
Peltier elements and 
cooling water tanks 
inlet and outlet pipes 
for cooling water 
solder iron heaters 
screws for raising and lowering insert 
cross-section through centre of cell holder and insert 
Figure 3.3: Diagrams of the new copper cell holder showing the 
octagonal block and the insert. The various features are shown on the 
plan view. In the diagram of the cross-section the taper is omitted for 
clarity and the shaded regions represent the copper. 
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3.2.4 Choice of systems 
The binary liquid mixtures initially considered for study were those for which the fonn of 
the macroscopic shear viscosity has already been characterised close to the critical point. 
These mixtures include inter alia nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane, hexadecane + acetone 
and methylcyclohexane (MCR) + perfluoromethylcyclohexane (pFMCH) near their 
upper critical endpoints (VCEPs) and 2-butoxyethanol + H20 near its lower critical 
endpoint (LCEP) (pegg and McLure, 1984; Maczek et al., 1990). For all these mixtures 
the viscosity has been determined as a function of temperature both along the path of 
constant critical composition in the single phase and along each limb of the liquid-liquid 
coexistence curve. The viscosity of MCH + PFMCH has also been measured as a 
function of composition along the critical isothenn (Archer, 1995). Of these mixtures 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 has the highest viscosity and is therefore likely to yield the 
longest rotational correlation time for a given probe; it was thus chosen for study. 
The fluorescent dyes chosen were as large and rigid as possible, again to yield the 
highest rotational correlation times. The fluorescence lifetime of a chosen dye should be 
between 2 ns and 40 ns. If the fluorescence lifetime is greater than 40 ns the fluorescence 
does not completely decay away between synchrotron pulses, which occur every 320 ns, 
and if the lifetime is too short complications can occur due to the response time of the 
instrument. The rotational correlation time of the dye should be similar to the 
fluorescence lifetime and ideally about 10 ns. However, our mixtures were not very 
viscous and it was difficult to find probe molecules with dimensions large enough to 
achieve the ideal value. In the event, the low rotational correlation times turned out to be 
measurable, and values exceeding 1 ns were achieved with the largest dye. 
In future work the range of mixtures for study can be extended by measuring the 
macroscopic viscosity of more viscous mixtures, along with the phase diagram if this is 
not already known. In the present work mixtures of much higher viscosity were 
considered, such as those formed from silicones with alkanenitriles, alcohols or 
perfluoroalkanes. The viscous silicones were, however, impure blends and thus 
unsuitable. Another potential problem with more viscous mixtures is ensuring adequate 
stirring and equilibration. The addition of glycerol to 2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixtures 
should increase the viscosity, but in the ternary mixture formed, the location of the 
critical point may not be accurately known or easily identified. Mixtures of ethanol with 
dodecane, tetradecane or hexadecane are slightly more viscous than those used so far, 
with convenient upper critical solution temperatures T ues at 12.65°C, 35.25°C and 
52.95°C, respectively (Dahlmann and Schneider, 1989; French et al., 1979), and so may 
be suitable for study. It should be noted that higher mixture viscosities and higher 
rotational correlation times can also be achieved by working at very low temperatures. 
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3.2.5 Materials 
Details of the liquids used in this work are given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: The suppliers, purities, densities and molar masses for the liquids used in this 
work. 
material supplier purity density at 25°C molar mass 
Imol % Ig cm-3 Ig mol-1 
MCH Aldrich 99 0.7647a 98.18 
PFMCH Fluorochem 95 1.7899a 350.06 
2-butoxyethanol Aldrich 99+ 0.896b 118.18 
distilled H2O 0.9971c 18.02 
D20 Fluorochem 99.9 1.104d 20.03 
a Heady and Cahn (1973), b Pegg (1982), C CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 
(1974), d Nemethy and Scheraga (1964). MCH = methylcyc 10 hexane , PFMCH = 
perfluoromethylcyclohexane. 
Several fluorescent dyes were used in this work and their structures are shown in 
Figures 3.4-3.7. Details of the dyes are given in Table 3.2; references for the absorption 
or fluorescence spectra of each dye, and the filters used throughout this work on the 
collected fluorescence are also included. The filters are all short-wavelength cut-off 
filters and should thus transmit only light of longer wavelengths than the stated 
wavelength, although they are often imperfect. Other types of filter are also available, 
such as band-pass filters, which transmit light with wavelengths within a given range and 
cut out any very high or very low wavelengths, and interference filters, which transmit a 
small range of wavelengths either side of the stated wavelength. Combinations of filters 
can also be used to further reduce the detection of any scattered incident light in addition 
to the required fluorescence. 
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Figure 3.4: Structure of 1 ,6-diphenylhexa-l ,3,5-triene (DPH). 
0 01 =01-01=01 
Figure 3.5: Structure of (E,E)-3,5-bis-( 4-phenyl-1 ,3-butadienyl)-
4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (Bodipy 665/676). 
Figure 3.6: Structure of 1,4-di[2-(5-phenyloxazolyl)]benzene 
(POPOP). 
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Figure 3.7: Structure of N,N' -bis(2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-
3,4,9,10-perylenedicarboximide (BTBP). (Reproduced from Ben-
Amotz and Drake, 1988.) 
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Table 3.2: The suppliers, purities, molar masses, spectra and other fluorescence data 
references, and filters used on the fluorescence for the dyes in this work. 
dye supplier purity molar mass spectra filters 
Imol% Is. mol-1 references 
DPH Aldrich 98 232.33 a,b GG435 
Bodipy Molecular Probes 448.32 a, c, d RG695 
POPOP Lancaster 364.41 a,b GG435 
BTBP Aldrich 766.99 a, e, f, g, h OG570 or 
OG550 
a This section, b Berlman (1965), C Karolin et al. (1994), d Molecular Probes Catalogue, 
1992-94, e Rademacher et al. (1982), fBen-Amotz and Drake (1988), g Ford and Kamat 
(1987), h Bisht et al. (1996). 
The absorption, excitation or fluorescence spectra of Bodipy, POPOP and BTBP 
are shown in Figures 3.8-3.10. The spectra for DPH are given in Chapter 4, Figure 4.2. 
The absorption spectra were run on a Philips PU8700 UV lvisible spectrophotometer, 
against a baseline for the pure solvent, and the fluorescence spectra were run on a 
Perkin-Elmer LS-5 Luminescence spectrometer. 
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Figure 3.9: The absorption spectrum of PO POP in 2-butoxyethanol. 
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The details of the mixtures of interest in this work are shown in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: The critical compositions in terms of mole fraction x, volume fraction ~, and 
mass fraction w and the critical solution temperatures T es for the mixtures studied in this 
work. The compositions given are of the fluorocarbon or of2-butoxyethanol. 
mixture Xc ~e we Tes JOC ref. 
MCH+ PFMCH 0.361 0.463 0.668 46.13U a 
2-butoxyethanol + H2O 0.0602 0.319 0.296 49.0S2L b 
2-butoxyethanol + D20 0.0602 0.318 0.273 42.SL c 
a Heady and Calm (1973), b Pegg, (1982), c for critical mole fraction as for 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 (Baaken et al., 1990). U = upper critical endpoint; L = lower 
critical endpoint. 
3.2.6 Sample preparation 
In some solvents the dye was not very soluble and in such cases a saturated solution was 
made up and left for a few days to dissolve before filtering. The solutions were diluted 
until the maximum absorbance was less than 0.1; the concentration was then about 
10-6 M. Binary mixtures were made up by mass by adding a solution of the dye in the 
component in which it was more soluble to the other pure component. The liquids were 
transferred to the cells, which were generally cleaned with acetone before use, by means 
of a flexible Teflon syringe needle attached to a glass-metal syringe. The samples for 
which the lifetime measurement was important were degassed by three or four freeze-
pump-thaw cycles. 
3.2.7 Stirring 
Magnetic followers in the cells were activated to achieve mixing of the liquid sample. 
When the brass cell holder was used this was carried out manually using a magnet. The 
magnetic followers were lifted out of the liquid during the measurements and held by 
resting the magnet on the cell holder block. The liquids in the cells used with the new cell 
holder were stirred by activating smaller magnetic followers by means of an induction 
coil situated below the cell. However, this did not permit thorough mixing of our 
samples and so the cells were quickly removed and shaken. A more suitable magnetic 
follower design or a more powerful stirrer may improve the mixing. In all the 
experiments the samples were stirred at each temperature and left approximately 15 
minutes to equilibrate. 
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3.2.8 Preliminary experiments 
The initial experiments, carried out to find suitable dyes with measurable rotational 
correlation times 'tR, are listed in Table 3.4. The fluorescence was detected from single-
phase mixtures or from the lower phase of two-phase mixtures. The mixture 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 was selected for further study, using the dyes Bodipy and 
POPOP and also BTBP, and the main results are presented in section 3.3. 
Table 3.4: The results of fluorescence lifetime 'tF and rotational correlation time 'tR 
measurements, and the main conclusions, for the systems studied in the preliminary 
experiments. 
system conditions results conclusions 
x T 1°C Aex /nm 'tF Ins 'tR Ins outcome for 'tR 
DPHin Xc 48-50 vanous 14.0-15.1 -0.07 too short -
MCH+PFMCH so inaccurate 
DPHin Xc 48-54 vanous bi-exp 3.8 - 0.13 too short 
C4E1 + H2O (+ 0.4-1.0) 
Bodipy in Xc 49-54 625 bi-exp 1.0 - 0.6 measurable 
C4EI + H2O (+4.0) 
POPOP in 45 360 1.2 -0.4 measurable 
C4E I 
x = composition, Xc = critical composition, Aex = excitation wavelength, MCH = methyl-
cyc1ohexane, PFMCH = perfluoromethylcyclohexane, C4EI = 2-butoxyethanol. Bi-exp 
denotes the requirement for a bi-exponential decay; the minor component is given in 
parentheses. 
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3.3 Results 
The results discussed here are mainly for the dyes Bodipy, POPOP and BTBP, see 
section 3.2.5, in the same mixture 2-butoxyethanol (C4EI) + H20, both in the single 
phase of critical composition below the lower critical solution temperature T LCS ~ 49°C 
and in the lower H20-rich phase of the two-phase mixtures. In the earlier experiments, 
measurements could not be taken for the upper 2-butoxyethanol-rich phase due to 
restrictions in the height variation of the brass cell holder, although some measurements 
were later obtained using both the brass and the new copper cell holders. 
For ease of comparison, the decays of the fluorescence polarised parallel and 
perpendicular to the plane of polarisation of the incident light and the anisotropy decays 
for each of the four main systems-namely Bodipy, POPOP and BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol 
+ H20 and BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + D20-are plotted together in Figures 3.11 and 
3.12. The fluorescence polarised parallel to the plane of polarisation of the incident light 
has the higher intensity after the peak, and at longer times, i.e. longer channels, both 
parallel and perpendicular decays have the same value. The best fits to the anisotropy are 
also shown. For POPOP the peak at longer times is due to the photomultiplier tube. 
The decay of the total fluorescence used to obtain the fluorescence lifetime is 
plotted for Bodipy in Figure 3.13. Single and bi-exponential fits are shown along with the 
residuals (the difference between the calculated and experimental values) for each fit. It 
is clear that a bi-exponential decay is required. 
In Figure 3.14 some extra profiles are plotted to illustrate (a) a typical instrument 
response function, (b) typical residuals for a fit to anisotropy decay data, (c) and (d) the 
lifetime decays and best fits for POPOP and BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + H20. The 
lifetime decay for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + D20 is similar to that in 2-butoxyethanol 
+ H20. 
For all of the plots shown in Figures 3.11-3.14 the number of counts represents the 
intensity and the channel numbers represent the time; the time calibration is 0.014 ns per 
channel. The temperatures represented for each system in Figures 3.11-3.14 and the 
tables quoting the anisotropy parameters for the illustrated fit are given below: 
Bodipy in 2-butoxyethanol + H2O, T = 45.1°C, see Table 3.5. 
POPOP in 2-butoxyethanol + H2O, T = 45.0°C, see Table 3.9. 
BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + H2O, T = 45.0°C, see Table 3.11. 
BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + D2O, T = 37.5°C, see Table 3.16. 
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Figure 3.14: (a) A typical instrument response function. (b) Residuals 
for fit to anisotropy decay data for BTBP in 2-butoxyetbanol + H20, 
X2 = 1.0. (c) Lifetime data and a single-exponential fit with 'tF = 
1.372 os for POPOP in 2-butoxyethanol + H20. (d) Lifetime data and 
a bi-exponential fit with at = O.OSS, 'tF,t = 3.702 os, a2 = 0.009, 'tF,2 
= 0.129 os for BTBP in 2-butoxyetbanol + H20. 
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3.3.1 Bodipy 
The first main results obtained were for Bodipy (665/676), a fairly large dye with 
absorption and fluorescence bands at the higher wavelengths of the visible region. The 
results from the experiments using Bodipy have been published (Clements et al., 1995). 
The fluorescence Stokes' shifts are small for Bodipy, resulting in large spectral 
overlaps. For example, in methanol the main excitation band is at 665 nm and the main 
emission is at 676 run. The absorption and emission spectra for Bodipy in 
2-butoxyethanol are shown in section 3.2.5. 
The rotational correlation time 'tR of Bodipy in a mixture of 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 of critical composition, WBXE = 0.294, was measured over a range of temperatures 
close to T LCS. Single-phase mixtures below T LCS and the lower H20-rich phase of two-
phase mixtures above T LCS were studied. The excitation wavelengths used were 622 nm 
and 670 nm at each temperature. The resuhs at 622 nm are discussed first. 
The anisotropy decay data for excitation at 622 nm were fitted well by a single 
exponential decay; the results are presented in Table 3.5. An anisotropy at infinite time 
r(oo) was required to obtain a good fit. This may be due to distortions in the glassware in 
the fluorescence detection path causing the parallel and perpendicular intensities to be 
different at long times. The r( (0) values were all less than 0.02. The values of reO), the 
anisotropy at time zero, were 0.26±O.05. This is lower than the value of 0.37 quoted by 
Karolin et al. (1994) for their somewhat different Bodipy derivatives. The "1..2 values 
indicating the goodness of the fit were equal to 1.0±0.1. The critical temperature T LCS 
was determined visually as close to 50.1°C (323.25 K). This is about 1.1 K higher than 
the value of 49.035°C quoted by Pegg (1982) for high purity materials. 
The product of the rotational correlation time and the temperature 'tR· T, taken as a 
measure of the microviscosity, is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 3.15(a). 
The increase in the viscosity near TLCS is clearly marked on the approach both from 
above and below TLCS. 
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Table 3.5: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for Bodipy in 2-butoxyetbanol + 
H20 for excitation at 622 nm to a single-exponential decay. The data were fitted from 
the prompt peak to channel 1000. The anisotropy at time zero r(O) and at infinite time 
r( (0), and the rotational correlation times 'tR, are given for each temperature. T LCS ~ 
50.1°C (323.25 K). 
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Figure 3.15: (a) The measure of the microviscosity given by the 
product of the rotational correlation time and temperature 'tR·T as a 
function of temperature T for Bodipy in a 2-butoxyethanol + H20 
mixture of critical composition excited at 622 nm. The straight line is 
drawn only to guide the eye. (b) Scaled 'tR· T data and shear viscosity 
llshear (Pegg and McLure, 1984) versus temperature T for Bodipy in a 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixture of critical composition. 
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The same results are scaled and plotted in Figure 3 .15(b), along with the 
macroscopic shear viscosity llshear for the 2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixture (pegg and 
McLure, 1984). It is usually difficult in comparing different experimental studies on the 
critical behaviour ofa given mixture to relate all the observations to a conunon basis ofT 
and composition. This generally arises from differences in component purity and slightly 
differing local thermometer calibration and these factors can lead to varying 
determinations of the location of the critical composition and temperature. Our resuhs 
have thus been scaled by a three-stage process to allow them to be compared with the 
macroscopic shear viscosity data. In the first stage a multiplicative factor was applied to 
tR' T, with T in Kelvin and tR in DS, to make the values comparable to the Pegg and 
McLure llshear. Next a downwards linear shift of 1.1 K was applied to our temperatures 
so that our T LCS coincided with T LCS for the llshear data. The final stage was to rescale 
the tR' T values multiplicatively to bring them into coincidence with the noncritical llshear 
at a temperature as far from TLCS as possible. The overall factor used to multiply the 
tR·T values was 1/84. The process is slightly subjective but it allows our data to be 
compared with those for the macroscopic viscosity. It can be seen in Figure 3 .15(b) that 
our data show a maximum in the effective microscopic viscosity which coincides with 
that for the macroscopic shear viscosity. 
The fluorescence lifetime tF was also obtained for excitation at 622 run. A bi-
exponential decay was required to fit the data with a main component of 0.85±O.05 ns 
and a slightly smaller amount of a longer decay time of3.l±O.4 ns. 
The data obtained by exciting at 670 nm were complicated due to scattered light. 
This was particularly true for the lower-phase data, which could not be fitted as the 
apparent anisotropy was too high (greater than 0.4). Close to a critical endpoint 
opalescence occurs and light is scattered. The effects of scattered light should have been 
eliminated in our experiments due to the use of filters to cut out the wavelength of the 
incident light. However, for the incident light of 670 nm scattered light got through the 
RG695 filter. The cut-off wavelength of 695 nm is not sharp and the transmission tails 
off below this wavelength. The data at 670 nm were instead fitted by taking the crude 
anisotropy point by point and analysing to include the effects of scattered light. The 
results are given in Table 3.6. The procedure is useful to allow some analysis of the data, 
but the values of X} were poor and thus the data at 622 nm lend themselves better to 
further fitting and comparison with the macroscopic viscosity. Both the rotational 
correlation time tR and the scattered light intensity as a function of temperature for 
excitation at 670 nm are plotted in Figure 3.16. It can be seen that the rotational 
correlation time, as for excitation at 622 nm, increases at TLCS· It is also apparent that 
the light is scattered strongly close to the critical point, and provides an extra indication 
of the proximity to TLCS. 
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Table 3.6: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for Bodipy in 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 for excitation at 670 run from channels 160-200. The rotational correlation times 'tR 
and the scattered light values SL (in arbitrary units) are given for each temperature. 
T 1°C 'tR Ins SL larbitrary units 
47.1 0.918 0.047 
48.0 0.956 0.052 
48.9 0.987 0.046 
49.4 0.955 0.043 
49.6 0.956 0.053 
49.7 1.017 0.062 
49.8 1.068 0.067 
50.2 1.194 0.092 
50.3 1.068 0.081 
50.4 1.615 0.122 
50.6 1.155 0.134 
50.8 1.179 0.103 
51.9 0.726 0.101 
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Figure 3.16: (a) The rotational correlation time 'tR versus temperature 
T and (b) the scattered light intensity versus T for Bodipy in a 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixture of critical composition excited at 
670 nm. 
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After the results presented above were obtaine~ it was observed that the solutions 
ofBodipy in 2-butoxyethanol and in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 were changing significantly 
with time. The solutions were initially blue, then after a few days changed to pink and 
then finally became colourless. The changes occurring showed up clearly in the 
absorption spectra and these are discussed below. The maximum absorbance varies for 
different samples as the spectra were run at slightly different concentrations. 
For Bodipy in 2-butoxyethanol solutions, there was no significant change in the 
absorption spectrum over a timescale of 7 hours after dissolution. The absorption 
spectrum ofa fresh sample is shown in section 3.2.5 above. 
After about 24 hours the intensity of the peak at 670 run began to decrease and the 
intensity of the peak at 622 run began to increase. A significant change was observed 
after 31 hours, particularly in the 670 run peak intensity, and was very pronounced after 
4 days. A slight shoulder at 590 run also began to appear. The solution was still blue in 
appearance. The spectra for 1 hour and 4 day old samples are compared in Figure 
3. 17(a). The absorption spectrum to shorter wavelengths for a sample after 4 days is 
plotted in Figure 3.l7(b). An odd peak at 377 run was observed. The long-wavelength 
spectrum after 18 days is shown in Figure 3.17(c). The spectra for samples after I hour 
and 34 days are compared in Figure 3.17(d). After 34 days the sample appeared pink and 
all the main bands had shifted so that the sample was absorbing at shorter wavelengths. 
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Figure 3.17: Absorption spectra for Bodipy in 2-butoxyethanol (a) 
after 1 hour and after 4 days, (b) after 4 days showing the shorter 
wavelengths, ( c) after 18 days, (d) after 1 hour and after 34 days. 
The changes in the spectra with time may have been due to decomposition, or, as 
suggested by Molecular Probes, to aggregation of the nonpolar dye in our polar solvents. 
Further experiments were carried out to attempt to clarify this effect. 
Solutions of Bodipy 2 hours old, 4 days old and 6 days old in 2-butoxyethanol 
were studied at 45°C and at excitation wavelengths Aex = 546, 591, 622 and 670 run. 
The results are presented in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. Differences were observed in 'tF and the 
excitation scans for each sample but no significant differences were observed in'tR' 
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Table 3.7: The fluorescence lifetimes 'tF and the amplitudes <l, effectively the emission 
intensities at time zero, for bi- and tri-exponential fits to the decays, for samples of 
Bodipy in 2-butoxyethanol of 1 hour, 4 days and 6 days old at 45°C, for excitation at 
546, 591, 622 or 670 nIn. 
age of sample 
Aex lrun 1 hour 4 days 6 days 
a. 'tF Ins a. 'tF Ins <l 'tF Ins 
546 0.017 0.946 
0.021 3.465 
591 0.016 1.044 0.020 0.929 
0.013 3.459 0.024 3.414 
622 0.044 0.274 
0.129 1.015 
0.056 3.400 
670 0.135 0.103 0.078 0.291 0.009 0.431 
0.118 1.010 0.296 1.011 0.064 1.014 
0.0004 3.575 0.0001 4.545 
Table 3.8: The anisotropy at time zero r(O) and at infinite time r( (0), and the rotational 
correlation times 'tR for single-exponential fits to the decays, for samples of Bodipy in 
2-butoxyethanol of 1 hour, 4 days and 6 days old at 45°C, for excitation at 546, 591, 622 
or 670 run. 
age of satnEle 
Aex Inm 1 hour 4 days 6 days 
r(O) 'tR Ins r(oo) r(O) 'tR Ins r(oo) r(O) 'tR Ins r(oo) 
546 0.238 0.376 0.015 
591 0.276 0.437 0.014 0.282 0.411 0.013 
622 0.242 0.403 0.013 
670 0.186 0.396 0.018 0.235 0.406 0.017 0.288 0.383 0.017 
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Considering first the fluorescence lifetimes in Table 3.7. The following points can 
be noted: i) the 'tF = 0.1-0.5 ns component present for excitation at 622 and 670 nm is 
probably due to scattered light, ii) the 'tF ~ 1.0 ns present in all samples is the Bodipy, iiI) 
for samples 4 or 6 days old a longer 'tF component is observed, iv) for the 4-day-old and 
6-day-old samples the amount of this longer component relative to the amount of 
Bodipy, as seen from the a values, increases with decreasing excitation wavelength; 
excitation at 670 nm thus excites mainly the Bodipy. The time-resolved scans showed 
that the component/impurity present in the older samples is the long-lifetime component, 
confirming that 'tF ~ 1.0 ns is due to Bodipy. 
Turning now to the rotational correlation times in Table 3.8, it can be seen that the 
times vary slightly with excitation wavelength, but there does not appear to be any real 
trend. The values for 'tR are all fairly similar. As the Bodipy component has the shorter 
fluorescence lifetime, we should have been observing Bodipy in the previous rotational 
correlation time measurements at short timescales. 
Due to the changes occurring in Bodipy it was deemed unsuitable for further 
microviscosity experiments; other dyes were therefore sought. An effect in the 
absorption spectrum with time, similar to that observed for Bodipy, was observed for the 
ionic dye 3,3'-diethylthiadicarbocyanine iodide in 2-butoxyethanol or H20. The solutions 
visibly changed from blue to red to colourless, so this dye was also unsuitable. 
A more stable dye, POPOP, was selected to use in 2-butoxyethanol + water to 
attempt to investigate the anomaly more closely. 
3.3.2 POPOP 
pOPoP is a fairly large and rigid molecule which is planar in the excited state. Its 
absorption spectrum is shown in section 3.2.5. The spectrum is fairly broad with the main 
peak at 362 nm. The main emission bands in cyclohexane are at 387, 410 and 435 nm 
(Ber~ 1965). 
The rotational correlation time 'tR of POPOP in a mixture of 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 of critical composition, WBXE = 0.295, was measured over a range of temperatures 
close to the lower critical solution temperature T LCS' Single-phase mixtures below T LCS 
and the lower H20-rich phase of two-phase mixtures above T LCS were studied. The 
excitation wavelength used was 360 nm. The data were obtained during two separate 
runs; the rotational correlation times measured during run 2 were slightly shorter than 
those for run 1 at the same temperature. 
The anisotropy decay data were fitted to single-exponential decays and the resuhs 
are given in Table 3.9. The values for X? indicating the goodness of the fit were generally 
1.1±O.I. T LCS was determined visually as 50.1 °C (323.25 K). 
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Table 3.9: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for POPOP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 to single-exponential decays. The data were fitted from the prompt peak to channel 
1000 with the anisotropy at infinite time r( (0) fixed at zero. The anisotropy at time zero 
reO) and the rotational correlation times 'tR are given for runs 1 and 2. T LCS ~ 50.1 °e. 
run 1 run 2 
T loe TIK reO) 'tR Ins T loe TIK reO) 'tR Ins 
39.7 312.85 0.319 0.551 49.6 322.75 0.252 0.307 
45.0 318.15 0.335 0.423 49.9 323.05 0.321 0.272 
49.0 322.15 0.315 0.356 50.0 323.15 0.286 0.264 
49.2 322.35 0.278 0.339 50.1 323.25 0.315 0.301 
49.4 322.55 0.304 0.339 50.3 323.45 0.335 0.292 
49.6 322.75 0.314 0.324 50.4 323.55 0.341 0.287 
49.9 323.05 0.316 0.315 50.7 323.85 0.345 0.297 
51.3 324.45 0.316 0.298 
53.1 326.25 0.306 0.275 
55.4 328.55 0.389 0.248 
The product 'tR·T, taken as a measure of the microviscosity, is plotted as a function 
of temperature for both runs in Figure 3.18. A decrease in the product 'tR·T near TLCS is 
observed on approach both from above and below TLCS. This is the opposite effect to 
that observed for Bodipy in the same mixture. 
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Figure 3.18: The measure of the microviscosity given by the product 
of the rotational correlation time and temperature 'tR·T as a function of 
temperature T for POPOP in a 2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixture of 
critical composition. The straight line is drawn to guide the eye. 
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The fluorescence lifetimes 'tF of PO POP measured were 1.21 ns in 2-butoxyethanol 
and 1.36±O.04 ns in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixtures. These values agree with the 
quoted value of 1.26 ns for the lifetime of PO POP in benzene (Berlman, 1965). 
The rotational correlation time 'tR of POPOP has been determined as 0.11 ns in 
ethanol and 0.047 ns in hexane, both at 45°C (Lakowicz and Maliwal, 1985). Our 'tR in 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 are generally longer than these values-as expected from the 
higher viscosity of our mixture at the same temperature. 
The values quoted for the volume of POPOP and its axial ratio if it is assumed to 
be a spheroid are 331 A3 and 4.39, respectively (Ben-Amotz and Drake, 1988). Our 
calculated volume is slightly larger, 361 A3, see Table 3.13 below. 
We turn now to another dye, BTBP, which is larger than POPOP and thus has a 
higher 'tR for a given mixture viscosity and temperature. 
3.3.3 BTBP 
The excitation and emission spectra for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol and in MCH are 
shown in section 3.2.5. The main absorption bands for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol occur 
at 460, 491 and 527 run and the main emission peaks at 535 and 570 run. In MCH the 
peaks in the absorption spectrum for BTBP are shifted by about 10 nm to lower 
wavelengths and the emission spectrum is shifted by about 15 nm to lower wavelengths 
relative to 2-butoxyethanol solutions. In 2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixtures of critical 
composition the absorption spectrum is the same as in 2-butoxyethanol. 
BTBP was studied in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 or D20 mixtures using both cell 
holders and the results are presented in the following sections. The rotational correlation 
times 'tR in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 were larger for BTBP than for either Bodipy or 
POPOP in the same mixture. In 2-butoxyethanol + D20, the 'tR values were even longer 
and thus more easily measured. The effect of substitution of H20 by D20 in 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 mixtures has been discussed briefly in Chapter 1, section 1.5.5. 
BTBP was also studied in methylcyclohexane + perfluoromethylcyclohexane. 
However, the results are not presented in detail since the rotational correlation times 'tR 
times were very short-much shorter than expected from a comparison of the shear 
viscosities of MCH + PFMCH and 2-butoxyethanol + H20. The variation in 'tR was 
between 0.25 ns and 0.27 ns over a range of 10K close to Tues· The values were thus 
too small to be measured accurately and any variations with temperature were smaller 
than differences obtained by exciting at the different wavelengths of 482 run and 517 nm. 
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3.3.3.1 BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 
The rotational correlation time 'tR of BTBP in a mixture of 2-butoxyethanol + H20 of 
critical composition, WBXE = 0.296, was measured over a range of temperatures close to 
T LCS' In the earlier experiments using the old cell holder, single-phase mixtures below 
T LCS and the lower H20 -rich phase of two-phase mixtures above T LCS were studied 
using an excitation wavelength of 527 nm. In the experiments repeated using the new cell 
holder, single-phase mixtures below T LCS and both coexisting phases above T LCS were 
studied using an excitation wavelength of 491 nm. The shorter excitation wavelength 
was used to reduce the scattered light passing through the filter. 
The anisotropy decay data were fitted to single-exponential decays and the results 
are given for the old cell holder in Table 3.10 and for the new cell holder in Tables 3.11 
and 3.12. The values for X} were generally equal to 1.0±O.2. T LCS was determined 
visually as 49.9°e (323.05 K) in both sets of experiments. 
Table 3.10: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 in the single phase and the lower phase using the old cell holder to single-
exponential decays. The data were fitted from the prompt peak to channel 900 with the 
anisotropy at infinite time r( 00) fixed at 0.008. The anisotropy at time zero r(O) and the 
rotational correlation times 'tR are given for each temperature. T LCS ::::: 49.9°e. 
T loe TIK r(O) 'tR Ins 
40.3 313.45 0.338 1.401 
45.0 318.15 0.338 1.231 
46.6 319.75 0.337 1.165 
48.0 321.15 0.332 1.117 
48.9 322.05 0.321 1.077 
49.5 322.65 0.310 0.993 
49.6 322.75 0.306 0.930 
49.7 322.85 0.311 0.934 
49.8 322.95 0.324 1.046 
49.9 323.05 0.323 1.027 
50.0 323.15 0.323 1.040 
50.2 323.35 0.335 0.998 
50.3 323.45 0.324 1.020 
50.4 323.55 0.325 1.011 
50.6 323.75 0.322 0.973 
50.9 324.05 0.305 0.928 
52.0 325.15 0.330 0.958 
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Table 3.11: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyetbanol + 
H20 in the single phase using the new cell holder to single-exponential decays. The data 
were fitted from the prompt peak to channel 1000 with the anisotropy at infinite time 
r( 00) fixed at the values obtained by fitting first from channels 600-1000. The anisotropy 
at time zero reO), the rotational correlation times 'tR, and r( 00) are given for each 
temperature. T LCS = 49.9°C (323.05 K). 
T loe TIK reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) 
40.0 313.15 0.324 1.313 0.013 
42.5 315.65 0.322 1.222 0.013 
45.0 318.15 0.319 1.168 0.010 
47.5 320.65 0.320 1.086 0.010 
49.0 322.15 0.317 1.053 0.009 
49.2 322.35 0.307 1.007 0.007 
49.4 322.55 0.305 0.996 0.010 
49.6 322.75 0.303 0.967 0.008 
49.8 322.95 0.300 0.942 0.008 
Table 3.12: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 in both coexisting phases using the new cell holder to single-exponential decays. 
The data were fitted from the prompt peak. to channel 1000 with the anisotropy at 
infinite time r( 00) fixed at the values obtained by fitting first from channels 600-1000. The 
anisotropy at time zero reO), the rotational correlation times 'tR, and r( 00) are given for 
each temperature. T LCS = 49.9°e (323.05 K). 
T loe TIK upper phase lower phase 
reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) 
50.1 323.25 0.310 0.911 0.008 
50.3 323.45 0.305 0.977 0.008 0.323 0.961 0.009 
50.5 323.65 0.319 0.990 0.008 0.325 0.932 0.011 
50.7 323.85 0.330 0.997 0.009 0.313 0.934 0.011 
50.9 324.05 0.326 0.981 0.009 0.317 0.931 0.011 
53.4 326.55 0.327 0.937 0.005 0.289 0.797 0.013 
55.9 329.05 0.326 0.875 0.006 0.324 0.657 0.005 
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The product of the rotational correlation time and the temperature 'tR' T is plotted 
as a function of temperature in Figure 3.19 both for the data obtained using the old cen 
holder and for those obtained with the new cell holder. A decrease in the product 'tR' T 
near TLCS is observed on approach both from above and below TLCS. This negative 
anomaly is similar to that observed with POPOP, but is the opposite effect to that 
observed with Bodipy and that shown by the macroscopic viscosity. 
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Figure 3.19: The measure of the microviscosity given by the product 
'tR·T as a function of temperature T for BTBP in a 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 mixture of critical composition. (a) In the single phase and the 
lower water-rich phase using the old cell holder. The straight line is 
drawn to guide the eye. (b) In the single phase (D) and in the upper 
(0) and lower (0) phases using the new cell holder. 
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It is clear both from the tabulated results in Tables 3.10-3.12 and from Figure 3.19 
that the data obtained using the new cell holder show less scatter than those obtained 
using the old cell holder, although the overall result of a negative anomaly is apparent in 
both data sets. 
At a given temperature, the lower water-rich phase has the shorter rotational 
correlation time as expected since this phase is less viscous than the 2-butoxyethanol-rich 
phase. The 'tR·T data obtained using the new cell holder were converted to viscosities to 
allow direct comparison with the macroscopic shear viscosities. This conversion is 
discussed below and was accomplished using an equation of the form of equation (3.7) 
and approximating the molecule as an ellipsoid. 
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An ellipsoid has three different orthogonal axial dimensions and all three cross-
sections through these axes are ellipses. This is in contrast with a spheroid in which two 
of the axes have the same dimensions. If the two equivalent dimensions are smaller than 
the third, then the body is a prolate spheroid, a 'stretched sphere'; if the two dimensions 
are greater than the third, it is an oblate spheroid, a 'squashed' sphere. In a spheroid, two 
of the cross-sections through the axes are thus circles and the third is an ellipse. 
The dimensions of BTBP were obtained using Macromodel, a graphical molecular 
mechanics program (Mohamadi et al., 1990), which calculates the dimensions and 
moments of inertia for the minimum energy conformation of the molecule. The 
dimensions are obtained using the sum of the covalent radii (Huheey, 1983) in the 
molecule, and the van der Waals radii (Bond~ 1964) for the edge atoms in each 
direction. (The covalent radius is half the distance of separation of two bonded atoms. 
The van der Waals radius is half the intramolecular separation of two equivalent atoms at 
the point of minimum energy; the values are obtained from crystal x-ray diffraction data.) 
The program ellipso (see appendix) was used to calculate the appropriate factor for an 
ellipsoid-used in place of the volume of the spheroid in equation (3.7) to account for the 
rotation about one of the two shorter axes-from the BTBP dimensions using the Perrin 
integrals (Perrin, 1934) and the Youngren and Acrivos parameters (Youngren and 
Acrivos, 1975) and assuming the stick condition. (The program ellipso takes the input 
hemi-axis dimensions as for a rectangular block and converts them to the dimensions of 
an ellipsoid with the same volume. However, this conversion was not performed here.) 
Our 'tR·T values were converted to viscosities as discussed above. The resulting 
values were then further scaled by a multiplicative factor of 0.85 to account for the 15% 
deviation from stick conditions noted by Ben-Amotz and Drake (1988). The results are 
plotted in Figure 3.20 along with the macroscopic viscosities, which have been scaled by 
+0.9 K in temperature to ensure coincidence of the critical temperatures. Our single-
phase microscopic viscosities obtained by the conversions discussed above are essentially 
the same as the macroscopic viscosities at temperatures removed from T LCS· At 
temperatures removed from T LCS in the two-phase region, however, the values for the 
microscopic and macroscopic viscosities of coexisting phases are different, although they 
are of the same order of magnitude. Both above and below T LCS the anomaly in the 
microscopic viscosity is in the opposite sense to that in the macroscopic viscosity but, 
particularly in the single phase, it appears to be of a similar magnitude. 
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The volume ofan ellipsoid can be calculated from (47tabc)/3, where a, band c are 
the hemi-axis lengths. The volume of BTBP, assuming it can be modelled as an ellipsoid, 
and the dimensions obtained from Macromodel are given in Table 3.13. The dimensions 
ofBodipyand POPOP are also included for comparison. 
Table 3.13: The orthogonal axes dimensions x,y,z and volumes V, assuming ellipsoids, 
of the dyes used in this work. 
dye x/A y/A z/A V IA3 
BTBP 25.19 11.90 9.22 1447 
POPOP 21.61 9.26 3.45 361 
Bodipy 21.03 14.71 5.17 837 
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The fluorescence properties of BTBP including its fluorescence lifetime and 
rotational correlation time have been studied by Ben-Amotz and Drake (1988) in a range 
of alkane and alcohol solvents of different viscosities and at various temperatures. They 
observed that the rotational diffusion times of BTBP in alkanes and alcohols plotted 
versus the viscosity/temperature ratio fell on the same line. The orientation of the 
transition dipole ofBTBP is not known but evidence suggests that it lies along or nearly 
along the major axis. The values of r(O) are close to 0.4 which indicates that the dipoles 
for absorption and fluorescence have the same orientation relative to the molecular axes. 
The fluorescence quantum yield of BTBP has been determined as 0.99 (Rademacher et 
al., 1982). The fluorescence lifetime of BTBP measured by Ben-Amotz and Drake in 
n-alcohol and n-alkane solvents over a range of temperatures 10-90°C was found to be 
3.7±O.1 ns. Our measured lifetimes in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 or D20 were within this 
range. The central five-ring structure of the BTBP molecule is perylene. The absorption 
spectrum ofBTBP is shifted by about 100 nm to longer wavelengths than perylene. 
Ben-Amotz and Drake (1988) modelled BTBP as a prolate spheroid. They fixed 
the major axis dimension to the sum of the geometric bond lengths and van der Waals 
radii, quoted as 26 A. The two equal minor axis dimensions were detennined by 
requiring the volume of the spheroid to be equal to the van der Waals volume calculated 
using van der Waals increments, quoted as 733 A3. This volume is much smaller than our 
calculated ellipsoid volume; the discrepancy may be due to different approximations of 
molecular shape and different methods of calculation of the molecular dimensions. 
In the experiments using the new cell holder, for which the results are reported in 
Tables 3.11 and 3.12, data were collected at temperatures closer to T Les. However, the 
data could not be fitted by a simple single-exponential decay, instead requiring a bi-
exponential with some small amount of a component attributed to scattered light. The 
detection of scattered light was probably enhanced by the opalescence of the sample. 
During a separate allocation of beamtime, tests were carried to investigate other 
aspects of the experiment such as the effects of the equilibration time and the excitation 
wavelength; the outcomes are discussed here. The fluorescence anisotropy of single-
phase samples of BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 was measured at 40.0°C and at 
49.8°C to investigate the variation in 'tR with the equilibration time for clear and 
opalescent samples. For the sample at 40°C, results were obtained after equilibration 
times of 1, 20, 38 and 55 mins. The variation in 'tR over this timescale was small: 'tR = 
(1.312±0.012) ns and r(O) = 0.332±0.001. For the near-critical sample at 49.8°C, results 
were obtained after equilibration times of 10, 28 and 46 mins. The variation in 'tR was 
again small: 'tR = (O.918±0.003) ns and r(O) = 0.318±0.OO2. This range of values was 
smaller than previously observed during different experimental runs. In our experiments 
the samples were generally equilibrated for a minimum of 15 mins and it seems that 
longer equilibration times would not have altered the outcome. 
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The same sample at 40°C was also studied at different wavelengths of the incident 
light: 491, 504 and 527 nm. At 491 run and 527 run the excitation spectrum shows a 
peak and at 504 run a trough. The variations in 'tR were again small: 'tR = 
(1.303±0.003) ns and r(O) = 0.334±0.002 thus validating our choice of wavelength in the 
main experiments. Tests using different filters showed that the OG550 and OG570 filters 
were both suitable for our purpose. 
3.3.3.2 BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + D20 
The rotational correlation time 'tR of BTBP in a mixture of 2-butoxyethanol + D20 of 
critical composition, WBXE = 0.274, was measured over a range of temperatures close to 
T LCS. Single-phase mixtures below T LCS, and both the lower D20-rich phase and the 
upper phase of two-phase mixtures above T LCS, were studied using both cell holders. 
The measurements obtained with the new cell holder were repeated a second time to 
characterise the variation of'tR with temperature more fully in the two-phase region 
ensuring that the sample was fully mixed. The excitation wavelength used was 491 nm. 
The anisotropy decay data were fitted to single-exponential decays, but from 15 or 
20 channels after the prompt peak to exclude the effects of scattered light which were 
particularly apparent close to T LCS. This method was adopted instead of fitting bi-
exponential decays from the prompt peak since in fitting a bi-exponential decay the two 
components are effectively coupled and the solution need not be unique. The values for 
X2 were generally equal to 1.1 +0.1. T LCS was determined visually as approximately 
46.6°C (319.75 K) using the old cell holder, and as 43.0°C (316.15 K) and later as 
43.2°C (316.35 K) using the new cell holder. The main discrepancy is due to poor 
contact between the electrical connections to the old cell holder so that the temperature 
setting, which was the recorded temperature, was higher than the actual temperature of 
the mixture. 
For the results using the new cell holder, a G factor was used in fitting; thus 
eliminating the requirement for an r( ex:» term. This was determined at the time of the 
experiments with the polariser on the entrance side set to horizontal and by measuring 
the intensities of the fluorescence with the exit polariser set in turn to perpendicular and 
parallel. An average of the counts for each polariser position was determined and the 
G factor was calculated from: G factor = (perpendicular counts)/(parallel counts). 
Deviations from G factor = 1 occur due to factors such as distortions in the lenses, the 
angle of the beam and the position of the photomultiplier tube. 
The results using the old cell ho lder are given in Tables 3. 14 and 3.15 and the 
results using the new cell holder are given for run 1 in Tables 3.16 and 3.17 and for run 2 
in Tables 3.18 and 3.19. 
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Table 3.14: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in the single phase using the old cell holder to single-exponential decays. The data 
were fitted from 15 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 with the anisotropy 
at infinite time r(oo) allowed to vary. The r(oo) values are all < 0.015. The anisotropy at 
time zero reO), the rotational correlation times 'tR, and r( 00) are given for each 
temperature. TLCS ~ 46.6°C (319.75 K). 
T 1°C TIK reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) 
33.8 306.95 0.324 1.826 0.014 
38.1 311.25 0.327 1.754 0.008 
43.5 316.65 0.332 1.744 0.009 
44.7 317.85 0.330 1.673 0.008 
46.3 319.45 0.338 1.640 0.006 
Table 3.15: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in both coexisting phases using the old cell holder to single-exponential decays. The 
data were fitted from 15 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 with the 
anisotropy at infinite time r(oo) allowed to vary. The r(oo) values are all < 0.009. The 
anisotropy at time zero reO), the rotational correlation times 'tR, and r( 00) are given for 
each temperature. TLCS ~ 46.6°C (319.75 K). 
T 1°C TIK upper phase lower phase 
reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) reO) 'tR Ins r(oo) 
46.8 319.95 0.308 1.287 0.005 
47.5 320.65 0.334 1.276 0.004 
47.7 320.85 0.327 1.294 0.004 0.328 1.241 0.006 
47.9 321.05 0.335 1.256 0.004 0.311 1.154 0.008 
48.6 321.75 0.289 1.220 0.004 0.318 1.121 0.005 
50.0 323.15 0.332 1.159 0.003 
51.1 324.25 0.323 1.136 0.004 0.341 1.210 0.002 
52.7 325.85 0.263 1.003 0.006 
52.8 325.95 0.301 1.074 0.003 
55.3 328.45 0.314 1.041 0.007 
55.4 328.55 0.289 1.008 0.005 
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Table 3.16: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in the single phase using the new cell holder (run 1) to single-exponential decays. 
The data were fitted from 20 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 with the 
G factor = 0.965 and the anisotropy at infinite time r(oo) = O. The anisotropy at time zero 
reO) and the rotational correlation times 'tR are given for each temperature. T LCS ~ 
43.0°C (316.15 K). 
T 1°C TIK reO) tRlns 
30.0 303.15 0.342 2.128 
32.5 305.65 0.340 1.943 
35.0 308.15 0.337 1.780 
37.5 310.65 0.335 1.624 
42.5 315.65 0.325 1.364 
42.7 315.85 0.333 1.355 
42.8 315.95 0.318 1.351 
42.9 316.05 0.311 1.301 
43.0 316.15 0.303 1.208 
Table 3.17: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in both coexisting phases using the new cell holder (run 1) to single-exponential 
decays. The data were fitted from 20 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 
with the G factor = 0.965 and the anisotropy at infinite time r(oo) = O. The anisotropy at 
time zero r(O) and the rotational correlation times 'tR are given for each temperature. 
TLCS ~ 43.0°C (316.15 K). 
T 1°C TIK upper phase lower phase 
reO) tRlns r(O) 'tR Ins 
43.1 316.25 0.318 1.335 0.323 1.333 
43.2 316.35 0.323 1.348 0.321 1.295 
43.3 316.45 0.315 1.316 0.320 1.318 
43.4 316.55 0.333 1.348 0.306 1.285 
43.5 316.65 0.333 1.337 0.334 1.324 
43.7 316.85 0.327 1.384 0.322 1.344 
44.0 317.15 0.335 1.337 0.303 1.285 
45.0 318.15 0.337 1.280 0.328 1.256 
47.5 320.65 0.317 1.221 0.329 1.141 
50.0 323.15 0.363 0.611 
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Table 3.18: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in the single phase using the new cell holder (run 2) to single-exponential decays. 
The data were fitted from 20 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 with the 
G factor = 0.967 and the anisotropy at infinite time r(oo) = O. The anisotropy at time zero 
reO) and the rotational correlation times 'tR are given for each temperature. T Les :::::: 
43.2°C (316.35 K). 
T 1°C TIK reO) 'tR Ins 
40.0 313.15 0.337 1.513 
42.5 315.65 0.321 1.393 
43.0 316.15 0.304 1.342 
43.2 316.35 0.308 1.257 
Table 3.19: The results of fitting the anisotropy data for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 in both coexisting phases using the new cell holder (run 2) to single-exponential 
decays. The data were fitted from 20 channels after the prompt peak to channel 1000 
with the G factor = 0.967 and the anisotropy at infinite time r(oo) = o. The anisotropy at 
time zero reO) and the rotational correlation times 'tR are given for each temperature. 
T Les ::::: 43.2°C (316.35 K). 
T 1°C TIK upper phase lower phase 
reO) 'tR Ins reO) 'tR Ins 
43.3 316.45 0.322 1.315 0.348 1.253 
43.4 316.55 0.250 1.153 0.319 1.252 
43.8 316.95 0.328 1.300 0.315 1.299 
44.3 317.45 0.332 1.297 0.324 1.244 
46.0 319.15 0.320 1.247 0.328 1.190 
48.0 321.15 0.330 1.144 0.328 1.051 
50.0 323.15 0.339 1.058 0.361 0.918 
51.5 324.65 0.338 1.035 
53.0 326.15 0.334 0.964 
The product of the rotational correlation time and the temperature 'tR· T is plotted 
as a function of temperature in Figure 3.21 for the results obtained using the old cell 
holder. No particular anomaly is observed in 'tR·T in the single phase, but a slight 
increase is detected for both the upper and lower phases as T Les is approached. An 
interesting point to note is that the microviscosity seems to have similar values in the 
upper and lower phases, unlike the expected macroscopic viscosity. This may indicate 
that the probe is in a similar environment in each phase; however, the results obtained for 
the coexisting phases using the new cell holder are not so similar. 
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The product tR·T is plotted for the results obtained using the new cell holder in 
Figure 3.22. The values plotted are for runs 1 and 2 for the single-phase mixture and for 
run 2 for the coexisting phases. For run 1 the temperatures are scaled by +0.2 K so that 
the critical temperatures for each run coincide. For the coexisting phases the y-axis range 
is decreased so that the points can be seen more clearly. The results obtained for both 
runs 1 and 2 agree within a reasonable experimental error. In contrast to the results 
obtained using the old cell holder, those obtained with the new cell holder show a 
negative anomaly as T LCS is approached from the single-phase region. However, no 
anomaly is observed as T LCS is approached along either limb of the coexistence curve. 
The discrepancy in the trends observed for tR'T versus T for the experiments using 
the different cell holders may be due to poor equilibration in the old cell holder. The 
results obtained using the new cell holder are more likely to reflect the 'true' trend. 
Close to T LCS a negative anomaly is observed in reO) for the results obtained using 
the new cell holder. This is particularly pronounced for the single phase; more scatter is 
observed in reO) for the coexisting phases. This effect is shown in Figure 3.23. A similar 
effect is observed for BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + H20 and these results are also plotted. 
The decrease in reO) close to T LCS may be due to the increase in the opalescence of the 
sample, leading to an increase in the amount of multiply scattered exciting light and 
fluorescence which may alter the polarisation. 
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Figure 3.22: The measure of the microviscosity given by the product 
'tR·T as a function of temperature T for BTBP in a 2-butoxyethanol + 
D20 mixture of critical composition (a) in the single phase, run 1 (D) 
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temperature T for critical composition mixtures of BTBP in (a) 
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3.4 Discussion 
The microviscosity of four different systems as a function of temperature close to the 
critical point has been studied by measuring the rotational correlation time tR of a 
fluorescence probe. The systems are: Bodipy, POPOP and BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + 
H20 and BTBP in 2-butoxyethanol + D20. The main outcomes are that Bodipy exlnbits 
an unsurprising positive anomaly similar to that observed in the macroscopic viscosity, 
but a negative anomaly is observed for each of the other three systems. In each case the 
anomaly is more pronounced for the approach to T LCS from the single phase than from 
the two-phase region. 
The essential issue to be resolved is that of reconciling the variety of microviscosity 
temperature dependence observed here near a liquid-liquid critical point with the well 
known divergence of the correlation length ~ according to the expression ~ = ~o E-v, 
where the critical index v = O.63-see Chapter 1, section I.I.4-that occurs in all near-
critical systems, whatever their nature-magnetic, gas-liquid, or, as here, liquid-liquid. 
This divergence in ~ is believed to be the cause of all critical phenomena and is clearly 
independent of any molecular processes simultaneously in train in any particular system 
at a critical point. In particular, the issue is the unexpected observation that in some of 
our systems the correlation length divergence, and its usual manifestation of a divergence 
in shear viscosity is apparently overwhe1med by another effect, such that this divergence 
is not observed in our results. By contrast, the identification of the causes of the anomaly 
observed in some mixtures and not in others, although possibly offering a clue to the 
main issue, is for the moment secondary. 
The reason for the 'normal' anomaly in the shear viscosity at a critical point is 
usually attributed to the increase in effective rigidity in liquid structure caused by the 
divergence in~. This must be happening in all our mixtures, indeed we have measured it 
macroscopically in the most studied of our mixtures: 2-butoxyethanol + H20. The cause 
of the observed drop in ~ must therefore be a purely local event that heavily conditions 
the environment of the probe molecule. 
We have discussed in section 3.1.3 the features of local environment which have 
been invoked to account for an increase in local fluidity, manifest as a decrease in the 
rotational correlation time 'tR, in a liquid-slip and subslip, usually attributed to liquid 
structure modification in the environment of the probe-and for a decrease in local 
fluidity, manifest as an increase in the rotational correlation time tIt, in a liquid-stick and 
superstick, usually attributed to solvation of the probe. In mixtures, and particularly 
mixtures in the vicinity of a liquid-liquid critical point, there must be added a third factor 
which can be seen as related to the molecular conditions for stick and superstick, namely 
the large change in local environment likely to occur in a mixture close to phase 
separation, i.e. the large fluctuations in local concentration which accompany the 
fluctuations in density which occur in all near-critical fluid systems. 
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The effect offluctuations in composition on the probe environment depends on the 
differential susceptibility of the probe to solvation by the components of the mixture. For 
example, in mixtures whose components are broadly speaking similar and whose mutual 
partial miscibility rests on a specific weakness in the unlike interaction, for example 
hydrocarbon + pertluorocarbon mixtures, specific solvation with associated structural 
changes might be expected to be less pronounced than in those in which the partial 
miscibility reflects large differences in the nature of the components. Such mixtures, for 
example, encompass alkane + alkanol mixtures and aqueous mixtures such as 
2-butoxyethanol + water. In mixtures of these kinds the molecular environment in the 
coexisting phases in the two-liquid region of coexistence are likely to be very different 
and so give rise to very different effects of near-criticality even in the one-liquid phase 
region as composition fluctuations increase sharply towards the critical point. 
Perhaps the most likely effect of these fluctuations in relation to a probe molecule 
is to change the opportunity for slip and for stick phenomena. For example, with the 
alcohol solutions discussed above, the lower 'tR compared to that in 'corresponding' 
alkanes is attributed to the formation of 'cages' or clathrate-like holes within which the 
probe can rotate more easily than in a liquid of similar viscosity but lacking the structural 
characteristics required to generate cages of suitable size or any cages at all. Changes in 
local composition near a critical point could be imagined as reducing the ease of 
formation of such cages and thus increasing 'tR and suggesting an increase in viscosity. 
Conversely, if the changes in the local structure increase the ease of cage formation, 'tR 
will decrease suggesting a drop in viscosity. We turn now to the application of these 
ideas to the systems under consideration. 
The observation of a decrease in 'tR close to T LCS in some of our systems was 
quite unexpected. Among the main issues that demand consideration are: 
(i) The reasons for the observation of a positive anomaly in the microscopic viscosity 
measured using Bodipy as a probe but of a negative anomaly using other probes in the 
same liquid mixture. 
(ii) The effects that could contribute to the observation of a negative anomaly in the 
microscopic viscosity, particularly since the macroscopic viscosity shows a positive 
anomaly. 
In an attempt to answer part (i), the structures of the dyes can be compared. The 
molecules are all neutral, although there is nominally some partial charge separation in 
Bodipy across the B-N bond. One notable difference, which may possibly account for the 
difference in behaviour in our hydrogen-bonded mixtures, is that POPOP and BTBP have 
the potential to form hydrogen bonds with the solvent molecules, but this capability is 
apparently absent in Bodipy, although the B-F bond may be polar enough for some kind 
of specific interaction to occur. 
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Turning now to point (li), as mentioned earlier, for example in section 3.1.3, 
shorter rotational correlation times for small solutes have been observed in alcohols than 
in alkanes. This has been termed subslip and is explained either by structural or by 
dynamical effects at molecular level within the solvent. Such explanations may possibly 
be applied near a critical point by considering the changes occurring in the solvent. The 
structures present in 2-butoxyethanol + water mixtures have been discussed in Chapter 1, 
section 1.5.5. The two expected entities are clathrate-hydrate like structures with 50 
H20 molecules per 2-butoxyethanol molecule and micelle-like structures with 4 H20 
molecules per 2-butoxyethanol molecule. 
Bodipy may be most likely to reside in 2-butoxyethanol-rich regions so that the 
molecule is in contact mostly with the alkyl chains. Bodipy may thus effectively probe the 
'true' microscopic viscosity as the interactions with the solvent are likely to be less 
pronounced. 
Close to T LCS, POPOP and BTBP rotate faster than expected. The molecules are 
relatively large, probably too large to sit inside 2-butoxyethanol micelles. They are thus 
more likely to be linked to the clathrate-hydrate structures. The dye molecules are 
present in small amounts and so the extensive structure is unlikely to be largely 
disrupted. POPOP and BTBP have the potential to interact via hydrogen bonds with the 
solvent, although they are largely aromatic and may prefer an alkyl-rich environment. 
The fast rotational correlation times suggest subslip behaviour which may occur as the 
solvent reorganises close to the critical point. However, hydrogen-bonding linkages will 
increase the effective size of the molecule and thus also 'tR and the molecules may be too 
large to sit inside cavities in the solvent structure. Furthermore, BTBP has been observed 
to show near-stick behaviour in alcohols and alkanes. 
A more likely explanation may involve the fluctuations occurring in the solvent 
near a critical point. If the timescale of the solvent fluctuations increases along with the 
correlation length, then the probe may no longer experience the full viscosity of the 
solvent and this may also lead to subslip behaviour. 
Another totally separate factor which may affect the results is that of critical 
opalescence. In theory this should not be a prominent factor since light scattering is 
elastic and we have endeavoured to eliminate the collection of light of the incident 
wavelength along with the longer wavelength fluorescence by the use of filters. 
However, in practice this is not easily achieved as indicated by the change in reO) as the 
critical point is approached. This possible complicating factor might be investigated 
further using isooptic mixtures, for example nitro ethane + 3-methylpentane, in which the 
refractive indices of the phases are matched and thus critical opalescence is reduced. 
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It is noted here that recent resuhs using BTBP in a mixture of ethanol + 
hexadecane of critical composition indicate the presence of a positive anomaly in 'fR near 
Tues. This further suggests that the negative effects discussed here for the same dye in 
different mixtures may be due to the changes occurring in the solvent near the critical 
point, rather than to particular effects of the dye. The results also serve to validate this 
dye as a suitable probe for microviscosity in selected mixtures. 
We now turn to thoughts of avenues for testing the ideas outlined above. The 
obvious course is to expand the range of observed phenomenology. The most pressing 
matter is to explore the composition dependence of 'fR. If there are competing processes 
affecting 'fR, it is unlikely that the dependence on mixture composition will be the same 
for all factors affecting 'tR. Equally, but less efficiently accomplished, it is clearly 
desirable to expand the body of knowledge of the microviscosity of mixtures studied by 
fluorescence depolarisation to attempt to deconvolve the dominant factors in different 
situations. For example, data are needed on many more near-critical mixtures of different 
kinds-to check whether the details of the depolarisation process differ with changes in 
the molecular causes of partial miscibility-and on different probes-to check the aspects 
of local structural environment. 
Measurements of the depolarised Rayleigh Iinewidths in the critical region of binary 
liquid mixtures have been carried out by Petrula et al. (1978) and Phillies et a/. (1978) to 
obtain reorientational relaxation rates. They observe at best a weak anomaly in the 
relaxation times at the critical point. However, some differences are apparent between 
their work and our own. In our work we are looking at the rotation of a probe molecule 
in the liquid rather than the collective motion of the liquid itself and we are thus 
considering wavelengths of the order of the length of a probe molecule, i.e. shorter than 
the wavelengths of light. Due to the differences in our method of study and range of 
probe wavelength compared with those of previous workers, it is not totally surprising 
that the outcomes from each study are not the same, but this aspect deserves 
consideration in future investigations. 
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3.5 Summary 
Both anomalous increases and anomalous decreases have been observed in the product 
tR·T, which is used as a measure of the microviscosity, for different dyes in the same 
mixture 2-butoxyethanol + H20. The reason for the differences in behaviour is not clear 
and deserves further investigation. 
The mixtures investigated here may be usefully studied across the composition 
range using BTBP as a probe, both along the isothermal path to the critical point and at 
temperatures removed from the critical region to study the non-critical behaviour. The 
mixture 2-butoxyethanol + H20 could also be investigated using a suitable ionic dye to 
investigate the hydrogen-bonding nature of the solvent and changes in the solvent 
structure near the critical endpoint. Other large nonionic dyes may also be useful A 
porphyrin dye was briefly investigated in this work, but only scatter was detected, 
although other similar dyes may prove better probes. The fluorescence properties of 
some porphyrins in micelles have been studied by Maiti et al. (1995). 
Other mixtures exhibiting closed loops and those exhibiting upper critical endpoints 
may be interesting to allow some comparison between mixtures of different chemical 
composition, particularly more viscous mixtures in which no hydrogen bonding occurs. 
Finally, other methods of obtaining the rotational correlation time, such as N11R 
and ES~ should prove useful complementary studies to provide greater insight into the 
microscopic viscosity and structure of binary mixtures near critical points. 
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4.1 Evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy 
In the previous chapter the use of fluorescence in the study of the microscopic 
rheological properties of mixtures has been discussed. We turn now to a different 
fluorescence technique, that of evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy 
(EWGFS), also known as total-internal-reflection fluorescence (TIRF), which we have 
used to study the wetting behaviour at the solid-liquid interface in mixtures near a critical 
endpoint. 
As a critical endpoint is approached from the two-phase region, one of the phases 
preferentially wets the noncritical phase such as the solid container or the vapour, and a 
transition from partial to complete wetting occurs at some temperature T w not quite at 
the critical temperature Tc' The details of critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid 
interface have been discussed in Chapter 1, sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. In this chapter the 
technique ofEWGFS and its application in this area is considered. 
The issues in critical-point wetting include the nature of the wetting phase, the 
value of the transition temperature T W' the order of the transition, and the thickness of 
the interposing wetting layer. The main aim of this work was to identify T w for the 
binary mixture studied by two different methods of detection of the fluorescence. In 
addition, we planned to investigate the order of the transition and to determine the 
nature and thickness of the wetting film and their variations with temperature. 
In the following sections, EWGFS, the different methods for the detection of the 
fluorescence and the particular properties of the fluorescent dye used in this work are 
discussed. Later sections describe the details of the experimental arrangements and the 
results. 
4.1.1 Technique of evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy 
4.1.1.1 Evanescent waves 
The spectroscopic technique of EWGFS utilises the evanescent wave which is generated 
when total internal reflection occurs. The accompaniment of total reflection by an 
evanescent wave was first noted by Sir Isaac Newton (Newton, 1704). When light is 
incident at the boundary between two transparent media of different optical densities, it 
is totally reflected if the incident beam is in the optically dense medium, i.e. the medium 
of higher refractive index, and the angle of incidence measured relative to the normal is 
greater then the critical angle ac' 
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The relationship between ac and the refractive indices of the two adjoining media 
IS: 
(4.1) 
where no and nl are the refractive indices of the optically rare and optically dense medi(4 
respectively. An evanescent wave accompanies total reflection and propagates along the 
boundary between the two media with a decaying amplitude into the medium of lower 
refractive index. The intensity 1 of the electric field of the evanescent wave decays 
exponentially with perpendicular distance z from the totally reflecting boundary: 
I(z) = 10 exp (-2zlZO 1) , (4.2) 
where 10 is an amplitude and ZO,1 is the penetration depth of the evanescent wave. The 
penetration depth is the distance required for the electric field amplitude to decay to lie 
of its original value and is given by: 
(4.3) 
where Aex is the wavelength of the incident light and a ex is the angle of incidence. The 
penetration depth may be several tens of run and the evanescent wave can thus probe the 
medium of lower refractive index, generally a liquid, close to the interface, e.g. a solid-
liquid boundary. 
4.1.1.2 General experimental arrangement 
In our and other studies of critical-point wetting the liquid film at a solid-liquid interface 
has been studied by using the evanescent wave to excite fluorescent molecules in the 
liquid. If the liquid is not naturally strongly fluorescent, a fluorescent dye may be added. 
In these kinds of experiment the arrangement generally consists of a light beam directed 
radially through a hemicylindrical prism onto its planar surface which is in contact with 
the liquid, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram showing general arrangement for an 
evanescent -wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy experiment, 
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If the light is incident at angles greater than the critical angle the evanescent wave 
generated penetrates the liquid film close to the interface. To investigate the bulk liquid 
the angle of incidence is reduced to less than the critical angle and the refracted beam 
can then excite any fluorescent species in the bulk phase. 
The prism can be made of a variety of materials such as different glasses, although 
the refractive index of the prism needs to be greater than that of the liquid. The prism 
should also be resistant to chemical attack by the solution and must not fluoresce at the 
chosen wavelength. In our work a synthetic quartz prism was used. 
4.1.2 Methods of fluorescence detection 
In an EWGFS experiment the evanescent wave excites fluorescent molecules close to 
the solid-liquid boundary and the emitted fluorescence is detected. Since critical-point 
wetting films are expected to be of the order of 10's of nm thick, which corresponds to 
typical penetration depths of evanescent waves ZO, 1, EWGFS is a useful technique for 
the investigation of wetting layers in near-critical binary mixtures. The evanescent wave 
may, however, also penetrate through the wetting film into the bulk phase, depending on 
the thickness of the film and ZO l' The natural fluorescence of one of the components or 
, 
of a dissolved dye is exploited to provide a means of discrimination between the phases. 
The fluorescence detected from one phase needs to be different from that detected from 
the other so that, when a change in the wetting behaviour at the solid-liquid interface 
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occurs on changing the temperature, the formation of the wetting film is observed and its 
identity established. 
The main methods for the detection of the fluorescence are by measurement of 
fluorescence intensity or lifetime. The two liquid phases in a binary mixture may be 
discriminated by a difference in fluorescence intensity collected from each phase due to i) 
the natural fluorescence of one of the components, ii) the differential solubility of a dye 
in each phase of the mixture, and iii) the selective excitation, or selective collection of 
emission, of the dye in each phase. The phases may also be distinguished by a difference 
in fluorescence lifetime of a dye in each phase. 
The differential solubility method has been used by Fattinger et al. (1987) and 
McLure and Williamson (1996). Both studies used a laser dye DCM in 2,6-lutidine + 
water which exhibits a lower critical endpoint. The dye was essentially insoluble in the 
lower aqueous phase which was found to wet the solid wall. Selective excitation has also 
been used by Williamson and McLure (1996) for the dye 1,6-diphenylhexa-I,3,5-triene 
(DPH) in methylcyclohexane (MCH) + perfluoromethylcylcohexane (PFMCH) which 
exhibits an upper critical endpoint. In our present work the particular properties ofDPH, 
of a variation in excitation spectra and fluorescence lifetime in perfluoroaIkanes relative 
to alkanes, have been exploited in the methods involving the measurement of the 
fluorescence intensity and lifetime. The properties ofDPH are discussed in detail in the 
next section. A preliminary account of fluorescence is given in an annexe to this thesis. 
4.1.3 Fluorescence of 1,6-diphenylhexa-l,3,5-triene 
The fluorescence of all-trans-l,6-diphenylhexa-l,3,5-triene (DPH) is of interest in this 
work, since this dye has been used in both our steady-state and our time-resolved 
EWGFS work to be discussed in this chapter. 
The electronic states involved in the absorption and emission transitions in DPH 
and other linear diphenylpolyenes have been the subject of discussion for several years 
and the exact ordering and energy levels of the excited states, particularly in 
diphenylbutadiene in which they are very close, has still not been fully resolved (Allen 
and Whitten, 1989). DPH is of interest as it shows anomalous behaviour in its 
fluorescence lifetime and its emission spectrum, discussed below. It also has the unusual 
characteristic of showing significantly different lifetimes and pronounced shifts in bands 
in the excitation spectra in different solvents, such as alkanes and perfluoroalkanes. 
DPH has been used in the EWGFS experiments to identify the wetting film at the 
quartz-liquid interface in heptane + perfluorohexane, both by the intensity method of 
selective excitation and by the measurement of the fluorescence lifetime. The excitation 
and emission spectra for DPH in heptane and perfluorohexane in Figure 4.2 clearly show 
the difference in the excitation spectra. In our intensity experiments, the incident light at 
371 nm effectively excites only DPH in the heptane-rich phase. This effect is heightened 
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by the greater solubility of DPH in the heptane-rich phase compared with the 
perfluorohexane-rich phase. The lifetime dependence of the fluorescence ofDPH on the 
composition of a heptane + perfluorohexane mixture has been studied and the outcome 
is presented later in this chapter. 
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Figure 4.2: Excitation and emission spectra for 1,6-diphenyl-
hexa-l,3,5-triene (DPH) in heptane and perfluorohexane. 
4.1.3.1 Fluorescence properties of DPH 
The observed fluorescence decay time or lifetime of DPH is generally longer than the 
value calculated from the absorption. The emission spectra in various solvents do not 
show a mirror-image relationship with the absorption spectra and are broader and less 
structured. The longest wavelength absorption band and the shortest wavelength 
emission band in the spectra are separated and show little overlap (Cehelnik et al., 
1974). 
The absorption spectrum shows a bathochromic shift, i.e. a shift to longer 
wavelengths, as the polarisability <le of the solvent is increased, whereas the emission 
spectra do not change appreciably in different solvents (Cehelnik et al., 1975; Hudson 
and Kohler, 1973). The effective electronic polarisability <le of the solvent can be 
calculated from: 
n2 -1 
<le =---
n 2 +2 
(4.4) 
where n is the refractive index of the solvent. The shift in the absorption spectrum means 
that the separation of the absorption and emission spectra of DPH is smaller in heptane 
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than in perfiuorohexane, see Figure 4.2, since the greater po1arisability of heptane 
following from its higher refractive index, 1.387 compared with 1.252 for 
perfluorohexane for the sodium D-line at 20°C (Aldrich Handbook, 1992-93), causes a 
shift of the absorption spectrum to longer wavelengths. 
Absorption and emission spectra, and fluorescence lifetimes, have been determined 
for several DPH derivatives in different solvents (Alford and Palmer, 1982, 1983, and 
1986). The derivatives include the molecules fonned by addition of a fluorine or a 
chlorine atom, or a methyl, isopropyl or a methoxy group on each phenyl ring. For a 
given derivative the fluorescence lifetimes decrease with increasing po1arisability of the 
solvent, although the fluorescence quantum yields are similar in non-polar solvents. This 
property is unusual and makes DPH and its derivatives somewhat special. In particular, 
the fluorescence lifetime is very different in perfluoroalkane and alkane solvents; the 
lifetime ofDPH in perfluorohexane is 32.5 ns and in heptane is 15.6 ns (Cehelnik et al., 
1974). 
4.1.3.2 Reasons for the particular behaviour of DPH 
The reasons for the particular behaviour of DPH can be discussed with reference to an 
energy level diagram, see Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic energy level diagram for DPH in heptane or 
perfluorohexane solutions. 
The behaviour of DPH has been attributed to the existence of a low-lying lAg· 
excited state (St) coupled to a higher-energy tBu* excited state (S2) (Birks and Birch, 
1975; Birks, 1978; Birks et al., 1978; Alford and Palmer, 1982). The energy gap 
between these first two excited states is small for DPH in hydrocarbon solutions. The 
ground state is a singlet state 1 Ag and the allowed absorption process is to the t Bu· 
state. The emission takes place from both the 1 Ag• and the t Bu * states and thermal 
repopulation of S2 from S 1 has been proposed to occur at a rate comparable to radiative 
and non-radiative decay from St (Alford and Palmer, 1983). This process connects the 
t * 1 .,. 
two states and emission occurs from both states even though the Ag - Ag transitIon IS 
symmetry forbidden. Most of the intensity in the emission spectrum is due to the I Ag*-
tAg transition (Itoh and Kohler, 1987) but in certain solvents a weak high energy band 
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due to the 1 Bu * _1 Ag transition can be observed in the region where it is not masked by 
the main lAg*_lAg transition and this overlap of spectra due to different transitions also 
contributes to the loss of structure (Alford and Palmer, 1983). 
The ordering of the energy levels accounts for the differences between the 
absorption and emission spectra as the transitions occur between different electronic 
states. The absorption and emission spectra are separated as emission takes place from a 
lower energy electronic state than that which is involved in the absorption process. The 
lifetimes ofDPH are longer than the calculated values for the allowed transition as SI-S0 
emission is slow due to the small transition moment of the symmetry-forbidden transition 
(Allen and Whitten, 1989). 
The absorption spectrum of DPH changes in different solvents as the relative 
positions of the first two excited states are altered in solvents of varying polarity and 
polarisability. This is due to the covalent nature of the Ag state compared with the more 
'ionic' nature of the Bu state. This means that the Bu state is stabilised, i.e. lowered in 
energy, by polar and highly po1arisable solvents but the Ag state is unchanged. In polar 
and more polarisable solvents the energy gap between the So and S2 states is smaller and 
thus the bands in the absorption spectra are at longer wavelengths (Allen and Whitten, 
1989). The change in energy levels can occur to such an extent that a cross-over in the 
ordering of the lAg* and lBu* energy levels occurs for DPH in the highly polarisable 
solvent CS2 at 77 K and fluorescence is observed from the 1 Bu * state which is the 
lowest energy excited state (S 1) in this system (Kohler and Itob, 1988). 
A change in the ordering of the energy levels is also observed in other 
diphenylpolyenes. For trans-stilbene (1 ,2-diphenylethylene) and 1,4-diphenylbutadiene in 
hydrocarbon solvents an allowed emission transition takes place from the IBu* state 
which is the lowest excited singlet state. The rates of fluorescence fit in with this being 
an allowed transition. In DPH and 1,8-diphenyloctatetraene (DPO) emission takes place 
mainly from the lAg* excited state. The fluorescence rate for DPH is slower than for 
Irans-stilbene due to a formally disallowed transition from the lowest excited singlet 
state lAg *, which is weakly allowed due to coupling with the 1 Bu * state. The rate of 
emission in DPO is slower than in DPH as the S 1-S2 energy gap is larger so emission 
from the lAg* (Sl) state is more forbidden (Allen and Whitten, 1989). In DPH the 
shortening of the lifetime in solvents of increasing po1arisability is accounted for by the 
stabilisation of the 1 Bu * state, thus bringing it closer in energy to the lAg * state so the 
emission transition is more allowed and the rate of emission is faster. 
In this section the main fluorescence properties of DPH have been summarised. It 
is clear that DPH has been widely researched and possesses a number of useful 
properties. Some of these properties, particularly the difference in fluorescence 
excitation spectra and in fluorescence lifetimes in alkane and pertluoroalkane solvents, 
have been exploited in our investigations. 
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We tum now to the fluorescence intensity and fluorescence lifetime methods used 
with DPH in this work. In particular we look at the factors involved in each metho<L the 
expected results, and the critical-point wetting issues that can be investigated. 
4.1.4 Fluorescence intensity method 
In previous work measuring the intensity of the fluorescence emitted (Wi11iamson, 1990; 
McLure and Williamson, 1996; Williamson and McLure, 1996) excitation was by means 
of a laser. In the present investigation synchrotron radiation, see section 3.2, was used. 
Synchrotron radiation has the advantage that a wide range of excitation wavelengths can 
be selected, although the incident beam is generally of lower intensity than that produced 
by a laser. 
4.1.4.1 Factors involved in intensity method 
In any investigation of critical-point wetting by EWGFS the wetting transition 
temperature T w should be far enough away from the critical temperature T c that the 
phases are still significantly different in composition close to Tw. There are many 
additional factors involved in the measurement of the fluorescence intensity method of 
EWGFS and these are listed below. The discussion is mainly concerned with selective 
excitation since this technique has been used in our study. 
1. Change in refractive index with temperature. 
The refractive index n is the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed of 
light in the medium and thus depends on the medium, the frequency of the light and 
the temperature. 
i) Change in refractive index with temperature for a single phase. 
Williamson (1990) found that the refractive indices of solutions of DCM in 
2,6-lutidine and DCM in 2,6-lutidine + water in the one-phase region below the 
lower critical endpoint decreased slightly with increasing temperature. The effect 
was small, dn/dT - -2.2 x 10-4 K-I, and is not expected to affect the results. 
ii) Change in refractive index with temperature for coexisting phases. 
In a binary liquid mixture the refractive index also varies with temperature due to 
the changing compositions of the two coexisting phases. The effect of changing 
the refractive index is to alter both the critical angle <x.c and the depth of 
penetration of the evanescent wave. The penetration depth of the evanescent wave 
ZO 1, given by equation (4.3), decreases with increasing angle of excitation <lex 
, 
providing <x'ex > <x'c• The penetration depth thus depends on the nearness of the 
excitation angle to the critical angle. If <x'ex is too large the penetration depth of the 
evanescent wave is small and thus fewer fluorescent molecules are excited leading 
to a fluorescence intensity too low to be detected. 
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2. Change in the fluorescence intensity with temperature. 
A decrease in the intrinsic fluorescence intensity with increasing temperature occurs 
in general due to the greater frequency of molecular collisions at higher temperatures 
thus providing radiationless pathways for deactivation of the probe dye molecules. 
3. Dependence of the fluorescence intensity on the emission angle tzem at which the 
fluorescence is collected. 
The intensity of the fluorescence rises to a maximum at aem equal in value to the 
critical angle ac' for evanescent wave excitation of the surface (Fattinger, 1987; 
Fattinger et al., 1987; Williamson, 1990) and for excitation of the bulk (Williamson, 
1990). For a single phase, the overall intensity is generally lower for evanescent wave 
excitation than for excitation of the bulk phase as only molecules close to the surface 
are excited by an evanescent wave. For excitation by an evanescent wave, the 
fluorescence intensity decreases for collection at angles aem > a c' and may then 
apparently increase again at higher angles due to the detection of the totally reflected 
beam, which occurs when aem is equal to the angle of incidence a ex but on the other 
side of the norma4 if this is not blocked or filtered out. For a ex too close to a c' the 
high fluorescence intensity at aem close to a c' may be masked by the detection of the 
totally reflected beam. 
4. Effect of temperature on the partitioning of the dye between two coexisting phases. 
The partitioning of the probe dye between the two phases may change with 
temperature as the compositions of the phases vary. Any change in the concentration 
of the dye close to the interface affects the fluorescence intensity. 
5. Effect of temperature on the thickness of the wettingfilm. 
If the wetting film thickness h varies with temperature the intensity may also vary. 
The effect on the intensity depends on whether the dye is in the wetting phase, i.e. the 
phase that wets the solid-liquid interface, or in the other wetted phase. If the probe is 
in the wetting phase the fluorescence intensity is expected to increase with increasing 
thickness of the film as more probe molecules are present in the vicinity of the 
interface if the concentration remains constant. If the probe is in the wetted phase the 
opposite effect is expected; as the wetting film thickness increases the evanescent 
wave penetrates less deeply into the wetted phase containing the dye, so fewer 
molecules are excited and the observed fluorescence intensity decreases. For a 
fluorescent probe soluble in the wetted phase, and neglecting the differences in 
refractive indices of the two liquid phases, Fattinger et al. (1987) give the 
fluorescence intensity I(h) as a function of the wetting film thickness h as: 
I(h) = 1(0) exp(-2h1ZO,I) (4.5) 
where ZO 1 is the penetration depth of the evanescent wave defined in equation (4.3). 
, 
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6. Effect of temperature on the composition of coexisting phases and hence on the 
absorption and emission spectra of the fluorescent species. 
As the temperature varies, the compositions of the coexisting phases change and this 
may produce a shift in the absorption or emission spectra. This is of importance if 
differential excitation is being used since, as the phases become more similar, the 
excitation peaks in the spectra for each phase may move closer together and the 
selected excitation wavelength may not be positioned at a constant peak in intensity. 
It is not really known whether the wavelengths of intensity maxima show a linear 
change with composition, or whether they are more similar to the positions in one of 
the components due to preferential solvation of the probe molecules by one of the 
components of the mixture. 
The factors discussed above apply to the technique and the system. Further 
experimental factors which require attention include: 
1. Change in intensity of the synchrotron beam. 
Another factor affecting the fluorescence intensity for the work carried out using the 
synchrotron radiation source at Daresbury Laboratory is the change in the 
fluorescence intensity due to the decrease in intensity of the synchrotron beam with 
time after refilling. The fluorescence of a standard may need to be recorded to allow 
the results to be scaled. Any drift in the beam position with time will also affect the 
intensity of the fluorescence. 
2. Effects due to stray light. 
Although filters may be used on both the incident light and emitted fluorescence, they 
are usually not perfectly efficient and some effects of stray light may still cause 
problems. The width of the reflected beam due to the curved surface of the prism may 
also affect results due to the detection of the reflected beam in addition to the 
fluorescence. The various effects of scatter may thus obscure any fluorescence. 
3. Aggregation of dye at the liquid-liquid interface or deposition on solid walls of 
container. 
Any aggregation or adsorption of dye molecules at an interface with time or 
temperature affects the concentration remaining in the liquid and thus the intensity of 
the fluorescence. 
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The effects of some of these factors can be measured experimentally, although the 
influence of others is not easily determinable. In many cases, changes may occur over the 
full temperature range of an experiment but may be negligible over a narrow temperature 
range close to Tw so the wetting transition may still be identified. In section 4.2.9 we 
consider the factors in relation to our materials and experiments. 
The use of a mixture in which one of the components is naturally strongly 
fluorescent should simplify several aspects of the experiment and dispense with the 
problem of the dye partitioning and adsorption/aggregation effects. One possible mixture 
is hexane + nitrobenzene in which the natural fluorescence of nitrobenzene can be 
utilised. 
4.1.4.2 Predicted intensity-temperature profiles 
There are several types of system that can be investigated. The binary mixture may 
exhibit an upper critical endpoint VCEP or a lower critical endpoint LCEP and in each 
case the main fluorescence intensity may be detected from the wetting phase or the 
wetted phase. Here we consider the intensity of the fluorescence for a binary mixture, 
with the incoming light incident at the boundary of the solid with the liquid phase, either 
upper or lower, at which a change in the wetting properties occurs. The schematic 
profiles predicted for the various scenarios are shown in Figures 4.4-4.7 and have also 
been submitted for publication (McLure and Clements, 1996). It is assumed that the 
transition is second order with the wetting film thickness displaying a simple form with a 
maximum at the wetting transition temperature Tw as observed by Fattinger et al. 
(1987). In each case the contributions are as follows: 
a) The intensity-temperature profiles assuming first of all that the coexisting liquid phase 
compositions are independent of temperature and that no wetting occurs. 
b) Incorporating the decrease of the intensity of the fluorescence with temperature due 
to the increasing inefficiency of fluorescence as a deexcitation mechanism. 
c) Relaxing the fixed coexisting phase compositions to follow the shape of the 
coexistence curve. 
d) The wetting film thickness h-temperature profile assumed. 
e) The predicted intensity-temperature profile including a wetting film. 
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Figure 4.4: Factors contributing to the predicted overall intensity-
temperature 1-T profile e) for a binary mixture exhibiting an upper 
critical endpoint DeEP and with the dye in the wetted phase. 
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Figure 4.5: Factors contributing to the predicted overall intensity-
temperature 1-T profile e) for a binary mixture exhibiting an upper 
critical endpoint DeEP and with the dye in the wetting phase. 
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Figure 4.6: Factors contributing to the predicted overall intensity-
temperature 1-T profile e) for a binary mixture exhibiting a lower 
critical endpoint LCEP and with the dye in the wetted phase. 
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Figure 4.7: Factors contributing to the predicted overall intensity-
temperature 1-T profile e) for a binary mixture exhibiting a lower 
critical endpoint LCEP and with the dye in the wetting phase. 
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Figure 4.6 corresponds to the situation studied by Fattinger et al. (1987). Our 
predicted resuh agrees with their experimental result close to T w, although differs close 
to T LCS as, due to the absence of any stirring in their experiment, their phases did not 
remix on cooling below T LCS, and so the signature of the critical point was not 
observed. Figure 4.5 corresponds to a possible outcome of our experiment with DPH in 
heptane + perfluorohexane. 
4.1.4.3 Issues that can be investigated by intensity method 
The main issues of interest in critical-point wetting, such as the nature of the wetting 
film, the wetting transition temperature T w, the order of the transition and the thickness 
of the wetting film, should be accessible by collection of the fluorescence intensity. The 
wetting transition temperature is marked by a minimum or a maxllnUID in the intensity. If 
measurements are made at small temperature intervals the order of the transition can in 
theory be determined. The elucidation of the thickness of the wetting film has been 
achieved by Fattinger et al. (1987) by measurement of the angular distribution of the 
emitted fluorescence intensity. The experimental results for s-polarised intensity of the 
evanescent-wave-excited fluorescence were compared with the angular distnbutions of 
s-polarised intensity calculated using the theory developed by Lukosz (1979, 1981). At a 
given temperature the peak in the intensity occurred at an emission angle equal to the 
critical angle, and it was shown that the interposition of a non-fluorescent wetting layer 
of thickness h > ZO 1110 would lead to an observable change in the intensity for emission 
, 
angles ac' ~ aem ~ 90°. The water-rich wetting film thickness observed by Fattinger et 
al. (1987) in 2,6-lutidine + water was approximately 15 nm with a penetration depth of 
the evanescent wave of about 80 nm, see equation (4.5). 
4.1.5 Fluorescence lifetime method 
In this method the fluorescence lifetime of a probe molecule is measured. The detection 
is generally by single-photon counting techniques which have been discussed in section 
3.1. The time-resolved work presented here used a laser as the source of fluorescence 
excitation. 
4.1.5.1 Factors involved in lifetime method 
One major factor in the use of EWGFS in any study of critical-point wetting is that 
IT w - T c I must be large enough that the sensitivity is not decreased at the wetting 
transition temperature Twas the phases become more alike approaching the critical 
temperature T c' 
Another factor, probably essential in most cases using the lifetime method, is 
ensuring the exclusion of oxygen from the sample. Dissolved oxygen has the effect of 
reducing the lifetime due to encounters with the fluorescent molecules providing 
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radiationless pathways for deactivation. The effect is more pronounced for long lifetimes 
and any difference in lifetime between the two phases is significantly reduced. The 
fluorescence intensity is also reduced but probably to a similar extent for both phases. 
Some possible additional affects are discussed in section 4.2.10. The influencing 
factors in the intensity method discussed above are generally not significant for the 
lifetime method and thus this method should provide a clearer picture of the wetting 
behaviour. In our work we have used 1,6-diphenylhexa-l,3,5-triene (DPH) in heptane + 
perfluorohexane for which the difference in lifetime between the pure solvents is about 
16 ns. 
4.1.5.2 Predicted lifetime-temperature profiles 
For our case ofa mixture exhibiting an upper critical endpoint DeEP and with the higher 
lifetime in the wetted or non-wetting perfluorocarbon-rich phase, we consider the 
variation in lifetime with temperature for the film at the interface of the solid with the 
liquid phase at which a change in the wetting occurs, in this case the lower 
perfluorocarbon-rich phase. As the composition changes along the coexistence curve the 
lifetimes vary accordingly. The predicted profile is shown in Figure 4.8 assuming a first-
order transition. 
'tF 
Tw Tues 
T ) 
Figure 4.8: Predicted fluorescence lifetime 'tF-temperature profile for 
DPH in heptane + perfluorohexane at the surface of the lower phase. 
4.1.5.3 Issues that can be investigated by lifetime method 
If the difference in the lifetimes of the two phases at T w is large enoug~ then T w and the 
order of the transition can be determined by recording the lifetime at small intervals of 
temperature. This technique also shows promise for estimation of the thickness of the 
wetting film by collection of the fluorescence as a function of excitation angle. The 
variation of the excitation angle alters the penetration depth of the evanescent wave and 
may thus possibly allow various depths through the wetting film to be probed. This is 
discussed in more detail later. 
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4.1.6 Some previous work using evanescent-wave techniques 
The details and principles of EWGFS have been described above. We now briefly 
consider the scope of evanescent-wave techniques in different applications. 
The excitation of fluorescence by an evanescent wave has previously been used to 
study various solid-liquid interfaces in biological systems (Axelrod et 01., 1984) and in 
polymer solutions (Rondelez et 01., 1987). EWGFS has also been used in spectroscopic 
studies, for example to investigate pyrene excimer formation in an interface layer of a 
sapphire-polymer solution (Hamai et 01., 1995) and the effect of adsorption on the 
fluorescence properties of the triphenylmethane dye malachite green at an aqueous-
quartz interface (Bell et 01., 1994). Evanescent-wave-induced fluorescence has been 
measured for dyes dissolved in solution close to a glass interface (Fattinger et al., 1986a) 
and it was observed that the fluorescence lifetimes for molecules close to the surface 
were slightly smaller than for molecules in bulk solution, but that the decay times for 
adsorbed molecules were shorter by a factor of three than those for molecules in 
solution. 
Beysens and Leibler (1982) used EWGFS to study critical adsorption in the binary 
mixture nitrobenzene + hexane at a silica interface, utilising the natural fluorescence of 
nitrobenzene. Fattinger et 01. (1986b) observed a surface-pressure-induced wetting 
transition at a solid wall in a two-phase solid-liquid system of dimethylsulphoxide close 
to its melting point. Wetting transitions were then investigated in binary liquid mixtures 
in contact with a solid surface using differential solubility of a dye in each phase 
(Fattinger et 01., 1987). This work on wetting in binary mixtures has since been 
extended, recording the fluorescence intensity and using the methods of differential 
solubility and selective excitation (Williamson, 1990; McLure and Williamson, 1996; 
Williamson and McLure, 1996). 
In this chapter the methods and results are presented for further work on the 
selective excitation intensity method and for measurements of the fluorescence lifetime 
to identify a wetting transition. This latter work has been submitted for publication 
(Bowers et 01., 1996c). 
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4.2 Experimental details 
4.2.1 Experimental arrangement 
The arrangement for an EWGFS experiment generally consists of a source of light 
directed radially at the axis of a hemicylindrical prism at an angle greater than the critical 
angle. The evanescent wave induced excites fluorescent species in the sample in contact 
with the planar surface of the prism close to the interface. The cell, containing the 
sample and the prism, is attached to a rotatable goniometer table. The fluorescence is 
emitted in all directions but is usually collected after transmission through the prism by 
the use of a photomultiplier PM tube attached to a rotatable arm of the goniometer. 
Rotation of the cell varies the angle of incidence, so evanescent wave excitation of the 
surface and direct beam refraction into the bulk liquid are possible, and rotation of the 
detector arm varies the angle of collection of the fluorescence. This type of arrangement 
was used in our experiments and is shown in Figure 4.9. 
incident beam 
rotatable 
photomultiplier tube on 
Figure 4.9: Plan view of general arrangement in our EWGFS 
experiments. 
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4.2.2 Features of the cell 
The cell in our experiments consists of a heated copper block in which a stainless-steel 
insert containing the liquid sample is in contact with a hemicylindrical synthetic 
Spectrosil quartz prism (Robson Scientific, radius 12.5 mm) clasped onto the block. A 
seal is obtained between the prism and the sample insert by means of a Viton O-ring 
(James Walker Ltd., internal diameter i.d. 17.6 nun, cross-section 2.4~) set in a 
recess on the front face of the insert. The cell is drawn schematically in Figure 4.10 and 
is shown in Plate 3. 
holes for PRTs 
holes for solder 
elements 
recess in top surfac of 
block for magnetic stirrer 
filling tube attached to insert 
clasp for prism 
pnsm 
sample insert 
Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram ofEWGFS cell. 
The sample insert is a tube with a removal base sealed by a screw thread and a 
second Viton O-ring wrapped in Teflon tape. The front face of the insert is open and 
close to the front face a filling tube (i.d. 1/8") with a Whitey ball valve and a Swagelok 
fitting (1/8") is attached so that the sample can be transferred to the cell with the prism 
clasped in place over the open face. The insert is not normal to the planar face of the 
prism, but is angled to allow the incident beam to be 'buried' thereby reducing stray 
reflections. 
The stirrer used originally was a glass-coated magnetic follower on a rotatable 
glass setting placed inside the sample insert and activated by a motor-operated rotating 
magnet set close to the insert in the copper block. This means of stirring was not very 
effective and prior to most measurements the cell was shaken vigorously to mix the 
contents. Later a Teflon-coated magnetic follower was activated by a magnet and more 
powerful motor. 
The block is heated and thermostatically controlled by means of two 15 W solder 
iron heaters and a platinum resistance thermometer PRT (Sensing Devices Ltd.) set in 
recesses in the copper block and connected to a CAL 9000, or a CAL 9900, controller. 
An independent readout of the temperature is also provided by a PRT connected to a 
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Newport digital meter and situated in the copper block as close to the sample insert as 
possible. The cell is insulated by a Sindanyo-like base. 
The cell is based on the one used by Williamson (1990), and incorporates 
modifications by Bowers (1995). 
4.2.3 Specific arrangement and data collection for intensity work 
The measurements of the fluorescence intensity were carried out at the Synchrotron 
Radiation Source at Daresbury Laboratory on station 12.1. The synchrotron has been 
described in section 3.2 and was used throughout this work in multi-bunch operation. 
The range of wavelengths available extended from the UV through the visible region. 
The complete EWGFS arrangement of cell, goniometer table and PM tube was 
contained in a large 'black box', as shown in Plate 4. The incident light at 371 run was 
reflected by a mirror through a slit in the box and was focused by a lens on to the axis of 
the prism. On station 12.1 the incident light is essentially unpolarised. Angular readouts 
were made from the goniometer at the base of the cell and from the PM tube arm to 
determine the angles of excitation and emission. The emission angles in particular were 
only a rough indication of a ex as the width of the PM tube aperture was approximately 
5 cm so a range of angles was sampled in anyone position. 
The cell height was altered to look at the upper or lower phase of the mixture by 
means of aluminium spacers placed under the base of the cell. When recording the 
intensity from the lower phase, the upper phase, in which the dye was more soluble, and 
the liquid-liquid interfacial region were masked using black tape to eliminate 
fluorescence recorded from the unwanted phase due to stray reflections. 
The intensity of the fluorescence was recorded manually as counts per second from 
a dial, however this was not very accurate and in future work should be automated. Due 
to the decrease in intensity of the synchrotron with time after refilling, the intensity of a 
standard solution, DPH in heptane of absorbance -0.1, was recorded regularly to allow 
the sample intensities to be scaled. The intensity recorded for the standard decreased 
linearly with decreasing ring current throughout the day. 
4.2.4 Specific arrangement and data collection for lifetime work 
The lifetime work was carried out at the Central Laser Facility (CLF) at the Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory (RAL). The laser used was a Nd:YAG pumped cavity dumped 
tuneable dye laser with an output in the range 550-620 nm afforded by the dye 
Rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol. The system operated at saturated gain and the 
resulting output pulse width was approximately 6 ps. The maximum wavelength of 
620 run was selected and was frequency doubled by means of a ~-barium oxide (BBO) 
crystal to 310 nm, which was the wavelength used to excite the dye in our sample. 
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The experimental arrangement was contained in a black box in a dark room. The 
incoming beam was directed by mirrors and lenses and focused onto the cell, and was 
horizontally or p-polarised. The fluorescence was detected by a micro channe I plate 
photomultiplier tube MCP and was imaged using a simple two-lens telescope 
arrangement onto a 330 nm short-wavelength cut-off filter at the entrance slit of a 
monochromator set at 440 nm in front of the MCP. This ensured that significant 
intensity was collected to measure a lifetime from the lower perfluorocarbon-rich phase. 
The totally reflected beam was dumped. The excitation angles, read from the goniometer 
base, and the emission angles, read from the location of the detector arm, were generally 
selected such that a reasonably high intensity of fluorescence was collected. 
The cell height was adjusted using aluminium spacers to allow excitation of the 
dye in the upper and lower phases. As in the intensity work, the upper phase and 
interfacial regions were masked while measurements were made on the lower phase. The 
arrangement of the cell on the goniometer table is shown in Plate 4. 
The fluorescence lifetimes were measured using time-correlated single-photon 
counting, see section 3.1. The instrument response, to take account of factors such as 
the pulse width of the laser and the response time of the electronics, was recorded by 
scattering laser light at 310 nm from the optical components in the system To determine 
the fluorescence lifetimes the observed decay was deconvoluted from the instrument 
response using the lifetime-fitting software LIFETIME available at the CLF. The 
instrument response for the time-resolved microviscosity work in Chapter 3 using 
synchrotron radiation could be recorded at the fluorescence emission wavelength, but 
this was not possible here due to the limited wavelengths of the laser. The absolute 
timescale was determined by means of a time calibration using the known time difference 
between the main pulse and after pulse of the laser, approximately 12 ps, and the 
measured channel difference. The data collected were fitted to an exponential decay 
function of the form: 
Number of counts = LAi exp( -t / tF,i) (4.6) 
where the Ai are amplitudes and the tF,i are fluorescence lifetimes. 
The laser and optical arrangements were conventional and are shown in Figures 
4.11 and 4.12. 

Plate 4: The arrangement of the EWGF cell on th goniomd r tubl 
for (a) the inten ity work and b) the lifetull \\ork. 
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Figu re 4.11: Laser assembly used for the lifetime experiments at the 
Central Laser Faciliry at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 
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Figure 4.12: Optical arrangement used for the lifetime experiments at 
the Central Laser Facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 
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4.2.5 Choice of system 
As discussed in section 4.1.3, the dye 1 ,6-diphenylhexa-l ,3,5-triene (DPR) possesses 
several particular properties which can be of use in discriminating between different 
solvents. Alkanes + perfluoroalkanes constitute a solvent pair in which DPH is very 
effective. Much of the work in the group has focused on the critical behaviour of alkane 
+ perfluoroalkane mixtures and so a mixture of this type, n-heptane + perfluoro-
n-hexane with a convenient upper critical solution temperature Tues ~ 43°C, was 
chosen for study. Initially DPH in methylcyc10hexane (MCR) + perfluoro-
methylcyc10hexane (pFMCR), studied by Williamson (1990) at a Schott SF6 glass 
interface using the selective excitation intensity method, was to be used in the lifetime 
work, but the high lifetime expected for DPH in PFMCH was not, inexplicably, 
observed. 
4.2.6 Materials 
The sources and data used for n-heptane and perfluoro-n-hexane in this work are given 
in Table 4.1. The fluorescent dye 1,6-diphenylhexa-l,3,5-triene (DPH) of purity 98 
mol % was obtained from Aldrich. The n-heptane was dried over 4 A Molecular Sieves 
and the other materials were used as received. 
Table 4.1: The suppliers, purities, densities p, molar masses M, and refractive indices n 
for the liquids used in this work. 
material supplier purity p (25°C) M n (20°C, 
/mol% Ig cm-3 /g mol- l 589.3 nm}a 
heptane Fisons 99+ 0.680b 100.21 1.387 
perfluorohexane Fluorochem 99 (85% 1.672c 338.05 1.252 
n-isomer) 
a Aldrich Handbook 1992-93, for sodium D-line, b Hildebrand et al. (1950), C Bedford 
and Dunlap (1958). 
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The coexistence curve in terms of volume fraction ~ for (l-~) heptane + 
~ perfluorohexane has been measured by Whitfield (1996) and is reproduced in Figure 
4.13. The upper critical solution temperature Tues = 43°C and the critical composition 
~c = 0.44. 
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Figure 4.13: Coexistence curve for (l-~) heptane + 
~ pertluorohexane. (Taken from Whitfield, 1996). Tues = 43°C, ~c = 
0.44. 
The refractive index change with temperature due to changing compositions in a 
binary mixture can be either measured experimentally or calculated from the Lorentz-
Lorenz equation: 
(4.7) 
where ni is the refractive index of component i, I1mix is the refractive index of the 
mixture and ~i is the ideal volume fraction of component i evaluated at 25°C. The 
volume fraction of component i in each phase at a given temperature can be obtained 
from the coexistence curve, Figure 4.13, and with the refractive indices of the pure 
components, Table 4.1, used to calculate the refractive indices of the coexisting phases 
I1mix as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.14: Temperature-refractive index plot for coexisting phases 
in a mixture of heptane + perfluorohexane. 
4.2.7 Sample preparation 
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For the intensity experiments the mixture was made up by injecting a DPH in heptane 
solution, of absorbance < 0.1, and perfluorohexane by syringe into the cell through the 
filling tube with the prism clasped in place on the front of the cell. The measurements 
were carried out for two-phase mixtures below T ues and so the exact composition of 
the mixture did not need to be known. 
In the lifetime work the samples were required to be oxygen-free. Mixtures of 
composition close to critical were made up in Whitey bottles from heptane solutions-
saturated with DPH-and perfluorohexane. In this work the DPH in heptane solutions 
were saturated, and then filtered. Saturated solutions were needed to obtain a 
measurable fluorescence signal since the excitation wavelength of 310 run was on the 
low-wavelength low-intensity edge of the excitation spectrum for DPH in heptane or 
perfluorohexane. The samples were degassed by about four freeze-pump-thaw cycles in 
the Whitey bottles and transferred on the stainless steel vacuum line by gravity into the 
cell, which was attached via the Swagelok fitting on the filling tube, as illustrated in 
Plate 3. The cell and Whitey bottle were generally cleaned using methano 1. 
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4.2.8 Filters 
Different types of filters have been discussed briefly in section 3.2. For the EWGFS 
intensity work it was found that the choice of filters was very important and an 
interference filter 370 run was used on the excitation beam of 371 run selected using a 
monochromator and a short-wavelength cut-off filter GG435 on the collected 
fluorescence. This combination of filters was still not ideal as an increase in intensity was 
generally observed at emission angles equal to the excitation angle and in future 
experiments the totally reflected beam should also be dumped. The intensity of the 
fluorescence signal was decreased significantly by the use of the filters. 
Throughout the lifetime measurements, using an excitation wavelength of 310 run, 
a filter was used on the incident beam to cut out 620 run light and, as mentioned above, 
a 330 run short-wavelength cut-off filter was used on the fluorescence in addition to a 
monochromator set at 440 run. 
4.2.9 Further considerations for intensity experiments 
As discussed in section 4.1.4.1 there are many factors involved in the measurement of 
the fluorescence intensity to study critical-point wetting. In this section the expected 
effects of some of the factors on our selective excitation measurements on DPH in 
heptane + perfluorohexane are considered in more detail. 
The variation of the refractive index n of each coexisting phase with temperature 
has been plotted in Figure 4.11. This variation affects the critical angle 
<Xc = sin- l (I1mix/11quartz). At 20°C, Ilquartz = 1.474 at 371 run, the wavelength used in the 
intensity work, and Ilquartz = 1.485 at 310 run, the wavelength used in the lifetime work. 
These values were calculated from: 
0.6961..2 0.4081..2 0.8971..2 
n2 =1+ + +----
1..2 - 0.0047 1..2 - 0.0135 1..2 - 97.934 
(4.8) 
where A. is the wavelength in J.1ffi (Robson Scientific). The refractive index of quartz also 
changes with temperature, but the effect on the critical angle for each phase at a given 
temperature is expected to be similar and so this effect is neglected here. At 30°C and 
taking Ilquartz at 371 nm, at the boundary of the quartz prism with the upper heptane-rich 
phase <Xc = 67.4° and with the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase <Xc = 60.2°. Similarly at 
40°C, <Xc = 65.6° at the heptane-rich phase and <Xc = 61.8° at the perfluorohexane-rich 
phase, the angles becoming closer in value closer to T ues = 43°C as the phases become 
more similar. 
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Another effect of the refractive index change is to alter the penetration depth of 
the evanescent wave ZO,b given earlier by equation (4.3) and reproduced below: 
(4.9) 
where in our intensity experiments "'ex = 371 nm. As a approaches a 71\ t d t 
ex c' \J I en s 0 
infinity, and thus the highest penetration depths are obtained for a close ~o a Th 
ex c. e 
variation in ZO,l with a ex for each phase at 30°C is shown in Figure 4.15. For a given 
aex less than both critical angles, ZO,l is greater in the heptane-rich phase. At higher 
temperatures the penetration depths in each phase become more similar. 
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Figure 4.15: Variation in the penetration depth of the evanescent 
wave ZO I with excitation angle a ex for the heptane-rich (D) and , 
perfluorohexane-rich (¢) phases coexisting at 30°C. 
The decrease in the intrinsic fluorescence intensity with temperature is another 
factor that needs to be considered in interpreting any results, although this is expected to 
be a fairly consistent effect. The form of the fluorescence intensity-temperature profile 
for DPH in the pure solvents methylcyclohexane (MCH) and perfluoro-
methylcyclohexane (PFMCH) has been studied by Williamson (1990). With increasing 
temperature, an initial increase then a decrease in intensity was observed in MCH, and a 
monotonic decrease in intensity was found in PFMCH. 
The fluorescence intensity also depends on the emission angle at which the 
fluorescence is collected. In our experiments the fluorescence intensity was recorded for 
a range of emission angles, although in some cases this was limited, particularly for the 
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bulk phase, by the possible positions of the PM tube with respect to the prism and cell. 
The excitation angles need to be carefully selected to ensure that a reasonable 
penetration depth of the evanescent wave is achieved, but so that the collection of 
fluorescence at emission angles close to the critical angle is not obscured by the totally 
reflected beam. For careful angular work slits should be used on the collected 
fluorescence to ensure that only a narrow angular range is collected at anyone time. In 
our work a large range of angles was collected for any position of the PM tube, so the 
angles were only approximate. Since the PM tube could only be accurately located every 
10°, measurements were only possible at 5° intervals by setting at intermediate positions~ 
and in further work angular intervals of 1 ° should be incorporated in the set-up. It 
should be noted that measurements taken at high emission angles may not be accurate 
due to edge effects as some of the fluorescence is obscured by the cell. 
The partitioning of the dye between the phases may alter with temperature, but 
probably not by much for a small range of temperatures close to the wetting transition 
temperature T W' and this is expected to be a minor factor compared with others 
discussed here. The effect of temperature on the thickness of the wetting film and hence 
on the fluorescence intensity is of interest and future results may allow this to be 
determined. Any change in the excitation and emission spectra of DPR with composition 
and temperature may be of importance in this work. In future work this aspect should be 
looked at more closely, in particular to determine the form of the shift in the excitation 
peaks with composition of a binary mixture. Some work in this area was undertaken by 
Williamson (1990) who showed that for DPR in MCR + PFMCH excited at 375 ~ the 
intensity of the fluorescence increased with the mole fraction of MeR, although not 
linearly, for all emission wavelengths considered. 
The decrease in incident beam intensity with time throughout the day, due to the 
decreasing current of the synchrotron with time after refilling, was accounted for by 
recording the fluorescence from a standard as described in section 4.2.3. The 
synchrotron ring current dropped over about 13 hours from 230 rnA to 150 rnA 
resulting in a drop in intensity of the reference from 33,000 counts s-1 to 
8,000 counts s-l. Possibly one of the major factors affecting the experiment was the 
detection of stray scattered light instead of fluorescence. Further effects were due to 
shifts in the position of the beanr-at times the incident beam was observed to catch on 
the entrance slit to the black box-and changes in the focusing of the beam. All the resuhs 
quoted were obtained on the same day as changes in the beam on refilling were noticed. 
The cell also had to be fixed onto the base by two locating screws, to ensure that the 
reference angle, i.e. the angle corresponding to u ex = 0, remained unchanged during a 
run. The reference angle read from the goniometer was used to calculate the excitation 
and emission angles and was obtained by rotating the cell to determine the position for 
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which the incident and reflected beams co incided, i. e. when the incident beam bisected 
the hemicylindrical section of the prism. 
In some experiments, solid deposits were noticed at the liquid-liquid interface 
which were probably dust particles. The precipitation of dye at the interface was unlikely 
since the mixture was made up from a fairly dilute solution of DPH in heptane by adding 
perfluorohexane. 
4.2.10 Preliminary lifetime experiments 
The preliminary experiments carried out prior to the lifetime work presented here were 
as follows: 
1. DPH was deposited on the prism and the fluorescence lifetime 'tF was measured from 
the bulk and surface of a solution of DPH in methylcydohexane (MCH) (Bowers, 1995; 
Whitfield, 1996). The lifetimes were the same indicating that problems should not be 
encountered due to adsorption/deposition of the dye on the prism affecting the lifetime. 
2. The fluorescence lifetime for DPH in cyclohexane + perfluorohexane was measured at 
room temperature, well below T ues = 75°C so no wetting was expected. The intensity 
from the lower phase was very low showing that no notable adsorption of the 
hydrocarbon-rich phase onto the prism had occurred. 
3. A standardisation test was carried out by measuring the lifetimes of an anthracene in 
ethanol solution, both with and without degassing. The values obtained agreed well with 
the literature values (Demas, 1983). 
4. Lifetimes were measured for DPH in pure heptane 'tF = 15.5 ns and in pure 
perfluorohexane 'tF = 29.8 ns and agreed well with the literature values of 15.6 ns and 
32.5 ns in heptane and perfluorohexane, respectively (Cehelnik et al., 1974). The 
fluorescence lifetime ofDPH in heptane was also measured at the surface and in the bulk 
solution and the values obtained were essentially the same. 
Tests were also carried out to ensure that the mixtures were adequately degassed 
and that the seal on the cell held over long periods of time. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Fluorescence intensity method 
Throughout this work an excitation wavelength of 371 run was used to excite the dye in 
the heptane-rich phase only. A preliminary experiment was carried out for DPH in 
heptane and the critical angle a c = 69° determined agreed fairly well with the calculated 
value (lc = 70.2°. This sample was also used to decide which excitation angles to use 
throughout the experiment. 
The main experiment for DPH in heptane + pertluorohexane produced various 
results which are outlined below. The measured intensities were much lower than the 
allowed maximum of 70,000 counts s-1 due to the filters cutting down the intensity and 
the drop in intensity throughout the day. The measured values were divided by the 
intensity of the reference for the same ring current and then multiplied by a constant 
factor to yield numbers that were easily comparable. The excitation angles (lex selected 
were 30° for excitation of the bulk phases and 75° and 80° for evanescent wave 
excitation of the surface phases. At a given temperature and (lex, measurements were 
made for both the upper and lower phases. After the sample had reached the required 
temperature, the contents were mixed and then left to equilibrate for at least 30 minutes. 
The temperatures were recorded from both the CAL controller setting and an 
independent thermometer. The values quoted are those from the CAL; the independent 
reading was generally 1.7 Kelvin lower. The upper critical solution temperature 
rues ~ 47.0°C (on the CAL) was determined by observing the transition from two 
phases to a single phase. The temperatures recorded are thus probably about 4 K too 
high, from a comparison with the accepted value of Tues. This variation can be 
attributed to different thermometer calibrations and impurities. 
The intensity-emission angle aem profiles at 35.0°C for the lower and upper phases 
at different excitation angles are shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. This temperature is 
expected to be below the wetting transition temperature T W' Similar profiles were 
observed at other temperatures in the range 29.3-42°C. The intensities are low and at 
smaller (lem are only slightly larger in the upper heptane-rich phase than in the lower 
phase, although the numbers are too small to compare accurately. 
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For surface excitation of both the upper and lower phases, the increase in intensity 
at higher aem is likely to be due to the detection of the totally reflected be~ since the 
increase is large and is observed close to aero = aex'· The further decrease observed at 
the highest emission angles may be artefactual possibly due to edge effects. For the 
surface phases, the small local maximum in intensity observed at 50° for the lower phase 
and 55° for the upper phase, particularly for a ex = 80°, may be caused by nearness to the 
critical angle as indicated by Fattinger (1987), although the calculated critical angles, 60° 
and 67°, are somewhat larger and thus indicate that this may be unlikely. In order to 
confirm this more fully all the angles must be better defined and the intensity collected at 
smaller angular intervals. The differences in intensity recorded by collection at slightly 
different angles are apparent. 
From the lower bulk phase the fluorescence intensity is very small as expected due 
to the low DPH concentration and the low absorbance at the selected excitation 
wavelength. In contrast, from the upper bulk phase the intensity is higher. The increase 
at lower aem is again probably due to the detection of the imperfectly filtered out totally 
reflected beam. Whatever its cause, however, one consequence would be the masking of 
the signature of the critical angle. 
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Figure 4.16: Scaled fluorescence intensity I-emission angle aem 
profiles at 35.0°C and excitation angles a ex of 30° (0), 75° (0) and 
80° (D) for the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase. 
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Figu re 4.17: Scaled fluorescence intensity I -emission angle aem 
profiles at 35.0°C and excitation angles a ex of 30° (0), 75° (0) and 
80° (0) for the upper heptane-rich phase. 
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The differences in the scaled intensities of the upper and lower surface phases as a 
function of temperature for a ex = 75° and 80° and for a em = 50° are shown in Figure 
4.18. Over the temperature range, the intensity recorded from the upper phase is higher 
than that from the lower phase, as expected, even for temperatures at which the presence 
of a wetting fihn of the upper phase between the lower bulk phase and the solid wall is 
expected, since the evanescent wave may penetrate through the wetting film into the 
bulk phase. At 37°C the two surface phases become most similar and this may possibly 
be interpreted as the wetting temperature Tw. However, although similar profiles were 
observed for a em = 45° and 55°, different profiles were observed at higher aem = 60°, 
65°, 70° and 75°, as shown for a em = 60° in Figure 4.19, corresponding to angles in the 
intensity-emission angle profiles at which the detection of the totally reflected beam was 
suspected. 
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Figure 4.18: Scaled intensities I for (upper phase - lower phase) as a 
function of temperature for excitation angles <lex = 75° (0) and 80° 
(D) and for an emission angle <lem = 50°, 
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Figure 4.19: Scaled intensities I for (upper phase - lower phase) as a 
function of temperature for excitation angles (lex = 75° (0) and 80° 
(D) and for an emission angle (lem = 60°, 
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For (lem = 50°, the intensity-temperature profile for the lower surface phase was as 
predicted, see section 4.1.4.2, however, a similar profile was also observed for the upper 
phase. The results presented here highlight some of the problems with the experiment 
and do not clearly show a wetting transition since many of the obscuring factors 
discussed previously could not be eliminated. 
In future experiments the intensity of the fluorescence collected must be increased 
and must be measured more accurately since the differences in intensity due to a wetting 
transition may be small (Fattinger et al., 1987; Williamson, 1990), possibly of the order 
of 10-20%. The totally reflected beam must be eliminated along with stray light effects 
which obscure the fluorescence. 
In recent work on this technique, using either the synchrotron for selective 
excitation, or a ReNe laser at 632 nm with a Bodipy dye for differential solubility, 
problems have been encountered in the true detection of fluorescence due to scatter 
from optical elements in the system (Bowers, 1996a; Whitfield, 1996). 
We turn now to the results obtained by the method of fluorescence lifetime 
difference in each phase, which has fewer associated problem-causing factors. 
4.3.2 Fluorescence lifetime method 
In all the measurements on DPR in heptane + perfluorohexane the incident wavelength 
was set at 310 run and the fluorescence was collected at 440 run. The excitation angles 
<lex were chosen to ensure that total internal reflection occurred and that a reasonably 
high fluorescence intensity was detected. The fluorescence was generally recorded from 
the surface and bulk regions of both the upper and lower phases at a given temperature, 
after equilibrating for about 30 minutes once mixed. The lifetimes were obtained by 
fitting the decays to single-exponentials, or bi-exponentials if the fluorescence intensity 
was low to account for the short decay time of about 1 ns of the cell and the prism The 
fluorescence decay of the cell and the prism, with no sample, is shown in Figure 4.20. 
Two different temperature runs were carried out on the same degassed mixture. In 
run 2 the wetting transition temperature T w was located more accurately by stepping in 
smaller intervals of temperature. The results obtained from runs 1 and 2, along with the 
excitation angles (lex for the generation of an evanescent wave at the surface phases and 
the calculated critical angles for the bulk phases, are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Figure 
4.21 shows representative fluorescence decays for the bulk and surface of the upper 
heptane-rich phase below and above T W' Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show fluorescence 
decays for the bulk and surface of the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase below and 
above Tw, respectively. The difference in the bulk and surface decays above Tw is clearly 
shown. 
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Figure 4.20: Fluorescence decay of the cell and prism, with no 
sample, excited at 310 run. 
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Table 4.2: Run 1. The fluorescence lifetimes 'tF of DPH measured from the bulk and 
surface regions of the upper and lower phases of a heptane + perfluorohexane mixture. 
The excitation angles a ex at the surface phases and the calculated critical angles a c for 
the bulk phases are also included. 
TloC lower phase upper phase 
'tF,bulk 'tF,surf a ex 1° a 1° c 'tF,bulk 'tF,surf a ex 1° a 1° c 
Ins Ins Ins Ins 
19.3 28.2 29.1 60.9 58.8 17.1 67.6 
26.7 26.3 26.9 61.3 59.2 17.8 66.9 
31.7 24.9 25.2 63.7 59.6 17.9 66.2 
36.6 24.2 18.0 65.7 60.1 17.9 65.6 
38.6 23.7 18.3 65.0 60.6 18.1 18.3 70.2 65.1 
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Table 4.3: Run 2. The fluorescence lifetimes 'tF of DPH measured from the bulk and 
surface regions of the upper and lower phases of a heptane + perfluorohexane mixture. 
The excitation angles aex at the surface phases and the calculated critical angles a c for 
the bulk phases are also included. 
T/oC 
19.3 
26.7 
31.4 
31.6 
31.9 
32.4 
'tF,bulk 
Ins 
25.3 
23.1 
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23.5 
23.5 
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Figure 4.21: Fluorescence decays of DPH from the bulk and surface 
regions of the upper heptane-rich phase below and above TW' for 
excitation at 310 nm and collection at 440 run. 
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Figure 4.22: Fluorescence decays of DPH from the bulk and surface 
regions of the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase below Tw, for 
excitation at 310 run and collection at 440 nm. 
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The fluorescence lifetimes 'tF from Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are plotted as a function of 
temperature for runs 1 and 2 in Figures 4.24 and 4.25, respectively. There is some slight 
discrepancy in 'tF at a given temperature between runs 1 and 2, due to a slow leak in the 
apparatus during run 2 resulting in a small reduction in the lifetime of the 
perfluorohexane-rich phase. The differences between the two phases, however, is still 
clear. At lower temperatures the lifetimes for the lower surface phase correspond to 
those for the bulk lower phase, but a transition in the lifetimes of the lower surface phase 
is observed at higher temperatures and they become more similar to those measured 
from the upper bulk phase. This indicates the interposition of a heptane-rich wetting film 
between the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase and the quartz. The wetting transition 
temperature T w is identified from Figure 4.25 as T w = 31.5°C and thus lies about 11 K 
below Tues. The value of T w was also indicated by the measurement at 31.4 °C, since 
on heating to this temperature the controller slightly overshot the preset temperature and 
a wetting film was observed. This film was displaced on mixing and equilibrating at the 
required temperature. The change in lifetime is observed to occur within a 0.2 K 
temperature interval, indicating that the transition may be of first order, but further work 
needs to be carried out to confirm this. 
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Figure 4.23: Fluorescence decays of DPH from the bulk and surface 
regions of the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase above Tw, for 
excitation at 310 run and collection at 440 run. 
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Figure 4.24: Run 1. Fluorescence lifetimes 'tF for DPH, excited in the 
bulk upper (0) and lower (0) phases and at the surface in the lower 
(0) phase, as a function of temperature. The vertical line marks Tues· 
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Figure 4.25: Run 2. Fluorescence lifetimes 'tF for DPH, excited in the 
bulk upper (0) and lower (D) phases and at the surface in the upper 
(d) and lower (0) phases, as a function of temperature. The vertical 
line marks T w' 
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The dependence of'tF of DPH on the composition x of a mixture of heptane + 
perfluorohexane, where x is the mole fraction of one of the components, was obtained 
by relating the values of'tF in each coexisting bulk phase at a given temperature to the 
compositions of the phases calculated from the coexistence curve. These values as a 
function of x around the coexistence curve, as well as those obtained for the pure 
components, agreed well with those obtained using the Synchrotron Radiation Source 
(SRS) at Daresbury Laboratory (DL) while carrying out the microviscosity experiments 
in Chapter 3. These latter measurements were obtained at 45°e for degassed single-
phase mixtures in sealed Pyrex cuvettes using incident light at 340 nm and co llecting a 
range of emission wavelengths. Both sets of results are tabulated in Table 4.4 and 
plotted in Figure 4.26, which shows that the dependence Of'tF on x(perfluo ro hexane ) is 
not linear. Originally a very high lifetime of 57.1 ns was obtained at Daresbury for DPH 
in pure perfluorohexane, but this was not reproducible and values of about 31 ns were 
later measured. 
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Table 4.4: Fluorescence lifetimes tF for DPH in heptane + perfluorohexane obtained at 
45°C, using the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at Daresbury Laboratory (DL) for 
excitation at 340 run and collection over a range of emission wavelengths, and at 
different temperatures around the coexistence curve, using the Central Laser Facility 
(CLF) at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) for excitation at 310 run and collection 
at 440 nm. 
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Figure 4.26: Fluorescence lifetimes tF as a function of mole fraction x 
of perfluorohexane for DPH in heptane + perflu~ro?exane. Results at 
45°C (0), obtained using the SRS at DL for excItatIon at 340 r:un and 
collection over a range of emission wavelengths, ~d at d.ifferent 
temperatures around the coexistence curve (0), obtamed usmg the 
CLF at RAL for excitation at 310 nm and collection at -+40 nm. 
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In Table 4.5, fluorescence lifetime measurements taken as a function of excitation 
angle {X.ex for the lower surface and bulk phases at 38.6°C, which is aoove Tw, are 
tabulated. The lifetimes are quoted here, and in the following tables, to more significant 
figures than may be strictly accurate to highlight the small changes in the later values. 
The results, plotted in Figure 4.27, show some well-defined structural features. These 
features are attributed to structure within the wetting layer rather than to the adsorption 
of dye at the quartz surface, since corresponding experiments in the phases in which no 
critical-point wetting layer is present show no such features, as discussed below. 
A plausible explanation for the observed structure is as follows. At lower a ex the 
laser beam is partially reflected but the majority of the intensity is transmitted to the bulk 
of the mixture where fluorescence is induced. As the critical angle a c for total reflection 
is approached, the measurement is sensitive to both surface and bulk contnbutions so a 
drop in the lifetime is observed as the surface layer is increasingly sampled in the 
measurement. There is then a further rapid drop in the lifetime at {x.o aoout 60.1 0, the 
measured lifetime being consistent with the presence of a heptane-rich wetting film. This 
is now the region of total reflection. As (lex increases aoove (lc the penetration depth 
ZO 1 of the evanescent wave decreases. The three apparent steps in the profile i)-iii) can 
, 
be interpreted as: 
i) ZO,l large, thus probing both the wetting film and the bulk, 
ii) ZO 1 smaller, thus probing only the wetting film, 
, 
iii) preferentially adsorbed heptane at the quartz surface. 
Measurements could not be obtained at higher (lex as the fluorescence intensity was too 
low. These effects suggest that measurements of this kind may have the potential to 
allow the thickness of the wetting film and the order of the transition to be determined, 
since the extent of the second step with {X.ex may possibly be related to the thickness of 
the layer. 
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Table 4.5: Fluorescence lifetime 'tF as a function of excitation angle a ex for the lower 
surface and bulk phases at 38.6°C, which is above Tw, where the critical angle 
<le = 60.1°. 
aex/o 'tF Ins 
56.7 23.48 
57.7 23.39 
58.7 23.17 
59.7 22.94 
60.7 22.12 
61.7 18.90 
62.7 18.81 
63.7 18.67 
64.7 17.96 
65.7 18.01 
66.7 17.90 
67.7 17.94 
68.7 17.46 
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Figure 4.27: Fluorescence lifetime 'tF as a function of excitation angle 
a for the lower surface and bulk phases at 38.6°C, which is above 
ex 
T
w
, where the critical angle a e = 60.1 ° is marked by the vertical line. 
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For comparison, the dependence of'tF on a ex was also measured for the upper and 
lower phases at 19°C, which is below Tw, and the resuhs are given in Table 4.6. The 
lifetimes are higher for the lower perfluorohexane-rich phase than for the upper heptane-
rich phase, as expected, and in both phases no significant change in 'tF with aex was 
observed in this partial wetting regime. 
Table 4.6: Fluorescence lifetime 'tF as a function of excitation angle a ex for the lower 
and upper phases at 19°C, which is below Tw, with the critical angles a c = 58.8° for the 
lower phase and a c = 67.6° for the upper phase. 
lower phase upper phase 
a 1° ex 'tF Ins a ex 1° 'tF Ins 
55.7 26.43 68.7 16.71 
56.7 26.02 69.7 16.70 
57.7 25.85 70.7 16.83 
58.7 25.58 71.7 16.64 
59.7 26.01 72.7 16.67 
60.7 26.20 
At 19°C, values of'tF were also measured for the upper and lower phases using 
incident light polarised horizontally, as used in all the other measurements, and vertically. 
Lifetimes of 16.76 ns and 16.80 ns in the upper phase, and 26.43 ns and 26.30 ns in the 
lower phase, were obtained for horizontally and vertically polarised light, respectively. 
No significant dependence of the lifetime on polarisation of the incident light was thus 
observed. 
The lifetime method has been used successfully to determine T w and shows 
promise for the study of the thickness of the wetting film and the order of the transition. 
A comparison of the fluorescence lifetimes showed that the wetting layer observed was 
of approximately the same composition as the bulk heptane-rich phase. 
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4.4 Summary 
A wetting transition has been observed at the quartz-liquid interface in the binary 
mixture heptane + perfluorohexane below T ues = 43°C. The wetting transition 
temperature T w, at which the transition from partial to complete wetting of the quartz by 
the upper heptane-rich phase occurred, was identified as T w = 31.5°C. The transition 
was located by the measurement of the fluorescence lifetime of 1,6-diphenyl-
hexa-I,3,5-triene (DPH) in each coexisting liquid phase. The measurements of the 
fluorescence intensity, after selective excitation of DPH in the heptane-rich phase, did 
not yield such strong conclusions. 
There are many more issues in critical-point wetting in this and other systems that 
lend themselves to further study. In addition, modified surfaces can be used to attempt to 
reverse the wetting behaviour and to vary the order of the transition. 
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5.1 Neutron reflection 
In the previous chapter critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid noncritical interface was 
discussed. In this chapter we turn to critical-point wetting and critical adsorption in 
binary mixtures at the liquid-vapour interface, and the activity of perfiuoroalkylalkanes 
at the alkane-vapour or perdeuteroalkane-vapour interface. The liquid-vapour interface 
can be studied using the technique of specular neutron reflection which is a powerful tool 
for the elucidation of surface structure on the Angstrom scale. The reflectivity data 
collected during an experiment provide information on the neutron refractive index 
profile normal to the interface to a depth of a few thousand Angstroms, and thicknesses 
of surface layers can be determined to within a few Angstroms. 
The details of adsorption and wetting in near-critical mixtures and surfactant 
solutions have been discussed in Chapter 1, sections 1.3 and 1.4. The components of the 
mixtures used in this work include alkanes, perfluoroalkanes, perfiuoroalkylalkanes, 
hexamethyldisiloxane, deuterium oxide and 2-butoxyethanol; these mixtures have been 
described in Chapter 1, section 1.5. We begin here with an introduction to neutrons and 
neutron reflectivity. 
5.1.1 Neutrons 
Neutrons are sub-atomic uncharged particles with a mass of 1.675 x 10-27 kg and a spin 
of 1/2. Neutrons are generally produced for neutron scattering experiments in one of two 
ways, i) in a nuclear reactor, where the neutrons are formed by fission of uranium-235 
nucle~ or ii) in a pulsed accelerator source, where charged particles are accelerated and 
directed towards a target of uranium or tantalum, or other similar material, and the 
neutrons are produced by reaction of these charged particles with the nuclei of the target. 
Method ii) is used to produce the neutrons at the ISIS facility at the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, Didcot, Oxon where the work reported here was carried out. The charged 
particles used at ISIS are protons and the method is known as spallation. The protons 
are accelerated to high energies, of the order of 800 MeV, by a combination of an H-
linear accelerator and a proton synchrotron. In both methods of neutron productio~ the 
neutrons are slowed by collisions with a moderator such as liquid methane at 1 00 ~ 
ambient water, or hydrogen at 25 K. The resulting thermal or cold neutrons generally 
have wavelengths comparable with the wavelengths of x-rays used in x-ray diffraction 
experiments, typically of the order of 1 A. The technology used for neutron production 
has been described in more detail by Windsor (1981) and Byrne (1994). 
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Thermal neutrons can be treated as waves with the relationship between the 
wavelength A. and momentum p expressed by the de Broglie relation: 
A.=h=~ 
p mv (5.1) 
where h is Planck's constant, m is the neutron mass and v is its velocity. The velocity of 
a neutron is thus inversely proportional to its effective wavelength. The neutron 
wavelengths selected as ISIS are short and can be used to probe molecular lengths. The 
wave nature of neutrons means that they can undergo reflection, refraction, diffraction 
and interference and thus exhibit the characteristics associated with electromagnetic 
radiation. The reflection of neutrons can thus be treated using a classical optics 
approach. 
In neutron scattering experiments the neutrons interact with the nuclei of the 
constituent atoms of the molecules. The scattering thus depends on the nuclei, and the 
scattering of neutrons is different from different isotopes of the same element. This is in 
contrast to x-ray scattering experiments in which the x-rays interact with the electrons of 
the constituent atoms and the scattering then depends on the electron density. Neutrons 
also possess a spin magnetic moment and can interact with electrons of unpaired spin-
this is known as magnetic scattering. 
The scattering of a neutron by a nucleus can be treated by the solution of a one-
body Schrodinger equation: 
V2'1'(r) + 2~ [E - V(r) ]'I'(r) = 0 
Ii 
(5.2) 
where V2 is the differential operator (fJ2/ax.2 + fJ2/f)y2 + fJ2/i)z2) , \V(r) is the neutron 
wave function, m is the neutron mass, Ii = h/(21t), V(r) is the potential representing the 
interaction of the neutron with the system and E is the incident neutron energy. All 
neutron optics are based on this equation and rigorous treatments of the derivations of 
the expressions in this chapter are given by Sears (1989). 
5.1.1.1 Momentum transfer vector 
In a neutron reflection experiment the incoming neutron beam has a wavevector kin and 
the outgoing reflected beam has a wavevector kout. The momentum transfer vector 
normal to the interface Q, see Figure 5.1, is defined as: 
Q = kout - kin . (5.3) 
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Q 
Figure 5.1: The momentum transfer vector Q for specular neutron 
reflection, defined in terms of the incident and reflected wavevectors 
kin and kout· 
For specular elastic scattering the glancing angle of incidence S is equal to the 
glancing angle of reflection and the magnitudes of the incident and reflected wavevectors 
are the same, k = I kout I = I kin I . By equating the incoming and outgoing wavevectors, 
using the law of cosines and the identity cos(2S) = 1 - 2sffi2S, the equation relating the 
momentum transfer Q, where Q = I Q I, to the wavelength 'A. of the neutrons and the 
glancing angle of incidence S measured relative to the interface is: 
Q 2k ' S 41tsinS = SIn =---
'A. 
(5.4) 
where the magnitude of the wavevector k = 21rJ'A., by definition. In a neutron reflection 
experiment the reflectivity, see section 5.1.2, is measured as a function of Q, and either 
the angle or the wavelength is usually fixed and the other varied. In our experiments it is 
the angle that is fixed and the wavelength that is varied. For a fixed angle of 1.50 
generally used on the spectrometers CRISP and SURF at ISIS and a wavelength range of 
0.5-6.5 A, the corresponding Q range is 0.05-0.66 A-I. 
5.1.1.2 Neutron scattering length 
In a neutron beam a single nucleus acts like a point scattering centre. The forces between 
a neutron and an atomic nucleus have a range of the order of 10-15 m. This distance is 
small compared with the wavelength of a thermal neutron and the scattering cross-
section as = 41t 1 b 12, see below, and the scattering length b, characterising the scattering 
from a single nucleus, are independent of the angle of scattering. The effective coherent 
neutron scattering length has the dimensions of length and is effectively a measure of the 
scattering strength and the neutron-nucleus interaction. As neutrons are scattered by the 
nuclei, the neutron scattering length is different for different isotopes of the same 
element, and no linear increase in scattering length with atomic number occurs as for 
x-ray scattering lengths. The factors detennining neutron scattering lengths are the 
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nuclear radius and the allowed energies of the nucleus. For hydrogen b is small and 
negative, but for deuterium it is large and positive. A positive b value indicates a phase 
change of 1t on scattering whereas a negative b indicates a phase change of 27t; very few 
isotopes have negative scattering lengths. Values ofb for different isotopic species of the 
elements are tabulated (Koester and Yelon, 1982; Byrne, 1994) and Table 5.1 shows 
some of the values for the elements forming the constituents of the molecules used in this 
work. 
Table 5.1: Coherent neutron scattering lengths b and abundances for some of the 
isotopes of importance in this work. The values are taken from Koester and Yelon 
(1982) and Byrne (1994). The average scattering length for a nucleus in natural 
abundance can be calculated by summing the values of b for each constituent isotope 
weighted by the fractional abundance. 
nucleus 
IH 
2H 
12C 
l3C 
C (nat. ab.) 
14N 
160 
19F 
28Si 
29Si 
30Si 
Si (nat. ab.) 
% abundance 
99.985 
0.015 
98.9 
1.1 
99.6 
99.76 
100 
92.2 
4.7 
3.1 
-0.3741 
0.6674 
0.6653 
0.62 
0.6648 
0.937 
0.5805 
0.565 
0.4106 
0.47 
0.458 
0.4149 
For a molecule, the neutron scattering length is calculated from the sum of the 
products of the number ni of atoms of type i with scattering length bi in the molecule 
normalised by the total number of atoms in the molecule Iltot: 
(5.5) 
The neutron scattering length usually forms part of any equations as the quantity 
Nb, the neutron scattering length density, which has dimensions of area-I. The number 
density N is the number of nuclei per unit volume, and is calculated from: 
(5.6) 
where p is the density in g·A-3, NA is the Avogadro constant (6.022 x 1023 mol-I) and 
Mr is the molar mass in g'mol- 1, giving N in A-3. Table 5.2 shows the scattering length 
densities for the molecules of interest in this work. 
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Table 5.2: Calculated scattering length densities Nb for the molecules of interest in this 
work. 
molecule 
cyclohexane 
hexane 
methylcyclohexane 
octane 
perdeuterocyclohexane 
pertluo ro hexane 
pertluoromethylcyclohexane 
pertluorooctane 
hexamethyldisiloxane 
2-butoxyethanol 
H20 
D20 
-0.0286 
-0.0576 
-0.0274 
-0.0524 
0.668 
0.354 
0.387 
0.376 
-0.0376 
-0.004 
-0.0560 
0.635 
For a mixture, the scattering length density is calculated from the scattering length 
densities of each constituent molecule summed in proportion to the relative volumes of 
each species present. For a mixture of two components 1 and 2: 
(5.7) 
where ~i is the volume fraction of component i and is generally evaluated using the 
densities at 25°C and neglecting the excess volumes. 
5.1.1.3 Coherent and incoherent scattering 
Scattering measurements are generally made from assemblies of atoms. The waves 
scattered from atoms in different spatial positions interfere and may have different phase 
relationships. Coherent scattering occurs when there are defined phase relationships 
between waves scattered by neighbouring atoms, giving rise to an interference pattern. 
Incoherent scattering arises from random scattering events, which occur because not all 
the nuclei of an element are identical due to different isotopes or different nuclear spin 
states, and is isotropic. The incoherent scattering causes a background level in the 
reflectivity. Hydrogen has a larger incoherent scattering length than deuterium and this 
leads to a higher background reflectivity from H20 than from D20. Values for 
incoherent scattering lengths can be found in various sources (for example, Byrne, 1994). 
The main neutron optical phenomena are due to coherent scattering which is elastic. In 
addition to coherent and incoherent scattering, absorption of a neutron by a nucleus may 
occur. This radiative capture means that no neutron leaves the sample. 
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5.1.1.4 Scattering cross-section 
The total scattering cross section O's for thermal neutrons is defined as the average 
number of neutrons scattered by a given nucleus in unit time per unit incident flux, i.e. 
the nwnber per unit area and time. The scattering cross section is related to the effective 
scattering length b by: 
(5.8) 
The total scattering cross section is equal to the sum of the bound coherent and 
incoherent scattering cross sections: 
(5.9) 
where O'e = 47t 1 be 12 and O'i = 47t 1 bi 12, where be and bi are the bound coherent and 
incoherent scattering lengths, respectively. Coherent and incoherent cross sections are 
also given by Byrne (1994). 
5.1.1.5 Neutron refractive index 
The index of refraction for neutrons at the boundary of a medium is defined as: 
(5.10) 
where k I and ko are the magnitudes of the wavevectors inside and outside the medi~ 
respectively. The full expression for the neutron refractive index includes a complex tenn 
that can be ignored if the medium is not strongly absorbing, as in all the cases described 
here, thus the neutron refractive index for thermal and cold neutrons is: 
(5.11) 
where Nb is the scattering length density defined above and A is the neutron wavelength. 
5.1.1.6 Critical reflection of neutrons 
As neutrons can be treated in a similar way to electromagnetic radiatio~ a parallel to 
Snell's Law of refraction can be fonnulated. For electromagnetic radiatio~ Snell's Law 
is usually written: 
nosinao = n I sinal (5.12) 
where ai is the angle made in the mediwn of refractive index ni· The angles are defined 
relative to the normal at the point of refraction at the interface. For neutrons the angles 
.. 
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are conventionally defined relative to the interface or boundary, so the equation 
becomes: 
(5.13) 
where 9° = (90 - 0.0) is the glancing angle. The reflection and refraction of neutrons at a 
planar interface is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2: Reflection of neutrons from a planar interface. 
At the critical angle of incidence the angle of refraction is zero and the refracted 
beam propagates along the interface. Thus for incidence from medium 0 to medium 1 
(with no> nt), cOSet = 1. From equation (5.13), the critical angle ec is thus: 
(5.14) 
In contrast to refractive indices for light, neutron refractive indices are generally less than 
unity for condensed matter as most values of b are positive. In reality, neutron refractive 
indices are often very close to unity since Nb values are generally of the order 10-6 A-2, 
see equation (5.11). In the experiments described here, the neutron beam is incident on 
the sample from air, for which Nb is effectively zero and thus no = 1, and so cosec = nl ;:::: 
1, so 9c is very small. For example, for D20, Nb = 0.635 x 10-5 A-2 so for a neutron 
wavelength of 1 A, from equations (5.11) and (5.14), 9c = 0.081° for the D20-air 
interface. If the beam is incident from the medium of greater neutron refractive index at 
an angle less than the critical glancing angle, total reflection occurs. For small angles the 
approximation for cos9 ;:::: 1 - (92/2) can be used and thus for incidence from air: 
(Nb)t/2 9 ~A-c 1t (5.15) 
where ec is in radians. For a medium with a scattering length density Nb the critical angle 
depends only on the wavelength A of the neutrons incident on the medium. 
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5.1.2 Neutron reflectivity 
The reflectivity R is the quantity measured in a typical neutron reflectivity experiment. R 
is defined most simply as the intensity of the exit beam lout relative to the intensity of the 
incoming beam lin: 
R = lout / lin (5.16) 
which gives the fraction of the incident neutrons that are reflected at the interface. In an 
experiment the reflectivity measured is usually plotted versus the momentum transfer 
vector Q, as shown schematically in Figure 5.3. Beyond the critical reflection edge the 
reflectivity falls off rapidly. In our experiments R is typically 10-3 to 10-5 so we only 
consider a narrow range of the profile beyond the critical edge. 
1 ""t--_ 
-3 
-6 
momentum transfer Q 
Figure 5.3: Schematic neutron reflectivity profile for a single plane 
surface. 
In our experiments the angle of incidence is usually fixed at 1.5 0 which is close 
enough to the critical angle to see both reasonable reflectivity and some background 
level. The angle can be taken to smaller values by the use of a supermirror, but very 
shallow glancing angles are difficult to work with, especially if the liquids are organic and 
do not sit very proud of the sample trough. 
In the following sections, the reflection of neutrons from different surface 
structures is described. 
5.1.2.1 Reflection from a plane surface 
The reflection coefficient r is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected wave 
Ar to the amplitude of the incident wave Ai: 
(5.17) 
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As the intensity of a wave is equal to the amplitude squared, r2 is the reflectivity R. At 
angles less than the critical glancing angle all the neutrons are reflected and the 
reflectivity is equal to 1. At angles greater than the critical angle, the reflectivity falls off 
according to Fresnel's Law with: 
(5.18) 
for the angle of incidence in medium 0 and the angle of refraction in medium 1. 
For a rough interface the reflectivity falls off more quickly with increasing Q than 
for a smooth surface, for which Fresnel's Law is obeyed. The Fresnel equation assumes a 
sharp boundary between the two media, but in reality there may be a more gradual 
change in refractive index. This can be accounted for by the inclusion of a surface 
roughness factor that is the width of the half Gaussian-shaped profile needed to provide a 
better approximation of the interfacial profile. The roughness is on a microscopic scale. 
If the interface is too rough reflectivity information is lost. The effect of surface 
roughness on the reflectivity profile is illustrated in Figure 5.4 for a bare perfluoro-
methylcyclohexane subphase. 
l.OE-03 
1.0E-04 
R 
1.0E-05 
z=8 
1.0E-06 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Figure 5.4: The effect of surface roughness on the simulated 
reflectivity profile for a bare subphase of perfluoromethylcyclohexane. 
The roughnesses are 0, 4 and 8 A and increasing the roughness lowers 
the reflectivity in the mid-Q range. 
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5.1.2.2 Reflection/rom a monolayer at the interface 
As neutrons enter the sample from air at an angle greater than the critical glancing angle 
they are refracted at the interface as well as reflected. The refracted beam passes into the 
sample and is further refracted and reflected at a second boundary between media of 
different neutron refractive indices. The reflected beams from each boundary have a path 
difference, which depends on the thickness of the layer d, the refractive indices of the 
media, and the angle of incidence in the air, and may thus constructively or destructively 
interfere. The interference pattern can be calculated using the Fresnel equations which 
apply to each boundary. This kind of calculation can be carried out fairly easily for one 
or two layers, but it becomes much more complex when many layers are considered. 
The reflection of neutrons from a monolayer is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The angles 
of incidence and refraction and their differences are exaggerated to emphasise the path 
difference. 
no (air) 
n2 (subphase) 
Figure 5.5: Reflection of neutrons from a monolayer at the interface. 
5.1.2.3 Reflection from multilayers 
For reflection from multilayers the equations are usually solved by matrix methods. The 
most common method used at ISIS is the optical matrix method of Abeles (Heavens, 
1955; Penfold, 1988). Matrices formed from the Fresnel coefficients including the effects 
of path differences are used to describe each layer. The roughnesses at each layer 
boundary can also be taken into account. 
Features or fringes in the R-Q profiles can be observed for multilayer systems or, 
for example, for thick polymer films. Well-defined fringes in multilayer systems allow the 
determination of the thickness and scattering length density of each layer. 
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5.1.2.4 Modelling neutron reflectivity data 
There are two basic approaches to modelling neutron reflectivity data The first is the 
dynamic optical approach used in this work. In this method the structure is broken down 
into a series of layers each with a characteristic scattering length density and thickness 
and the reflectivity is calculated for each layer by a matrix calculation, as mentioned 
above and discussed in detail by LeImer (1991). The matrix calculation is tedious but is 
exact for a given model. The experimental reflectivity data are compared with the results 
of the matrix calculations; the model is then modified and the calculations repeated until 
good agreement is reached between the calculated and observed reflectivity profiles. 
The second type of approach is based on approximations. A number of 
approximate methods exist for calculating reflectivity profiles (Lekner, 1987), of which 
the kinematic method has so far proved the most useful. In the kinematic approximation 
the reflectivity R is related to the Fourier transform of the scattering length density 
profile through the interface: 
(5.19) 
where z is the distance from the interface at which z = o. This method has been used by 
Thomas and coworkers to obtain information about the structure of the surface of 
surfactant solutions (Lu et al., 1992, 1993). 
The various methods for the analysis of neutron reflectivity data have been 
discussed by several authors (for example, Lekner, 1987; Penfold and Thomas, 1990) 
and a fairly recent issue of Physica B (1991, 173) has been devoted to this subject. 
5.1.3 Applications of neutron reflection 
In this section some of the applications of neutron reflection are described. The 
discussion is mainly confined to the application of specular neutron reflection to the 
study of surfaces and interfaces, and in particular to the liquid-vapour interface since this 
is the interface studied in the present work. 
In order for a layer structure at an interface to be studied by neutron reflectivity 
measurements, the neutron refractive index, and hence the scattering length density, must 
be significantly different for each layer. If the scattering length densities of two 
consecutive layers are the same, no reflectivity is detected due to the presence of the 
interface. The scattering length density of a mixture is determined from the volume 
fractions and the scattering length densities of the individual components, see equation 
(5.7) above. In many cases the scattering length densities of the components of a mixture 
may not be significantly different, but in these cases isotopic substitution may be used. 
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Isotopic substitution is one main advantage of the use of neutrons rather than 
x-rays in structural studies. The differences in the scattering lengths of various isotopes 
of an element may be large. For example, the scattering lengths of hydrogen and 
deuterium are of opposite sign and the substitution of hydrogen by deuterium provides a 
particularly useful contrast. In this case, due to the differences in sign, many 
hydrogenated and deuterated species can be mixed in the required proportions to form a 
mixture with a scattering length density of zero; for example Nb = 0 for a D20 + H20 
mixture of mole ratio D20IH20 of 0.088. Since the resulting scattering length density is 
zero, the neutron refractive index is unity, as for air, and the D20 + H20 mixture is said 
to be null or contrast matched and the only reflectivity observed is the background level. 
The scattering length density can also be adjusted to a range of values between 
those for the pure hydrogenated and deuterated compounds by altering the relative 
proportions. This technique is useful-if the thermodynamics is unaltered by deuteration-
to check the model profile used to fit the reflectivity data for a surface structure on a 
subphase. The model is assumed to be unchanged by alteration of the scattering length 
density of the mixture and the experiment is repeated using a subphase of a different 
scattering length density to reveal any layers which were previously hidden. Contrast 
variation has been used extensively in the study of the surface structure of aqueous 
surfactant mixtures (Crowley et al., 1991). 
The technique of contrast matching can also be applied to alkane solvents as used 
in our work, for example a contrast-matched mixture of perdeuterocyclohexane + 
cyclohexane has a mole ratio of d12-cyclohexane/h12-cyclohexane of 0.041, but may not 
be as useful in our near-critical studies due to the possible change in surface structure on 
deuteration. For binary mixtures of cyclohexane or perdeuterocyclohexane with 
perfluorohexane, the upper critical solution temperature T ues is lowered by 
approximately 8.5 K by deuteration, as discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Since 
T ues is altered greatly by deuteration of the alkane component it may not be reasonable 
to assume that any surface structure is unchanged. A further effect of deuteration is to 
alter the bulk liquid density and this may in turn possibly affect the wetting behaviour. 
This effect was exploited by Schmidt (1986). 
Specular neutron reflection has been applied at many different types of interface. A 
discussion of some of the results and the background theory is given in a review article 
by Penfold and Thomas (1990). In particular, neutrons have been used at the liquid-air 
interface to look at monolayers and multilayers of polymers and surfactants. Isotopic 
substitution in different parts of a long-chain surfactant molecule has been used to 
selectively highlight the structure, for example to determine the orientation of surfactant 
monolayers (Lu et al., 1993c) and the separation and overlap of the surfactant molecules 
in an adsorbed layer (Lu et al., 1993b). The penetration of water into the surfactant layer 
(Lu et af., 1992) and the effects of the counterions in ionic surfactants on the structure 
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(Lu et ai., 1993a) can also be investigated. The existence of structured surfactant-rich, 
surfactant-depleted and micellar layers at the air-water interface of an ionic surfactant 
mixture have been identified using neutron reflection (Lu et ai., 1993d). At the air-water 
interface, neutron reflection has also been used to identify the degree of hydration of 
nonionic surfactant and phospholipid mono layers (Barlow et ai., 1995; Naumann et ai., 
1995). 
At the solid-air interface magnetic materials have been studied using neutrons 
(penfold and Thomas, 1990). Neutron reflection has also proved a useful technique for 
the study of Langmuir-Blodgett films, and polymer films (Arrighi et ai., 1993/94). In 
addition, the solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces have been studied as the neutrons can 
enter through one of the solids. The liquid-liquid interface, however, is more difficult to 
study using neutrons since intensity is lost as the beam passes through a liquid sample, 
but can be investigated using x-rays (Roser et ai., 1994). Some of the applications of 
specular neutron reflection using the CRISP spectrometer at ISIS at the Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory have been discussed by Penfold (1991). 
The above discussion has been concerned with surfaces, and in particular with the 
studies of the surface activity of surfactant molecules in aqueous solutions. In the 
presence of an oil, and in some cases a cosurfactant, an aqueous surfactant solution can 
fonn a microemulsion, see Chapter 1, section 1.4.1. Microemulsions fonn the subject of 
extensive investigations using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) (for example, 
Teubner and Strey, 1987; Gradzielski et ai., 1995). In SANS experiments the 
microemulsion dimensions can be probed and the contrast changed by deuteration of one 
or more of the components. 
5.2 Experimental details 
5.2.1 ISIS 
ISIS is the pulsed spallation source at the Central Laboratory of the Research Council's 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory near Oxford. The first neutrons at ISIS were produced 
in late 1984 and the facility was officially opened in October 1985. 
Several stages are involved in the production of the neutrons. Basically, an ion 
source produces H- ions which are accelerated in a pre-injector column and a linear 
accelerator. The electrons are then stripped from the H- ions at injection into the proton 
synchrotron, where the protons are further accelerated before extraction to the target 
station. At ISIS the target is usually tantalum. Uranium has also been used and produces 
a higher neutron flux, but problems have been experienced due to radiation damage of 
the crystal structure. The high energy protons produce neutrons by chipping nuclear 
fragments from the nuclei of the target. Moderators of ambient water, liquid methane or 
liquid hydrogen slow down the neutrons before they are channelled to the individual 
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instruments positioned around the target. The instruments used in this work, CRISP and 
SURF, are described in the next section. 
The source at ISIS is a pulsed source and each pulse contains neutrons with a wide 
range of velocities, and hence wavelengths. The resulting beam is thus termed a 'white 
beam'. The ISIS beam hall and the arrangement of the instruments around the target are 
shown in Plate 5. 
5.2.2 CRISP and SURF 
CRISP and SURF are the retlectometers used in this work. A full description of CRISP 
is given by Penfold et al. (1987). SURF is a new instrument built for looking at liquid 
surfaces. The beam can be focused so that smaller sample areas can be used to reduce 
evaporation of the liquids without too great a loss in flux. 
On both CRISP and SURF the incident angle is usually fixed at 1.50 , although 
smaller angles can be achieved by insertion of a supermirror in the path of the beam. A 
schematic diagram of the arrangement on CRISP is shown in Figure 5.6; a similar 
arrangement is used on SURF. The chopper selects the neutrons of wavelengths of 
0.5-6.5 A, corresponding to a Q range of 0.05-0.66 A-I, after they have been moderated 
to thermal velocities by a hydrogen moderator at 20 K. Cadmium slits, SI and S2, define 
the height and width of the incident neutron beam, which is typically 40 mm wide and 
2 mm high. The frame overlap mirrors, which are silicon wafers coated with nickel, 
reflect out any slow neutrons to prevent slow neutrons from the previous pulse arriving 
at the sample along with the current pulse. Frame-overlap contamination is also partially 
reduced by the chopper. The slits S3 and S4 collimate the reflected beam which is 
detected by a 3 He gas detector. 
For an angle of incidence of 1.50 the footprint size of the beam at the sample is 
generally 40 mm x 76 mm. The height of the sample is observed using a HeNe laser 
beam with the same alignment as the neutron beam. The laser is used at the start of a set 
of experiments to position the sample trough and cell centrally in the beam at the correct 
height. Between each experiment the liquid level in the trough is checked by ensuring 
that the laser beam still passes through the slits S3 and S4, that the footprint is still 
central on the liquid surface, and that there is no flaring of the laser beam on the edge of 
the trough. The flaring on the edge of the trough is a clear indication of a drop in liquid 
level of our samples. The height of the trough needs to be carefully checked as our 
organic liquids have low surface tensions and, unlike the D20 used in the calibrations, do 
not sit proud of the trough lip. 
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Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of the CRISP reflectometer. 
5.2.3 Data collection and analysis 
5.2.3.1 Data collection 
The run lengths were generally between one and two hours and 200 JlA of incidence flux 
were typically collected. In some cases the run lengths were extended to gain better 
statistics, and occasionally shorter runs were used to ensure that equilibrium had been 
reached and that a stable liquid level had been established in the trough. When several 
shorter runs, of for example 50 JlA, were collected they were added together if the 
reflectivities were the same with respect to the statistics. 
On CRISP and SURF the reflectivity data are analysed by a time-of-flight (TOF) 
technique. This technique can be used for pulsed sources such as ISIS. The neutrons 
from each pulse are collected in histogram format according to their time of arrival at the 
detector. The times are then used to calculate the neutron velocity and hence the 
wavelength. A monitor in the incident beam measures the wavelength spectrum of the 
incident neutrons. The reflectivity is determined from the ratio at each wavelength of the 
number of neutrons reflected to the number of incident neutrons. The calculation of the 
neutron wavelengths is performed by the QUICK routine within the GENIE program. In 
the TOF method the reflectivity is measured simultaneously for a wide range of Q. This 
is in contrast to the method usually used at reactor sources where the wavelength is fixed 
and a range of angles is scanned. 
5.2.3.2 Modelling the reflectivity 
The reflectivities are modelled on the ISISE computer using MULF, a non-linear least-
squares fitting routine which uses the optical matrix method. The model is a slab layer 
model with allowance for roughness factors. The model input includes the number of 
layers, the scattering length densities of the layers, the thicknesses of the layers, the 
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scattering length density of the substrate and the roughness factors at each interface. 
Some of these parameters are fixed and some are allowed to vary, until a good fit-
indicated by a minimum in the value of X? and the similarity of the calculated and 
measured reflectivity profiles-is achieved. The other values input into the fitting program 
are the angle of incidence, the angular resolution and the background reflectivity. 
The main problems with the fitting method are (i) that a model has to be 
preselected and (ii) that a solution which yields a good fit may not be unique. The fitting 
procedure in some cases was improved by using the programs nrfit and nrmodfit, see 
appendix. The program nrmodfit fits the reflectivity to a damped oscillating profile for 
the scattering length density variation through the interface. This type of profile-with 
layers of alternating scattering length density corresponding to layers rich in each of the 
two components and both types of layer becoming more similar to the bulk scattering 
length density at further distances from the liquid-vapour interface-was useful in 
describing the reflectivity for some systems. The program nrfit uses a similar layer 
method to that used in MULF, but permits the increment of the explored variations in 
each parameter to be specified. When fitting damped oscillatory profiles with many 
layers, such as for D20 + 2-butoxyethano~ nrmodfit was used, followed by nrfit to allow 
the parameters to relax slightly from those specified by the damped model and an 
optimum fit to be achieved. 
A model-independent method of Reverse Monte Carlo type was developed by 
Bowers and Burgess (Bowers, 1996b) and used to generate models to fit the reflectivity 
data and to check independently any models previously used to describe the reflectivity 
spectra. The optical matrix method was still used but this fitting did not involve the 
presumption of any adsorption. The interfacial region was divided into 2 A layers of 
initial scattering length density equal to that of the bulk mixture. Random numbers were 
used to select a layer and to decide whether to increase or decrease its scattering length 
density and a smoothness factor was used to impose a realistic roughness. In this wayan 
Nb profile describing the reflectivity was built up. 
In some cases the reflectivity data could not be fitted using simple layer models and 
the possibility of the formation of 'islands', i.e. regions of different scattering length 
densities on the surface, was considered. Richardson and Roser (1991) have discussed 
the theory of reflection from a patchy surface and the model has been used, for example, 
by Eaglesham and Herrington (1995). Fitting of some of our data by an islands model 
was attempted by Bowers (1996b) but with at best indifferent success. The specific cases 
are described in the results section. 
The program 'profile', see appendix, was used to calculate the scattering length 
density profiles nonnal to the interface as a function of distance z through the interface 
for a given model. The effects of the roughness factors are incorporated in the resulting 
profile. In this model z = 0 at the subphase-fihn boundary. 
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5.2.4 Sample environment 
5.2.4.1 Trough and cell 
Our liquid samples were contained in a PTFE trough of dimensions of the liquid 
environment of 123 mm x 51 mm with a depth of 4 mm surrounded by a moat, as shown 
in Figure 5.7 and Plate 6. The trough was constructed from two sections of PTFE 
measuring 174 mm x 123 mm, one virgin PTFE and the other glass-filled PTFE, glued 
together sandwiching an aluminium base plate. An aluminium frame or surround was 
screwed on afterwards and a seal was provided between the aluminium and the glass-
filled PTFE by a gasket. The first gasket material was silicone rubber, but this absorbed 
hydrocarbons and expanded producing a leak. A second gasket of cardboard also offered 
a poor seal and so was later replaced by Viton. A small platinum resistance thennometer 
PRT (Sensing Devices Ltd.) can be sited below the trough close to the liquid to give an 
independent temperature readout. 
The trough was made of the required dimensions to screw into a sealed casing cell 
of aluminium which was kindly loaned to us by Dr R. Richardson and Dr. A. Zarbakhsh 
from the University of Bristol. The aluminium surround attached to the trough is seated 
on a large Viton O-ring set in a recess on the cell to provide a seal below the trough. A 
seal is provided above the trough by the lid of the cell which screws onto another large 
Viton O-ring set in a recess in the rim of the cell. The attachments to the trough for 
heating and stirring are all underneath and the tubing for the services leave the casing 
through a slot in the underside of the casing cell. The slot was originally very small and it 
was difficult to get all the tubing and wiring out through the bottom, but the slot was 
later widened to open up the full base of the cell. 
All four sides of the cell and the lid are fitted with double-glazed mica windows, 
essentially transparent to neutrons, to allow the beam to enter and exit and to allow the 
liquid in the trough and the laser beam footprint to be viewed. 
PTFE is the material generally used for troughs since most work is carried out on 
aqueous systems and with PTFE the liquid-vapour interface sits proud of the trough. A 
further reason for the use of PTFE is that it is easily cleaned. In our nonaqueous 
mixtures, however, proud interfaces are not observed, and in near-critical studies good 
temperature control is essential and this is not easily achieved using PTFE at higher 
temperatures than room temperature. A further problem noted during our studies on 
perfluoroalkylalkanes PF AAs in alkanes, was the competing adsorption of the PF AAs at 
the PTFE-liquid and the liquid-vapour interfaces. Another trough material was therefore 
sought. 
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Recently a new trough has been fabricated from 95% aluminium sputtered with 
gold; however, due to the postponement of two allocations of beamtime, the trough has 
not yet been tested. The aluminium was required to be reasonably pure and the lip of the 
trough was raised with respect to the surround to reduce additional scattering due to the 
trough. The gold was used to improve the cleanliness of the trough. The new trough 
should allow the continuation of our PF AA studies and better temperature control in all 
mixtures. 
The aluminium trough is composed of the layers: aluminium with the trough 
surface sputtered with gold, a Viton gasket, and an aluminium surround; a polyurethane 
filler will also be used to insulate around the thermocouple sensor and the PRT. The 
attachments to the aluminium trough are the same as those for the PTFE troug~ but 
with the independent PRT located in the lip of the trough close to the liquid sample. 
Our liquid mixtures were generally made up by mass and transferred to the trough 
while in a single phase. 
5.2.4.2 Thermostatting and stirring 
The trough was thermostatted by a controller (Marlow Industries Inc. Model SE 5010) 
linked to two 18 W Peltier heat pumps, which were attached to the aluminium base plate 
with heat-sink compound, and aT-type thermocouple sensor. The cooling water for the 
Peltier elements was circulated by pumping water externally from a bucket through the 
small cooling tanks attached to one side of the Peltier elements. At times, ice was added 
to the water to aid cooling. 
The cell in which the trough was contained was heated by water circulating around 
the casing, see Plate 6. The water was heated or cooled separately from the water supply 
to the Peltier elements below the trough. 
The liquid in the trough was stirred by means of an ultrasonic transducer 
(Ultrawave Ltd., Cardiff) attached to the underside of the aluminium base plate. In 
general the sample was taken slowly to the required temperature with occasional stirring 
and then stirred thoroughly before being allowed to equilibrate for around 20 minutes. 
Preliminary measurements, carried out on a mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane of 
critical composition at different temperatures before and after stirring, showed that the 
ultrasonic stirring was effective in mixing coexisting phases. 
--
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5.2.4.3 Improvements to experimental arrangement 
One of the main difficulties experienced during the earlier experiments was reducing the 
vibrations of the trough due to the water circulation pipes to the Peltiers and through the 
cell casing having to rest on the optical table on which the trough was positioned. The 
VIbrations were reduced as much as possible by supporting the tubing and taping it to the 
table. 
Temperature control was another cause for concern. In the earlier experiments the 
position of the pipes for cooling water for the Peltiers was such that the plastic tubing 
was constricted in being forced through the hole in the base of the casing, which was 
only just large enough for all the service tubes and wires, causing the temperature to rise 
as no cooling water was being supplied to the Peltiers. The water circulation was 
improved by repositioning the water pipes. 
The temperature was read from the Marlow controller for the Peltier elements, but 
a small PRT could be sited below the trough close to the liquid. However, this probe was 
still in the PTFE and seemed to be affected by the Peltiers; thus an accurate measure of 
the temperature of the liquid in the trough during an experimental run could not easily be 
obtained. In the new aluminium trough the PRT was located in the lip of the trough so 
that it was closer to the liquid sample. 
At high temperatures, liquid was found to condense on the windows and lid of the 
casing during the first set of experiments. This effect was eliminated by setting the 
temperature of the cell casing at about 5°C higher than that of the trough. 
Possibly the greatest experimental problem was in ensuring that the trough was 
totally sealed in the casing. The fall in liquid level if a seal was not complete was 
significant with our volatile organic liquids and could be detected by a drop in the 
background level of the plotted reflectivity data with time. A sealed sample environment 
was achieved by using good O-rings and screwing the trough and the casing lid finnly in 
place. 
5.2.4.4 Trough cleaning and drying 
Deionised water was used to clean the trough before the 0:20 calibration. The trough 
was initially dried by removing as much of the liquid as possible with a dropping pipette 
and then wiping out with tissues. However, rubbing with tissues was found to cause 
static problems leading to non-self-levelling liquids. In the organic mixtures used any 
charge built up could not be easily dissipated, although it disappeared with time. The 
trough was thus better dried by dabbing with a tissue and then using a hairdryer. The use 
of a metal trough should reduce this problem. 
--
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5.2.4.5 Calibration 
Once the trough had been placed in position and aligned at the start of a set of 
experiments, a calibration was run with D20 in the trough. The refleCtivity from pure 
D20 was modelled using MULF, usually with the background level varied, the substrate 
scattering length density fixed at the value for D20 of 0.635 x 10-5 A-2, and the 
roughness factor varied systematically for each fit between 2.5 A and 4 A, in steps of 
0.5 A, until the best fit was obtained. The scale factor obtained for the best fit was noted. 
The reflectivities measured from different samples throughout a set of experiments were 
then put on an absolute scale by dividing by the scale factor. 
5.2.5 Choice of mixtures 
Several of the mixtures studied were alkane + perfluoroalkane mixtures. In alkane + 
perfluoroalkane mixtures deuteration to highlight one of the species is not necessary as 
the scattering length of fluorine is large and positive in contrast to the negative scattering 
length of hydrogen. The scattering length densities for most perfluoroalkanes are thus 
large and positive, whereas those for alkanes are, in general, small and negative, see 
Table 5.2 above. This provides a natural contrast and, in principle, a wetting layer of a 
perfluoroalkane on an alkane subphase can be readily detected by neutron reflectivity 
measurements. 
The binary mixtures selected for the study of wetting and adsorption near a critical 
endpoint and reasons for their selection are given below: 
1. Hexane + perfluorohexane: an archetypal alkane + perfluoroalkane mixture. 
2. Methylcyc10hexane (MCH) + perfluoromethylcyc1ohexane (PFMCH): previously 
studied by ellipsometry (Kwon et aZ., 1982; Schmidt, 1990). 
3. Hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane: similar to hexane + perfluorohexane, see 
Chapter 1, section 1.5. 
4. Deuterium oxide + 2-butoxyethanol: a primitive nonionic surfactant solution. H20 + 
2-butoxyethanol previously studied by ellipsometry (Bennes et aZ., 1985; Hirtz et aI., 
1993). 
Mixtures 1-3 exhibit upper critical endpoints (VCEPs) with an upper critical solution 
temperature T ucs and mixture 4 exhibits a lower critical endpoint (LCEP) with a lower 
critical solution temperature T LCS' These mixtures have been used in other studies within 
the group and their phase behaviour and properties have been well characterised. The 
critical compositions and temperatures are given in Table 5.3 along with the references 
for the phase diagrams. The surface activity of the perfluoroalkylalkane F 8HS has also 
been studied on cyc10hexane and perdeuterated cyclohexane. All these mixtures have 
been discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.5. 
----
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Table 5.3: The critical compositions in terms of mole fraction X, volume fraction " and 
mass fraction w and the critical solution temperatures T cs for the mixtures studied in this 
work. The compositions given are of the fluorocarbon or of2-butoxyethanol. 
mixture Xc <Pc we Tes JOC ref. 
hexane + perfluorohexane 0.367 0.471 0.695 22.61u a 
MCH+ PFMCH 0.361 0.463 0.668 46.13u b 
hexamethyldisiloxane + 0.510 0.497 0.684 23.S0u a 
perfluorohexane 
deuterium oxide + 0.0602 0.318 0.273 42.SL c 
2-butoxyethanol 
a This work, Chapter 6, see also Bedford and Dunlap (1958) for similar values for 
hexane + perfluorohexane, b Heady and Cahn (1973), c for critical mole fraction as for 
H20 + 2-butoxyethanol (Baaken et a1., 1990), measured by Pegg (1982). U = upper 
critical endpoint; L = lower critical endpoint. 
Conversions from the mole fraction of component 1, Xl, to volume fraction '1 and 
mass fraction WI can be achieved using the following equations: 
(S.20) 
(5.21) 
where M· and p' are the molar mass and density of component ~ respectively, and are 
1 1 
given in Table 5.4 below. 
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5.2.6 Materials 
Details of the materials used in this work are given in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4: The suppliers, purities, densities P and molar masses M for the materials used 
in this work. 
material supplier purity density at 25°C molar mass 
Imol% Ig cm-3 Ig mol- l 
cyclohexane Sigma-Aldrich 99.9+ 0.773Sa 84.16 
(HPLC grade) 
hexane Aldrich 99+ 0.6SSb 86.18 
methylcyc10hexane Aldrich 99 0.7647C 98.18 
perdeuterocyclohexane Eurisotop (via 99.7 0.8872a 96.2 
Fluorochem) 
perfluorohexane Fluorochem 99 1.672b 338.05 
(85 n-isomer) 
perfluoromethyl- Fluorochem 95 1.7899C 350.06 
cyc10hexane 
hexamethyldisiloxane Aldrich 99.5+ 0.762d 162.38 
(NMRgrade) 
2-butoxyethanol Aldrich 99+ 0.896e 118.18 
D20 Fluorochem 99.9 1.1044f 20.03 
a Houessou et al. (1985), b Bedford and Dunlap (1958), C Heady and Cahn (1973), 
d McLure et al. (1977), e Pegg (1982), fNemethy and Scheraga (1964). 
The scattering length density of a mixture of given composition can be calculated 
from the volume fraction using equation (5.7) or directly from the mole fraction x using: 
(Nb). _ xl [(Nbh MIP2 -(Nb)2 M2Pd+(Nb)2 M2PI 
mIxture - xl[MlP2 -M2Pd+ M2Pl 
(5.22) 
where (Nb)i is the scattering length density of component i, and Mi and Pi are the molar 
mass and density of component i, respectively. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 
In this section the results are presented of our surface studies on the mixtures hexane + 
perfluorohexane, methylcyc10hexane + perfluoromethylcyc1ohexane, hexamethyl-
disiloxane + pertluorohexane, deuterium oxide + 2-butoxyethan04 and perfluorooctyl-
octane + cyc10hexane and perdeuterocyc1ohexane. 
5.3.1 Hexane + pertluorohexane 
A mixture of hexane + pertluorohexane of critical composition, approximate mole 
fraction of perfluorohexane Xc = 0.37 or volume fraction +c = 0.47, was studied as a 
function of temperature from 7 K above the upper critical solution temperature T ues = 
22.65°C to 11 K below Tues. The compositions and scattering length densities of 
coexisting phases at temperatures below T Des are shown in Figure 5.8. Further details of 
the phase diagram are given in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.8: (a) Volume fraction + and (b) scattering length density Nb 
for coexisting phases of (1-4») hexane + 4» perfluorohexane. For a 
critical mixture 4»c = 0.471, Tues = 22.61°C, Nb = 0.136 x 10-5 A-2. 
0.3 
The reflectivity measurements were carried out on both CRISP and SURF in 
January-March and August-September 1995. The results were fitted to a layer model 
using the optical matrix method. The scattering length densities Nb and thicknesses of 
the layers are coupled to some extent. The parameters quoted are thu~ not ~q~e but are 
optimised solutions; however the qualitative model still holds despite deVUltlons from 
these optimised parameters. 
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The results obtained above and below T ues are reported in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, 
respectively. The general model is a perfluorohexane-rich subphase with or without the 
incorporation of a monolayer of pure perfluorohexane. The simple slab model employed 
is the only simple model which both fitted the reflectivity adequately and was in 
agreement with the expected thermodynamics. Neither the expected bulk subphase of the 
critical composition mixture above Tues (Nb = 0.136 x 10-5 A-2) nor the upper hexane-
rich phase of the phase separated mixture below T ues were detected directly and so the 
overall thickness of the perfluorohexane-rich surface layer could not be determined. If 
the reflectivity data were modelled by the ultimate subphase capped by a thick 
perfluorohexane-rich layer, the fitting was insensitive to the thickness of the layer since it 
was too thick. The thickness of the perfluorohexane monolayer is fitted to an accuracy of 
±1 A and the scattering length densities to ±0.01 x 10-5 A-2, but in some cases are 
quoted to greater accuracy to allow comparison of similar values. The reflectivity spectra 
measured correspond to three distinct temperature regimes: above T ues, immediately 
below T ues, and further below Tues. Representative reflectivity spectra for these three 
regimes are shown in Figure 5.9. R is generally plotted on a logarithmic scale and Q is 
usually plotted on a linear scale; however, here and in some later figures both R and Q 
are plotted on logarithmic scales to highlight the differences in the spectra at low Q 
values. 
Table 5.5: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data above Tues for a hexane + 
perfluorohexane mixture of critical composition. The model used is a layer of 
perfluorohexane (Nb = 0.354 x 10-5 A-2) capping a subphase enriched in perfluoro-
hexane with respect to the bulk critical mixture (Nb = 0.136 x 10-5 A-2). The volume 
fraction ~ and mole fraction x of perfluorohexane in the subphase are calculated from the 
subphase Nb. For the bulk critical mixture ~c = 0.47, Xc = 0.37. All roughnesses are 4 A. 
T foe 105Nb subphase ~ subphase x subphase thickness of 
fA-2 Eerfluorohexane la~er fA 
30 0.160 0.51 0.41 9.5 
26 0.180 0.56 0.45 13.0 
25 0.185 0.59 0.48 13.6 
24 0.200 0.62 0.51 13.3 
23 0.216 0.66 0.55 14.7 
c 
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Table 5.6: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data below T ues for hexane + 
perfluorohexane. The surface structure is modelled by a macroscopic perfluorohexane-
rich subphase capped, where indicated, by a monolayer of perfluorohexane (Nb = 
0.354 x 10-5 A-2). The scattering length density calculated from the phase diagram is 
included for comparison. The roughnesses are 4 A for the data requiring a monolayer 
and are otherwise about 6 A. The values in italics are measurements repeated on a 
separate occasion. 
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Figure 5.9: Reflectivity R against momentum transfer Q spectra for a 
mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane of critical composition at 
temperatures of 23°C (0), 18°C (0), and 13°C (0). Logarithmic scales 
have been used to highlight the difference between the spectra at low 
Q values. The drop in background level correlates with the increase in 
scattering length density of the subphase. 
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Above T ues the reflectivity is best modelled by a perfluorohexane-rich subphase 
capped by a layer whose scattering length density and thickness correspond to a 
perfluorohexane monolayer. It is clear from inspection of the scattering length densities 
Nb in Table 5.5 that the subphase becomes increasingly enriched in perfluorohexane as 
T ues is approached. This is consistent with the qualitative predictions of the T otaI 
Surface Segregation (TSS), see Chapter 1, section 1.3.1, which interprets the subphase 
as being an adsorbed layer with a macroscopic thickness. The monolayer increases in 
thickness close to Tues; this may be attributed to approximating critical adsorption with 
an over-simplified model. This model describes the data, although a more realistic 
interfacial structure is probably a gradually decaying profile from pure perfluorohexane at 
the vapour interface to the bulk critical composition further into the liquid (Fisher and de 
Gennes, 1978; Liu and Fisher, 1989). In future work, with more precise data obtained 
under conditions of stricter temperature control, it may be possible to fit the data more 
rigorously using slowly decaying profiles. 
Immediately below T ues the reflectivity is most successfully modelled by a 
macroscopically thick layer-with a scattering length density at a given temperature 
corresponding to that calculated from the phase diagram for the lower bulk 
perfluorohexane-rich phas~apped by a layer whose scattering length density and 
thickness are consistent with a perfluorohexane monolayer, as shown in Table 5.6. 
The presence of a macroscopic perfluorohexane-rich phase is in agreement with the 
expectations of critical-point wetting. For this mixture a wetting layer of 400 A would 
result in fringes, or features, in the neutron reflectivity spectrum, but for thicker layers 
the features should disappear. As shown in Figure 5.9, our reflectivity profiles are 
relatively featureless and so the wetting layer, although indeterminate from our present 
measurements, may possibly have a thickness in agreement with the predictions of 
Widom (1978) of the order of 104 A. It certainly appears from our results that the 
wetting layer has the same composition as the bulk phase from which it originated. The 
layer of pure perfluorohexane increases in thickness as T ues is approached and this is 
again believed to be due to approximating critical adsorption with a simplified model. 
Further below T ues, at (T ues - T) ~ 7 K, the perfluorohexane monolayer is absent 
from the model. At temperatures for which the monolayer is observed, the composition 
of the immediately underlying perfluorohexane-rich phase correlates with compositions 
of perfluorohexane (x = 0.2-0.7) at which the monolayer was observed in previous 
studies in the group investigating the surface structure as a function of composition in 
the one-liquid phase region at T = 24.5°C (Bowers et al., 1996a). 
The scattering length density profile nonna! to the interface as a function of 
distance z through the interface, where in this case z = 0 at the subphase-surface layer 
boundary, is plotted in Figure 5.10 for temperatures representative of the three regimes: 
above T ues, irrunediately below T ues, and further below Tues· 
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Figure 5.10: Scattering length density Nb profiles normal to the 
interface as a function of the distance z through the interface for 
hexane + perfluorohexane at 13°C, 18°C and 23 °C reading from top to 
bottom on the left-hand axis. The effect of the surface roughness is 
apparent in smoothing the step-like profile. 
The scattering length density of the subphase as a function of temperature both 
above and below T ues is plotted in Figure 5.11. The monolayer is neglected. In the 
single-liquid-phase region the enrichment of the interface with perfluorohexane as T ues 
is approached is clearly demonstrated. Below T ues the scattering length densities 
obtained from the reflectivities are shown together with the scattering length densities of 
the perfluorohexane-rich phase calculated from the phase diagram. 
For two of the temperatures below T ues the results were repeated in a separate 
session and are italicised in Table 5.6. Some discrepancy remains between the Nb values 
obtained from the reflectivity and those calculated from the phase diagram and is 
attributed to non-equilibrium conditions. The inconsistency in the presence of a 
monolayer at 16°C is probably due to the cut-off temperature for the monolayer lying 
close to 16°C and any non-equilibrium conditions upsetting this balance. It was 
important to ensure that the sample reached thermal equilibrium before the final stirring 
of the mixture and that it was allowed to settle for sufficiently long periods of time. 
Unfortunately, owing to time constraints on the instrument these times were often 
shorter than desired, which accounts for some of the poorer results. 
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Figure 5.11: The scattering length density Nb of the subphase as a 
function of temperature T for a mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane 
of critical composition. The vertical line indicates Tues. The points 
represent the Nb obtained from the reflectivity measurements. Above 
T ues the line is included to guide the eye. Below T ues the line is the 
Nb of the bulk perfluorohexane-rich phase calculated from the phase 
diagram. 
A model-independent method of fitting the reflectivity data obtained at 26°, see 
section 5.2.3.2, encouragingly indicates the enrichment of perfluorohexane at the 
interface. It also shows the presence of a monolayer which is of comparable thickness, 
scattering length density and roughness to that used in the fitting using MULF, for which 
the results are presented above. 
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5.3.2 Methylcyclohexaoe + perfluoromethylcyclohexaoe 
The surface structure of a mixture of methylcyclohexane (MCR) + perfluoromethyl-
cyclohexane (PFMCH) of critical composition, mole fraction of PFMCH Xc = 0.36 or 
volume fraction «I>c = 0.46, was studied as a function of temperature from 4 K above 
T ues = 46.13°C to 23 K below Tues. Measurements in the single-phase region further 
above T ues were not possible due to evaporation of the liquid at these high 
temperatures. The compositions and scattering length densities of coexisting phases of 
MeH + PFMCH below T ues are shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12: (a) Volume fraction «I> and (b) scattering length density 
Nb for coexisting phases of (1-«1» methylcyclohexane + «I> perfluoro-
methylcyclohexane calculated from the coexistence curve of Heady 
and Cahn (1973). For a critical mixture «I>c = 0.463, Tues = 46.l3°C, 
Nb = 0.164 x 10-5 A-2. 
0.4 
The reflectivity measurements were carried out on SURF in August-September 
1995. The equilibration times were generally at least 15 minutes, but at 44°C the sample 
was equilibrated for 17 hours. The results were fitted using MULF to a slab model 
similar to that used to describe the hexane + perfluorohexane data discussed above. The 
outcome of this fitting is shown in Table 5.7. The basic model is a PFMCH-rich subphase 
capped where necessary by a layer of pure PFMCH. As in hexane + perfluorohexane 
neither the bulk critical composition mixture above T ues nor the upper hydrocarbon-rich 
phase below T ues are detected within a reasonable sensitivity. 
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Table 5.7: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data for a mixture ofMCH + PFMCH of 
critical composition both above and below T ues ~ 46.1°C using a simple one-layer 
model. The surface structure is modelled by a macroscopic PFMCH-rich subphase 
capped, where indicated, by a monolayer of PFMCH (Nb = 0.387 x 10-5 A-2) of 
thickness d A. The scattering length densities for the bulk critical mixture above T ues 
and for the PFMCH-rich phase below T ues, calculated from the phase diagram, are 
included for comparison. The interfilm roughnesses are 0 A. The background is set at 
0.5 x 10-5, except at 38°C where it is 0.45 x 10-5 due to a slight drop in liquid level. 'Y: 
indicates the goodness of fit. 
T 1°C 105Nb subphase 105Nb subphase (ex dlA air-film X2 {ex reflectivity) I A-2 :ehase diagram} f A-2 roughness fA 
50 0.231 0.164 8.6 4 0.9 
48 0.222 0.164 10.6 4 1.6 
46 0.220 0.192 8.0 0 2.1 
44 0.210 0.240 9.0 0 1.9 
42 0.227 0.257 7.8 4 1.0 
38 0.264 0.280 7.0 8 1.2 
28 0.308 0.310 no layer 6 1.6 
23 0.333 0.315 no layer 8 1.6 
Above T ues the reflectivity can be described by a model with a layer of PFMCH 
capping a subphase enriched in PFMCH with respect to the bulk critical composition. 
These measurements indicate that the thickness of the PFMCH layer increases as T ues is 
approached. The scattering length density of the subphase does not also show an 
increase to indicate enhanced PFMCH adsorption close to Tues. However, this mixture 
was only studied at two temperatures above T ues so general conclusions of the basic 
trend cannot be drawn. 
Below T ues the model is a macroscopic PFMCH-rich phase-with a scattering 
length density roughly corresponding to that expected for the lower PFMCH-rich bulk 
phase-which immediately below T ues is capped by a monolayer of pure PFMCH. 
Further below T ues this monolayer disappears. 
It is unclear whether the mixture at 46°C is phase separated since direct 
observation of phase separation of the sample in the trough is not possible. Calibration 
tests suggest that at high temperatures the liquid in the trough may be at a lower 
temperature than that recorded. The mixture is thus expected to be in two phases at 
46°C, although it may be near-critical and any temperature fluctuations may cause large 
variations in composition. 
At 38°C the model is only approximate as the data are poor due to a slight drop in 
liquid level indicated by the requirement for a lower background. Unfortunately, there 
was insufficient time to repeat the run at this temperature. 
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Data were also recorded at 33°C; however the reflectivity could not be fitted to the 
same model. The best fit obtained was with a three-layer model of: 11 A of Nb = 
0.387 x 10-5 A-2 (pure PFMCH) , 22 A of Nb = 0.369 x 10-5 A-2 and 33 A of Nb = 
0.361 x 10-5 A-2 on a subphase with Nb fixed at the value calculated from the phase 
diagram, namely 0.295 x 10-5 A-2. All the roughnesses were 8 A. This model is a crude 
approximation to a decaying profile, although it does not decay smoothly to the bulk 
value. This temperature may be in the cross-over regime between two different surface 
structures and may be very sensitive to any temperature fluctuations. Unfortunately, 
there was again insufficient time to repeat this measurement to check whether the very 
different reflectivity was reproducible. 
This model seems to adequately describe all the data, except those obtained at 
33°C. Nevertheless, we have some reservations about the model since the fitting was 
very sensitive to the air-film roughness factors quoted in Table 5.7. In particular, air-film 
roughnesses of zero for the data at 46°C and 44°C were required; although this may 
possibly be attributed to a difficulty in fitting near-critical data. Generally, when fitting 
reflectivity data the roughnesses are fixed at reasonable values, e.g. 2 or 4 A, and any 
changes in these values do not significantly affect the goodness of fit. In this case, 
however, the fit was very dependent on the roughness, hence the variation in the values 
quoted for different data sets. The effect of roughness on the reflectivity from a bare 
subphase ofPFMCH is shown in Figure 5.4 above. 
The sensitivity of the data to the air-film roughness may indicate that the model is 
not the best one to describe the data. The model-independent method, see section 
5.2.3.2, suggested the need for the incorporation of some surface layering. The 
reflectivity was therefore refitted keeping all the roughnesses fixed at 4 A. The results are 
tabulated in Table 5.8. The model consists of three layers of alternating Nb with pure 
PFMCH at the surface, then an MCH-rich layer, then a PFMCH-rich layer, on a 
PFMCH-rich subphase. The PFMCH-rich subphase was generally of the same Nb as 
obtained from the single-layer model at a given temperature and of slightly lower Nb 
than that calculated from the phase diagram. 
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Table 5.8: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data for a mixture of MCR + PFMCH of 
critical composition both above and below T ues ~ 46.1°C using a three-layer model. 
The surface structure is modelled by a macroscopic PFMCH-rich subphase capped by 
three layers of thicknesses d A of alternating high and low scattering length densities 
with the top layer equivalent to pure PFMCH (Nb = 0.387 x 10-5 A-2). One-layer models 
are also included for 50°C and 48°C. All roughnesses are 0 A. The background is set at 
0.5 x 10-5, except at 38°C where it is 0.45 x 10-5 due to a slight drop in liquid level. X2 
indicates the goodness of fit. 
T 1°C 105Nb layer 1 
subphase IA-2 d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
50 0.219 11.9 0.387 
0.221 13.8 0.307 
48 0.200 13.3 0.387 
0.209 13.5 0.340 
46 0.220 13.4 0.387 
44 0.210 13.7 0.387 
42 0.238 11.6 0.387 
38 0.268 7.2 0.387 
layer 2 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
9.0 0.133 
10.7 0.133 
10.4 0.130 
10.6 0.131 
8.3 0.131 
7.4 0.099 
layer 3 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
7.9 0.262 
8.4 0.251 
10.1 0.251 
8.9 0.239 
6.2 0.269 
5.3 0.300 
1.0 
1.0 
1.4 
1.7 
1.2 
1.8 
1.1 
1.1 
At 50°C and 48°C the reflectivity spectra can be described by the three-layer 
model, but fits to one-layer models are also quoted for comparison. At 50°C no 
significant improvement on the one-layer model is made by incorporating three layers. 
This one-layer model in Table 5.8 can be compared with the one in Table 5.7 for a pure 
PFMCH layer rather than a PFMCH-rich layer and provides an indication of the coupling 
between the thickness and the Nb of a layer. It is unclear whether the data at 50°C are 
best modelled using a one-layer or a three-layer model since the error bars on the data 
are not small enough to allow a rigorous analysis. At 48°C, although a reasonable fit is 
obtained using one layer, a subtle improvement is made with the three-layer model. It 
should perhaps be pointed out here that the X2 values indicating the goodness of fit (a 
very good fit has X? = 1) can be compared for different fits to the same data set, but are 
not so useful in assessing the accuracy of a given model for different data sets. This is 
because the error bars for some data sets are larger than for others and a smaller X2 can 
thus be obtained more easily. 
The data at 33°C were again inadequately described by the three-layer model. At 
28°C and 23°C, no improvements on the previous bare subphase model were made using 
the three-layer model. The high air-film roughnesses needed at these temperatures may 
be reasonable for a bare subphase and may be due to thermal fluctuations. 
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From the results of the fitting and from a comparison of the reflectivity profiles it 
appears that the measurements below T ues fall into three main temperature regimes: 46-
38°C, 33°C and 28-23°C. The reflectivity profiles above T ues at 50°C and 48°C are 
similar to those just below Tues. Representative reflectivity spectra from each regime 
are plotted in Figure 5.13; the temperatures chosen are those for which the best data 
were collected. The fits quoted in Table 5.8 are also plotted for each data set. 
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Figure 5.13: Reflectivity R against momentum transfer Q spectra for a 
mixture ofMCH + PFMCH of critical composition at 33°C (0), 23°C 
(0), and 46°C(O) reading from top to bottom on the R axis. 
Logarithmic scales have been used to highlight the difference between 
the spectra at low Q values. 
The scattering length density Nb-distance z through the interface profiles are 
plotted in Figure 5.14 for the one-layer and three-layer models used to represent the data 
at 46°C, see Tables 5.7 and 5.8. The profiles for the other temperatures using the three-
layer model are similar and for the one-layer model are smoothed if a roughness factor is 
used in the fitting. The Nb of the subphase is plotted as a function of temperature in 
Figure 5.15 with the Nb for the PFMCH-rich phase calculated from the phase diagram. It 
should be noted that the phase diagram is not known very accurately at low 
temperatures, particularly for the PFMCH-rich phase at temperatures below 38°C, see 
Figure 5.12, so the Nb values are obtained by extrapolation and are thus only 
approximate. 
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Figure 5.14: Scattering length density Nb profiles normal to the 
interface as a function of the distance z through the interface for the 
one-layer and three-layer models used to describe the MCH + PFMCH 
data at 46°C. 
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Figure 5.15: The scattering length density Nb of the subphase as a 
function of temperature T for a mixture of MCH + PFMCH of critical 
composition. The points represent the Nb obtained from the 
reflectivity measurements. The line is the Nb for coexisting phases 
below T ues calculated from the phase diagram. 
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At all temperatures studied the surface is rich in PFMCH. This is in agreement with 
the expectations of critical-point wetting and adsorption. The surface structure of this 
mixture of cyclic molecules can be modelled in a similar way to the straight-chain 
mixture hexane + perfluorohexane, although at some temperatures a model incorporating 
more surface layering provides a better description of the reflectivity. 
The liquid-vapour interface of MCR + PFMCR mixtures has been studied by 
ellipsometry both below Tues (Kwon et al., 1982) and above Tues (Schmidt, 1990). 
Kwon et al. used a model of a PFMCR-rich wetting layer with the same composition as 
the bulk PFMCR-rich phase on a subphase of the same composition as the bulk MCH-
rich upper phase. They determined the thickness of the PFMCH-rich wetting layer as 
about 400 A. From our neutron reflectivity measurements we were unable to determine 
the precise thickness of the wetting layer. This may be due to the weak scattering nature 
of the bulk upper MCR-rich phase compared with the PFMCH-rich wetting layer. 
However, since no fringes were observed in the reflectivity profile our estimated wetting 
layer thickness is much greater than 400 A, possibly of the order of microns as predicted 
by Widom (1978). 
Further work is required on MCH + PFMCH to check the detailed surface 
structure and the existence of three temperature regimes below Tues. The analysis could 
also be extended a greater distance into the single phase region above T ues if higher 
temperatures of the liquid in the trough can be achieved and maintained. The study of the 
surface structure across the composition range at a temperature in the one-phase region 
close to T ues and at higher temperatures would also be of interest and may inform on 
the composition in the two-phase region at which a surface layer of pure PFMCH is no 
longer required. 
5.3.3 Hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane 
The surface structure of hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane was studied as a 
function of composition for single-phase mixtures at T = 24.4±0.2°C. A mixture of 
critical composition, mole fraction of perfluorohexane x = 0.52, was also studied as a 
function of temperature from 1.7 K above T ues = 23.5°C to 4.2 K below Tues. The 
sample temperatures were obtained by measuring, using a calibrated platinum resistance 
thermometer, the temperature of a sample of water in the trough at the same temperature 
settings on the controller as those used in the experiment. These measurements were 
carried out on CRISP in January and July 1996. 
The compositions and scattering length densities of coexisting phases below T ues 
are shown in Figure 5.16. Further details of the coexistence curve are given in Chapter 6. 
The scattering length density as a function of composition in terms of both volume 
fraction and mole fraction is plotted in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.16: ~a) Volume fraction <p and (b) scattering length density 
Nb for coeXlStmg phases of (1-<p) hexamethyldisiloxane + <p perfluoro-
hexane. For a critical mixture <Pc = 0.497, T ues = 23.50°C, Nb = 
0.157 x 10-5 A-2. 
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Figure 5.17: Scattering length density Nb of (1-q» hexamethyl-
disiloxane + q> perfluorohexane as a function of composition q> for (a) 
cp = volume fraction <p and (b) cp = mole fraction x. 
The results of fitting the reflectivities as a function of composition at 24.4°C to 
three-layer and four-layer models are shown in Table 5.9. The substrate Nb is fixed at the 
value calculated for the bulk mixture. For the top layer the Nb is fixed as for pure 
perfluo ro hexane, Nb = 0.35 x 10-5 A-2. For layers 2 and 4, Nb is closer to that for 
hexamethyldisiloxane, Nb = -0.0376 x 10-5 A-2, but layer 3 is again rich in perfluoro-
hexane. Two four-layer models are included for x = 0.51 to indicate the extent of the 
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coupling between the thicknesses and scattering length densities. A simple monolayer 
model like that used for hexane + perfluorohexane could not descnbe the data The most 
striking change with increasing perfluorohexane content is the apparent decrease in 
thickness of the hexamethyldisiloxane-rich layer 2 which must eventually vanish when 
x = 1. Five different compositions were studied and the outcome of the fitting is 
summarised below. 
x = 0.10 The measured reflectivity was just background signifying no excess adsorption 
of perfluorohexane. 
x = 0.51 A four-layer model best describes the data, although a three-layer model can 
be used. 
x = 0.77 A four-layer model is required, although a three-layer model approximately 
describes the reflectivity. 
x = 0.91 At this aneotropic composition the data can be roughly fitted by a four-layer 
model. This model fits the reflectivity well at low Q, but not so well at high Q partly due 
to the sloping background. One and two-layer models do not improve the fit. Fitting 
roughly to an 'islands' model also leads to a poor representation. 
x = 0.96 The reflectivity can be modelled by a bare subphase if the sloping background 
is neglected. 
Table 5.9: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data for (I-x) hexamethyldisiloxane + 
x perfluorohexane at 24.4°C using three-layer and four-layer models. The surface 
structure is modelled by the bulk subphase capped by layers of thicknesses d A of 
alternating high and low scattering length densities with the top layer equivalent to pure 
perfluorohexane (Nb = 0.35 x 10-5 A-2). The air-film roughnesses are 4 A and the 
interfilm roughnesses are 2 A. The background (bgd) level is quoted. J} indicates the 
goodness of fit. 
x 105Nb layer 1 layer 2 layer 3 layer 4 105bgd X} 
subphase d fA 105Nb dfA 105Nb d fA 105Nb d fA 105Nb 
fA-2 fA-2 fA-2 fA-2 fA-2 
0.51 0.16 19.5 0.35 11.7 0.01 8.4 0.30 6.6 0.10 0.71 1.0 
0.16 20.0 0.35 10.0 -0.03 10.0 0.28 10.0 0.12 0.71 1.1 
0.16 19.3 0.35 9.9 0.02 9.8 0.22 0.71 1.2 
0.77 0.26 25.1 0.35 8.7 0.01 14.2 0.34 6.1 0.19 0.91 1.1 
0.26 25.0 0.35 7.9 0.02 11.1 0.32 0.91 1.4 
0.91 0.32 25.5 0.35 4.5 0.01 19.2 0.35 7.6 0.25 0.58 3.3 
0.32 24.9 0.35 3.6 0.01 10.0 0.35 0.61 5.1 
0.96 0.34 0.50 6.7 
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The reflectivity profiles for different compositions are plotted in Figure 5.18. The 
points represent the experimental data and the lines are the fitted curves for the best fits 
quoted in Table 5.9. All the profiles except at x = 0.96 seem to show a 'bulge' in the mid-
Q range. This seems to be real, rather than an effect due to scattering from the troug~ as 
when the reflectivity of a sample of pure perfluorohexane at the same liquid level was 
measured directly afterwards it fitted well to the expected bare subphase and the 
shoulder was not present. Another feature of the reflectivity, particularly for the 
perfluorohexane-rich samples, is the sloping background. The reason for this is not 
known, but it caused some difficulties in determining the 'goodness' of a given fit. 
Generally the fit is deemed satisfactory if the fitted curve passes through the points in the 
low-mid Q range. 
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Figure 5.18: Reflectivity R against momentum transfer Q spectra for 
(I-x) hexamethyldisiloxane + x perfluorohexane at 25°C for x = 0.51 
(0),0.77 (0), 0.91 (0) and 0.96 (d) reading from bottom to top on the 
R axis. Logarithmic scales have been used to highlight the difference 
between the spectra at low Q values. 
The details of fitting the reflectivity measurements for the mixture of critical 
composition x = 0.52 as a function of temperature to similar four-layer models are given 
in Table 5.10. The use of one, two or three-layer models did not yield good agreement 
with the reflectivity data. At 25.2°C the profile is similar to that used to descn'be the 
reflectivity of a critical composition mixture at 24.4°C, see Table 5.9. At 19.3°C the data 
are not good enough to be fitted rigorously. 
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Table 5.10: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data for a mixture of 
hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane of critical composition, x = 0.52, both above 
and below Tues = 23.5°C using four-layer models. Above Tues the surface structure is 
modelled by the bulk subphase (Nb = 0.16 x 10-5 A-2) capped by layers of thicknesses 
d A of alternating high and low scattering length densities with the top layer equivalent 
to pure perfluorohexane (Nb = 0.35 x 10-5 A-2). A similar model is used below T ues but 
with the subphase Nb fixed at the value for the bulk perfluorohexane-rich phase 
calculated from the phase diagram. The air-film roughnesses are 4 A and the interfilm 
roughnesses are 2 A. The background level is 0.7 x 10-5. X2 indicates the goodness offit. 
25.2 
24.4 
23.5 
22.7 
20.8 
19.3 
105Nb 
subphase 
IA-2 
0.16 
0.16 
0.16 
0.21 
0.24 
0.25 
layer 1 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
19.7 0.35 
20.0 0.35 
19.9 0.35 
20.3 0.35 
18.4 0.35 
15.9 0.35 
layer 2 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
10.8 0.01 
10.4 0.01 
10.1 0.01 
9.9 0.04 
9.9 0.07 
8.9 0.07 
layer 3 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
9.1 0.25· 
9.2 0.25 
10.0 0.23 
9.3 0.31 
9.0 0.33 
7.8 0.33 
layer 4 
d/A 105Nb 
IA-2 
8.5 0.13 
9.4 0.13 
11.1 0.14 
12.3 0.18 
10.1 0.20 
14.1 0.22 
1.8 
1.6 
1.7 
0.8 
1.3 
1.7 
Above T ues the reflectivity is best modelled by a damped oscillatory composition 
profile, oscillating about the bulk critical composition. Reasonable fits are achieved using 
a four-layer model. No definite effects of critical adsorption are observed approaching 
Tues. The surface oscillations dominate the reflectivity and no change in the subphase 
scattering length density could be detected. 
Below T ues the reflectivity is again modelled by an oscillating profile, this time 
about the composition of the bulk perfluorohexane-rich phase. This is consistent with the 
presence of a perfluorohexane-rich wetting layer at the interface, although the scattering 
length density of the subphase was imposed. For the fits quoted, the scattering length 
density of the subphase is fixed at the value calculated from the phase diagram for each 
temperature, but variations in this value within the perfluorohexane-rich range still yield 
reasonable agreement. However, if the subphase is modelled as hexamethyldisiloxane-
rich, a realistic composition profile cannot be fitted. Both above and below T ues the 
model is unaffected by changes in the roughness factors. 
The reflectivity profiles for the critical composition mixture at 25.2, 22.7, 20.8 and 
19.3°C are plotted in Figure 5.19 along with the fitted curves from the values quoted in 
Table 5.10. The calculated reflectivity for a bare subphase of the critical composition 
mixture with a roughness of 4 A is also shown. The profiles at 24.4 and 23.5°C are 
identical to the one at 25.2°C. As the temperature is decreased below Tues = 23.5°C the 
reflectivity exhibits a systematic lowering in the mid-Q range. 
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Figure 5.19: Reflectivity R against momentum transfer Q spectra for a 
mixture of hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane of critical 
composition at 25.2°C (D), 22.7°C (0), 20.8°C (0), and 19.3°C (~) 
reading from top to bottom at Q = 0.1 A-I. The calculated R-Q plot 
for a bare subphase of critical composition is also shown. Logarithmic 
scales have been used to highlight the difference between the spectra at 
low Q values. 
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At 19.3°C the composition of the bulk perfluorohexane-rich phase and hence of the 
wetting layer is close to x = 0.77. This is the same composition as one of the bulk single-
phase mixtures studied at 24.4°C. Similar models are used to fit both data sets. However, 
the reflectivity of the single-phase mixture is higher than that of the two-phase mixture, 
see Figures 5.18 and 5.19, and this is accounted for in the fitting parameters by a thicker 
top perfluorohexane layer for the single-phase mixture. The main distinction between the 
two mixtures is that for the two-phase mixture a further change in scattering length 
density must occur further from the interface due to the upper hexamethyldisiloxane-rich 
phase. If this difference in the reflectivity is real, it indicates that the long-range forces 
may play some role in the resulting surface structure. 
As a function of composition in the single-phase region and as a function of 
temperature for a mixture of critical composition both above and below T ucs an 
oscillatory composition profile at the interface can be used to represent the reflectivity 
data. Typical scattering length density Nb-distance z through the interface profiles for 
three-layer and four-layer models are shown in Figure 5.20. It appears that the surface 
structure of this mixture is more complex than in hexane + perfluorohexane and that the 
interfacial region extends over about 40 A. 
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Figure 5.20: Scattering length density Nb profiles normal to the 
interface as a function of the distance z through the interface for a 
mixture of hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane of critical 
composition at 24.4°C for the three-layer and four-layer models 
quoted in Table 5.9. 
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For the aneotropic composition, see Chapter 1, a similar profile to that used for the 
other compositions approximately describes the data. For this mixture the surface 
composition is expected to be the same as the bulk composition, i.e. no net adsorption. 
Although surface layering is observed, the composition oscillates about the bulk 
composition and this may be in agreement with the expectations from theory. 
The suitability of a layer profile of alternating high and low scattering length 
density to describe the reflectivity data is supported by a model-independent method of 
fitting (Bowers, 1996b) which shows oscillations in the scattering length density profile 
normal to the interface with the presence of a minimum of three layers on the bulk 
subphase. The plausibility of such a model to represent the surface structure at the liquid-
vapour interface of a binary mixture is examined in the following section, with particular 
reference to the longer-ranged profile at the liquid-vapour interface of deuterium oxide + 
2-butoxyethanol mixtures. 
-
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5.3.4 Deuterium oxide + 2-butoxyethanol 
The reflectivity was measured from the surface of a mixture of D20 + 2-butoxyethanol 
(C4E}), with weight fraction of 2-butoxyethanol w = 0.25 (the critical composition w = 
0.273), at temperatures of 30, 35, 37.5, 38.5, 39.5, 40.5 and 41.5°C (on the Marlow 
controller) in the one-liquid phase region close to T LCS = 42.5°C. The measurements 
were carried out on CRISP in January 1996. 
The reflectivity data cannot be fitted by a bare subphase or by simple one-layer and 
two-layer models. Extensions to three-layer and four-layer models yield partial success 
suggesting layering at the interface. To fully describe the measured reflectivities a ten-
layer model is required. The features of the model are: 
1. Ten layers of alternating high and low scattering length densities oscillating about 
the bulk critical composition (Nb = 0.451 x 10-5 A -2). 
2. The first (top) layer is ofNb fixed as for pure D20 (Nb = 0.635 x 10-5 A-2) and the 
other odd-numbered layers are D20-rich, but approach closer to the bulk 
composition with increasing distance from the liquid-air interface. 
3. The even-numbered layers are 2-butoxyethanol-rich, with layer 2 close to pure 
2-butoxyethanol (Nb = -0.004 x 10-5 A-2), and also approach the bulk composition. 
4. As the bulk mixture is approached, the D20-rich layers decrease in thickness and the 
2-butoxyethanol-rich layers increase in thickness. 
5. The top D20 layer is about 30 A thick. 
6. The overall extent of the surface region is about 150-200 A. 
The reflectivity measurements were fitted to this model using nnnodfit and nrfit 
(see section 5.2.3 and the appendix). The interfilm roughness factors were fixed at 2 A, 
to allow for roughness of the order of the D20 molecular size, and the air-film 
roughnesses were floated and were 1-3 A. All the data were described well by this 
model. An example of the parameters used is given for one data set in Table 5.11. 
Table 5.11: Details of fitting to the reflectivity data for a mixture of deuterium oxide + 
2-butoxyethanol of weight fraction composition w = 0.25 at 30°C using a ten-layer 
model. The bulk scattering length density is fixed at the value calculated for this overall 
composition, Nb = 0.451 x 10-5 A -2. The air-film roughness is 2.2 A and the interfilm 
roughnesses are 2 A. The background level is 0.61 x 10-5. X2 = 1.1. 
D20-rich layers 2-butoxyethanol-rich layers 
layer no. thickness I A 105Nb IA-2 layer no. thickness I A 10
5Nb IA-2 
1 27.5 0.635 2 8.3 0.006 
3 16.0 0.544 4 11.5 0.233 
5 10.7 0.497 6 16.2 0.344 
7 6.1 0.467 8 20.7 0.399 
9 4.1 0.460 10 24.5 
0.428 
.. 
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The reflectivity profile for the data at 30°C and the fitted curve, for which the 
parameters are given in Table 5.11, are plotted in Figure 5.21, along with the Fresnel 
reflectivity for a bare subphase. The reflectivity profiles for the other temperatures in the 
range 30-41.5°C are very similar. The scattering length density profile through the 
interface is shown in Figure 5.22. 
Since all the reflectivity profiles are similar in the one-phase region approaching 
T LCS and can be fitted by the same model, no critical adsorption is apparent from our 
measurements. This may possibly be because our composition is not close enough to the 
true critical composition. The results are, however, interesting and may inform upon the 
non-critical behaviour of this mixture. It is expected that the outermost layer is of 
2-butoxyethanol, but this cannot be detected by the neutrons due to the very small 
scattering length density. The modelled profile is of surprisingly long range for this off-
critical mixture, although polymer solutions and near-critical binary mixtures possess 
very thick interfaces. 
A model-independent method of fitting the reflectivity data, see section 5.2.3.2, 
yields an oscillating interfacial scattering length density profile with a damped amplitude. 
The outermost layer detected appears to be of nearly pure D20 with a thickness of 20-
40 ~ which is consistent with the model used in the fitting described above. After this 
first D20 layer the period of the oscillations, i.e. the thickness of the layers, is reasonably 
constant. This is in contrast to the varying period discussed above. 
The model that we have used to describe the data assumes that the in-plane surface 
is homogeneous. However, it is possible that the surface is patchy, i.e. constituted of 
'islands', due to some kind of surface phase separation. To assess this possibility the data 
were fitted to a simple islands model with single-layer D20-rich and 2-butoxyethanol-
rich islands, but no realistic good fits could be achieved. 
The reflectivity profiles, see Figure 5.21, look relatively featureless; however, a 
complex damped oscillatory model is required to describe the data. We now attempt to 
account for this type of profile in D20 + 2-butoxyethanol and in our other mixtures from 
previous experimental and theoretical work by various groups on different systems. 
Further details are given in the paper in preparation on this topic (Bowers et ai., 1996b). 
X-ray reflectivity studies of the liquid-vapour interface of mercury by Magnussen 
et al. (1995) have shown the existence of a damped oscillatory density profile in 
agreement with the theoretical predictions for simple metals by Sluis, D'Evelyn and Rice 
(1983) and D'Evelyn and Rice (1983). In liquid mixtures, a weak damped oscillatory 
decay of the liquid-vapour density profile into the bulk liquid is predicted theoretically by 
Evans et al. (1993, 1994). Molecular dynamics simulations by Toxvaerd and Stecki 
(1995) of an immiscible binary mixture of simple particles reveal similar oscillatory 
structures in the density profiles at the liquid-liquid interface. These density oscillations 
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may possibly be due to packing effects or to fluctuations in compositio~ or to 
contributions from both. 
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Figu re 5.21: Reflectivity R against momentum transfer Q spectra for 
(l-w) D20 + w 2-butoxyethanol at 30°C for weight fraction w = 0.25. 
The reflectivity for a bare subphase is also shown. 
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Figure 5.22: Scattering length density Nb pro~e normal to the 
interface as a function of the distance z through the mterface for (l-w) 
020 + w 2-butoxyethanol at 30°C for weight fraction w = 0.25. 
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There do not appear to have been any reports of oscillating composition profiles in 
mixtures like those in our work, but some similar features such as surface layering have 
been observed experimentally in related mixtures. For example, a damped oscillatory 
composition profile has been observed in a ClOE4 + D20 + octane micro emulsion 
mixture at a hydrophobically-coated silicon interface by Lee et al. (1995). In an aqueous 
surfactant solution, C12E4 + D20, which is related to that used in our study, Steitz et al. 
(1996) have obtained reflectivity measurements at a hydrophobically-coated silicon 
interface which suggest the existence of a damped oscillatory decaying density profile 
with an overall range of around 300 A A similar oscillatory composition profile has been 
observed at the liquid-air interface in polymer solutions undergoing spinodal 
decomposition after rapid quenching to an unstable state by Jones et al. (1991). 
In methanol + cyclohexane mixtures surface layering of methanol molecules has 
been reported in the two-liquid phase region in the wetting regime and has been 
attributed to hydrogen bonding between the methanol molecules (Bonn et al., 1992, 
1993). 
Since oscillatory density and composition profiles and surface layering have been 
observed in systems not too unlike our own D20 + 2-butoxyethanol mixture it seems 
that our interpretation of the reflectivity profiles in terms of an oscillating composition 
profile is reasonable. The profile fitted may be an average due to various effects, such as 
hydrogen bonding and packing. Thus the period of oscillation does not correspond to 
molecular lengths of the components, although the characteristic sizes are not far from 
the estimated dimensions of D20 of 2-3 A and of 2-butoxyethanol of 9 A (single 
extended molecule) or 13 A (bilayer due to interacting ° and OH groups). In long-chain 
surfactant mixtures water-rich layers have been observed below the surfactant 
monolayer, see Chapter 1, section 1.4.2, and in nonionic systems near the lower critical 
endpoint the adsorption behaviour is unusual in that the component of higher surface 
tension, i.e. the water, is more heavily adsorbed. In our short-chain surfactant mixture 
the interfacial structure seems to extend over a long range and the oscillating profile may 
possibly indicate that there is no preferential adsorption of either component. 
Reflectivity data were also obtained for the w = 0.25 mixture closer to T LCS and at 
higher temperatures in the two-phase region, although the exact distance in temperature 
from T LCS was not known since the phase separation could not be observed directly. 
With increasing temperature the reflectivity at low Q drops systematically, possibly 
consistent with critical adsorption and in the two-phase region with the enrichment of the 
upper phase in 2-butoxyethanol. However, the temperature control at these high 
temperatures was not good enough to warrant rigorous analysis of the data. Slight 
changes in temperature close to T LCS can also bring about large changes in the 
composition. In future work the near-critical region should be revisited ~d the ne~ 
aluminium trough should ensure better thermo statt ing. The surface tension of this 
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mixture is also large enough that smaller angles of incidence may be possible v.ithout 
clipping the edge of the trough, and may therefore allow the collection of data at lower 
Q. Preliminary measurements at other compositions of w = 0.27 and w = 0.30 also 
suggested the presence of surface composition oscillations, but again the temperature 
control was less than adequate. 
5.3.5 Perfluoroalkylalkanes on cyclohexane and perdeuterocyclohexane 
The surface activity of the perfluoroalkylalkane (PF AA), perfluorooctyloctane F 8H8' has 
been studied in cyclohexane and perdeuterocyclohexane solvents at temperatures in the 
range 20-30°C. This work was carried out on CRISP in September 1995 and January 
1996. 
Previously an interpenetrating trilayer of F gH8 was observed on cyclohexane and 
on deuterated cyclohexane (Bowers, 1995; Whitfield, 1996). The aim of the present 
experiment was to study solutions of increasing concentration in an attempt to observe 
monolayer and then interpenetrating multilayer formation. A further objective was to 
investigate the effect, if any, of deuteration of the subphase on the surface structure. 
However, the results obtained are conflicting and confusing. The main reason for this is 
believed to be the competing adsorption of the F gH8 between the PTFE trough-liquid 
and the liquid-air interfaces, as discussed below. 
During the first experiment in September 1995, increasing amounts ofF8Hg were 
added to the cyclohexane while the temperature was low, about 10°C, since this was 
expected to promote surface adsorption. After the addition of a total of 800 J..11 in 200 J..11 
aliquots-yielding an estimated total concentration of 0.08 mol dm-3-no reflectivity was 
observed above the background level. When the temperature was increased to 25°C and 
the mixture stirred more thoroughly using the ultrasonic stirrer some non-background 
reflectivity-attributed to a surface excess of FgHg-was observed. With increasing 
temperature the reflectivity increased and then decreased and was not reproducible on 
returning to an earlier temperature. At a given temperature, the reflectivity was also not 
stable but decreased with increasing time signifying non-equilibrium conditions, possibly 
due to drainage of the F gHg from the interface. When 800 J..11 of F gHg was added to 
deuterated cyclohexane at 22.5°C, no surface activity was observed. This is not believed 
to be due to an isotope effect, but rather to the competing adsorption and non-
equilibrium conditions. 
A similar experiment was carried out during the second allocation of beamtime in 
January 1996, but this time the 200 J.11 aliquots were added while the temperature was at 
250C. When 800 J.11 had been added no reflectivity was observed, in contrast to the 
previous experiment with the same concentration and at the same temperature. On 
decreasing the temperature to 200e some low reflectivity was detected. At 30°C the 
reflectivity remained low, but on decreasing the temperature to 25°C. and then further to 
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20°C, any F sHs at the surface disappeared. On removing the lid of the cell and scraping 
the bottom of the trough with a pipette, some low reflectivity above background was 
again measured at 20°C. 
The data from both experiments were crudely fitted using a single-layer model. The 
thicknesses and scattering length densities were allowed to vary freely since fixing one of 
them to allow a direct comparison between measurements led to poor fits. The scattering 
length density of the substrate was fixed at the value for pure cyclohexane, Nb = 
-0.028 x 10-5 A-2, although an increase to allow for any dissolved F8H8 did not greatly 
alter the fitted values or the quality of the fit. The F 8HS is estimated to have Nb = 
0.2 x 10-5 A-2. For the first experiment the results can also be modelled by an 
interpenetrating trilayer model, but the quality of the data do not promote such rigorous 
fitting. The results are shown in Tables 5.12 and 5.l3. 
Table 5.12: Details offitting using a one-layer model to the reflectivity data for FsH8 on 
cyclohexane obtained in September 1995. The bulk scattering length density is fixed at 
the value for cyclohexane, Nb = -0.028 x 10-5 A -2. The roughness are zero and the 
background level is 0.6 x 10-5. 
order of experiments T fOC thickness of layer fA 105Nb layer fA-2 x} 
5 20 40.1 0.051 2.9 
2 22.5 31.8 0.113 4.4 
1 25 35.1 0.124 2.4 
3 27.5 31.3 0.150 2.1 
4 30 32.1 0.110 3.0 
Table 5.13: Details of fitting using a one-layer model to the reflectivity data for F8H8 on 
cyclohexane obtained in January 1996. The bulk scattering length density is fixed at the 
value for cyclohexane, Nb = -0.028 x 10-5 A -2. The roughness are zero and the 
background level is 0.6 x 10-5. 
order of experiments T fOC thickness of layer fA 105Nb layer fA-2 X2 
1 20 39.4 0.053 1.3 
6 20 28.3 0.030 1.1 
25 33.7 0.080 1.2 2 1.3 3 25 29.1 0.065 
30 28.2 0.086 0.9 4 
30 31.6 0.053 1.9 5 
--
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In summary, some surface activity of F8H8 on cyclohexane has been observed. 
However, any detailed analyses of structure and the effects of concentration and 
temperature were complicated by competitive adsorption at the PTFE-liquid and liquid-
air interfaces. A new gold-sputtered aluminium trough has been built for future 
experiments and it is hoped that a stable liquid-vapour interface will be formed since the 
metal should not promote adsorption of the PF AA and should aid in attaining thermal 
equilibrium. If this can be achieved there is much scope for further studies on this system 
and those of other PF AAs in both hydrogenated and perdeuterated solvents. The surface 
structures of PFAAs of differing alkyl and perfluoroalkyl chain lengths can also be 
compared in pure and mixed alkane and perfluoroalkane solvents to investigate the 
nature of the surfactancy in these systems. 
5.4 Summary 
The liquid-vapour interface of various binary mixtures has been studied in the vicinity of 
their critical endpoints by specular neutron reflection. In hexane + perfluorohexane the 
surface structure is modelled by a macroscopic perfluorohexane-rich subphase capped 
close to the critical point-in both the one-phase and two-phase regions-by a monolayer 
of perfluorohexane. In a related alkane + perfluoroalkane mixture, MCR + PFMCR, 
although the reflectivity can be modelled in a similar way to hexane + perfluorohexane, it 
is possibly best modelled by a PFMCH-rich subphase, capped close to the critical point 
by three layers of alternating high and low scattering length densities. In 
hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane a damped oscillatory interfacial composition 
profile of three or four layers with a range of around 40 A is again observed on the bulk 
subphase in one-phase mixtures or on a perfluorohexane-rich wetting layer in two-phase 
mixtures. In deuterium oxide + 2-butoxyethanol, the oscillating composition profile 
decays to the bulk composition over a much longer range, about 150-200 A, and ten 
layers are required to describe the reflectivity. 
These complex structures were unexpected in our relatively simple mixtures and 
deserve future investigation. The surface structures due to the presence of wetting layers 
and critically adsorbed components remain to be elucidated from the non-critical effects. 
The surface activity of the PFAA F8H8 has also been investigated in cyclohexane. 
Both this system and the near-critical binary mixtures should benefit from further study 
using the new gold-sputtered aluminium trough. 
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6.1 Introduction 
The earlier sections of this thesis have been devoted to the rheological and interfacial 
properties of binary liquid mixtures near critical endpoints. However, most substances 
encountered contain many components. In this chapter the phase behaviour of simple 
ternary mixtures, in which two of the components are related in one way or another. is 
addressed. This is the first part of what should be a more extensive modern study of 
ternary mixtures, both to determine the phase behaviour and to investigate the near-
critical properties. It is hoped that this may bring the study of more complex 
multicomponent mixtures, such as micro emulsions, into the same framework that is used 
for normal binary mixtures. 
The work presented in this chapter on a series of three ternary mixtures exhibiting 
tunnel phase behaviour has been published or submitted for publication in J Chern. Soc. 
Faraday Trans. These narratives describe the entire range of investigation and are 
included here in their completed forms. The three mixtures are (i) cyclohexane + 
perdeuterocyclohexane + perfluorohexane, (ii) hexane + decane + propanenitrile, and (iii) 
hexane + hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane. The general common feature of these 
mixtures is that they all comprise two components A' and A" which are fully miscible 
within the considered temperature range but display partial miscibility with the third 
component B exhibiting binary upper critical endpoints. Each mixture has been studied 
experimentally by measuring phase separation temperatures both for the binary mixtures 
and for ternary mixtures whose compositions lie along quasibinary slices passing through 
the B vertex. The phase behaviour of mixture (iii) has also been studied theoretically 
using SAFT-HS theory. 
Although sharing common characteristics, the molecular reasons for detennining 
the observed phase behaviour are very different in each case. Mixture (i) is of interest for 
our neutron reflectivity studies in relation to the deuteration of mixture components. The 
alkanes in mixture (ii) were chosen so that the binary upper critical solution temperatures 
T ues were separated in temperature, but still within an easily accessible temperature 
range, thus hopefully to yield a 'regular' ternary mixture. The components of mixture (iii) 
were selected because the two binary T ues are within 1 K; the aim of this study was to 
determine the detailed shape of the two-phase region experimentally and so to descnbe it 
accurately theoretically. 
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The liquid-liquid phase separation temperatures T sep for the binary mixtures c~c\oheune or 
perdeuterocyclohexane-perfluorohexane and for the ternary mixture (equi\olume cyclnheune-
perdeuterocyclohexane)-perfluorohexane have been determined by visual observation. Perdeuteration of 
cyclohexane lowers the upper critical solution temperature Tues from 346.16 K to 337.69 K but the shape of 
the phase diagram in terms of the Wegner extended scaling series is unaltered. In contrast. although the 
maximum separation temperature of the ternary mixture T sep. max is little different from Tlles of C)ckihexane-
pertluorohexane. the shape of the Tscp verS1LS perfluorohexane mole fraction curve is substantial" different 
The results cast some doubt on the assumption that the thermodynamics of a solution. and hence the surface 
structure. in a contrast-matched solvent in reflectivity measurement is the same as would be obtained in the 
pure solvent. 
1. Introduction 
Partly because the theory of binary liquid mixtures has reached a plateau of maturity and partly because the 
majority of straightforward binary liquid mixtures have been studied experimentall). there has been a 
renaissance of interest in the precise study of the thermodynamics of ternary mixturcs. I Most of this effort has 
been focused on the traditional area of liquid-liquid phase equilibria alLhough. increasingly, attention IS being 
paid to the measurement and analysis of excess properties. 2 The great disparity 10 nature of the components of 
many of the mixtures which have been studied-and the consequent complexity of their liquid-liquid pha-;c 
diagrams-suggests that there is little hope of a satisfactory general theoretical resolution of their beha"iour 10 
the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, the intrinsic interest of these systems and their obvious practical 
applications, notably in the rich phase behaviour of oil-water-surfactant mixtures,J make all the more 
important the understanding of rc\atively simple three-component mixtures as a contribution towards the 
understanding of the more complex mixtures. 
One approach to the effective study of simple three-component mixtures is the study of ternary mixtures In 
which t\\O of the components are chemically related in one \\ay or another. e.g. mixtures of an II-alkanemtnle 
with two II-alkanes. This simplification offers advantages similar to those obtained for binaf) mi~tures 
through the study of unihomologous mixtures, i.e. mixtures of chain molecules drawn from the same 
homologous series, e.g. mixtures of two II-alkanes. This approach has been used In the past to generate a 
quasi-binary mixture in which one 'component'-although actually a mixture of two substances-is lh(.'li In place 
d . bl rt' .-l One further ad,'antal'c of thIS abdll\ of a hypothetical substance possessmg one or more eSlra e prope les . e . 
. h .1. I-'·t·· I phen )mena to slud, the Iran'ltu," to 'tunc' component proper11cs IS the opportunIty In t e slUu) 0 cn Ica l .• 
• _I . . • I' th ellect of renllrmali/.allnn or cntlL'a1 from true binary mixtures to true ternary mIxtures anu, m partlcu ar. e 
exponents. -" . 
h'b" r 'd I /luld ph'lsc scp Iratlon IS or the The simplest kind of three-component phase diagram ex I Itmg IqUI - I.., •.. . 
. _. . . I' ,I th . n" mdlcated atM.)\ e to be to(a\l~ 
type A'-A"-B, wherc A' and A" are sulllclcntl) chemIcally re ateu 10 e se Sl: 
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miscible within the temperature range considered but each exhibits partial mi 'b'I' . h '. 
. . • SCI I lty Wit 8 fomllng binary 
upper cnbcal endpoInts (VeEP) at upper critical solution temperatures TlY'S' and T" . ;'- ues ,respectively. 
At any temperature between Tues' and Tues" such mixtures show . h . 
. " an Isot ermal phase diagram 
charactensed by a plait POInt, the ternary analogue of a binary critical point The f II too 
.. . u emperature-composltlOll 
phase diagrams are convementIy represented by a right triangular prism with tc rat 
. . mpe ure represented by the 
long axis and In which the binary partial miscibility gaps are represented on tw f· f h 0 
o aces 0 t e pnsm. In many 
cases there is a locus of plait points at temperatures between Tues' and Tues" and t I a ower temperatures there 
is a region of partial miscibility extending between the A'-8 and the A "-8 binary misc'b'I't ThO . 
. ... '. I I I Y gaps. IS regIOQ 
we term a tunnel of mmllsclbillty and ternary mixtures which display it we term tunnel mixtures. 
The nature of the chemical similarity necessary for the designation of tunnel behaviour can take several 
forms. The three forms discussed in this paper and its immediate successors are: 
1. Isotopomerism-in which chemically identical substances differ only by the complete substitution of all 
of one kind of constituent atom by an isotopically different atom, usua!ly D for H. Mixtures of such 
species alone have been termed nuclidic mixtures. 6 
2. Homologously related substances-e.g. members of the same series differing only in chain length or 
ring size. 
3. Perhaps, least obviously, substances which are congruent in terms of the near-equality of their 
corresponding-states reduction factors which results in thcir sharing reduced lcmperature and pressure 
at any actual temperature and pressure and behaving in essentially similar fashion in many theories of 
mixtures, e.g. n-hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane. 
Here we concentrate on A'-A"-B mixtures of the first kind in which A' is cyclohexane, A" is 
perdeuterocyclohexane and B is perfluorohexane. Apart from the intrinsic interest of such mixtures, there is a 
special reason that drew us first to their study, and that is the use of the nuclidic mixture cyc\ohcune-
perdeuterocyclohexane as a mixed solvent in neutron reflectivity. In neutron reflectivity measurements a 
common technique, particularly in the study of aqueous solutions of surf actants, 7 is the employment of a 
mixed solvent of isotopomers of such a composition that the effective average scattering length density is 
zero. 
Since the proton and deuteron scattering lengths are of opposite sign, a H2O-D:!O mixture containing 8.1 
mol % of the latter forms a contrast-matched solvent. In a ncutron reflection experimcnt on a surfactant 
dissolved in this mixed solvent the neutron beam is therefore essentially indiffercnt to the solvcnt and the 
observed reflectivity records the surface structure only. It is implicit in this tcchnique thalthe surface structure 
is unaffected by the isotopic composition of the solvent and that the structure of the surfactant laycr on pure 
water can be inferred confidently from the structure determined for a layer on contrast-matched water. In 
effect this also amounts to the assumption that the thermodynamics of the system is unaffected by the isotopic 
composition of the 'mixed' solvent. Outside the field of aqueous solution chemistry, e.g. in polymer solutions 
and melts8,9 and in mixtures of very small molecules,lO this assumption is known to be unsafe and a rich 
literature exisl~ describing the thermodynamics of 'isotope effects' in nuclidic mixtures. 
The secondary motivation for undertaking this study was therefore to explore the thermodynamic 
consequences of employing a contrast-matched cyclohexane-perdeuterocyclohexane mixture in neutron 
reflectivity studies of wetting in near-critical alkane-perfluoroalkane mixtures and of pcrfluoroalkylalkanes in 
alkanes or perfluoroalkanes. The mole fraction of C-C@)12 in the contrast-matched c-C6fil~-C6D12 is 3.9'1. 
rather smaller than the analogous figure for H20-D:!O. 8.1 %. In the event a contrast-matched solvent was ~ 
needed since the contrast available with pure cyclohexane as the solvent was satisfactory for modelhnl 
purposes. As will emerge. the thermodynamics of the ternary contrast-matched mixture with perfluorobexanc, 
at least insofar as this is typified by T sep,max, is relatively little different from that of pure cyclohexane-
perfluorohexane. By contrast. howevcr, the thermodynamics as expressed by Tues' of the cyclohe~aDo-
. .., b roport'ons of deuterated isotopomer than In the perfluorohexane mixture IS slgOlficantly affected y greater l.. . 
contrast-matched mixture. This finding signalled thc need for exercisinl care to allow for vanallOOS In 
component isotopic content in near-critical point studies. 
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This paper describes the outcome of an investigation into the liquid-liquid phase beha . f Vlour 0 the two 
binary mixtures cyclohexane-perfluorohexane and perdeuterocyclohexane-pertluoroh d of be 
exane an t tunnel 
ternary mixture comprising a mixed solvent c~ntaining equal volumes. and coincidentally near-equaJ moles. 
of cyclohexane and perdeuterocyclohexane with pertluorohexane as the third component. This wort formed 
part of a study of ternary mixtures ongoing in this laboratory. 
2. Experimental 
Materials 
The cyclohexane was HPLC grade supplied by Aldrich with a stated purity of 99.7 mol%~ the 
perdeuterocyclohexane was supplied by Eurisotop with a stated purity of 99.7 mol%~ the pertluoroheune was 
supplied by Auorochem with a stated purity of 99 mol%. All materials were used as supplied. 
Procedure 
Mixtures were made up by mass in sealed vessels containing approximately 2 cm3 samples immersed in a 
small Silicone oil-filled thermostat bath. Ternary mixtures were made up from an equivolume stock mi~ture 
of C-C6HI2-cC6D12· The temperatures of liquid-liquid phase separation were determined using a calibrated 
platinum resistance thermometer as the temperature was cycled slowly up and down around the point of phase 
separation. The temperature of phase separation T sep rather than that of single-phase reappearance was 
recorded since it was the more reproducible. The mole fraction was determined to ± 0.0001 and T sep to 
± 0.01 K~ the accuracy is probably no better than 0.05 K. The T sep of ternary mixtures were more difficult to 
observe and for them the uncertainty is probably closer to ± 0.1 K. 
3. Results 
The liquid-liquid separation temperatures T sep for mixtures of known mole fraction x and volume fraction + 
are recorded in Table 1; throughout the paper the composition variable refers to perfluorohexane. The 
densities used to calculate cp from x are given in Table 2. 
The results are shown in Figure 1 in which the projection of the ternary mixture is matched to the binary 
phase diagrams. The (T sep + cp) results were fitted to expressions of the form: 
(1) 
where the «p± are compositions on either side of the critical composition +c. the Cj are the diameter amplitudes. 
11' is the critical index for the diameter (cp+ + cp->/2. the Bi are the amplitudes for the order parameter (++ - +-). 
Ii is the order-parameter critical index and Al is the Wegner gap exponent for the order parameter. The 
Renormalization Group values for the critical indices were adopted: Ii = 0.325. 11' - 1 - a = 0.89 and A I = 
0.5. I IThe fitting wa~ carried out using a pre-optimised value for T c. The results of the fitting routine are listed 
in Table 3. 
The full form of fitting expression offered in equation (1) is usually only required for exten~ive se~ of 
(T se - cp) results. Our data were not collected for the purpose of a stringent test of the form of thiS equallon. 
partfcularlY in relation to the need inler alia for a critical anomaly term in the diameter and the identification 
. rr' 'caI . and 90 are 
of the correct index or to the number of Wegner correction terms needed ID the 0 -cntl regIon. 
limited in amount and precision. It is therefore not too surprising that only the first B and C terms were 
. I Th' . d ment was reached on the basis of a 
required for a satisfactory representalton of our resu ts. IS JU g . 
consideration of the behaviour of the reduced X2 as the number of coefficients was increased. The ma.umum 
., . hie range of temperature away from 
value of E is around 0.1 and It IS mildly unexpected that over suc a arg . 
. red t represent our liquid-liquid coeXistence Tues so few fitting constants and no Wegner terms arc reqUI 0 
curve results. 
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4. Discussion 
Binary mixtures 
Fig. 1 shows the liquid-liquid coexistence curves for the two binary mixtures in term f T 
. ..' s 0 sep vusus mole 
fractIon x of perfluorohexane and FIg. 2 the same mformation in the volume fractl'on ... . 
T representation. The 
most striking features are the substantial difference in the upper critical solution temperatures TlIcs(c~ I!-
C~14) = 346.16 ~ and TUCS(C-C6D12-C6F14) = 337.69 K. a drop of 8.5 K, and the close similarity of the 
cntlcal mole fractions: Xc = 0.3234 and 0.3195, respectively, (ratio = 1.012), and CIte = 0.4505 and 0.4620, 
respectively, (ratio = 0.9751). Within the experimental error of the results and the uncertainties in the fitting 
procedure occasioned by different numbers and distribution patterns over composition of the data points these 
values for Xc and CPc can be regarded as equal. 
Figs. 1 and 2 also show the diameters-(4 + x_)/2 and (cp+ + cp_)/2, where the subscript + refers to points 
richer and the subscript - to mixtures poorer in perfluorohexane than the critical mixture-calculated from the 
fitting expression (1). The similarity of the slopes of the diameters, especially for the volume fraction 
representation of the coexistence curve is clear. We shall return below to the molecular basis for these 
similarities and differences. 
The shape of the curves is very similar and is perhaps best represented in Fig. 3 and 4 in which. following 
Munson,12 we portray the results of the liquid-liquid coexistence curve in terms of a reduced temperature 
T sepITues versus x and cp, respectively. It is clear that the coexistence curves are very well mapped indeed, as 
is confirmed by the similar values of the amplitudes Band C in Table 3. It is particularly striking that the 
coexistence curves, the diameters, and the critical compositions are essentially identical within experimental 
error. This degree of congruence lends agreeable confidence to the quality of the observations. 
Figs. 1-4 illustrate the well known improvement in symmetry of the liquid-liquid coexistence curves for 
alkane-perfluoroalkane mixtures when displayed in terms of volume fractions rather than mole fractions. It is 
helpful to recall that symmetry in this case has the alternative meaning of either a critical composition close to 
0.5 in whatever composition variables seem appropriate or a diameter that is parallel to the temperature axis. It 
is apparent from Figs. 3 and 4 that the volume fraction representation is the more symmetrical in both senses. 
Ternary mixtures 
Fig. 5 shows upper critical solution temperatures Tues for cyclohexane-perfluoroheune 
and perdeuterocyclohexane-perfluorohexane and the maximum phase separation temperature T sep.max for the 
ternary mixture as a function of the cyclohexane mole fraction x(c-C6H12) in the cyclohexanc-
perdeuterocyclohcxane solvent. It is clear that the locus of the line through these points is not linear. Since it is 
not obvious without more investigation than we have undertaken that T sep.max is a critical point, this finding 
calls for no immediate explanation. 
The results for the ternary mixture are shown as T se~ sep.max along with those for the binary mixtures as 
T seplTucs in Figs. 6 and 7 as functions of x and cp, respectivcly. It is important to be aware that the lernary 
T sepITues diagram differs significantly from the superficial1y different binary coexistence curv~s .. The 
difference arises from the fact that there is no sense in which the two limbs of the curve for the quasi-binary 
. . ' h' two points at anv Diven ternary mixture actually bear any canOnical relatIonshIp to one anot er. I.C. no ~ o· 
. ., h A It tI've way of saying this is to say that temperature necessanly represent mutually coexlstmg P ases. n a erna 
the tie line linking coexisting-phase compositions at a given temperature need not lie on the plane of constant 
X(c-<=6H12)/x(c-C6D 12) in the (T _ Xl _ x") representation. It is therefore uDSurprising that. the shape 0( the 
'1 all' 'Iar is quite different to that of quasi-binary T sep veTsu..r composition curves. though necessan Y casu y SInU • 
either of the binary mixture coexistence curves and this is explored below. 
Molecular thermodynamics of isotopomeric mixtures 
. h If' I small to the relalh'ely large. The former Deviations from ideality in liquid mixtures vanes from t ere a I\e y. 
arise from minor differenccs between the unlike molecules and mixtures of such molecules almost never 
f . mixlures they arc wcll represented by exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation. In thc field 0 lsotopomer . . '
. f d'ff rencc.~ in isotopic contcnt In othe"'11C 
nuclidic mixtures in which the deviations arise entirely rom I · .' and 'r 
. "rr . molecular interactions, S17A: and Rhapc. I identical molecules. The lalter anse from majOr dl erences m 
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the deviations are positive and large enough partial miscibility may be h 'b' ed 
ex I It at some temperatures 'th' 
the liquid range. In the field of isotopomer mixtures the effect~ of differen '" ". WI 10 
. . .. ce In IsotOPIC comJX>Sltlon IS usuaJl . 
a relatively manor contnbutlon to the overall thermodynamics' the title . t . h' ) 
• mix ures In t IS paper fall into thO ~gory. IS 
The kinds of isotope effect which have been displayed in mixtures c be I 'fied' 
.. . ,an c assl I IOto the (oIlO\\;n" 
categones and sUbcategones: 0 
1. Mixtures in which isotope exchange between the components is important. 
2. Mixtures in which hydrogen bonding is an important contribution to th b ed h 
. . e 0 serv t ermodynamics. 
and an which the replacement of protons by deuterons is therefore the key Th' process. IS group can be 
advantageously further subclassified: 
(i) Mixtures in which the pivotal hydrogen bonding occurs between II'ke s . f' h 
. ' ,pecles 0 en er or both 
ml xture components. 
(ii) M' . h' 
. Ixtures an w Ich the pivotal hydrogen bonding occurs between the unlike componenl~ of the 
mixture. 
3. Mixtures in which there is no isotope effect associated with hydrogen bonding. This class is also 
further subclassified: 
(i) Nuclidic mixtures in which the only difference between the unlike componenl~ is their isotopic 
content. 
(ii) Mixtures in which hydrogen bonding dominates the observed thermodynamics but in which the 
isotopic substitution falls on non-hydrogen-bonded sites. 
(iii) Alkane-perfluoroalkane mixtures with which this paper is concerned. 
The mixtures discussed here fall into category 3(iii) but to understand their behaviour a brief conte~t­
setting review of the behaviour of the other classes, restricted for now to binary mixtures, would seem useful. 
For simplicity and in keeping with the discussion of the results forming the new material of this paper, we 
restrict the discussion for the most part to mixtures sufficiently nonideal as to exhibit partial miscibility with 
liquid-liquid coexistence disappearing in the presence of the coexisting vapour pha~ at either an upper critical 
endpoint, VCEP, or a lower critical endpoint, LCEP. 
I. Mixtures in which isotope exchanle between the components is important. 
In mixtures of this kind, e.g. H20 + 020, the equilibrium mixture contains more components than the initial 
mixture. Woermann et al. have made a particularly elegant study of hydrogen-deuterium exchange on liquid-
liquid phase equilibrium in this kind of mixture. 13 The theory of such mixtures has been successfully 
developed by Bigeleisen.14 Since the cause of the isotope effect is in the first instance unrelated to differences 
in interaction they all fall outside the scope of this paper and are discussed no further. 
%. Mixtures in which hydrOlen bondinl is important 
This is a fairly well-tilled field. Seemingly, the earliest work was that of Hall ~1 al. IS on the liquid-liquid 
phase equilibria of H2O-phenol and H2O-nicotine. Somewhat later this was followed by the work of Carlson 
on the phase equilibria of water-triethylamine with a view to separating 020 and H20 . 16 More recently still. 
Linderstrt')m-Lang carried out a comprehensive study of the isotope effects in the thermodynamics of 
hydrogen-bonded mixtures. 17 The change in critical solution temperature in hydrogen-bonded mixtures can be 
large. e.g. Tucs(H2O-C6HsOH) is lower by 13.7 K than Tucs(D2O-C6HsOO).18 As a preface to a detailed 
account and in order to partially rationa1ise the effect of replacing the hydrogen-bonded hydrogen by 
deuterium in such mixtures it is helpful to recall that the energetic outcome of replacing H by 0 in a 
conventional hydrogen bond is primarily to decrease the zero-point energy and hence to strenathea tbe 
hydrogen bond. 19 We tum now to the two subclasses. 
(i) Mixtuns in which the pivolal ' •. w/rogen bonding occurs #WtwUII like species 0/ either or bot" ",min 
h . or both componenlS is relatively componellls. for example cyclohexane-methanol. In suc mixtures one 
slrongly self-associated through hydrogen bonding and this leads to partial miscibility. Onl)' when the 
temperature is increa.-;ed above the threshold of the upper critical solution temperature. Tu:s. is surrac:ieat or 
this aggregation eliminated to allow full miscibility to occur. Mixtures of water with non-hydro.n~ 
diluent substances and of alcohols with alkanes are the cla..uic examples of this kind. Because the deUienum 
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bond is stronger than the hydrogen boni isotopic substitution increases the hydrog bond' '. 
. . . . en- 109 contnbubon to h~e ~~ponent cohesion and so more ~lDetlc energy-and a higher Tucs-is required to bring about complete 
mlsclblhty. In short, therefore, deuteratlon lowers the mutual solubility or eqUJ'val tl' ak 
" en y, m es water a worse 
solvent, and so raises Tucs· The quantitative effect is expressed by the simple rule' th I by 
. e rep acement 0 of 
each H involved in hydrogen bonding increases Tues by about 1.2 K.20 
(ii) Mixtures in which the pivotal hydrogen bondillg occurs betweell tile IUI/i1ci! components of lhe mixtur~. 
Mixtures of this kind rarely exhibit liquid-liquid phase separation from this cause alone since it tends to 
promote rather than hamper mixing. However, if accompanied by self-hydrogen bonding in one of tbe 
components liquid-liquid phase separation can occur, e.g. in mixtures of polyamines or polyethers with water. 
At low temperatures the unlike hydrogen bonding promotes mixing and complete miscibility is common 
despite the existence of extensive water self-association. As the temperature rises, both kinds of hydrogen 
bond are broken but to different extents until above a threshold temperature, known as a lower critical solution 
temperature, TLCS. the mixing tendency of the unlike hydrogen bonding becomes insufficient to stabilise 
complete mixing and the mixture separates into a water-rich and a water-poor phase. Most attention in this 
kind of mixture has been focused on replacing H20 by ~O. Using the logic based on the greater strength of 
the deuterium bond set out above, it might be expected that the outcome of deuteration would be to raise Tu:s 
since more energy is required to break the unlike hydrogen bond. In reality, however, the reverse is usually 
observed in that TLCS falls and from this it can be deduced that the greater strength of the 020-1>20 hydrogen 
bond, which favours demixing, is dominant. In short, therefore, deuteration again lowers the mutual solubility 
or makes the water a worse solvent, and so at an LCEP has the effect of lowering TLCS. 
Apart from polymer-solvent mixtures exhibiting a lower critical endpoint for reasons quite unconnected 
with these laid out above, many mixtures, certainly all aqueous mixtures, which exhibit an LCEP also exhibit 
a UCEP unless other kinds of aggregation, such as in aqueous surfactant solutions, inten'ene or the vapour-
liquid coexistence boundary is reached. Mixtures with both an LCEP and a UCEP at a higher temperature are 
said to exhibit a closed loop~ deuteration-usually of the water-in such mixtures reduces the mutual miscibility 
of the components and therefore lowers TLCS and raises Tues. 
3. Mixtures in which there is no isotope effect associated with hydrOlen bondlnle 
(i) Nuclidic mixtures ill which the component.v are either simply differe1lt isomeric forms of lhe JtJm~ 
elemellt or oj substalICes differilrg ollly ill the iSOIneric content. The study of the thermodynamics of the 
archetypal nuclidic mixture of this kind-H2-D2-was initiated many years ago. 21 A more modern example is 
the work of Cal ado et al. on the excess functions of CH4-CD4- 10 
(ii) Mixtures in which hydrogell bonding determines the thermodYllamics bUl in which deUleralion tlCls at 
nonhydrogell bolldillg celltres. Although there are few examples of mixtures of this kind which exhibit a lower 
critical endpoint, mixtures exhibiting an upper critical endpoint are much more common, e.g. cycloheune-
methanol. 20 Empirically, it is observed that the outcome of deuteration in such mixtures is to lower T ucs and 
by lesser amounts per H replaced by D. A common rule states that Tues drops by around 0.3 K per H 
replacement. 20,22 These generalisations have been confirmed by Rabinovich and Tsvetkov. 2.1 
The most persuasive argument to account for isotope effects on the thermodynamics of mixtures free ~ 
hydrogen bonding rests on a consideration of the internal part of the partition function, usually neglected In 
. . I made by van 
most current molecular theories of liquid mixtures. The general argument has been coDvlDcmg y 
Hook and coworkers.~24 Its main thrust is that the alteration in the vibration frequency of X-H bonds caused 
by their transformation into X-D bonds, where X is an atom or molecular fragment. leads to an apparent 
.. . se in mutual solubility. This would 
strengthening of the unlike molecular mleractlOn and hence to an IDCTea! 
lead to the prediction that deuterating the nonhydrogen-bonded hydrogens of the nonaqueous component of a 
mixture exhibiting a closed miscibility loop would be to raise TID and lower Tues, the ~Ie or lhe,effect 
. . tal results to check lhls c181m for mixtures 
of replacing H20 by D20~ to our knowledge there are no expenmen 
exhibiting closed-loop behaviour. . ...... _.-.1 by 
. . rk urs in which cycloheune IS .... I'.iIL"QI In a rather less persuasive argument treatmg mixtures leo . 
1 d lhat since the number denSity of 
perdeuterocyclohexane Houessou el al. have sugges e· . . 
, I he b nearly 0 3tfJ the orbitals In the former 
perdeuterocyclohexane at T = 298. 15K exceeds that of eyc 0 one y . 
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are lower and the polarizability higher than in the undeuterated molecule. These effects the su . 
h . If' . d Y ggest CODSpIre to. alter t e pot.e~tla energy 0 mteract~on an contribute to the observed changes in the thermodynamics of 
IDIxtures contalmng such molecules which are the subject of this paper. 2S 
(iii) Mixtures of all alkalle alld a perfluoroalkalle. Mixtures of this kind characteristically exhibit iaJ 
miscibility whose cause is now widely attributed. although with little theoretical understand" pallor . 109 an term" Its 
quantum mechanical origin. to a weakness of the unlike molecular interaction compared to that predicted as a 
geometrical mean of the like interactions of the component as encompassed in the Berthelot rule written in 
terms of the characteristic energy of interaction Eij between two molecules i and j as E 12 = ~([II[22l0..s. For 
most pairs of unlike nonpolar molecules the correction factor is close to unity but for alkane-perfluoroalkane 
mixtures s is close to 0.9. reflecting a weakness in £ 12 of around 10%. For mixtures in which one component 
is polar the same order of unlike weakness is observed but it is false in that the characteristic energy of the 
polar component includes a polar contribution which is much reduced in the polar-nonpolar interaction. The 
rule enunciated above for the effect of deuterating nonhydrogen-bonded hydrogens as reducing Tvcs by 
about 0.3 K per atom when applied to our system would predict a drop of 3.6 K which falls rather short of the 
8.5 K actuaJJy observed. In this enhanced sensitivity to isotopic substitution. alkane-perfluoroalkane mixtures 
exhibit another facet of the anomalous thermodynamic behaviour which has attracted so much study O\'er the 
past forty years, The large magnitude of the effect is partially due to the fact that cyclohexane-perdeuteration 
in an alkane-perfluoroalkane mixture affects all the CH-CF interactions in the mixture rather than only some 
of the segment-segment interactions as in the mixtures used to formulate the 0.3 K rule. 
The most obvious explanation of this unexpectedly large isotope effect probably follows the van Hoot and 
Singh argument. However one simple point should be made regarding the interaction of hydrogenous 
isotopomers, Although the boiling points of nearly all substances go up on deuteration. gas-liquid critical 
temperatures. T c. tend to go down. Since boiling points reflect a fairly arbitrary stale of vapour pressure equal 
to one atmosphere and are thus a poorer guide to the strength of intermolecular forces than T c. these data 
suggest a weakening of the characteristic energy on deuteration. This is consistent both with the observed 
greater solubility of deuterated substances in solvents with weaker intermolecular forces and. in tum. with our 
observations for cyclohexane-perfluorohexane. The argument can be laid out more effectively within the 
context of the Solubility Parameter Version of the Regular Solution theory to which we now tum. 
Solubility parameter and other theoretical treatments 
As a guide to the expected thermodynamics of these mixtures appeal can be made to the Solubility Parameter 
version of the Regular Solution theory of mixtures of Scott and Hildebrand 26 which yields with the Aory-
Huggins entropy of mixing the following expression for Tucs: 
(2) 
where 61 and VIand ~ and V2 are the solubility parameters and molar volumes of components t and 2. 
respectively. The solubility parameters were calculated from the approximate expression: 
61 = [( AHvap.l - RT)/V 1 ]0.5. (3) 
where AH 1 is the molar enthalpy of vaporisation of component 1. The values for the various parameters. 
all forT = v~.ls K. are listed in Table 2. For ("''Onsistency the values of AHvap were calculated from published 
, . uatioo' 
vapour pressures27 using the parameters B and C of the appropnate Antome eq . 
AHvap = 2.303RB(T/(t + C)]2. 
(4) 
. • . I For cyclohexane this procedure produced • 
where T and t are the temperature an K and C. respective y. of hal' or 
AHvap acceptably within I % of that reported by Majer and Svoboda from a careful assessment enl :03'1 
vaporisation.28 It is clear that the effects of perdeuterating cyclohcunc arc to alter V by n: .. mon:
h
. ~L_.~:_I 
. 'bi . the resent context Althou ... t II UK:UI_ 
and 6 by no more than 1.2%; these differences are neghgt e m P . . . 
. f all modem theorie.~ In that It takeA aa:uunt or 
treatment is now regarded as archaic, it is repre.~enlatl'·c 0 . .. '-I r __ • 
. of th's pnmlbve theory InlnJUuces. I __ 
molecular Sil.e and volume to some degree. The next elaborabon I 
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t12 to take account of the breakdown of the geometric-mean rule for the cross term b . h . . 
. - 12 In erent In equatIOn 
(3). In the absence of any gUidance of how to calculate this quantity it is pointless to press the theory further. 
Clearly, however, no current theory of mixtures can readily account for the drop in TU:S observed in 
cyclohexane-perfluorohexane on perdeuterating the cycloalkane. It may be worth noting. however. that the 
slightly lower normal boiling point of perdeuterocyclohexane. Tbo = 78.426°C. indicates sligbUy weaker 
intennolecular forces than in cyclohexane, Tbo = 8O.737°C; this is consistent with a slightly lower TlO for 
mixtures with the former cycloalkane but scarcely enough to immediately account for the large magnitude of 
the observed 8.5 K drop in Tues. 
Turning for completeness to the prediction of the critical composition. the expres. . ion for the critical mole 
fraction Xc of perfluorohexane according to the Solubility Parameter version of the Regular Solution theory 
incorporating a Aory-Huggins entropy of mixing term is given by: 
[xcl(l-xc>1 = [V (cyclohexane )/V (perfl uorohexane) ] 1.5. (5) 
Substituting the values given in Table 2 for the molar volumes leads to a predicted Xc = 0.2825-to be 
compared to experimental values Xc = 0.3234 for cyclohexane-pernuorohexane and Xc = 0.3195 for 
perdeuterocyclohexane-perf)uorohexane. The predicted critical volume fraction is +c = 0.422O-to be 
compared with -Pc = 0.4505 for cyclohexane-perfluorohexane and cite = 0.4620 for perdeuterocyclohexane-
perfluorohexane. The experimental Xc exceed the predicted value by 14.3% and the experimental +c exceed 
the predicted value by 8%-a smaller margin. The experimental Xc fall closely inside the range predicted by 
Gilmour, Zwicker, Katz and Scott for an alkane-perfluoroalkane with the (V 1 - V 2)/(V 1 + V2> ratio of the 
present mixture. 29 The experimental CPc are also close to the value cite = 0.428 ± 0.002 determined by 12 for a 
variety of mixtures of isomeric pentanes, hexane. .. and heptanes with perfluorotributylamine. 
s. Conclusions 
It seems clear from our results that the isotope effect in cyclohexane-perfluorohexane on changing H to 0 is 
more than twice that predicted from previous studies; this will be the object of further study. This result 
suggest .. that the usual assumption in reflectivity studies that the surface structure obtained from solutions in a 
contrast-matched solvent can be taken as identical to that with a pure solvent may bear reexamination. The 
results on our ternary mixture indicate, in particular, that the ternary tunnel immiscibility gap in the well-
defined plane which we have studied is of different topology from the immiscibility gaps of the 'pure' binary 
mixture. .. with which it is associated~ this casts a warning about arbitrary a~sumptions about the shape of pha4IC 
diagrams for ternary mixtures, even those containing two highly similar components. For eumple, the 
maximum of the T sep versuv mixed-solvent composition diagram, whether or not it be regarded a4i a true 
critical endpoint, is nol a linear function of solvent composition. 
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T .... I Uquicl-liquid pbue separation temperatures T ... us. mole rraction x or volume rractioa • 0( C F ror . . 
cydobaaae iIotopomer + perlIuorobeuDe mixtures 6.. ftI10UI biary or Iaury 
xc-C.Hu-(1 - x)C.F'4 xc-C,D.z-(1 X)C6F.4 x(O.5c-C.Ou -o.s C-C.OIlHI - .x)CJ •• 
x • T .. ,rC x • T .. ,iC x • TJC 0.7732 0.8637 35.88 0.8340 0.9035 19.52 0.0615 0.1088 «l51 0.6750 0.7942 53.07 0.6840 0.8014 43.19 0.1072 0.1827 S7.J6 Q.S992 0.7353 60.81 0.5719 0.7134 54.73 0.1812 Q.2918 6.5.14 0.5410 0.6866 66.03 0.4433 0.5974 6277 0.2708 0.4011 69.30 0.4772 0.6291 69.71 0.3937 0.5475 64.48 0.3044 0.4488 10.67 0.43S8 0.5894 71.34 0.3824 0.5357 64.50 0.3443 G.4943 7l.41 0.3952 0.5484 72.87 0.3433 0.4934 64.53 0.3901 Q.S434 71.52 0.3621 0.5133 73.00 0.2884 0.4303 64.52 0.4418 o.s956 10.92 0.3439 0.4934 72.99 0.2619 0.3981 64.52 0.4676 Q.620S 10.74 0.3192 0.4656 72.97 0.2017 0.3201 63.37 0.S406 0.6865 67.23 0.3140 0.4597 72.97 0.1349 0.2251 58.29 0.6794 0.7977 55.7) 
0.2802 0.4198 72.95 0.0617 0.1092 39.61 
0.2552 0.3891 72.84 
0.2254 0.3510 72.22 
0.1899 0.3034 71.68 
0.1523 0.2503 69.78 
0.1491 0.2457 69.37 
0.1165 0.1968 64.47 
0.0866 0.1498 57.78 
0.0532 0.0946 44.77 
Table 2 Molecular masses M and densities P. molar volumes V. polarisabilities «, enthalpies ohaporization lJI_ aDd solubility paramcten I 
at T - 298.15 K and polarisabilities (I ror perftuorohexane. cyclohexanc and perdeuteroc:yclohexane 
338.05 
84.16 
96.26 
pIg em- l 
1.672 • 
0.77354 
0.88717 
202.2 
108.8 
108.5 
6.62 
6.55 
lUI.,.JkJ mol-' 
324 
33.3 
33.1 
12.2 
16.1 
16.1 
Table 3 Results or fitting the THP to eqn. (l)for the binary mixtures roC.H u-C,F' 4 and r-C.D u -C6 F'4 with, - o.J2S,". - 0.5 and. -0.19 
mixture Tucs!K. ."<. B. C. 1Q4 x/ •• B. C. 10' ,.1 
346.16 
337.69 
0.3234 
0.3195 
1.4975 
l.S015 
0.7768 
0.9060 
~~----r-----r-----r-----~----' 
70 
30 
IOL-----~ ____ -L ____ ~------~----~ 
• I. • 
0.1 
.... I Liquid~uicI ....,.lion t_peratura T.. ror (0) 
............ uorohuaM and (0) perdeua.oCydo~ne­
~ u a function 01 ..... uoroheune mole rnct~n x,. 
11It CUIWI and the di .... are dnwn acconIinl to eqn. (I) WIth the 
....... Down in Table 1 
25 
2.8 
0.4S05 
0.4620 
1.6790 
1.6739 
0.0989 
0.020S 
1Or-----y----r---r----r---, 
IOL-----L-----~----~----~U~--~ 
U fA U 
.. • 
2 ~ ......... 11 ,1tJ'M'a 1".,.. tar 0 ~Iuoro"""" and (0) ,. ..... ")110' Ie. 
uorohcUM • a ru.ccloll 01 ......... - ......... .,· ~ CUf\'CI.nd tM cIia.-.. ... dnwa we [: Ii I ...... 'I) .... 1M 
coeftk:ienll ....... Table 1 
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I.r-----~--~~~--_r----~----__ 
0." 
... 
O~~----~----~----~ ____ ~ __ --J 
o IU 0.4 0.6 0.1 
f1a. 3 Reduced liquid-liquid separation temperatures T,.JT. ror 
c:yc:Iobcx.no-perftuorohexane (---) and perdcuterOC:Ycloh~ne­
pcrftuorohcxane ( ••• ) u.a func:tion or perftuorohcxane mole rraction 
x,. The ~rvcs and the. diameters arc drawn according to eqn. (I) with 
the cocftiacntl shown ID T.ble 3. 
us o;----:u':----: ... L-----JuL-----JuL--...J 
., 
F"'10 4 Reduced Iiquid-liquicl ICparatioa t 
c:ycJohcxane-perftuorohexanc (-) net emperatures ~ ~uoroheWIC (---) u a function 01 ~h~n ~,. The curves and the diameters are dnwn ' woIlIIDI ~ 
WIth the c:odIic:icn1l aboWD in Table 3. 8CICOnI.., to .... (I) 
0.2 D.4 U ... 
.r(c-GH1z) 
Fl •• 5 Upper critical solution tempentures Tues (or cydohCllane-
perfluorohexane and perdcutcrocyclohellne-pcrfluorohcxane .nd the 
m~ximum phase ,separation tempenturc TNPo _. (or the ternary 
mixture as a (unctIon ofthe cyclohexane mole (nction x(c-C,Hu ) in 
the cyclohexane-perdeuterocyclohexane solvent. 
1.00 
.. " 
.. to 
aa ~----~--__ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ 
• u ... ... u 
.... 6 Reduced liquid-liquid teparation tcmperatu~:: ~1IOIOIIeuae (-) and ..... 
PIIIuoroha&ne ( ••. ) and for cydo~1crOCyCIohaaae-
"'UOI'OIIaaae will equal volumes 01 c:,doaIk.ac ("·4"') u • 
ftaacdata 01 perftuorohcuae mole fradioa x,. The CUI'WI aacI the 
...... ,. for die ....., _I ......... em_ IICICOrdiaa to eqa. (I) willa 
.... ...... Ihowa ia Table 1. The aaaJoaoUi Iincs for the tenaary 
.......... em .. rro.. ...., ... for the purpoee 01 illustration but 
.... ...... Iact aM tipiftcaftOl attadMld to daoIe for the biury 
__ and 10 ... DOt ...... 
flo 
f"II. 7 Reduced Iiq1Iid-liquid ........ tem .... _ T..JT ... .. 
~t--tand~_ 
perfluorohcuDc (u.) ud .. CJdt+-J· •• ,. ...... Gt$ chi 
perfluorohaaac will equal _ ... 01 ........ ( •• ·6·· i • a 
ruactioD 01 perfluoroIIaaae __ hc:IioII ... n. .,.. ad dill 
cIiametcn ror the biury _._ .... dra_ ....... 10 .... (1) ..... 
the ooeIic:ienll ... ia Table 1. TIlle .......... 1M ...". 
mixture .re drawn rro. ..., .11 ror the porpGII 01....,... .... 
the c:oeIicieDlI Iadt 1M Me " ._ aItIdaed 10 ......... ....., 
miltU .... ud 10 .... lICIt ...... 
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The shape of the two-liquid-phase coexistence region in the phase pn'sm of th t . e ernary mixture n-hexane-
n-decane-propanenitrile has been determined by measurements of phase sepa-·;on t rat co • 
- IQU empe ures lor mixtures 
in. three quasi~inary slices each with constant n-decane:n-hexane volume ratio. These resull~ were used along 
With the coexistence curve results of Arriaga-Colina, McLure. Clements, and Hill for the binary mi:'ttures 
n-hexane-propanenitrile and n-decane-propanenitrile to characterise the topology of the composition-
temperature ternary phase diagram. A crude method for the estimation of the tielines for the 
n-decane: II-hexane volume ratio = 3: 1 quasibinary slice has revealed that they do not lie in the plane of the 
quasibinary slice. Furthermore. the positions of the tielines change with temperature-tending at higher 
temperatures to become more parallel to the nearer binary face of the phase diagram. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is the second in a series dealing with ternary liquid mixtures of the A '-A ·-B kind in which the 
componenL~ A' and A" are sufficiently alike in one way or another that the A '-A " binary mixture is essentially 
ideal and both A' and A" are sufficiently different from B that the A-B binary mi:'ttures exhibit partial 
miscibility below upper critical solution temperatures Tues. Ternary mixtures of this kind with A' and A" 
chosen from the same homologous series are known as pseudo-binary or quasibinary and offer the useful 
feature that their properties can be 'tuned' by continuously varying the A':A" ratio to meet a particular 
requirement. As a result. their properties have been have been fairly widely investigated. not least in the study 
of tricriticality) However. there are other classes of A '-A "-B ternary mixtures in which A' and A", although 
not homologues. are sufficiently alike that the ternary mixture can still be regarded as quasibinary. E.umples 
of this more limited class of quasi binary mixture are given in this series of reports and they include as AI and 
A" cycIohexane and perdeuterocyclohexane in our previous paper2 and n-hexane and hexamethyldisilounc in 
our next. 
Among the most striking of these regularities in behaviour are those in phase relationships. These are 
conveniently discussed using a three-dimensional (T ... ' .... ) phase representation-usually employing a right 
triangular pris~where " and ," are the compositions. in this report chieny given as "olume fractions. of two 
of the three components at temperature T. In quasibinary mixtures of the kind studied bere, a region of partial 
miscibility is observed at temperatures below the locus of critical points connecting those of the binary 
mixtures. T ucs I and T lICS ". In the prism representation this region appears as a tunnel e:'(tending across the 
three-component region from the A'-B binary phase diagram to the A"-B binary phase diagram. thus leading 
to our coining of the term 'tunnel phase behaviou~. Our general purpose is to e:'(p1ore the topology or this 
tunnel. particularly in ways which take advantage of the comparative simplicity of the (T ... ' .... ) phase diagram 
compared to those of ternary diagrams in general. Our motivation is partly the intrinsic interest of this aspect 
of ternary mixture behaviour but perhaps more important is its bearing on other aspects or ternary behaviour 
near critical endpoints. 
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For example. in our first paper we were chiefly concerned with the poss'bl r d I e use 0 cy obexane-
perdeuterocyclohexane as a contrast-matched solvent for neutron reflectivity measure ts H . d . 
. . . men. aVlDg ectded 
to employ the upper cntlcal solution temperature of these two liquids in binary mixture with perOuorobeune 
as a convenient guide to the sensitivity of the mixture of cyclohexanes to the I'SOlo 
' pomer content and on 
discovering that there is a substantial isotope effect on the phase diagram of the mixture witb perfluorobexane. 
it seemed natural to determine the broad features and some of the detail of the tunnel part of tbe phase 
diagram. 
We tum in this paper to another class of quasibinary A'-A"-B mixtures. based on the aJlcanenitrile-e..lkane 
mixtures widely studied in the group. 3 Alkane-alkanenitrile mixtures4 are usually classed as diluent-strong 
dipole mixtures and their limited miscibility is associated with the partial disruption of the strong dipolar 
cohesion in the pure alkanenitrile brought about by the addition of the illert alkane diluent. 51n these mi~tures 
positive nonideality increases with increasing alkane chain length and decreases rather more sharply. if 
expressed in terms of Tues, with increasing alkanenitrile chain length. The properties of the members of the 
series of mixtures thus can be tuned easily by altering component chain length and so quasibinary mixtures 
can be devised containing either one alkane and two alkanenitriles of different chain length or two alkanes of 
different chain length with one alkanenitrile. 
Since the properties of the binary mixtures can be more finely tuned in terms of alkane chain length the 
latter kind of quasibinary mixture was chosen for the present study and the particular mixture chosen was 
n-hexane-n-decane-propanenitrile. The binary coexistence curves for lI-hexane-propanenilrile and n-decane-
propanenitrile have already been accurately determined by Arriaga Colina el al.6 We were moved to study the 
phase diagram of the ternary mixture in order to complement measurements of the shear \'iscosity '1 ncar the 
locus of critical endpoints of the same mixture. 7 
The near-critical behaviour of 'll for binary mixtures has been reported as a function of temperature for 
mixtures of critical composition and along both limbs of the liquid-liquid coexistence curve.8,9.10 and along 
the critical isotherm. It These paths are readily recognised as appropriate for studying criticality in modem 
terms in binary mixtures. However, it is more difficult to identify in theory the analogous pathway in ternary 
mixtures and. perhaps. even more difficult in practice to determine it experimentally. certainly not without 
inordinate expenditure of effort. Nevertheless there have been examples of this kind of study. even for 
viscosity 12 but not always for simple mixtures. 
Quasibinary mixtures exhibiting tunnel phase diagrams offer advantages for straightforward experimental 
investigation of. say. viscosity. since one can readily determine the viscosity of ternary mixtures fo~ in 
our current terminology. using A'-A"-B mixtures containing A' and A" in fixed proportion. i.e. of quasibinary 
slices. 
A sensible time-economical strategy involves the determination of the viscosity as a function of 
temperature of a quasibinary slice from above the locus of critical points connecting Tues' and Tues· to the 
two-liquid phase region at lower temperatures in a manner analogous to that for binary mixtures in the studies 
referenced above. Such investigations of binary mixtures carry the simple advantage that at any given 
temperature the coex.isting liquid compositions need not be measured for the purpose or eDsurin~ a w~ll 
defined approach to the critical endpoint. For ternary mixtures this advantage is less marked SlDce. ID 
principle at least. the coexisting compositions should be determined in order to define the approach to the 
critical endpoint. . . 
The compositions of such mixtures in the one-liquid phase region fall on \'ertlcai slices of the (T ...... , 
. h ha d' gram that re~nts pure B and in some phase diagram that pass through the vertical edge of t e p se la r'~ . . 
. 'b' I' Before assuming that this IS the case III 
cases the tielines may fall close to or even on thIS quasi mary s Ice. . 
. . h' . t for which it is likely to be true. the folkM1DI 
any particular mixture and as a gUide 10 c oosmg mix ures 
issues entailed in such a procedure need to be addressed. I .1. 
. h h d s"mmetry of the two-phase tunlte • we Among the more important of these Issues are t e s ape an ,J • • • 
. . . . f th . ntersection of the locus of cnucal poIDts 
curvature of the ridge. the locatIon of the helmes. the local1on 0 e I . . 
. h' htf< rward comparison between the quasabinary 
with any particular quasibinary sltce and. lastly. t e stmg 0 ., . 
slices of the reasonably simple ternary system and the wen~ocumentcd binary liquid-hquld coeXIs&ence 
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curves of the same mixture near to the locus of critical points. Among other general issues that may need 
wider investigation are those concerning the renormalisation of the critical indices for ternary mixturest3 and 
the appropriate variables for optimising the symmetry, no matter how defined, of the overall phase diagrams 
and those sections which may be encountered experimentally. 
Despite the immense number of ternary mixtures whose phase behaviour has been reported, reckoned in 
1971 to be around 4000,14,15 there has been relatively little systematic work addressing the issues given 
above. Many of the recent reports deal with the special case of (oil-water-nonionic surfactant) ternary 
mixtures which form microcmulsion phases. 16 Here we are concerned with systems which arc simpler both in 
molecular complexity and in the complexity of the phase diagram. 
In phase diagrams containing tunnels of the kind mentioned earlier at temperatures below the lower binary 
Tues and in the regions very close to each of the two binary faces showing a miscibility gap. the tielines are 
closely parallel to the faces of the prism and effectively stem from the B vertex of the isothermal slice of the 
phase diagram. Tielines for compositions within the tunnel may then be reasonably supposed also to fallon 
the quasibinary slice at all temperatures and so effectively stack above those below, forming true "ertical 
quasibinary slices projecting from the vertex. However. since the tielines for a partially miscible ternary 
mixture need not lie, and in practice seem rarely to lie, in the same vertical plane in the triangular prism as the 
temperature is increased, if the temperature of a mixture with an overall composition falling within the two-
phase region is raised, the orientation of the tielines may change. The compositions of the coexisting phases 
are not then known and a true vertical slice or plane is not being considered. 
At temperatures between the binary TlJes' and Tues", the two-phase region does not bridge the three-
component region but is 'attached' to one face of the prism instead of two. As the tunnel no longer goes right 
through the prism the tielines may be affected and vertical planes stemming from the vertex may no longer 
contain the full tielines at the higher temperatures. For these tunnel phase diagrams it is not clear whether the 
plait points lie at the top of the quasibinary slices projecting from the vertex thus forming a line of plait points 
along the top of the ridge. 
The alternative to the simple situation in which the tielines fallon a quasibinary slice is to determine all the 
conjugate compositions. It is in part with the aim of avoiding such a tedious measure that the usc of tunnel 
mixtures is willingly embraced in this investigation. 
All of the foregoing suggests that the study of A'-A "-B quasibinary mixtures offers advantages for the 
study of near-critical behaviour in ternary mixtures. 
Despite the abundance of information which we should like to gamer about the phase diagrams of the title 
mixture to complement our rheological studies, we are content here to report the outcome of a more modest 
investigation. Its specific aims were: 
l. To determine the liquid-liquid phase-separation temperatures T sep for mixtures of propanenitrile and 
three alkane stock solutions \\,ith the relative volumes at room temperature of n-hexane to n-decane in 
the ratios 1:3. I: 1 and 3: 1. 
2. To attempt to determine if the tielines for these mixtures fallon the corresponding quasi binary slices. 
3. To attempt to identify the upper critical solution temperatures for the slices chosen. 
2. Experimental 
Materials dri-.l ·tb 
. '1 (A Ie >99'f.) were QI \\' 
n-Decane (Aldrich. 99+%), n-hexane (Aldrich. 99+%) and propanenltn e u a. 
Molecular Sieves before use. 
Procedure 'b' st· . 
. d f urements of three quasi mary Ices ID The shape of the two-phase tunnel was determane rom meas 
'all . c'ble true binary mixtures. Slock alkane 
conjunction with the previous results for the two partl y mls I 
. I . V(C )'V(C6) of 1:3. I: I. and 3: I and were 
solutions were weighed out accurately to obtain \'0 ume ratiOS. 10· . 
. . '1 Th base-separation temperatures ror samples In 
used to study quasi binary slices by addlDg propanemtn e. e p . 
. b f gJass-coaled magneuc rollower \\'ere 
sealed Pyrex tubes immersed in a water bath and stirred y means 0 a 
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recorded with a calibrated platinum resistance thermometer to a precision of ±O 05 K Care . 'AI. 
. . "as &4A.en to 
ensure that the sample was heated very slowly within circa 0.5 K of the phase separatl' t b' 
- on em perature \\' Icb 
was determined visually. Phase-separation temperatures for three compositions close to tbe critical 
composition for Il-hexane-propanenitrile were measured to determine the scaling increment of +0.16 K 
needed to reconcile the data of Arriaga-Colina et at. 6 with our data for this binary slice. 
The second part of the investigation involved a crude estimation of the positions of the tielincs for the 
quasi binary slice of V(CIO):V(C6) = 3:1. This was undertaken by equilibrating a sample of volume fraction of 
propanenitrile ., = 0.41 in a cell immersed in a thermostatted water bath and carefully extracting 7-8 portions 
of the upper phase after thermal and diffusional equilibration. To each weighed portion of extracted upper 
phase a known mass of propanenitrile was added and the phase-separation temperature of the resulting 
mixture determined as before. The entire experiment was repeated at three different equilibration 
temperatures: 8.09, 15.03, and 24.07°C. 
If the tielines are in the plane of the ternary slice then the compositions of the cocxisting equilibrated 
phases at each temperature can be determined from the coexistence curve measured previously and the 
compositions of the samples with added propanenitrile calculated. The temperatures measured for these 
samples should then agree within a reasonable error margin with those for the same compositions in the 
coexistence curve. If the separation temperatures do not coincide with the quasibinary coexistence cun'e then 
the tielines do not lie in the plane at the chosen temperatures. By considering the overall shape of the tunnel an 
estimation of the tieline positions can be made. This method of estimating ticlines, although not the most 
accurate, should be sufficient to allow a comparison of the pha.o;;e-separation temperatures with those already 
determined. Trial experiments for the binary mixture II-decane-propanenitrile showed that the method could 
be used with reasonable success to explore the orientation of the tielines. 
3. Results 
The results of the determinations of the liquid-liquid phase-separation temperatures T scp for the three 
quasi binary slices are given in Table 1. The densities and molar masses used to interconvert measures of 
composition are listed in Table 2. The T scp versus composition results were fitted using CURAT. the 
nonlinear least-squares fitting routine of Bevington, 17 to: 
(I) 
where ., is the volume fraction. +c is the critical volume fraction,1j.I = 0.89, and l\1 = 0.5. The C and B terms 
are fitting parameters, £ = (T c - T)rr c where T c is the critical temperature and ~ is the order-parameter critical 
exponent and has a value of 0.325 for binary liquid mixtures by illter alii Le Guillou and Zinn-Justin l • and 
Baker et a!ii. 19 The first set of terms describes the diameter of the cun'c and the second set forms the order 
parameter expansion developed by Wegner.20 The fitting ''''as performed as an exercise in generating ~moo~ 
curves through the data points and to identify the coordinates of the maxima on the curves-these are listed ID 
Table 3. It was IIot assumed that such points are critical points; the fitting parameters are not quoted but are 
available. Given that we attached no great significance to their values apart from generating smooth curves. DO 
special care was used to employ the same number of terms in each fit; the slight differences iD the shape of the 
curves may be due to this deliberate neglect . of 
The experimental T sep points for the three quasibinary slices as a function of the volume fracu~ 
. . d . f the outcome of the fitting procedure Just propanenitrile are shown ID Fig. 1; the curves are ra" n rom . 
. 'a11 . miscible binary DlIxtuJ described. The results for the quasibinary mixtures and for the consutuent partl ) . . 
f .' f the volume fraction and the mole fractlOD. are shown as fitted curves in Figs. 2 and 3 as unctions 0 
. . . . h - paration temperature are marked on each 
respectively, of propanemtnle. The points of ma"<lmum p ase se . 
curve; in the case of the binary mixtures these arc upper critical endpomL~. 
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4. Discussion 
General arrangement of the phase diagram 
A simple rule for the effect of adding a third component to a partiallv mi 'bl b' , 
•• • J SCI e mary ml~ture states that the 
mutual solubility IS decreased by addition of a component much more sol bl ' f th . 
. . . u e ID one 0 e binary components 
than the other and mcreased by the addition of an essentially equallv sol bl ' , 
• " J u e component. I,e. TlTCS nscs and 
falls. respectively. ThiS rule apphes to the present mixture since T ucs for n-h " , , 
. '. exane-propanemtnle IS mcreased 
by the addition of n-decane which at the lower Tues is much less soluble in . 'I han' 
. ' . . propanemtn e t m n-beune. 
SImilarly. addmg the equally miscible n-hexane at the higher Tues for n-decan ' '1 e-propanemtn e causes a 
corresponding drop in Tues. 
Quasibinary slices 
From Figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen that the quasi binary (T -"') slices where'" I'S th . 'I I 
'I" • 'I" e propanemtn e \'0 ume 
f~tion. exhibit simple regularity of shape relatively similar to those for the true binary mi~ture phase 
diagrams. The curves are somewhat more symmetrical in volume fraction than in mole fraction. 
Fig. 4 shows the maximum temperatures of the curves as a function of decane volume fraction in the 
n-decane-II-hexane stock solution. The relationship is all but linear although a statistically significant 
improvement is obtained using a simple parabola to describe them. The satisfying smoothness of the cuo'e 
suggests that our measurements bear acceptable precision. The data are well described by expressions of the 
kind successfully employed to describe real coexistence curves for binary mixtures despite the fact that the 
maxima of the curves at T scp,max should not be regarded as critical points. This is a little une~pected 
particularly since no need emerged for renormalised exponents. 
The curve-fitting expressions permit an estimate of the composition at the ma~imum and these are plotted 
on Fig. 5 as a function of alkane stock solution composition. It is evident that the mole fraction ma~ima data 
fall on a much less regular line than do the volume fraction maxima The results were fitted separately for 
each composition variable and the difference in regularity may be some small evidence of the 'superiority' of 
the volume fraction for representing ternary phase diagrams. The scatter also is evidence of the difficulty 
inherent in obtaining 'critical' compositions from coexistence-curve data even using a well-defined and 
subjective process of the kind described above. Since the 'critical' composition alters with n-decane: n-he:wte 
ratio it is apparent that the curves do not form a 'corresponding' set. i.e. they can not be superimposed by 
representing as reduced 'critical' temperatures. T scpff scp,max as functions of propanenitrile volume fraction. 
This is exactly what was found in our earlier study of cyclohexane-perdeuterocyclohexane-perfluoroheune. 
Ternary Isothermal slices and position of the plait point 
The isothermal coexistence curves are shown on Fig. 6. The smooth curves are drawn freehand and not by 
fitting to an appropriate order-parameter expression. The locus of the maximum phase-separation 
temperatures is drawn as a fullline~ it passes through the Tues of the binaries but it is not coincident with the 
locus of plait points. Although the maxima of the quasi binary slices should not be regarded as critical or plait 
points by simple analogy with the maxima of binary coexistence curves. they do have a definable significance 
on the isothermal coexistence line. This significance is the fact that each isothermal coexistence curve is 
tangential to the quasi binary slice projection at the maximum temperature point. Accordingly. taking the 
present diagram as an example. it is clear that all points within the coexistence curve refer to higher phase-
separation temperatures than those defining the boundary of the curve itself. Therefore if the plait point does 
not coincide with the point at T scp.max. the quasi binary slice through the plait point must pass tbrou~ bi.gb~ 
temperature regions within the coexistence curve. It follows clearly therefore that in this case. the plait ~nt IS 
not at the ma~imum in that quasi binary slice (T -.) diagram. Thus we cannot assume that the points of 
maximum temperature are critical points on the quasi binary slices nor that they are plait points on the 
isothermal slices. For that reason we refrain from identifying these points as critical points and at the same 
time are cautious about employing the normal usage of binary mixtures to denominate the coordinates of the 
maximum on the former as critical temperature and composition. 
In order to identify the plait points it would until recently ha\'e been deemed necessary to determine the 
. ., . Th" s the classical time-consuminl route to 
tlelines and seek the POlDt at which they collapse to a POint. IS I 
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plait-point identification. The alternative, which we have not so far explored . t I . 
.. . ., IS 0 emp oy tbe Isothermal 
analogue to our procedure fOf determmmg bmary coexistence CUfves and cn't' I "oord' . 
. lea POlOt C mates, I.e" to 
assume an expressIon for both the order parameter and for the coexistence cu ' d' d th 
. f\ e lameter an en fit aU 
coexistence points, indifferently whether canonical points or not to an appropn"at b' ed "" 
. . ' e com m expres510n 1D 
composition. The forms of the analogous curves for isothermal ternary phase dl'agrams d ot 
o n appear to ha,'c 
been developed and so we have not thus far pursued this route to establishing the plait point location. Instead 
we have sought merely to test for coplanarity of the tielines and the quasibinary slices and we now turn to a 
discussion of the results of our efforts to do so. 
Outcome of the tieline mapping 
The logic behind our tieline investigation is detailed above. In short. it hangs on the assumption that the tieline 
is coplanar with a quasibinary slice. If after diluting a known mass of one of the coexisting phases. generated 
by cooling a mixture of known composition, with a known amount of the B component the coexistence 
temperature of a known sample coincides with that along the previously known slice 'coexistence' curve then 
the tieline at the separation sampling temperature is coplanar with the quasibinary slice. If the temperature 
does not so coincide then the test for coplanarity fails. In the present investigation the separation temperatures 
were uniformly higher by about one kelvin than expected and thus the test failed. Three conclusions emerge. 
The first is that the tielines do not fall on quasi binary slices. Secondly, a simple argument based on thc 
observed increase rather than a decrease quite clearly and unequivocally indieates that at the alkane-rich end 
of the tieline the mixture contains a higher n-decane: n-hexane ratio than that of the associated quasi binary 
slice. It follows therefore since the tieline passes pivotally through the original bulk composition. which 
coincidentally was in our experiments chosen to be reasonably near the maximum on the quasibinary slice. the 
other end of the tieline enjoys a lower n-decane: II-hexane ratio. Thus the tieline is more parallel to the decane-
propanenitrile binary edge than to the quasibinary slice. Thirdly, since the discrepancy in temperature between 
the actual quasi binary slice 'coexistence' curve and the observed dilution curve points is uniform irrespective 
of the sampling temperature, it appears that the parallelism grows less as the temperature of sampling falls. 
This is in agreement with naive reasoning which suggests that a given tieline becomes more aligned with 
quasibinary slices the deeper the tieline lies in the tunnel region, and becomes more parallel to the binary edge 
the closer it lies to the Tues of the nearest immiscible binary mixture. These conclusions are illustrated in Fig. 
7 which shows the relationship between the orientation of a set of tielines at successively deeper temperatures 
into the tunnel zone of the phase diagram. 
Primitive and rather approximate conservation of mass arguments confirm this general picture. i.e. as the 
temperature drops the tielines tend to alignment with the quasibinary slices. Thus for the purpose of studying. 
say. viscosity. the quasibinary slices offer reasonably sensible approximations to coexistence curves but less 
so towards the maximum. 
s. Conclusions 
The following conclusions emerge from this investigation: 
(I) The ternary phase diagram for the A'-A "-B mixture formed by n-hexane-n-decane-propanenitrile 
., . b' . xtures with the 
exhibits straightforward dependence on the lI-decane:lI-hexane rabo m quasi mary rru • 
. . . h f d' grams close to a linear function of that 
maximum temperatures of the quaslbmary p ase-separa Ion la 
ratio. . 
(2) The tielines in the three-component region at temperatures well below the locus of critical or plait 
points tend to become coplanar with the quasi binary slices of fixed n-decane:n-hexane composition. At 
. . a1 nd . nts of the true binary mixtures they tend temperatures and compositions near the upper cntlc e pol 
to become parallel to the binary edge of the phase diagram. 
., . f h . b' ary ftI. ..... -separation diagrams and so (3) The plait points do not coincide With the maxima 0 t e quasi m ...--
far we have failed to establish the locus of plait points. 
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Table 1 Liquid-liquid phase-separation temperatures Ts vs mole ~r:a t' 
ep. I, C Ion x or volume 
fraction 4> of propanenitrile for the three quasi binary slices wl'th I . 
. vo ume ratios of 
n-decane:n-hexane, V(CIO):V(Q), in th.e Il-decane-Il-hexane solvent of I :3. I: 1. and 3: l. 
v(e 1O):V(C6) = 1:3 V(CIO):V(C6) = I: I V(CIO):V(4) = 3: 1 
x 4> Tsepf'C x cp TsepFC x cj) Tsepf'C 
0.1839 0.1002 8.16 0.1316 0.0638 3.63 0.1534 0.0685 11.36 0.2455 0.1385 13.20 0.1650 0.0817 10.13 0.2260 0.1060 20.57 
0.2829 0.1632 15.37 0.2281 0.1173 16.71 0.2863 0.1400 25.76 
0.3351 0.1994 17.18 0.2841 0.1515 20.64 0.3435 0.1751 29.15 
0.4015 0.2490 18.52 0.2970 0.1597 21.28 0.3539 0.1818 29.65 
0.4389 0.2788 18.90 0.3536 0.1975 23.78 0.4075 0.2182 32.44 
0.4833 0.3161 19.22 0.4285 0.2523 25.88 0.4482 0.2479 32.85 
0.5113 0.3408 19.27 0.5070 0.3163 26.47 0.5065 0.2940 33.47 
0.5316 0.3593 19.30 0.5915 0.3944 26.94 0.5580 0.3387 33.82 
0.5606 0.3867 19.33 0.6154 0.4186 27.00 0.6235 0.4019 33.98 
0.5665 0.3924 19.32 0.6576 0.4635 26.99 0.667] 0.4485 34.18 
0.5943 0.4199 19.44 0.6665 0.4735 26.99 0.680] 0.4632 34.12 
0.6011 0.4268 19.41 0.6902 0.5006 26.77 0.7402 0.5362 33.38 
0.6032 0.4289 19.41 0.7100 0.5241 26.56 0.7513 0.5508 33.17 
0.6222 0.4487 19.31 0.7215 0.5383 26.22 0.7639 0.5676 32.95 
0.6481 0.4764 19.13 0.7518 0.5767 25.18 0.8164 0.6434 30.34 
0.6773 0.5091 18.51 0.7981 0.6402 22.37 0.8200 0.6490 30.17 
0.7066 0.5434 17.95 0.8277 0.6837 19.38 0.8374 0.6764 28.19 
0.7443 0.5899 16.25 0.8626 0.7386 14.00 0.8845 0.7566 20.15 
0.7918 0.6527 12.57 0.8972 0.7971 6.00 0.9112 0.8063 13.35 
0.8341 0.7130 7.08 0.9259 0.8352 7.32 
Table 2 Densities p, molar masses M, and molar volumes V at T = 298.15 K for n-hexane. 
II-decane and pl'Opanenitrile 
Substance pIg cm-3 MIg mol-I V/cm3 mol-I 
n-Hexane 0.65493 86.18 131.593 
n-Decane 0.7263h 142.29 195.911 
Propanenitrile 0.7775c 55.08 70.842 
a American Petroleum Institute, 1953. Project 44. 
h R.A. Orwoll and PJ. Flory, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1967,89,6814. 
C R.E. Smith and I.A. McLure, 1978. UnpUblished measurements. 
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Table 3 Maximum phase-separation temperatures T sep, max and the corresponding mole 
fraction x and volume fraction 4> of propane nitrile in mixtures formed from n-decane-
n-hexane solvent mixtures with volume ratios of n-decane:n-hexane, V(C IO):V(Ct,), of 0, 1 :3, 
I: 1,3: I, and 1. The values were obtained by fitting to equations of the form of eqn. (1). 
V(CIO):V(C6) 
0 
1 :3 
1: I 
3: I 
x(propanenitrile) 4>(propanenitrile) Tsep. max IK 
0.4857 0.3417 284.832 
0.5594 0.4033 292.485 
0.6273 0.4313 300.155 
0.6196 0.4153 307.135 
0.6474 0.4084 314.24 
~)~----r---~r----'-----'----I 
30 
u 
o 
~ 20 
f-~ 
10 
oL---~--~----~--~--~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
+(propanenitrile) 
T sep, max fOe 
11.682 
19.335 
27.005 
33.985 
41.09 
. tures T for the three quasi binary slices of 
Fig. 1 The experimental phase-separation tempera. scp • -he V(e o):V(C6). 
··1 ·th volume ratlos of n-decane.n xane. I 
n-hexane-l1-decane-propanemtn e WI 3.1 Ii ction of propanenitrile volume 
I I f 1·3 1·1 and . as a un in the n-decane-II-hexane so ven 0 .'... n (1) from top to bottom in diminishing 
fraction ell. The curves are drawn accordmg to eq . 
proportion of n-decane in the alkane mixture. 
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cp(propanenitrile) 
Fig. 2 The phase-separation temperatures T sep for the three quasibinary slices of n-hexane-
n-decane-propanenitrile with volume ratios of n-decane:n-hexane V(C )·v(r,>· h • 10· '"'0. 10 t e 
n-de~ane-n-hexane solvent of 1 :3. 1: 1. and 3: 1 and the two partially miscible binary 
coexistence curves for n-hexane-propanenitrile and n-decane-propanenitrile as a function of 
the propanenitrile volume fraction ~. The curves are drawn from top to bottom in diminishing 
proportion of n-decane in the alkane mixture. The circles represent the maximum temperature 
T sep,max for each curve. 
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x(propanenitrile) 
Fig_ 3 The phase-separation temperatures T sep for the three quasibinary slices of II-bexan&-
II-decane-propanenitrile with volume ratios of II-decane:n-bexane. V(CIO):V(~). in the 
II-decane-II-hexane solvent of 1 :3. 1: 1. and 3: 1 and the two partially miscible binary 
coexistence curves for II-hexane-propanenitrile and lI~ropanenitrile as I function or 
propanenitrile mole fraction x. The curves are drawn from top to bottom in diminisbiDI 
proportion of II-decane in the stock alkane mixture. The circles represent the maximum 
temperature T sep,max for each curve. 
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cjI(n-decane) 
Fig. 4 The maximum phase-separation temperatures T '" 
. . sep.max lor n-hexane-n-decane 
propanemtnle as a function of the II-decane volume fracti tit.( -d' -. on, 't'\n ecane).l0 the n-decane-
n-hexane stock mixture. The smooth line is a simple parabolic fit through th . points. e expenmental 
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I 0.5 
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cjI(n-decane) 
Fig. 5 The compositions'll corresponding to the maximum phase-separation temperatures 
T sep,max for n_hexane-n-decane-propanenitrile as a function of the n-decane volume fraction. ~n-decane). in the n-decane-n-hexane stock mixture. The squares are 'II = mole fraction x and 
the diamonds are 'II = volume fraction • of propanenitrile. The smooth lines are simple 
parabolic fits through the experimental points. 
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propanenilrile 
n-decane 
Fig. 6 Triangular phase diagrams for isothermal slices for n-hexan -d . . 
fi . f h e-n ecanc-propaneOltriJe 
as a unction 0 t e volume fraction q, at temperatures 809 11 682 19335 2700 
o • • • • • • • • 5.33.985. 
and 41.09 C. The cIrcles represent the compositions at the maxI'm t . 
. . urn emperature of eIther 
the bInary phase dIagram or a quasi binary slice. as appropriate. 
propaneni tri Ie 
n-hexane II-decane 
Fig. 7 Illustration on a triangular phase diagram of the relationship between quasibinary slices 
and the corresponding tielines as a function of temperature in the partially miscible region. 
The longer the tielines the deeper they lie in the tunnel region of the phase prism; such lines 
tend to be parallel to the appropriate quasi binary slice. The shorter the tile lines the closer 
they lie to the upper surface of the tunnel region of the phase prism: such lines tend to be 
parallel to the appropriate binary face of the phase prism. 
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The phase diagram for the ternary mixture hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-pertluoroheune has been 
d~te~n~ by vis~al observati~~ of the liquid-liquid phase separation temperatures T sep for the two partially 
miSCible bmary mIxtures contammg pertluorohexane and for three quasibinary temperature 'b' I' 
-compost on S Ices 
of volume ratios of hexamethyldisiloxane: hexane of 1 :3, 1: 1 and 3: 1. The upper critical solution temperatures 
Tucs for the binary mixtures of hexane or hexamethyldisiloxane-pertluorohexane are separated by less than 
1 K, 295.76 K and 296.65 K, respectively. For the quasi binary slices, the maximum separation temperatures 
T sep,max are lower than Tucs for either binary mixture-for the central ternary slice T = 294 64 K The sep.max . . 
projections of the ternary liquid-liquid quasi binary slices map well on to the binary liquid-liquid coe:tistence 
curves. A simplified version of the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFr -HS) has been used to predict the 
phase equilibrium for this system and is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results. In 
particular, the decrease in T sep.max for the ternary mixtures is reproduced. 
1. Introduction 
In the first two parts of this series the phase behaviour of ternary mixtures exhibiting tunnel behaviour due to 
the chemical similarity of two of the components has been studied. This similarity originated either from 
isotopomerism,' in which two of the components differed only in the complete substitution of H by D atoms 
or from homologous unbranched alkanes,2 in which two of the components differed only in chain length. This 
paper forms the third part of a continuing study of ternary mixtures of this type and reports the results of our 
measurements and our theoretical description of the liquid-liquid coexistence surface of hexane-
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane. In this mixture hexane and hexamethyldisiloxane are similar in the 
sense that their corresponding-states reduction factors T* are almost equal and their pressure reduction facton 
p* are reasonably similar. Thus hexane and hexamethyldisiloxane, with the same reduced temperature and 
essentially the same reduced pressure at any actual temperature and pressure, behave in an essentially similar 
fashion in many theories of mixtures, particularly at low pressure.3 
Hexamethyldisiloxane (CH3hSi-O-Si(CH3h is a member of the series of linear dimethylsilounes and is 
often denoted M2,4 where M = (CH3hSi-01I2' As mentioned above, it is very similar to hexane in many 
mpects, both in pure component properties and in mixtures with, for example, perfluoroalkanes. despite the 
greater mobility or chain flexibility of hexamethyldisiloxane. 3 For example. the temperature reduction factors 
T* with respect to octane for M2 and hexane are very similar-O.903 and 0.901,5 respectively, a1tboup the 
pressure and volume reduction factors. p* and V •• are rather different, 0.836 and 1. respectively. ror the 
former and 1.252 and 0.774 for the laUer. The entropy reduction factors S· illustrate the greater mobility or 
hexamethyldisiloxane 1.159 compared to 0.857 for hexane. Some of the properties of alkane-
dimethylsiloxane mixtures have been described by theories based chieny on the dirrerences in p* and V·~ ror 
example excess volumes6 and surface tensions.' The nonideality of dimeth)'lsiioxane-perfluoroalkane 
mixtures arises, as does that of alkane-perfluomalkane mixtures, from the weakness or the unlike interaction 
energies. This leads to partial miscibility in dimethylsiloxanc-perfluoroalkanc mixlUTe., and the upper critical 
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solution temperatures T ues for mixtures with perfluorohexane increase with both . '. . 
. .. . IDcreaslDg slloune chain 
length. and IDdeed with IDcreaslDg perfluoroaIkane chain length. 8 By contrast I' d' h . 
' • lDear lmet ylsdoune-aJk.ane 
mixtures are generally almost Ideal.9 and so are completely miscible over w'd f 
. . I e ranges 0 temperatwe and 
pressure. particularly If the components are of similar size. 
2. Experimental 
Materials 
The hexane and the hexamethyldisiloxane were supplied by Aldrich with stated purities of 99+ mol'l and 
99.5+ mol%. respectively and were dried with 5 A Molecular Sieve before use The perfl h 
. uoro exane was 
supplied by Auorochem with a stated purity of 99 mol%, of which 85% was the normal isomer~ in view of the 
great difficulty of purifying it further it was used as supplied. 
Procedure 
The shape of the two-phase tunnel was determined from measurements of the liquid-liquid phase separation 
temperatures T sep of three quasibinary slices and of both partially miscible binary coexistence curves. The 
quasibinary slices were studied by adding perfluorohexane to stock solutions of ,'olume ratios of 
hexamethyldisiloxane:hexane, V(M2):V(C6), of 1:3,1:1 and 3:1. The binary and ternary mixtures were made 
up by mass in sealed vessels containing approximately 2 cm3 samples immersed in a smaIl water-filled 
thermostat bath. The temperatures of liquid-liquid phase separation T sep were detennined using a calibrated 
platinum resistance thermometer as the temperature was cycled slowly up and do\\n around the point of phase 
separation. The mole fraction was determined to ± 0.0001 and T sep to ± 0.01 K although the accuracy is 
probably no better than ±0.05 K. The T sep of ternary mixtures were more difficult to obseT\'e and for them the 
uncertainty is probably closer to ± 0.1 K. 
3. Results 
The liquid-liquid separation temperatures T sep for the binary and ternary mixtures of known mole fraction x 
and volume fraction + are recorded in Tables 1 and 2~ throughout the paper the composition variable refers to 
perfluorohexane. The densities used to calculate + from x are given in Table 3. 
The results for the binary mixtures arc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The (T sep + +> results were filled to 
expressions of the form: 
(I) 
where the +± are compositions on either side of the critical composition +c. E is the reduced temperature 
departure from the critical temperature. i.e .• E = 1Tues - Tlrrucs. the Cj are the diameter amplitudes. "" is the 
critical index for the diameter (++ + +->/2, the Bj are the amplitudes for the order parameter C++ -+->. II is the 
order-parameter critical index and Al is the Wegner gap exponent for the order parameter. The 
Renormalization Group values for the critical indices were adopted: P = 0.325. 11' - 1 - u = 0.89 and A I = 
O.S. 10 The data were not gathered for the purpose of exploring the finer details of coexistence cun'e shape. 
therefore they were of insufficient precision to justify the use of extended-scaling contributions. The fitting 
was carried out using a pre-optimised value for T c. The results of the fitting routine are listed in Table 4 where 
in most entries one more significant figure than can strictly speaking be demonstrably justified is given. 
The fitting was also carried out for the quasibinary slices to generate smooth curve.~ through the data Plints 
and to identify the maximum temperature T sep.max for each curve and the corresponding mole fracti.~ x and 
volume fraction •. The results are given in Table 5 along with the critical temperatures and compoBlllons ror 
the two partially miscible binary mixtures. 
Phenomenology 
Binary mixtlUes 
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In terms of the classification of van Konynenberg and Scott II the mixture h h hi' . 
... . . . exane- eumet y dlsJloune, 
which IS almost Ideal and thus exhibits no partial miscibilitv belongs to t· I h 
J' ) pe w ereas hexane-
perfluorohexane and hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane which do exhibit liqu'd I' 'd' . 'bil' . 
. I - IqUI Immisci Ity \\llh 
a simple gas-liquid critical locus 12 belong to type II. 
Fig. 1 shows the liquid-liquid coexistence curve for hexane-perfluorohexane generated from our results. 
For comparison, the much older results of Bedford and Dunlapl3 are shown. The general agreement between 
the two sets is reassuring. Our results yield, via the fitting to an expression of the form of eqn. (1), Tucs = 
295.76 K and critical mole fraction Xc= 0.3670 which compare well with those reported by Bedford and 
Dunlap, T ues = 295.80 K and xc= 0.370 and by Block, Judd, McLure, Knobler and Scott, 14 Tues = 295.63 K 
and Xc = 0.3616. Fig. 2 shows the same information for hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane and again the 
curve is drawn using an expression of the-form of eqn. (1). The results of McLure, Mokhtari and Bowers8 fall 
well on our curve. Our Tues = 296.65 K and Xc = 0.5103 agree well with those of McLure, Mokhtari and 
Bowers, Tues = 2g'J.0 K and Xc= 0.516. 
The shape of the hexane-perfluorohexane coexistence curve is significantly different in the mole fraction 
and volume fraction representations, as is clear from the Band C coefficients in Table 4. The 
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane coexistence curve is essentially the same in either representation 
because the molar volumes of the components are almost equal. When plotted in the volume fraction 
repreRentation, the hexane-pcrfluorohexane and the hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane coexistence cun'cs 
are much more alike than in the mole fraction representation, principally in their greater symmetry asjudgcd 
by the critical volume fractions: cp(hexane-perfluorohexane) = 0.4672 and cp(hexamethyldisiloune-
perfluorohexane) = 0.4977 and in terms of the critical amplitude rectilinear diameter coefficient" C. which are 
small. The similarity in shape of the coexistence curves is further evidenced by the similarity of the volume-
fraction order-parameter amplitudes B. = 1.8271 and 1.8491. 
Ternary mixtlUes 
The near similarity of Tues for the two binary mixtures reinforces the notion that, in terms of the 
thermodynamics of mixtures, hexane and hexamethyldisiloxane can be extremely alike. Little more need be 
said on that except that following the rule that the addition of a third component roughly equally soluble in 
both components of a binary mixture close to an upper critical endpoint will depress Tues. one might expect 
that Tucs would be lowered on moving into the body of the (T -+1-+2) ternary phase diagram. The inevitable 
con~quence is the formation of a color saddle point on the coexistence surface and that indeed is what is 
obtained. This point is developed further below. 
Turning now to the quasi binary slice results there is a slight conceptual problem. which we have add~ 
more fully in our recent discussion of the mixture hexane-decane-propaneni tri Ie. 2 namely the propriety of 
fitting the results to eqn. (J) since in no sense can the maximum in the curve be taken without further, and 
time-consuming. effort as a critical point. Nevertheless eqn. (I) does meet the need of describing the data and 
establishing the coordinates at the top of the slice. The results are illustrated on Fig. 3. The first matter of' note 
is the general similarity of the shapes. particularly in mixtures dilute in perfluorohexane. The second is seen 
rather better on Fig. 4 which shows the maximum temperature on the slices along with TUCS of the binary 
mixtures. The results fall satisfyingly on a smooth curve. for whose description a simple cubic ~t sumc~s. 
thus to some extent drawing together and validating the entire data set The small \'ariation of the highest point 
along the coexistence surface is striking. . of 
The mole and volume fractions of the maxima. x max and~. respectively. are displayed as a funcllOn 
. . . hid' '1 ) 'n the hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane stock hexamethyld1slloxane volume fraction ~hexamet Y ISloxane I . . 
mixture in Fig. S. The data fall on smooth curves-almost linear but here simple least-squares fitted .. rabolu-
. . d h' at istency of our procedure ror estimating and 10 confirm both the precision of our results an t e mtem cons 
rmm them the coordinates of the maxima The magnitudes of Xmax and .max also confirm wbal by now 
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scarcely requires confirmation, namely that the volume fractions IlL. are 
"I'lTla"( more constant and closer to 0,5 than 
are the xmax· 
Fig. 6 shows isothermal slices on the conventional (T-x'-x") plots where x' d • I ' 
, . ., an x are mo e fractIOns 0( tw'O 
of the mixture components, The Circles indicate the maxima of the quasib' I' 
. , " Inary s Ices represented by the 
dashed hnes and the smooth hne through the cucles IS intended only as a 'd h 
, " , gUI e to t e eye, From the 
temperatures of the Isothermal slIces It IS clear that the line passes through a nu'nl'm Fi 4 h ' 
. . . . urn as Ig, sows In a T-
4(hexamethyldlsiloxane) proJectIOn. The occurrence of a tunnel region of coexiste t I ' 
nce a ower temperatures IS 
apparent as is the narrowing of the coexistence surface in the vicinit), of the col The d' . d' I ' 
. '" ' lagraIn IS ISP ayed In 
terms of mole fractIOn SInce thiS serves to give a more immediate comparison Wl'th th th h' h' e eory w ac IS more 
naturally couched in mole fraction rather than volume fraction terms. 
We tum now to the details of the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT) used in this work to predict the 
phase behaviour of hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane, Our calculation is carried out at 
atmospheric pressure. Some of the experimental mixing properties used to determine the parameters in the 
calculations were measured orthobaricaJly, i,e., in coexistence with the ,·apour. e,g .• notably and ob\'iously the 
vapour pressures for hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane, while the liquid-liquid coexistence curves presented here 
were determined for the most part effectively at atmospheric pressure although in closed cells. The results are 
little different from those which would have been determined orthobarically. 
SAFT ·HS theory 
Background 
The SAFf theory used in this work to predict the phase behaviour of mixtures of alkane~imethylsiloune­
perfluoroalkane mixtures has its roots in the theory of Wertheim for associating molecules with multiple 
bonding sites. 15.16,17.18,19,20 The theory is based on a graphical expansion of the densities of the free and 
associated species which can be represented as a simple analytical perturbation theory, Chapman and co-
workers21 ,22 extended the original theory to mixtures of associating spherical molecules with one bonding site. 
but phase equilibria was not examined. 
The liquid-vapour phase equilibria of model hard-sphere23 and hard-sphere cbain24 molecules with 
multiple bonding sites and van der Waals mean-field term interactions have been determined to examine the 
effect of association on the phase behaviour. In the second paper24 an accurate equation of state for pure nuids 
and mixtures of chain molecules formed from tangent hard-sphere segments was obtained within the 
Wertheim formalism~ the expression for the pure fluid is identical to that of Wertheim.20 but is given in terms 
of the actual chain length of the molecules instead of the average chain length of the associating system (also 
see reference (25». This led to a general expression for the equation of state of mixtures of associating chain 
molecules with multiple bonding sites, including a van der Waals one-fluid mean-field term. More recently. 
the phase behaviour of a system which exhibits closed-loop liquid-liquid immiscibility.26 model water-
alkane27•28 and water-alkanol29 mixtures. water-alkane mixtures at high pressures.30 and binary mixtures of 
hydrogen fluoride with water, difluoromethane and 1.1.1.2-tetrafluoroethane31 have been examined using 
such an expression. 
We use SAFf -HS to denote this approach since the equation is essentially a simplified prototype of the 
more sophisticaled SAFf equation of state (EOS) which treats the chain as Lennard-Jones (U) segments. 
rather than hard-sphere (HS) segments with van der Waals attractions, The original SAFf EOS for mixtures 
of associating Lennard-Jones chain molecules incorporates contributions from the molecular cores, the chains. 
the associating sites and the Lennard-Jones dispersion interactions,32.33 The theory has been extended to 
Lennard-Jones and square-well (SW) chains (where the contact values of the distribution function for the U 
and SW monomers are used in the chain contribution instead of the hard-sphere expressions). 34..15.)6,.17 .. 18,.19 A 
seneral EOS for chains formed from attractive spherical cores with variable range (SAFT-VR). which offers 
an accurate representation of the reference system in a simple analytical form. has recently been developed..an 
·th d bl boner 41 ring formalion4l.4J,.M.4S and The Wertheim approach has now been extended to deal WI ou e 109. 
bond cooperativity.46 
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All of the SAFf EOSs mentioned thus far are based on the first-order perturbat· th f W . Ion eory 0 ertbelm. 
The theory can be extended to second order to account for the dependence of bond' t . d IDg a one sIte ue to 
bonding at another,20 but this usually involves the appropriate three-body distn'butl'on f t' A I . 
unc Ion. n a ternatJ\'e 
approach (SAFf -D) has been developed by Gbonasgi and Chapman47 where dl'm er-segment terms are 
included in the chain contribution to deal with the many-body effects in an apP"oXl'mal . thO h 
• . e manner, IS as now 
been applied to SW chains by Tavares et al.48 It sbould be noted that since SAFT is a molecular based tbeory. 
it can be tested directly with computer simulation data: tbe accuracy of the theory in describing the properties 
of associating spherical and chain molecules has been reported in a number of studies. 22.2:l.24.J5.49.48,so.51 S2.SJ 
Huang and Radosz have used the SAFf approach to correlate the data for the phase equilibria of over 100 
pure components54 and 60 binary mixtures55 witb great success. Yu and Cben56 have also used SAFf to 
examine the liquid-liquid phase equilibria for 41 binary mixtures and eight ternary mixtures using many of the 
parameters of Huang and Radosz. Other systems which have been examined include ternary systems of 
alkanes containing ethene and I-butene,57 a binary mixture of carbon dioxide and methylnaphthalene,58 and 
very recently water-alkane and water-alkanol systems. 59 One sbould also mention that the approach has also 
been used to correlate and predict the phase behaviour of polymer solutions (e.g., see ref. (60». 
Here we turn to ternary mixtures with an account of the calculation using the SAFT -HS approach to 
describe the liquid-liquid pbase behaviour of a ternary mixture. As indicated above, one of the constituent 
binary mixtures belongs to type I and tbe other two to type II. II The objects of the calculation were first to 
describe the liquid-liquid phase behaviour of the two partially miscible binary mixtures and secondly to 
describe the upper coexistence surface of the ternary mixture, i.e., the tunnel region of liquid-liquid 
coexistence. In this paper we are dealing with a trihomologous mixture,7 i.e., one whose components are 
drawn from three separate homologous chain-molecule series. It is therefore necessary to specify each 
homologous series in terms of the equivalent number of segments and their size and interaction strengths. 
We therefore open the account with a resume of the model to be used, followed by the details of the 
description of the chain structure, the procedure for evaluating the like interaction parameters from the pure 
component liquids, the assessment of the unlike interaction parameters from the properties of the binary 
mixtures, some details regarding the implementation of the theory and finally we discuss the outcome. 
Model and chain characterisati01' 
We use a simple united-atom chain model wherein chain i is deemed to be formed from mi hard-sphere 
segments of equal diameter ot bonded tangentially to form a chain (see Fig. 7). In order to examine nuid 
phase equilibria in such models attractive interactions must also be included. We describe the attractive 
interactions at the van der Waals mean-field level with an energy parameter uti associated with each segment; 
this model is qualitatively similar to that proposed for the alkanes in the original SAFT approach,3l33. 6 1 but in 
the latter the segment-segment interactions are described in terms of potentials of the Lennard-Jones form. For 
convenience in the following account, we denominate the alkane component, here hexane, as chain 1. the 
perfluoroalkane component, here perfluorohexane, as chain 2, and the dimethylsiloxane, here 
hexamethyldisiloxane. as chain 3. 
We take into account all segment-segment interactions, where, as mentioned above, the segment of the 
chain is a united atom representation of part of the molecule. A simple empirical relationship between ~ 
number of carbon atoms Cl in the alkyl chain and the number of spherical segments m, has been proposed In 
earlier work: 61,62 mt = 1 + (Ct- 1)/3. A value of mt = 1 thus corresponds to methane, ml = 1 + 113 to ethane. 
mt = I + 213 to propane, ml = 2 to butane. etc and for hexane m 1 = 1 + 513. This relationship conforms with 
the fact that the carbon-carbon bond length in an alkane is about 113 of the diameter of the methane molecule. 
It also gives a reasonable description of the critical pressure and temperature of the homologous series of the 
. h th malous prolWfl!.c,,!I~ion in the critical 
alkanes. although it does not reproduce the finer details suc as e ano 0'--
sed "1 . we have pressure from methane to ethane.3O,6I,62 For the perfluoroalkane chains, bw on SImI ar reasoning. 
nil = 1 + O.37(C2 _ 1), giving for pernuorohexane m2 = 2.85.62 This renects the larger perfluoroalkane 
segment size compared with that of alkanes. For the dimethylsiloxanes we take In3 = I + O.S(C3 - 1), \\:~ 
h · ., r h vameth)'ldisiloxane I1lJ = 1.5. Thale empncal C3 is the number of silicon atoms along the c aID. glvlDg.OI' e., "  
relationships provide adequate descriptions of the critical properties of all three homologous senes. 
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The great advantage of this approach is that when the diameter and strength of th . t . f 
e ID eraClJons 0 the 
spherical segments are obtained for one member of the homologous series (e g hex ) b fi' . 
. . ..• ane y IltlDg to Its 
thermodynamic properties. these segment parameters can be used in a transferable way for the other members 
of the series without further recourse to filting.30•62 With the structural element of chal'n d 'pt' . I 
escn Ion In p ace 
we now seek the various interaction parameters. 
Our procedure here followed three stages. The first was to obtain parameters for the pure component fluids. 
the second to determine the intermolecular parameters for the binary mixtures by comparison of calculations 
and experimental data, and the third stage was to combine all these data in the calculation for the ternary 
mixture. Since the ternary is taken as reflecting pairwise interactions only. mixing rules for higher 
combinations than pairs of molecules need not be invoked. We give details of the procedures later in this 
work. 
like interaction parameters 
For convenience it is useful to define a number of parameters and reduced variables during the calculations of 
phase eqUilibria. The volume of a spherical segment of species i of diameter Oi is denoted by hi = 3t (Jj3/6. The 
energy of the mean-field interaction is given in terms of the segment volume bj and the "an der Waals 
constant Ojj as Ej = Oji/bj. In studying a mixture. the parameters of one of the components can be used to 
reduce the properties of the other component~ in our case we chose species 1 so that. e.g .• a~ = OJ/a ,. Oij. = 
• • aiilall etc. The reduced temperature and pressure are defined as Ti = kTbj/ajj = kT/Ej and Pi = pbj2/Ujj = 
pbj/Ej. respectively. 
Ulllike interactioll parameters 
The only parameters which characterise the mixture are the size and energy interactions between the spherical 
segments of the alkyl. dimethylsiloxane and perfluoroalkane chains. In our case the corresponding hard-sphere 
interaction is simply Ojj = (OJ + ~)/2 which corresponds to the Lorentz arithmetic-mean mixing rule. 63 This 
only leaves the three integrated interaction energy parameters of the van der Waals interactions between the 
three pairs of unlike segments. The use of the geometric-mean mixing rule for the unlike interaction, Oij = 
(aiiUjj)O.5, is not adequate for a non-ideal mixture. and the parameter must be obtained by fitting to a property 
of the mixture. 
[)etai Is of the implementation 
Before we discuss details of the fitting procedure and of the determination of phase equilibria with the SAFT -
HS approach it is convenient to summarise the main expressions of the theory. For further details the reader 
should consult references (24) and (30) for this version of the theory and reference (33) for the original SAFf 
approach. We give the general equations for mixtures of associating chain molecules formed from hard 
spherical segments with van der Waals interactions, and then provide the specific equations for the model of 
interest. 
The Helmholtz free energy A for an n-component mixture of associating chain molecules can be separated 
into "arious contributions as 
(2) 
where N is the total number of molecules, T is the temperature and k is the Boltzmann constant. The ideal 
contribution to the free energy is given by 6.1 
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NkT - (txilnpiA~) -1, 1=1 (3) 
Aide,,' 
The sum is over all species i of the mixture, Xj = Nj/N is the mole fraction Pi - N·N th be d . 
, - I e num r enslty, Nj 
the number of molecules and Aj the thermal de Broglie wavelength of species i and V the volume of the 
system. The expression of Boubl(k64 (equivalent to that of Mansoori el al. 65) for a multi-componcnt mixture 
of hard spheres is used for the reference hard-sphere contribution, i.e, 
(4) 
where p - N/V is the total number density of the mixture, the reduced densities y are defined as 
(5) 
1;,3 is tbe overall packing fraction of the mixture and mj is the number and OJ the diameter of spberical' 
segments of chain i, The monomer bard-sphere contribution is not the only hard-core repulsive contribution to 
the free energy, as we must also take into account the effect of forming the hard-sphere chains~24 
" 
NkT 
- - L:xi(mi - l)lllg"-(O"ii) 
i=l (6) 
In general, the contact value of the pair radial distribution function for the spherical segments of species i 
and j in the reference hard-sphere mixture is given by the appropriate Boubllk64 expression as 
(7) 
Finally. the contribution due to the dispersive attractive interactions is gh'en at the mean-field level in 
tenns of the van der Waals one-fluid theory of mixing, 6..1 
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_L ( 2 2 + 2 2 2 2 
- kT O'J 1Zt m t Q22%2m2 + 0332:3n13 (8) 
In this approach we have expressed the mean-field contribution in terms of 
. . . segment-segment and not 
molecule-molecule mteractlons, I.e., all represents the integrated strength of the hexane-hexane mean-field 
attraction, al2 that for hexane-perfluorohexane, a13 that for hexane-hexamethyld's'l . h" 
I I oxane, a22 t at lor 
perfluorohexane-perfluorohexane, U23 that for perfluorohexane-hexamethyldisiloxane, and an that for 
hexamethyldisiloxane-hexamethyldisiloxane segments of the chain. This simple representation together with 
the relationship between the number of carbon atoms in the alkane and the number of spherical segments 
allows the phase behaviour of the whole series to be examined with transferable parameters. We re-emphasise 
that all these parameters, indeed all the interactions considered, are two-body in nature. The calculation of the 
three-component coexistence surface therefore has been made entirely without any fitting to experimental 
three-component data. We have, however, checked for and confirmed the absence of immiscibility for the 
hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane binary mixture. 
The other thermodynamic properties can be obtained from the Helmholtz free energy using the standard 
relationships. For example, the chemical potential of species i is given by fA.i 
J1' - (.iA..) 
1 \aNj T VN .. 
, , J .. I 
(9) 
and the compressibility factor by 
pV n ( J1") A Z---I x·_1 --. NkT j 1 kT NkT (10) 
These functions are required for a determination of the critical and phase behaviour of the mixture. The ps-
liquid and liquid-liquid critical lines can be determined by equating the second and third derivatives of the 
Gibbs function with respect to the mole fraction to zero. Phase equilibria between phases I and II in mixtures 
require that the temperature, pressure and chemical potential of each component in each phase are equal, i.e., 
TI- Tn -, - pn ... 1 - ... n 
- ,1'"- 'rl -rl (11) 
These conditions for phase equilibria are solved numerically using a simplex method. M A more detailed 
description of the techniques are given in a previous paper27 and in the extensive work of Scott and ,"an 
Konynenhurg. II 
Detennillarioll of the illteractioll parameters 
The parameters characterising the pure components, i.e. OJ and Ejj, the diameter of the hard sphere seament 
and the integrated energy of the mean-field interaction of the segment, respectively, were determined by 
fitting to the experimental critical points of each pure component. These experimental critical points are 
characterised by T c = 507.4 K. Pc = 3.04 MPa for hexane,67 T c = 448.77 K, Pc = 1.868 MPa for 
perfluorohexane,12 and Tc = 518.8 K, Pc = 1.91 MPa for hexamethyldisiloxane.67 As a result of this fittin.the 
parameters obtained were ElJ/k = 3019 K, 01 = 3.810 A for hexane. E22/k = 2581 K, 02 = 4.173 A for 
pcrf1uorohexane, and E3]1k = 4260 K, OJ = 5.812 A for hexamethyldisiloxanc. 
The cross interactions can in principle be determined from any appmpriate physical pmpcrty of the 
mixture. The assignment of chain segment specification was in this theory lk,rmaJly carried out u.4Iing ps-
liquid critical properties of the components. In that \'ein therefore, it would seem mo. . t !lCMibic to wee a." a 
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source of information on the cross terms the gas-liquid critical/oelLS for the b' . Th' Inary mIXture. IS has been 
done successfully for many mixtures, especially of simple substances Howe'··e f' f 
. • r, or mIxtures 0 the more 
complex molecules under consideration here, the gas-liquid critical locus is rare I . kn d 'f' . ~ own an I It IS often 
with indifferent accuracy. Attention then switches to more accessible data and the ch' . f cond" olce IS 0 len Ilioned 
by the general miscibility of the components. 
For partially miscible mixtures, the upper critical solution temperature TllCS I'S a . 
. convement resource 
particularly since we are interested in the liquid region and, more specifically, in the behaviour of the criti~ 
point. In any case, this is often the only or at least the most accurately known available information. This is 
what was done here for hexane-perfluorohexane and hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluoroheune using, as it 
happens at the start of our calculations and before we had completed measurements on the binary mixtures. 
the results of Bedford and Dunlapl3 and McLure el a/.8 respectively. The reSUlting parameters are [(21k = 
2511 K (aI2* = 0.956) for hexane-perfluorohexane, and E23/k = 2755 K (~..3* = 2.05) for 
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfJuorohexane 
For fully miscible mixtures, this procedure is unavailable. Thus in order to determine the unlike interaction 
parameters for hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane (Ol3 and E 13) we have examined the gas-liquid coexistence 
region. More specifically, our parameters were fitted to the isothermal vapour-pressure curves at 303.15 K.9 
yielding E J3/k = 3435 K (ClJ3* = 2.29). It was observed that the SAFf -HS approach produced a slight positi\'e 
azeotrope if the geometric-mean rule was used to calculate the unlike parameter. In our fitting we have 
checked that azeotropy is not exhibited. The fitting was very sensitive to the interaction energy parameter and 
the value used is not too different from that calculated from the geometric-mean rule (U13* = 2.24) which is 
expected to describe the behaviour of a mixture so close to ideal. The parameters obtained by litting to 
experimental data at 303.15 K were further compared with experimental vapour-pressure data at 309.15 K and 
315.15 K9 and with the gas-liquid critical locus for mixtures of composition close to x = 0.5.67 The parameters 
proved to be consistent. 
Figs. 8 and 9 show the results of the fit to the liquid-liquid critical points of hexane-perfluorohexane and 
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfJuorohexane. Since the theory is a mean field theory, it is not at all unexpected that 
the shape of the coexistence curve is poorly reproduced. Furthermore, it is unusual for complex theories to 
reproduce critical compositions well, partly for the same reason, it is no surprise that in this case Xc: is not 
particularly well predicted. However, given the nature of the theory, and the superior need to establish the 
cross term required to get Tucs the agreemedt is more than adequate for our purpose. The branches of the 
coexistence curves in Figs. 8 and 9 do not quite meet due to the difficulty of obtaining convergence of 
solutions very close to Tucs and an artificial closure was applied. The error so resulting in TUCS is quite 
unimportant. 
For the partially miscible mixtures although both vapour pressures and the gas-liquid critical locus arc 
known for hexane-perfluorohexane they are unknown for bexamethyJdisiJoxane-perfluorohexane. It was 
decided therefore in the interest of consistency to follow the path outlined above and resort to the upper 
critical solution temperatures only. 
OUlcom~s o/Ih~ application 0/ SAFr theory 
Figure 10 shows the tielines at a very low temperature. -60.0S-C, well below the range of measurements. They 
are highly regular and lend confidence to the use of the general theory to define the tielines given the general 
. . . I t f n' mental effort should the need for tielines ptcture of the coexistence sunace thus sa\'mg arge amoun so expe 
arise. 
Lastly Fig. It shows the phase diagram for a wide range of temperatures. The rcsembl~ce to .the 
experimental diagram on Fig. 6 is striking and the more so given the sensitivity of the calculations as JUst 
h th 'Id' siloxane and for the absence of any described for filling the vapour pressure cUn'es for hexane- exame ) I . .,. . .. 
I . th . mmediate vlcmlty of the hoe of cotlal lilting whatsoever of ternary data. We apply a freehand c osure In e I 
. . . . he . s very nal and it is difficult to approach 
pomts. The free energy sunace close to the plait points m t ternary I . . 
. I 1 the TUCS of the correspondlnl binary 
the critical point. This is because the system IS also very c ose 0 • 
. . ld probably allow us to approach the!c poants more 
mixtures. Higher precision (quadruple preciSion) wou 
closely. 
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s. Conclusions 
1. The experimental ternary phase diagram confirms the naive expectation of the outcome of mi,ing a 
relatively soluble third component with a mixture at its upper critical endpoint, i.e. the critical locus drops to 
lower temperatures from each partially miscible side of the diagram thus creating a minimum in the locus of 
plait points about 1 K below the lower Tues at a mole ratio close to 1.6 in hexane:hexamethyldisiloxane and 
at a perfluorohexane mole fraction 0.43. 
2. The line of maxima in temperature, T sep,max on the ternary triangular diagram cast in mole-fraction 
terms, although not readily identified as the plait-point locus, is a simple essentially straight line. 
3. The theory, based on chain segment numbers and segment volumes and like interactions established 
from the properties of the pure components and incorporating pairwise unlike interactions obtained from 
appropriate properties of the three binary mixtures reproduces all the experimental features just listed. In 
particular, it predicts the depth of the minimum in the plait-point locus of around 1 K but the minimum is 
rather closer to a mole ratio hexane:hexamethyldisiloxane of 3.7 at a perfluorohexane mole fraction 0.38. Our 
aim was less to force agreement with experiment, although the degree of agreement just described is 
gratifying, than to ascertain the ease and qualitative success of extending to ternary mixtures the hard sphere 
variant of the SAFT theory. 
4. Although the experimental determination of tielines across the coexistence liquid-liquid surface is 
usually a laborious process, the general shape of the surface can be determined as we have illustrated. Fitting 
that surface using the SAFT theory, which intrinsically determines canonical points and thus tielines, suggests 
a valuable combined experimental-theoretical approach, particularly using a form of the theory, for example a 
square-well-based approach (SAFT -VR), which produces binary liquid-liquid coexistence curves with more 
realistic shape than does the present mean-field approach. 
5. Finally, the outcome of the calculations illustrates the success of the SAFr -HS theory in describing the 
liquid-liquid coexistence surface for hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-pernuorohexane despite the greater 
mobility or flexibility of hexamethyldisiloxane over hexane that was mentioned in the introduction, and even 
more so over the still less flexible perfluorohexane. Furthermore, although there is no doubt some 
compensation arising from the use of parameters for the binary unlike interactions evaluated within the 
framework of a mean-field theory, it is interesting that the mean-field theory is an accurate means of relating 
binary mixture behaviour to ternary mixture behaviour. 
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Table 1 Liquid-liquid phase separation temperatures T sep \IS. mole fraction ;l( or volume 
fraction cp of perfluorohexane for the binary mixtures of hexane-perfluorohexane and 
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane 
(I-x) C6H 14-x C6F 14 ( I-x) M 2-X Cif" 14 
x cp TseprC x cp Tsc~C 
0.1111 0.1611 11.18 0.1337 0.1276 3.65 
0.1303 0.1871 14.16 0.1569 0.1499 7.78 
0.1478 0.2104 16.39 0.1789 0.1711 11.08 
0.1704 0.2399 18.86 0.2362 0.2266 17.90 
0.2305 0.3152 21.58 03574 0.3451 22.58 
0.2939 0.3901 22.45 0.4876 0.4741 23.45 
0.3199 0.4195 22.52 0.5386 0.5252 23.49 
0.3987 0.5047 22.60 0.5624 0.5491 23.38 
0.4031 0.5093 22.53 0.5743 0.5611 2332 
0.5022 0.6079 21.79 0.6314 0.6188 22.91 
0.6415 0.7333 16.56 0.6637 0.6516 22.42 
0.7265 0.8032 10.30 0.6711 0.6591 22.25 
0.7644 0.8329 5.90 0.7095 0.6983 21.27 
0.7780 0.7686 17.71 
0.7848 0.7756 17.27 
0.8052 0.7966 15.24 
0.8207 0.8126 13.03 
0.8499 0.8429 7.63 
0.8909 0.8856 2.56 
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Table 2 Liquid-liquid phase separation temperatures T sc vs mole fractO 
. p . Ion x or volume 
fraction <t> of perfluorohexane for the three quasibinary slices w·lth v I . 
o ume ratios of 
hexamethyldisiloxane:hexane, V(M..,):V(C6) in the hexamethyldl·sl·loxane h I 
- , - exane so vent of 
3: I, 1: 1 and 1:3 
V(M:!):V(C6) = 3: 1 V(M:!):V(C6) = 1: I V(M:!):V(C6) = 1:3 
x <t> TserrC x <t> TserlC x <t> TserfC 
0.1058 0.1147 1.25 0.1041 0.1261 4.50 0.1217 0.1614 9.76 
0.1259 0.1362 5.89 0.1215 0.1466 8.06 0.1361 0.1796 12.08 
0.1537 0.1658 10.58 0.1397 0.1678 10.89 0.1673 0.2182 15.73 
0.1772 0.1908 13.51 0.1724 0.2055 14.56 O.lm 0.2546 1834 
0.2113 0.2268 16.61 0.1986 0.2354 16.85 0.2358 03000 20.10 
0.2533 0.2708 19.09 0.2248 0.2648 18.47 0.2377 0.3023 20.24 
0.3022 0.3216 20.77 0.2581 0.3017 19.81 0.2724 03422 21.05 
0.3717 0.3931 21.82 0.2723 0.3173 20.06 0.3128 03874 21.53 
0.4392 0.4616 22.06 0.2881 0.3345 20.70 0.3210 03964 21.54 
0.4845 0.5071 22.08 0.3179 0.3666 21.09 O.3TTl 0.4575 21.67 
0.5593 0.5815 21.f!:7 0.3341 0.3839 21.29 0.4147 0.4960 21.82 
0.6545 0.6747 20.53 0.3929 0.4456 21.48 0.4239 0.5055 21.71 
0.6881 0.7072 19.47 0.4513 0.5053 21.47 0.4615 0.5435 21.61 
0.7270 0.7446 17.38 0.4860 0.5401 21.44 0.4633 0.5453 21.58 
0.7568 0.7731 16.24 0.5042 0.5581 2136 0.5271 0.6076 21.08 
0.7842 0.7991 13.24 0.5468 0.5998 21.05 0.5713 0.6493 20.09 
0.8309 0.8432 7.40 0.5822 0.6338 20.46 0.5720 0.6499 20.06 
0.8314 0.8437 7.44 0.6036 0.6541 20.20 0.6289 0.7019 18.20 
0.8657 0.f!:759 1.86 0.6411 0.6893 19.11 0.6402 0.7120 17.97 
0.6805 0.7257 17.53 0.6546 0.7247 16.66 
0.7162 0.7581 15.57 0.6888 0.7546 14.79 
0.7813 0.8161 10.19 0.6922 0.7575 14.42 
0.8228 0.8522 4.83 0.7045 0.7681 13.50 
0.7523 0.8084 936 
Table 3 Molar masses M and densities p at 298.15 K for hexane, hexamethyldisiloltane and 
perfluorohexane 
MIg mol-I pIg cm-3 
C6H 14 86.18 0.655
68 
M:! 162.38 
0.76169 
C6F 14 338.05 
1.67270 
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Table 4 Results of fitting the T sep to eqn. (I) for the binary mixtures CoH 14-e.u 14 and M--
C6F 14 with ~ = 0325, Al = 0.5 and", = 0.89 -
Mixture TucsJK Xc Bx Cx 104x~ <l>c B. C. 104;(2 
~ 
C6H14 295.76 03670 1.722J3 1.1556 0.96 0.4672 1.8271 0.1965 1.03 
M2 296.65 0.5103 1.8477 -0.0418 2.02 0.4977 1.8491 0.0684 2.05 
Table 5 Maximum phase-separation temperatures T sep,max and the corresponding mole 
fraction x and volume fraction <I> of perfluorohexane in mixtures formed from 
hexamethyldisiloxane-hexane solvent mixtures with volume ratios of 
hexamethyldisiloxane:hexane, V(M2):V(C6), of 0, 1:3, 1: 1, 3: 1 and I. The values were 
obtained by fitting to equations of the fonn of eqn. (1) 
V(M2):V(C6) 
0 
1:3 
1:1 
3:1 
I 
u 
o 
-Q. ~ 
f-t 
x(perfl uorohexane) <j>(perfluorohexane) Tsep,ma~ rc T sep,ma'\ IK 
0.3700 0.4672 22.61 295.76 
0.3969 0.4745 21.83 294.98 
0.4296 0.4801 21.49 294.64 
0.4719 0.4927 22.09 295.24 
0.5103 0.4977 23.50 296.65 
25~----'-----'-----'-----'---~ 
20 
15 
10 
5 
oL---~----~----~----~--~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
~(pernuorohexane) 
. . t es T for hexane Fig. 1 The experimental phase-separation tempera ur scp 
. h I f ction f' our data (0) and those 
-perfluorohexane as a functIOn of perfluoro exane vo ume ra , 
of Bedford and Dunlap (6).13 The curve is drawn after fitting an expression of the fonn of 
eqn. (1) to our data; tbe coefficients are given in Table 4. The dashed line shows T scp,m:L~ for 
the V(M2):V(C6) = I: I quasi binary slice. 
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25r---~'----'-----'----~-----
20 
U 15 
o 
-. 
10 
5 
O~----~----~----L---~~--~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
$(perfluorohexane) 
Fig. 2 The experimental phase-separation temperatures T f 
h hid' .1 sep 0 r 
examet y lSI oxane-perfluorohexane as a function of perfluorohexane volume fraction +; 
our data (~) and those of McLure, Mokhtari and Bowers ( 6.). 8 The curve is drawn after fining 
an expressIon of the form of eqn. (1) to our data; the coefficients are given in Table 4. The 
dashed line shows T sep.max for the V(M2):V(C6) = 1: 1 quasi binary slice. 
25r-----.------.-----.------.-----~ 
20 
U 15 
o 
-. 
E-~ 
10 
5 
OL-----~----~----~~----~----~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
$(perfluorohexane) 
Fig. 3 The phase-separation temperatures T sep for the three quasi binary slices of 
hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane with volume ratios of 
hexamethyldisiloxane:hexane, V(M2):V(C6), of 1 :3, 1: 1 and 3: 1 as a function of 
perfluorohexane volume fraction •. The curves are obtained by fitting the results to 
expressions of the form of eqn. (1) taking the maximum temperature on each quasi binary slice, 
T sep.m
a
'{, in place of Tues. The curves are drawn from top to bottom with volume ratios 
V(M2):V(C6) of 3: 1, 1:3 and 1: 1, respectively. 
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24~-----'-------r----__ .-____ ~ 
23 
U 
0 
....... 
>< 
d 
E 
ci. 
... 
'" r-
22 
21~----~------~------~------~ 
o 0.25 0.5 0.75 
$(hexamethy ldisiloxane) 
Ag.4 The maximum phase-separation temperatures T sep,max for hexane-
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane quasi binary slices as a function of tbe 
hexamethyldisiloxane volume fraction, cp(hexamethyldisiloxane), in the hexamethyldisiloxane-
hexane stock mixture. The smooth line is a simple cubic fit through the experimental points. 
0.55 r----,-----,----,----,-----. 
0.50 
-Q) c 
~ 
>< Q) 
..c:: 
e 0.45 0 
::l 
Ii: 
8-
'-' 7 
0.40 
0.35 l..-__ -L-__ ---'L--__ -L-__ ---L __ -....J 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
$(hexamethyldisi loxane) 
Fag. 5 The compositions '" corresponding to the maximum phase-separation 
temperatures T sep.ma"t for hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane quasibioary slices 
as a function of the hexamethyldisiloxane volume fraction, cp(hexamethyldisiloxane). in the 
hexametbyldisiloxane-hexane stock mixture. (0) represent 'P = mole fraction x and (0) 
represent", = volume fraction cpo The smooth lines are simple parabolic fits through the 
experimental points. 
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hexamethyldisi loxane 
hexane perf! uorohexane 
Fig. 6 Triangular phase diagrams for experimentally detennined isothennal slices for 
hexane-hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane as a function of the mole fraction x at 
temperatures 0.85, 10.95, 16.05,21.15,21.49,21.83,22.09, 22.61 and 23.50°C. The dotted 
lines represent the quasi binary slices with volume ratios V(M~):V(C6), of 1:3,1:1 and 3:1. The 
circles represent the compositions at the maximum temperature of either the binary phase 
diagram or a quasibinary slice, as appropriate. 
- - ---
Fag. 7 Molecules modelled as chains of mj tangent hard spheres of diameter OJ. A 
mean-field dispersive interaction is included per spherical segment with an integrated energy 
OfEii· 
25r-----r-----,-----,-----.-----, 
20 
15 
U 
0 
--... 
u 
... 
f- lO 
• 
5 
OL--L~~--~~--~~--~----~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
x(perl1uonohexane) 
Fag. 8 The experimental phase-separation temperatures T sep for hexane 
-perfluorohexane as a function of perfluorohexane volume fraction. of Bedford and Dunlap 
(6); 13 these data, as Fig. 1 shows, differ insignificantly from our results and they were in fact 
used for the fit before our data set was complete. The curve is the theoretical curve drawn as a 
result of the procedures outlined in the paper. The dotted line indicates a freehand closure 
across the region in which convergence was difficult. 
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tlr-----~----,_----~----~--___ 
20 
15 
u 
o 
--
Q. 
.. 
1-"' 10 
5 
" 
OL-----L-----~----~----~~~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
x(perlluonJhexane) 
Fig. 9 The experimental phase-separation temperatures Tsep for 
hexamethyldisiloxane-perfluorohexane as a function of perfluorohexane volume fraction, 
and those of McLure. Mokhtari and Bowers (6).8 these data, as Fig. 2 shows, differ 
insignificantly from our results and they were in fact used for the fit before our data set was 
complete. The curve is the theoretical curve drawn as a result of the procedures outlined in the 
paper. The dotted line indicates a freehand closure across the region in which convergence was 
difficult 
hexamethyldisi loxane hexamethyldisiloune 
hexane perfluorohexane 
Fig. 10 Isothermal slice at -60.0SC showing the tielines predicted by SAFf -HS theory. 
Fig. 11 Triangular phase diagrams predicted using SAFf -HS theory for isotb~rmal 
. . rfl h as a function of the mole fractlon x 
slices for hexane-hexamethyldlSlloxane-pe uoro exane 
at temperatures -60.05, -39.75, -19.45,0.85, 10.95, 16.05,21.15,21.65,22.15.22.65,23.15 
and 23.650 C. Th~ dashed lines represent the extrapolation of the calculated curves in the very 
sma)) temperature intervals in which convergence was difficult to achieve. 
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7.1 Overview 
The topics covered in this thesis fall into three basic areas namely (.) hi' 
, 1 r eo ogIcal 
properties of binary mixtures near critical endpoints CEPs, (ii) interfacial properties of 
binary mixtures near critical endpoints CEPs, and (iii) phase behaviour of simple ternary 
mixtures. The emphasis is on a comparison between bulk and microscopic behaviour. For 
example, capillary viscometry has been used to study the bulk macroscopic viscosity, and 
fluorescence depolarisation of a solute dye has been used to investigate the microscopic 
viscosity and solvent structure. In additio~ evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence 
spectroscopy has been used to identify the composition of the wetting film at the solid-
liquid interface and the wetting transition temperature, and specular neutron reflection 
has been used to study the detailed molecular liquid structure at the liquid-vapour 
interface. The general features of the bulk phase behaviour of three ternary mixtures have 
also been studied both experimentally and theoretically. 
Critical points are found in a variety of systems but here we have considered just 
one type of critical point: liquid-liquid critical points. The studies discussed have 
involved extending previous work and also applying different or new techniques to a 
range of systems. 
These studies are of two-fold significance in that they contribute both to the 
development of techniques for the investigation of liquid mixture properties and to the 
background knowledge on a variety of different mixtures. The information obtained may 
be of value in other applications. For example, novel techniques for the study of viscosity 
and fluid flow may be of interest to industry in special circumstances such as close to 
critical points, and phase equilibria results may be of use in the development of 
theoretical models. Wetting and surfactancy also have a role in different products and 
processes, for example in lubrication and foaming. Although much of the current 
knowledge of liquid mixtures concerns binary mixtures, most commonly encountered 
fluids have more than two components and the third part of this study has formed a basis 
for extended work on multicomponent mixtures. The phase behaviour of such systems is 
usually complex and information on the phase equilibria of simple ternary mixtures is a 
prerequisite both for studies of various properties in similar mixtures and for phase 
studies in mixtures of more components such as microemulsions. 
The main outcomes of the different areas of study included in this thesis are 
discussed below. 
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7.2 Macroscopic and microscopic viscosities of near-critical mixtures 
The behaviour of the macroscopic viscosity of binary mixtures near a CEP has been 
discussed in Chapter 2. Capillary viscometry has been used to study the viscositv of 
hexane + perfluorohexane along the path of constant critical compositio~ both for a 
single-phase mixture above the upper critical solution temperature T ucs and for 
coexisting phases below Tues· The expected anomaly at the critical endpoint is observed 
and is described well by a multiplicative relation between the background and critical 
parts of the viscosity, with the Renorrnalisation Group Theory critical exponent y = 0.04. 
The correlation length amplitude ;0 = (5.5±1.5) A is higher than values reported from 
other groups using different techniques. 
The behaviour of the macroscopic viscosity near a CEP has been characterised in 
many studies, although most, as here, have been along the constant composition path. 
The near-critical viscosity requires further investigation along the isothermal path to 
confirm experimentally the predicted critical exponent of 0.126. The mathematical 
descriptions of the viscosity both along the constant composition path, for the single 
phase and for each coexisting phase, and along the isothermal path need to be reconciled 
since at the critical point the background terms for each approach must be equal. This is 
difficult to ensure using different forms of the equation, i.e. multiplicative or additive, 
along each path. Possible equations to describe the viscosity along the isothermal path 
remain to be tested. 
The near-critical viscosity at a microscopic level has been studied by measuring the 
rotational correlation times 'tR of fluorescent probes in binary mixtures, in particular in 
2-butoxyethanol + H20 and 2-butoxyethanol + D20; the results have been presented in 
Chapter 3. With one dye, Bodipy, an increase in the product of the rotational correlation 
time and temperature 'tR·T, taken as a measure of the microviscosity, is observed as the 
CEP is approached along the constant composition path, but with two other dyes, 
POPOP and BTBP, a decrease in 'tR·T is observed. The increase observed with Bodipy 
is the expected behaviour since the macroscopic viscosity exhibits a divergence to infinity 
at the CEP. However, it seems that for some dyes other effects, such as the structure of 
the solvent, must playa part. 
The microscopic viscosity work described here is, to the best of our knowledge, 
the first study of its kind on near-critical binary mixtures. During the course of this 
hi h . 't bl fI use in our relatively low-investigation a large dye probe was found w c 18 SUI a e or 
viscosity mixtures and yields measurable 'tR values. This work is the initial part of.what 
. . . al' t the microscopic level. SUItable 
could be an extensIve study of near-cntlc miXtures a 
dyes in many different mixtures should enable the characterisation of the viscosity and 
the solvent structure. 
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7.3 Critical-point wetting and critical adsorption 
Critical-point wetting has been studied at the solid-liquid and liqw'd v . rfa 
- apour mte ces 
using evanescent-wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy and spe u1ar 
c neutron 
reflection, respectively. The details of the techniques and the results have been given in 
Chapters 4 and 5. 
At the quartz-liquid interface the techniques investigated to study the wetting 
transition were steady-state intensity and time-resolved methods, exploiting the shift in 
the excitation spectrum and the change in the fluorescence lifetime of the dye 
1,6-diphenylhexatriene (DPH) in alkanes versus perfluoroalkanes. The fluorescence 
lifetime method was used successfully to study the wetting transition in heptane + 
perfluorohexane and the wetting transition temperature T w was identified as 31.5°C, that 
is 11.5 K below T ues = 43°C. This is the first time that the fluorescence lifetime method 
has been used to study a wetting transition. 
At the liquid-vapour interface neutron reflectivity measurements have been carried 
out to study the structure of critical-point wetting layers and the nature of critical 
adsorption in several mixtures. In hexane + perfluorohexane above T ucs the surface 
structure is modelled by a subphase enriched in perfluorohexane with respect to the bulk 
critical composition mixture capped by a monolayer of pure perfluorohexane. As T ucs is 
approached the subphase becomes increasingly enriched in perfluorohexane and the 
thickness of the perfluorohexane monolayer increases. This is consistent with our 
expectations of critical adsorption. Below T ues a similar model is used comprising a 
macroscopic perfluorohexane-rich phase with a scattering length density corresponding 
to that of the bulk lower perfluorohexane-rich phase. Again this phase is capped by a 
monolayer of pure perfluorohexane and at temperatures further below T ucs this 
monolayer disappears. The observation of a perfluorohexane-rich layer at the liquid-
vapour interface is in agreement with expectations for critical-point wetting. 
Slightly more complex interfacial scattering length density profiles are required to 
describe the surface structure of other perfluoroalkane-containing mixtures. Ahhough 
methylcyclohexane MCH + perfluoromethylcyclohexane PFMCH mixtures can be 
modelled in a similar way to hexane + perfluorohexane mixtures, the fitting is very 
sensitive to the surface and interfilm roughness factors, thus suggesting that the model is 
not entirely adequate. The surface structure can be more consistently descnbed by a 
PFMCH-rich subphase capped close to T ues by three layers of alternating scattering 
length density with pure PFMCH at the surface. Hexamethy\disiloxane + 
perfluorohexane cannot be modelled in a similar way to hexane + perfluorohexane. 
instead requiring a slab model with three or four layers of alternating scattering length 
. . . al 't' hove Tues and of the bulk densIty on a subphase of the bulk cntIc compost Ion a 
perfluorohexane-rich phase below Tues· 
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The most complex surface structure is observed for 2-butoxyetban I DO' 
o + 2 . In this 
mixture measurements were carried out below TLCS and the s .. ...c.ace . fully W Ii 15 most success 
modelled by a damped oscillatory scattering length density profile composed of ten 
layers. This is characterised by a damped amplitude as the bulk IIllXtur" heA 
e 15 approac ~ 
and the D20-rich layers decrease in thickness while the 2-butoxyethanol-rich layers 
increase in thickness with increasing distance from the liquid-vapour interface. 
The surface structures identified here from neutron reflectivity measurements fit 
broadly into the predicted behaviour of critical-point wetting and critical adsorption 
layers, although the observed structure is more complex than initially expected. These 
types of mixture deserve further investigation to study the surface in more detail and to 
compare the features in mixtures for which the intermolecular forces are different kinds. 
There are still many issues to be resolved in critical adsorption and critical-point 
wetting. For example, the wetting transition temperatures at solid-liquid or liquid-vapour 
interfaces are only known for relatively few systems and interfaces and issues such as the 
thicknesses of the layers and the order of the transitions remain generally unresolved. 
7.4 Ternary mixtures 
The studies carried out in this work are on relatively simple ternary mixtures and have 
been discussed in Chapter 6. Tunnel phase behaviour has been observed for three 
mixtures in which two of the components are fully miscible over the considered 
temperature range and both form partially miscible binary mixtures with the third 
component. These mixtures are (i) cyclohexane + perdeuterocyclohexane + 
perfluorohexane, (ii) hexane + decane + propanenitrile, and (iii) hexane + 
hexarnethyldisiloxane + pertluorohexane. The phase behaviour of all of these mixtures 
has been characterised over a range of temperatures close to the two binary T ues by 
measuring the phase separation temperatures of mixtures whose compositions fall on 
quasibinary slices defined by fixed ratios of the two components which are fully miscible. 
Mixture (i) is of interest for our neutron reflectivity studies in which deuteration 
may be used to highlight particular parts of the structure. However, since from this work 
it is observed that a significant change in T ues occurs on deuteration it may not be safe 
to assume that the surface structure of a mixture containing a deuterated component is 
the same as that of mixture containing the corresponding hydrogenated component. In 
mixture (i) the maximum phase separation temperature for the central quasibinary slice. 
in volume fraction terms, is intermediate between the T ues of the composite binary 
mixtures but the locus of the line linking the three maximum temperatures is not linear. 
Mixture (ii) is composed of two homologous alkanes and the phase behaviour of 
this mixture is fairly regular. The line linking the binary T ues and the three maximum 
'b' li . almost linear in temperature phase separation temperatures of the quasI mary sees 15 
but some curvature is observed for the composition dependence. This study was 
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extended to investigate the positions of the tie lines and suggests that the tielines do not 
lie in the plane of the quasibinary slices at all temperatures, but with increasing 
temperature tend to become more parallel to the nearest binary face of the phase prism. 
This mixture was selected primarily because the binary T ues are at convenient 
temperatures and the shape of the two-phase tunnel was expected to be fairly regular and 
thus provide a suitable system in which to investigate the tielines and properties such as 
the viscosity. 
Two of the components of mixture (iii), hexane and hexamethyldisiloxane, are 
similar in many respects both in pure component properties-such as the critical 
temperature-and in mixtures with, for example, perfluoroalkanes. This latter feature is 
illustrated by the near-equality within 1 K of the T ues for hexane + perfluorohexane and 
hexamethyldisiloxane + perfluorohexane mixtures. The central quasibinary slice has a 
maximum phase separation temperature approximately 1 K below the lowest Tues of the 
binary mixtures. The tunnel thus shows a color saddle. The phase behaviour of mixture 
(iii) has also been studied using SAFT-HS theory and this decrease in the maximum 
temperature in the three-phase region is predicted by the theory. 
Experimental phase diagram studies such as these described here are useful for the 
development of theories of phase equilibria and may also act as models for studies on 
more complex mixtures such as micro emulsions. 
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A.I Fluorescence background 
The fluorescence process and factors affecting the fluorescence intensity, lifetime and 
spectra are discussed in this annexe. Fluorescence techniques have been used in 
Chapter 3 to study the microscopic viscosity of near-critical mixtures and in Chapter 4 to 
investigate critical-point wetting at the solid-liquid interface. 
Fuller descriptions of fluorescence and various influencing factors can be found in 
the books by Parker (1968) and by Berlman (1965). Other useful sources, particularly for 
time-resolved fluorescence, include the books by Cundall and Dale (1983) and by Demas 
(1983). 
A.1.1 Mechanism for fluorescence 
When a molecule in solution absorbs light it can be promoted to an excited VIbrational 
level of a higher electronic state, as shown in Figure A.I. Some of this energy can then 
be lost by radiationless processes, such as intennolecular collisions, as the molecule falls 
to the lowest vibrational level of the upper excited state, and the remaining energy can be 
emitted as radiation, as the molecule returns to a vibrational level of the ground 
electronic state. This process is known as absorption followed by fluorescence. 
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The radiation emitted is nonnally of lower frequency than that absorbed' shift 
, I.e. a 
of the emission to longer wavelengths relative to the absorption is observed and is known 
as a Stokes shift. The absorption spectrum shows the vibrational spacing of the excited 
state and the fluorescence emission spectrum displays the vibrational spacing of the 
ground state. In this simple case the excitation and emission spectra are mirror images, 
particularly for transitions between the ground and first excited electronic states. This is 
due to the same transitions occurring in the absorption and the emission spectra and to 
the similarity in the vibrational spacings of the ground and first excited electronic states. 
Light absorption takes place very rapidly, within about 10-15 s, and during this time 
the heavy nuclei of the atoms in the molecule do not appreciably change their positions 
or momenta. This statement forms the Franck-Condon principle, according to which the 
most likely absorption or emission transition is taken to be that in which there is no 
change in nuclear position or momentum during the transition. For a diatomic this is 
represented on a potential energy-interatomic distance diagram by a vertical transition 
between the electronic states as shown in Figure A.2. This explains why the intensities of 
the absorption and emission bands in electronic spectroscopy vary, as some transitions 
are more likely than others. 
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The (0-0) transition is the lowest frequency transition between the lowest 
vibrational levels of the ground and first excited state. The bands resuhing from these 
transitions in the absorption and emission spectra may be expected to coincide as the 
energy gap is the same. However, this is not usually the case due to differing solvation of 
the species in each state. The excited state is generally more polarisable and thus the 
degree of solvation is different from that observed for the ground state. Light absorption 
takes place very quickly and the solvent molecules do not have time to reorient, so the 
excited state first formed is not the most stable configuration. During the rearrangement 
of the solvent shell in forming the most stable configurations for the excited species and 
for the ground state after emission, some energy is lost by radiationless processes and the 
frequency of the radiation emitted is less than that absorbed. The separation of the (0-0) 
bands depends on the degrees of solvation for each state and thus varies with the 
molecule and with the polarity of the solvent. 
There is a difference between absorption and excitation spectra in the way in 
which they are measured. Absorption spectra are measured by observing which 
frequencies of radiation are absorbed from the incident radiation as it passes through the 
sample. Excitation spectra are measured by observing the intensity of the light emitted at 
a given wavelength as a function of excitation wavelength. The absorption and excitation 
spectra of a given sample are generally the same but the excitation spectrum may be 
distorted if the concentration of the solution is too high. 
A.1.2 Electronic energy levels and transitions 
Fluorescent species are generally unsaturated molecules with extensive 7t systems. The 
fluorescence is usually due to 1t*-1t transitions. Fluorescence can also arise from 7t·-n 
transitions, although these are usually of low probability and may thus have longer 
lifetimes. Some transitions are forbidden due to considerations such as symmetry, but can 
be observed due to coupling to a state with an allowed transition or to a slight 
perturbation in the excited state causing the transition to be partially allowed. 
The electronic states are normally numbered in order of increasing energy and are 
labelled according to their multiplicity, thus singlet states are labelled So (ground state), 
SI, S2 ... Sn and triplet excited states are labelled Tl, T2 ... Tn. The electronic states can 
also be given a fuller label by including their symmetry, for example 1 Ag and 1 Bu· The. A 
and B labels are group theory symbols for the symmetry of the state. The supersc~Pt 
numbers 1 in this case indicate the multiplicity, i.e. singlet states. The g and u subscnpts 
, , . 
. . .. . d· . For g states the e1ectroruc 
mdlcate the panty, I.e. the behaVIOur un er InVerSIOn. . 
wavefunction is symmetric under inversion and for u states it is anti-symmetnc. 
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Transitions between states of the same symmetry or the same parity are forbidden. 
Transitions between states of different mUltiplicity are spin forbidden, so singlet-singlet 
transitions are allowed, but singlet-triplet transitions are forbidden. From a consideration 
of symmetry, parity and multiplicity it can be seen that a lAg_lBu transition is allowed. 
A.1.3 Fluorescence intensity 
The fluorescence intensity is the quantity which is usually studied in an experiment. 
Steady-state experiments are those in which the total fluorescence intensity due to many 
excitation processes is measured and the short-time-scale dependence of the fluorescence 
intensity is not studied. The fluorescence lifetime gives a measure of the decrease in 
fluorescence intensity with time and this is discussed in the following section. 
A.l.4 Fluorescence lifetime 
The fluorescence lifetime or decay time is defined as the time taken for the intensity of 
the fluorescence radiation to fall to a value lie of its original maximum value. If no 
molecules are excited to an upper electronic state and the only pathway for return to the 
ground state is by emission of light, the number of molecules emitting their energy per 
second, dnldt, is proportional to the number n of molecules present at a given time: 
dnldt = -krn 
where kris a first order rate constant for fluorescence emission. 
Therefore on integrating: 
n = noe-ktt. 
(A.I) 
(A.2) 
The intensity of the fluorescence decays exponentially. The mean radiative lifetime for 
fluorescence 'tr is given by: 
'tr = Ilkf· (AJ) 
When t = 'tr, n = ode, and the lifetime is thus the time taken for the intensity to fall to I Ie 
of its original value, as defined above. The observed lifetime is usually less than the 
calculated radiative lifetime (from expressions involving the integration of the molecular 
extinction coefficient with respect to wavenumber) due to the competing radiationless 
. t th turallifetime in the absence of processes (parker, 1968). If'tr IS used to represen e na 
any radiationless processes and 'tF the measured decay time or lifetime then: 
(A.4) 
. d d· th ratio of photons emitted to 
where CPF is the fluorescence quantum ytel an IS e -9 
lifc . eralIy of the order lOs. photons absorbed. Fluorescence etnnes are gen 
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A.I.S Factors which affect the fluorescence 
A.I.S.I F1uorophore substituents 
If the structure of a fluorophore is altered by changing the substituents, the positions of 
the absorption and/or emission bands may be changed. A shift to shorter wavelengths is 
known as a hypsochromic shift and to longer wavelengths as a bathochromic shift. If all 
the hydrogen atoms in benzene are replaced by deuterium atoms a hypsochromic shift is 
observed in the fluorescence and in the absorption spectra. If alkyl substituents are 
substituted onto a benzene ring, e.g. to form toluene, a bathochromic shift is generally 
observed in both the fluorescence and absorption spectra. 
A.I.S.l Solvent 
The positions of the fluorescence bands and the structure of the spectrum are affected by 
the solvent. The polarity of the solvent, reflected in the refractive index and dielectric 
constant, can have a large effect. Polar versus nonpolar solvents can cause changes due 
to the different dipole moment of many species in the excited state relative to the ground 
state. 
A.I.S.3 Temperature 
In general, for most fluorescent species the fluorescence intensity decreases with 
increasing temperature. At higher temperatures the molecules have greater kinetic 
energies and more collisions occur providing radiationless pathways for deactivation and 
thus the intensity of the radiation emitted is lower. 
A.I.S.4 Concentration 
The relationship between the concentration of an absorbing species and the amount of 
energy absorbed can be expressed by the Beer-Lambert law: 
10glO(IJI) = Ecl (AS) 
where 10glO(IJI) is the optical density or absorbance with 10 the intensity of incident 
radiation and I the intensity of transmitted radiation, E is the molar extinction or molar 
absorption coefficient, c is the concentration and I is the path length of the sample. 
If the concentration is too large, so that the absorbance is greater than 0.1, from 
. . ha h· .ty f the transmitted radiation is less the above equation It can be shown t t t e mtensl 0 
than 80%, i.e. more than 20% has been absorbed. If the fluorescence from a sample of 
hi .. d· hIt the m· cl·dent be~ as in a fluorescence gh concentration IS observe at ng t ang es 0 
. . . ligh has be absorbed before it reaches the 
spectrometer, a sIgnificant proportion of the t en . 
. . fl t pecies that are detected 15 
centre of the cell. Thus the light left to eXCIte the uorescen s 
. .. h fc I wer The excessive absorption less intense, and the fluorescence mtensIty IS t ere ore 0 • 
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of the exciting light or of the fluorescence emitted is termed an . til 
. mner- ter effect. Vcr\" 
low concentrations can be detected by fluorescence means and l't . t . 
" IS no necessary to use 
samples of high concentratIOn. Before measuring a fluorescence enuss' . 
. .. Ion spectrum of a 
solution It IS best to measure the absorption spectrum and dilute th I' . 
absorbance is small at the wavelengths to be used for excitation. 
e so ut!on until the 
Some fluorescent species at high concentrations can form excited dimers called 
excrrners: 
A*+A~(AA)* 
(AA)* ~ A + A + hv 
This occurs for pyrene and a new band is observed at high concentrations due to the 
fluorescence of the excimer. 
A. 1.5.5 Dissolved oxygen 
The main effect of oxygen as a dissolved species is to provide a radiationless pathway for 
deexcitation by means of encounters with the fluorescent molecules. This leads to a 
decrease in the fluorescence intensity and in the fluorescence lifetime. The effect is more 
pronounced for molecules with long lifetimes as the chance of the radiationless process 
competing successfully with the radiative emission is greater. 
A.1.5.6 Impurities 
The emission of the fluorescence usually takes place from the lowest vibrational level of 
the excited state and thus the shape of the spectrum should be independent of the 
wavelength of the exciting light if the energy of the exciting light is equal to, or greater 
t~ the energy gap corresponding to the transition. If the emission spectrum changes 
for excitation at different wavelengths, more than one fluorescent compound is usually 
present. This may thus indicate the presence of an impurity. An impurity may also show 
up as an extra decay component in the fluorescence intensity decay profile with time. 
However, concentration effects can also lead to a second decay component due to the 
formation of an excimer, as mentioned above. 
A.l.6 Rayleigh scattering and the Raman effect 
Extra peaks can occur in the fluorescence spectra due to Rayleigh or Raman scattering. 
When light is passed through a transparent medium some scattering occurs and this is 
observed even if all dust particles are removed. For incoming light of frequency v a band 
is observed in the spectrum at the same wavelength as that of the incoming light which 
accounts for almost all of the scattered light. This is known as Rayleigh scattering. The 
light is scattered by particles which are much smaller than the wavelength of light and the 
intensity of the scattered light is proportional to I1A 4. It occurs due to minute regions of 
fluctuating refractive index in the medium. The secondary waves so generated do not 
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cancel out exactly so a small proportion of the light is scattered in all directions at the 
same frequency as the incident radiation. 
In addition, bands can be observed on either side of the Rayleigh band and these 
are due to Raman scattering. The nuclei of the atoms can vibrate with a frequency Vo and 
absorb energy as the molecules are excited to higher rotational and vibrational levels. so 
a band at (v-vo), where v is the frequency of the incident light, may be observed. This is 
known as Stokes radiation and the radiation is thus scattered with a frequency lower than 
that of the incident beam. Anti-Stokes radiation can also occur at a higher frequency 
(v+vo). For anti-Stokes radiation the molecule loses energy and so must already have 
been in an excited vibrational or rotational state; anti-Stokes radiation is thus generally 
less intense than Stokes radiation. In the Raman effect, light is scattered with a change of 
wavelength and bands appear at certain frequencies on either side of the Rayleigh band. 
Raman bands can be identified by exciting at different wavelengths and observing 
whether the peaks in the spectrum move by a constant amount from the exciting 
wavelength; no correlation is observed if the extra bands are due to impurities. 
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APPENDIX: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Program 1: vise fit 
This program was used to fit the viscosity data as discussed in Chapter 2. 
e Program based on that used by Davies (1988). 
e Modified by P. Whitehead, 1996. 
e 
e this is a programme for fitting viscosities to the usual 
e sort of aitical-index based near-amsolute point expression 
e but with the option of incorporating the Oxtoby correction 
e for the effect of differing shear viscosity near the consolute 
e point. 
c 
e the following is the function that is being fitted: 
e 
e function functn( x,i,a,x I ,xl) 
e cps - (x(i) - ain(1»)/(ain(I) + 273. IS) 
e cps - dabs( eps) 
e tk-x(i)+273.IS 
e const=I9.499*ain(6)·1.d22 
e xi-dabl(aiJ(S»·1.d-IO*eps**(-.63) 
e e1am=(4.·oonst·xi··3)/(tk*IS.) 
e it{e1am.lt.O.OI)goto 99 
e dlam"'(1.0214+O.0266·dloglO(elam)+O.OO7S·(dlogIO(elam»*·2 
e w;A077 
r!J9 dJam=().0 
en timctn-ain(2)·1.d-3·dexp(ain(4)·l.d 3/(x(i)+273.IS»*eps"ain(3) 
e functn=o( 1.-dlarn)·fimcIn 
e 
e note that the temperatures are expressed in degrees celsius. 
e 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension name(10) 
dimension icode( 1 O),ioofix( 10) 
dimension a( 1 O),deltaa( 10),sigmas( 1 O),ain( I 0) 
dimension y( 120),sigmay( 120),x( 120),x 1( 120).x2( 120),ndun( 120) 
dimension sigll.l(120),sigx2(120),sigy(120),sigx(120) 
common /00111 y,ain,icode,ntenns 
ctmin-l.d-S 
nitmax=300 
flmax-1.d6 
nexdat=O 
IklO open(unit=9,file='inp',fonn='fonnatted',status='old') 
5 write(6,100) 
100 funnat('type: npIs,ntenns,,) 
rea« 5,* ,eJ1"'5) npIs,ntenns 
2S write(6,1I0) 
110 funnat('type: icode,a (from begining)') 
rea«5,·,en=25) (ioode(i),a(i),i=l,ntenns) 
do 10i=I,10 
ain( i)-<l. 0 
10 continue 
35 write(6,120) 
120 fonnaI('type: ~') 
rea« 5,* ,en-3S) nfixps 
it{ nfixps. eq. 0) goto 31 
45 write( 6,130) 
130 funnat('type: ioofix,a') 
rea« 5, * ,en-45) (ioofix( i),ain( ioofix( i»,i-l,nfixps) 
mode-() 
31 it{ nexdat.eq.l) goto 32 
30 rea«9,*) (x(i),)(i),i-l,npts) 
e 30 rea«9,·) (x(i),)(i),ndurr(i),i-l,npts) 
32 cIose(9) 
jsirl 
ijijsigy.cq.O) call phisiitsigy,sigx,y,npts) 
write(6,200) npls,ntenns,modejsigy,nfixps 
200 format(S(5x,iS» 
write( 6,210) 
210 format( I h ,'initial parameters were .... ') 
write( 6,220) (icode( i),a( i),dcltaa( i),i-l ,ntenns) 
220 funnal(3x,' a(',i2,' ) - ',nO.6: ("flO.6:)') 
it{nfixps.cq.O) goto SO 
write( 6,240) 
240 funnII( Ih :fixed parameters were ... ·) 
\Wile( 6,2S0) (ioofix( i),ain( ioofix( i »,i-I,nfixps) 
2SO funnat(3x,' a(',i2,' ) - ·,flO.6) 
goto 55 
SO write(6,26O) 
260 fi:lnnaI( Ih ,'no fixed parameters') 
55 continue: 
do 40 i= l,ntenns 
deltas( i}=dabs( a( i»)l1 00. 
if{ioodc(i).cq.l) deltaa(i)=O.OOI 
40 continue: 
chisqr=(). 
niter=() 
flarnda=().OO I 
SOO niter=niter+-l 
chiold=cllisqr 
it{mode.ne.O) 
*call varanc( x.i,a.x I ,x2,sigx,sigK I ,sigU,sigy,si1Jl18Y ~) 
call curfit(x,y,sigmay ,IJJn,nterms,mode,a,delta,x 1.~gmaa, 
* flamda,chisqr) 
delchi=( chiold-chisqr)lchisqr 
ctest=dabs( delchi) 
if{ ctcst.le. ctminor. niter. gtnitmax 
*.or.flamdaglflmax) ~o 400 
flamda=t1amda110. 
gotoSOO 
400 \Wite(6,230) niter,chisqr,flamda 
230 foonat(/lh ,'niter ~ ',i2,2x,'chisqr - '.oO.6,2x, 
.'flamda = ',tlO.6) 
write( 6,270) 
270 foonat( 1 h :fitted parameters are .... ') 
write( 6,280) (ioodc( i),a( i),sigmaa( i).i-I,I1Ierm5) 
280 fonnaI(3x,' a(',i2: ) - '.00.6: ("tlO.6: )') 
65 \Wite(6,14O) 
140 fonnat('typc: 1=st0p,2=aJ.1 datout,3=wxJther fit') 
read( S, * ,err=65) next 
i~next-2) 900,300,600 
600 \Wite(6,410) 
410 foonat('type: l=samedala,not l=newdara') 
rea« S, * ,err=6(0) nexdat 
i~nexdatcq.l) goto 5 
e goto 800 
g0t0900 
300 call dalout(x,i,a,sigx.y,sigmay,npts) 
g0t065 
900 stop 
end 
subroutine phisig( sigy ,siS't.)',IJJn) 
implicit double IRcision (lrh,o-z) 
dimension sigy( 120),)( 120),sigK( 120) 
signJa9"O.OOO9 
sigr=O.OOOI 
r=O.89 
0=2.0 
sigror=sigrlr 
sigmoo=sigmaslc 
do 10 i=l,npts 
brtt= 1.01)'( iH .0 
sipow=sigmoc*(brtttIr+-1.0) 
sigy(i)=y(i)*y(i)*dsqrt(sigra*brkt)**2+ 
*(sipow*brkt)*·2+{sipow*r)*·2) 
10 continue: 
return 
20 do 30 i= l,npts 
sigy( i)-( I. Od-4)* dsqrt(y( iro· 965) 
sigx(i)=O.OOldO 
30 continue: 
return 
end 
stboutine datoul( x.i.a,sigK.Y,sigmay,npts) 
implicit double JRCision (H,()oz) . 
c:IirrIemion x( 120),)(1(120),)( 120),1( 10).x2( 120~ 120) 
* ,sigK(120) 
write(6,10) 
write( 6,11) 
$UIII"'O. dO 
do SO i= I.npts 
if(siplY(i) SO,45,SO 
45 si~i) - I dO 
SO SUI11"'5UJll+SIgJll3" I) 
si~ 
do 100 jul,npts 
~x.i,a.x 1,x2) 
dM><iryyysi~l) 
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write( 6,12) x( i),sigK( i),si1Jl1lll)'( i),y( i),yy,dy 
100 continue 
write( 6,13) sip 
return 
10 formal( lb ,2x, 'the data used in this fit were .. .' / f) 
II formal( Ix, 'temp.',Sx, 'temp.er.',Ix,'o.p.er.',4x,'orc\er param', 
·2x,'calc.o. p.' ,sx,'deviation'f) 
12 formaI(dl3.6,1x,dB.2,Ix,d9.3,Ix,2(d13.6,lx),dlO.3) 
13 formaI(2x,' the average standard deviation for this fit Wcl'I .. .', 
-dI2.6) 
end 
function funcIn( x.i,a,x 1,x2) 
implicit double pecision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension y( 120) 
dimension x(l20), x2(120),xl(120), a(IO),ain(IO),ioode(lO) 
cxmmoo leblll y,ain.icode,ntcrms 
do 10 j-I,ntenns 
aiD( ioode(j»)=I(j) 
10 cootinue 
cps - (x(i) - ain(1)Y(ain(I) + 273. IS) 
cps ... dabs( cps) 
tk=x(i)+ 273.1 S 
coost-I9.499-ain(6)-I.d22 
xi=dabs(ain(S»-l.d-IO*cps"( -.63) 
eIam=(4.-const-xi"3Y(tk-lS.) 
i1{elam.ltO.Ol)po 99 
dlam-O.02I4+0.0266-d1oglO(elam)+O.0078-(dloglO(elam»--2 
goton 
99 dJam-().0 
n functn-ain(2)-1.d-3-dexp(ain( 4)-l.d 3/(x(i)+273.1S»-cps"ain(3) 
functn=( 1 . ..dJam)-functn 
return 
end 
subroutine curtit (x,y,sigmay,npts,nterms.mode,a.deltaa,x 1.x2, 
+ sigmaa,fIamda,chisqr) 
implicit double pecision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension x2( 120) 
dimension x(120),x1(120),y(120),sigmay(120),a(10),deltaa(10) 
dimension weight( 120),alpba( 10, 1O),beta( I O),deriv( 10) 
dimension array( 10,lO),b(10),sigmaa( 10) 
II ntiee-npts-ntenns 
itl:nfice) 13,13,20 
13 chisqr-O. 
go to 110 
c 
c evaluate weights 
c 
20 do 30 i= l,npts 
21 ii{mode)22,27,29 
22 if(y(i» 25,27,23 
23 weight( i)-l.ly( i) 
go to 30 
2S weight(i)o=lJ(-y(i» 
go to 30 
27 weight(i)-l. 
go to 30 
29 weight( i)-l./sigmay( i)--2 
30 oontinue 
c 
c evaluate alpha aJ¥I beta matrices 
c 
31 do 34 j= l,ntenns 
beta(j)=O. 
deriv(j)-O.dO 
do 34 k-Ij 
34 alpba(j,lc)o=O. 
41 do SO i-I,npts 
call fderiv( x,i,a.deltaa,ntenns,deriv,x 1,x2) 
-weight(i) 
yd-y( i)-funcIn( x,i,a.x 1,x2) 
do 46 j-I,ntenus 
beta(j)-beta(j>+W-yd-deriv(j) 
~deriv(j) 
do 46 k-Ij 
46 alpu(j,k>---lpha(j,k)+sd-deriv(k) 
SO oootinuc 
5 I do S3 j-I,ntenns 
do S3 k=lj 
53 alJi!a(kJ )-aIpu(j,k) 
c 
c evaluate chi sqtJIR at starting point 
c 
60 chiaq-(). 
61 do 63 i=l,npts 
62 yfit-functr(x,i,a.x 1,x2) 
63 chisq-chisq+weight( i)-(y( i ryfit)· • 2 
free-nfree 
c 
c invert modified curvature matrix to find !leW P5a,lCten 
c 
71 do 74 j=l,ntenns 
sd=dc;qrt( alJD(jj» 
do 73 k= l.nterms 
73 anay(j,lc)=( alJD(j,lcysdYdo!qn( a1~» 
74 anay(jjrl.Od}+flarOOa 
80 call1Illliuv(may,nterrns.det) 
81 do 84 j= l,nterms 
b(j)=l(j) 
sd=dc;qrt( alJD(jj» 
do 84k= l.nterms 
84 b(j~)+beta(k)·( array(j,kYsdY<hqr1( a1~» 
c 
c if chi square ~ increase flamda and try again 
c 
cbisq=(l. 
91 do 93 i=l,npts 
92 yfit=functn( x,i,b,x 1,x2) 
93 cbisq=chisq+weight( i)· (y( i ryfit)·· 2 
cbisqr-dlisq'fiee 
if(chisql<hisqr) 95,101,101 
95 flamda= 10. ·flamda 
c 
ii{flamda.le.1.d6) ~o 71 
po IIO 
c evalute parameter.; and urx:ertainties 
c 
101 do 103 j=I,ntenns 
a(j~) 
103 sigmaa(j~array(jjYalpba(jj» 
flamdrf]amdalIO.dO 
II 0 continue 
return 
end 
subroutine matinv( array .norder,det) 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension may( 10,10), ik( 10), jk( 10) 
10 del- 1. 
II do 100 1t= l,norder 
c 
c find largest element anay(ij) in rest of matrix 
c 
amax=() 
21 do 30 i =Ie, norder 
do 3O.Fk. norder 
23 if(daIJs(amaxrdabs(array(ij») 24, 24, 30 
24 anax"1ll ray( ij) 
ik(k)-i 
jk(k) = j 
30 continue 
c 
c 
c 
interchan8e row.; and coll.llTlDS to pur amax in amy( U) 
31 if(amax) 41,32, 41 
32 det=O. 
go to 140 
41 i = ik(k) 
if(i-k) 21,51,43 
43 do SO j= I, norder 
save = array(kj) 
anay(kj) - anay(ij) 
SO amly(ij) --save 
51 j = jk(k) 
if(j-k) 21, 61, 53 
53 do 60 ,= I, oorder 
save = array( i,lc) 
anay(i,lc) =anay(ij) 
60 array( ij) - -save 
c 
c 
c 
accumulate elements of ,nver.>e mattU 
61 do 70 i-I, oorder 
if(i-k) 63, 70, 63 
63 array(i,lc) - -amy( l,k) IIIT\IX 
70 continue 
71 do 80 i-I, norder 
do 80 j-I, norder 
if(i-k) 74, 80, 74 
74 ifO-k) 75, 80, 75 . . 
75 array(ij) - array(ij) + amy(1.k)·~kj) 
80 cononue 
81 do 90 j-I, ncrder 
ifU-k) 83, 90, 83 
83 array( kj) - Im)\ kj) I IIT\IX 
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90 CCIIIiDue 
1Il1I)'(k.k) -1. I amax 
100 cxDiDue 
c 
c 
101 do 130 t-I,norder 
k-DonIa'-I+1 
j-iII(k) 
if(j-k) 111,l1l,IOS 
105 do 110 i-I,norder 
.. tF&i.a)(i,k) 
1II&){i,k)-«i1l)( ij) 
110 lIII'II)'(ij)=save 
111 ;';k(k) 
if(H) 130,130,113 
113 do 120 ,;-I,norder 
"OZWIa)(kj) 
III&){kj~ij) 
120 lII&){ij)-save 
130 continue 
140 aetIm 
end 
IIDouIiDe varanc(x,i,a,xl,x2,sip,sigd,sip2,sigy,siJPDllY, 
1.-) 
implicit double precision (a-b,<H:) 
dimeDsion x( 120),x I( 120),x2( 120),a( 10),siJPD8.Y{ 120), 
lIipl(I20),sip2( 120),sigy( 120),sigx( 120) 
do SOO i-l,npts 
~sigx(i).eq.O.tI}) IP to 100 
x(i)-x(i)+sigx(i) 
)'h-fiD:In(x.i,a,xl,x2) 
l2-2.~sigx(i) 
x(i)-x(i)-s2 
d)Gcl~functn(x,i,a,xl,x2»)Is2 
x(i)-x(i)+sigx(i) 
100 continue 
it{sipl(i).eq.O.tI}) IP to 200 
Program 2: ellipso 
xl(i) = xl(i) + sipl(i) 
~x,i,a,xl,x2) 
s2 - 2.~sipl(i) 
xl(i)=xl(i}s2 
~fuoaa(x,i,a,xl,x2)ys2 
Xl(l)" xl(i) + sipl(i) 
200 alOtinue 
~sip2(i).eq.O.tI}) IJ> to 300 
x2( i) - x2(i) + sip2( i) 
yb-6mcm(x,i,a,xl,x2) 
s2 = 2.~sip2(i) 
x2(i)=x2(i}s2 
~fuoaa(x,i,a,xl,x2)Ys2 
xl( i) = x2(i) + sip2(i) 
300 continue 
sip:ay( i)-dscJt( sigy(i)-*2+( d)dxl esip(i) )"2+( d)'IIxlesip,J ( i) 
1 e-2+(dydxlesip2(i»_e2) 
SOO continue 
retml 
end 
~fderiv(~~.xl,x2) 
impIiat double JRaSlOIl (H,~z) 
dimensiOll x2(120) 
dimension x( 120),xl(I20),I( 10)'dehaI( 10),~ 10) 
11 do 18 j-l,nterms 
..r.G) 
delta=deltaa(j) 
if(delta) 16,18,16 
16 a(j)-e.j+delta 
yfit=fimcta(x,i,a,x 1,x2) 
a(j)-e.j«lta 
deriv(j)-(yfit-~x,i,a,xl,x2)Y(2. edelta) 
18 a(j)-e.j 
return 
end 
295 
This program was used to calculate the factors muhiplying the viscosity for an ellipso~ 
which were used in the analysis of the microviscosity data presented in Chapter 3. 
C eIlipIo.f - extended Feb93 
C B. Broddehurst 
C 
IMPUCITCHARACTER-l (Q) 
OfARACTER-6 FNAME 
DIMENSION XYZ(3),PQR(3),CFAC(3),DJFF(3), Y AP(3) 
DIMENSION Yl(I024),Y2(1024),p(1024),DATA(8) 
PARAMETER(PI-3.141S927) 
C F .... fiIctcr b ~ inaccuracy in Perrin integration-
PARAMETER(F'UDG=.98S) 
C This it tbe Boltzmann factor with unilS conversion -
PARAMETER(BCI.TZ-1.380622E07) 
PRINT .1' This p ..... lle evaluates Perrin integrals and D w1ues' 
PRINT ·1' or ..... me oftbe YA pananetels, or input D w1ues' 
PRINT .1' and sim"" anilOlnJpy cilia if required. , 
PRINT .,' For .. eIlipaoid, mol. dimensions are COIMited to' 
PRINT .,' due of .. eIlipIoid oftbe same YOlume.' 
C J ... Radium, 1934, 5, 4Cf1. 
PRINT • " PuItiDa in D w1ues - yin ., 
READ (5,900) q:JF 
IF (CJ)F.BQ.'Y'.CilCJ)F.EQ.Y) THEN 
PRINT .,' Baler Ox, 0J, Dz·' 
READ (5,·) (DIFF(K)JC-l.]) 
001'0200 
ENDIF 
PRINT .,' Spberoid oreUi .... (SIB)., 
READ (5,900) QSB 
IF (Qm.BQ.'I') ~ 
IF (QSB.NB. 'S') THEN 
PltINT·,' Ealertbe ......... x, y IIId Z·I 
BLSB 
PRINT·,' NB 'I1IiI1IdiaD DOt ~ .••••• 
PRINT ·,·Ealertbe .......... b IIId b·' 
ENDIF 
READ (5,.) (XYZ(I).l-I.]) 
IF (QSE.NE. 'S') THEN 
m-(6.~~I.oo.O) 
ool-U 
XY7.(I)-~ 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
PRINT -: Hemi-IDCCS in ute (xyz):' 
PRINT e ,(XYZ(I).I-I,3) 
IF (QSE.EQ.'S') 1HEN 
IF (XYZ(1)LT .xYZ(2» 1lfEN 
PRINT -: CImot CIlaIIIIe b tID CIII-IClI1Y.' 
STCP 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
PRINT • " Stick (y) or IIip (0) CIIcuIIhon" 
READ (5,900) QYA 
IF (QYAEQ.'II·.CR.QYA,EQ.'N') mEN 
PRINT -: Euler Youapna: AaiVOI pM ..... -' 
READ (5,-) (y AP(1).1-I,3) 
PRINT - '(yAP(I).I-I,3) 
Va.-4.o-PI-XYl(I>-XYZ(2>-XYZ(3y.J.O 
001-1,3 
O'AC(I)-YAP(I>-Va.-6.0 
C 11 Need 1he -.of6 .. "" Eaar in Y a: A 11 
ENDDO 
PRINT ·,'F ... ~viIDaIiIr .. J 
PRINT· ,(O'A~I,3) 
ELSE 
C Parinc::lkUllim ............ -DS-(XYZ(l>-XYl(2>-XYZ(3)>--cl.cnO~O 
001-1,3 
~.O 
ENDDO 
Nt-3 
IF (QSB.BQ. 'S') Nt-2 
OON-l,NI 
5-0.0 
00 1-1,30000 
s-s+DS 
QRAND-l.O 
~J)-X\'2(J)t-S) 
BNDDO 
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~~~T(GRAND) 
~DSlGRAND 
ENDOO 
ENDOO 
IF (QmEQ.'S') ~3~2) 
PRINT .,' Results are :-' 
PRINT·~nJ-l) 
~1)+~2)+~3) 
amc-2W(XYZ(I)-XYZ(2)-XVZ(3» 
PRINT • " ClJec::k sum, which"',suM PRINT .,' Ihould equal2Jxyz .... CHEC 
IF (QmEQ.'S') TIffiN 
TR-«JtT(XYZ(I)-XYZ(I)-XYZ(2)·XYZ(2» 
cs-(XYZ(1)+TR}'XYZ(2) 
c:s-2.0-L0G(CSYI'R 
TR-TR·TR 
(Po(C8-200CYZ(1)YI'R 
CQ-(2-xYZ(I)I(xyz(2)··2.0)-CS)I(2o-TR) 
PRINT .,' Com:ct values ofP and Q are _, 
PRINT· .cp.CXJ 
ENDIF 
DON-I) 
TR~.O 
TRl~.O 
DOK-I,3 
IF (K.NE.N) 1HEN 
TR-TR+XYZ(K)-XYZ(K) 
TRI-TR1+XYZ(K)·XYZ(K)·PQR(K) 
ENDIF 
ENDOO 
0'AC(N)-16.o-PI·TRI(TRI·3.0) 
ENDDO 
PRINT • ,'Factors multiplying viscosity are _, 
PRINI'. ,(CFAC(N).N-I,3) 
IF (QSE.EQ.'S') TIffiN 
TR-2.o-XYZ(2)·XYZ(2) 
TRI-2.o-XYZ(2)·XYZ(2)·PQR(2) 
aAC(1)-16.o-PI·TRI(3.o-TRl) 
TR-XYZ(I)·XYZ(I)+XYZ(3)·XYZ(3) 
TRI-XYZ( I ).XYZ( I ).cp+ XYZ(3)·XYZ(3)·CXJ 
aAC(2)-16.o-Pl~(3.o-TRl) 
PRINI' .,' Com:ct values are _, 
PRINT·,(CFAC(DJ-l~) 
ELSB 
PRINT .,' NB fixIF factor used - ',FUDG 
DO 1-1,3 
CFAC(I)-CFAC(I)·ruoo 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
BNDIF 
e·················································· c New _on-
e·················································· PRINT .,' Mere Cllc:ulalicns -' 
READ (5,900) ~ 
IF (~'N'.Cll~.'n') STCP 
190 PRINT·,' Enter T / K and eta /kg m-I s-I' 
READ (5,·) TK,ETA 
PRINI' •• ' T -', TK,' eta - ',ETA 
TR-Ba.TZ*TKJETA 
001-1,3 
DIFF(I)-TRlCFAC(D 
BNDDO 
200 PRJNT·,'D(X)_',DIFF(I) 
PRINI' .,' D(y) - ',D1FF(2) 
PRINT .,' D(z) - ',D1FF(3) 
PRINI' .,' Enter pincipallXia - 1/213' 
READ (5,·) lAX 
IF (lAX.EQ.1) PRINT • " PrincipalIIXia IIbo to be 'It 
IF (JAX.EQ.2) PRINT •• ' PrincipalIIXia ..... to be 'I 
IF (lAX.EQ.3) PRINT • .' PriDcipalIIXia ..... to be t 
PRINT·.' • 
AVD-(DIFF(I)+DIFF(2)+DIFF(3»)I3.0 
DJIRCDoooDIFF( I)-DIFF(2)·DIFF(3) 
DJ3LooC).O 
001-1,3 
DEL-DEL+DIFF(I)··2.o.DPR.alIDIFF(I) 
BNDDO 
DELoo«JtT(DEL) 
ALPHAoo(A VD-DIFF(IAX))IDEL 
BETAI~.l+O.3·ALPHA 
BETA2-0.2-0.3·ALPHA 
PHIl-1.CEOW(6.O-A VD+2.o-DEL) 
PHD-1.CEOft4(6.O-A VD-2.O-DEL) 
JIItINT •• • ..... -·"BETAI 
JIItINT •• t JIIi' - ·.PHI1 
PIUHI' •• ' bIII2 - '"BETAl 
PRINr • " pbi2 ,",I,PH12 
IF (QDF .EQ. 'Y'.Clt(J>F .EQ. ')') mEN 
DXYZ=(DPR.oo)··(I.OO.O) 
TAUSPH:l.0E09I(6.G-Dxyz) 
ELSE 
VCHEC=04.o-PI·xyz( 1 )·xyz(2rxyz(3)'3.0 
TAUSPHaI.OE09'-VOiECfJlt 
ENDIF 
PRINT .,' <lIedc b ~ - till - '.TAUSPH 
PRINr·,' Anoda~ _ yin 'r 
READ (5,900) QAT 
IF (QAT .EQ.'Y'.CltQAT .EQ.')') GO TO 190 
PRINr .,' Simu1aIrd data ~_ yin 'r 
READ (5.900) ~ 
IF (~.'N'.CltQSIM.EQ.'D') S1'CF 
PRINT .,' Do you WD to <XlIMlIme with a ~ _ yID'r 
READ (5,900) QCON 
IF (QCON.EQ.'Y'.CltQCnf.EQ.,),) mEN 
PRINT .,' Enter file mme - IXXXXX _' 
READ (5.900) FNAME 
OPEN(UNJT".IS.FlLE=FNAME,sT A TI.1S-'OCD') 
001=1.128 
READ (IS.·) ICHAN.(DATA(K).K-I.8) 
OOK=I.8 
P( I02S-r(I-I )-K)-DAT A(K) 
ENDOO 
ENDOO 
a.QSE(IS) 
PRINT .,' Enter tiJDe.tcaIe fOr ~_' 
READ (5.·) TS 
STEX-EXP( -TSlPHII) 
YI(I)-P(I) 
00 IT-2,I024 
YI(IT)-Yl(IT-l )·STEX +P(IT) 
ENDOO 
STEX-EXP(-TSlPHI2) 
Y2(I)-P(I) 
00 IT-2,1 024 
Y2(IT)-Y2(IT-l )·STEX+P(IT) 
ENDOO 
YMAX~.O 
001-1.1024 
YI(l)-BETAI·YI(I)+BETA2·~ 
IF (YI(I).QT. YMAX) 1HEN 
YMAX-YI(I) 
IPOS-I 
ENDIF 
ENDOO 
001-1.1024 
Yl(1)-O . .w-YI(lyYMAX 
ENDOO 
.J-O 
00 1-IPOS.I024 
J-J+I 
Y2(1)-TS·REAL(J) 
~,. TimHwIF of CXlIIYOIWed dill: 010 ·.Y2(10l4) 
ENDIF 
PRINT .,' Fmr file..mIm & <UpUI- D1l1fJd 
READ (5,900) FNAME 
<FEN(UNIT-1S,FIL.E-FNAME.STAlUs-'NEW) 
PRINT .,' Faa' tiu»t .. ' rri 
READ (5,·) RANGE 
PRINT • • TimH1rJF 0 IO',RANGE 
PRINT .:. EuIIw ale falr(l &1(0)-0.4)' 
READ (5,·) SCA 
TR-scA-G.4 
PRINT .: Sc8Ie fiI::t« P. 1(0) - I,TR 
1D-RANGEIlOO.O 
IF (QC:XIl.EQ.'Y'.<JlQCCIUQY> 1lEN 
00 I-IPOS.I024 
YI(I)«A·Yl(l) 
ENDDO 
00 I-IPOS.I024 
IF (Y2(I).LT.RANOE> WRITE (15,901) ~ Yl(l) 
ENDDO 
ELSE 
001-1,lO1 
TR-n>-REAW-l) oU:VIW ........ luaaTAZ-EXP(-'JMItI2) ANIso«A-<EI'Al-~\-'N"'nI r-·· 
WRITE (15,901) m.ANJSO 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 
STCI' 
900 FCltMA1'(A) 
901 FCltMAT(lX.FI.4JX17·5) 
END 
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Program 3: orfit 
This program was used to fit neutron reflectivity data to layer models as discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
CAN. BUJFIS, 10 C&.P 
prtlfVIIIll nrfit 
IMPLIOT REAL(A-Z) 
INTEGER 
l),NOPO,sIGN,SHIFT .ITERA,MAXIT,STP,NLA YERI,NREP,NPA 
R 
OOMMONfSIMSILAMIN,LAMAX,NREP ,NPAR. 
OOMMONIPARAMSIPAR.AM(lSOO),NOPO 
CQMMONIRESTlRP(lOOO),QOB(looo) 
OOMMONIWHATINV ,INV(looo),NLA YERI 
OOMMONIGRAPHSlsob( lOOO),OB( 1 OOO),sen( looo),ERR( looo),CH 
ANGE(ISOO) 
C 
C 
OOMMONIFILESIFILE,MAXIT 
COMMONfCHISQD/CHISQ 
CHARACfER·I0 NAME( 1500) 
OOMMONINAMlNAME,STP 
CHARACfER·9 FILE 
CHARACfER·20 fiLENAME 
CHARACTER·60 TI1LE(20) 
data namell S()()4" 'f 
NAME( 1)-!fHET A' 
NAME(2)-INBA' 
NAME(3)-'DTHET A' 
NAME( 4)='NBS' 
NAME(S)=,lBBOI' 
NAME(6)='LA YER I' 
NAME(9)='LA YER 2' 
NAME(12)='LA YER 3' 
NAME( IS)-'LA YER 4' 
NAME(18)-'LA YER. ~ 
NAME(21 )-'LAYER. 6 
NAME(24)-'LA YER "7 
NAME(27)-'LA YER 8' 
118111e(3O)='LA YER 9 
name(33)-'LA YER 10' 
name(36)-'LA YER II' 
NREP=Q 
PRINr*,' , 
PRINT-," 
PRINT-," 
PRINr*,I' 
DOI-I,NPAR 
RE.AD(20, *)P ARAM(I),CHANGE(I) 
WRlTE(6,2000)NAME(I)'pARAM(I),~l) 
END 00 
2000 FORMAT(TR2.AIO,' -',GI23,TR5,GIO.3) 
C 
C 
C 
92 CLOSE(UNIT=20) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
CALL NRCALC 
~I 
doi-l,nopo 
rp(i}=!P( i)+param(npar) 
sob( i)-ob( iyparam(npar-l) 
sen( i)=en( iYparam( npar-l) 
end do 
CHlBEST=O.O 
001-1,NPt 
CHlBEST ~EST +«sOB(l)-RP(J) YsERR(I)**2 
END 00 
CHlBEST=CHIBESTINPt 
cbisq-dubest 
write( 6,200 l)cbibest 
2001 fonnat(flx:CHISQ-',cI2.S) 
C 
C 
9997 00 ITERA=I,MAXIT 
C 
PRINT-," 
WRITE(6,5000)ITERA,anBEST 
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C 
C 5000 FORMATC ITERATION -')4,TR5.'BESTOilSQ-
PRINT-,' , 
PRINT-,' , 
PRINT-,' , 
WRlTE(6,1) 
1 FORMAT(TRJO,'NEUTRON REFLECTIVITY') 
WRlTE(6,2) 
2 FORMAT(TR29,' ') 
WRlTE(6,3) 
3 FORMAT(TR33,'CURVEFITTING'1TR32: ') 
C 
C 
OPEN(UNIT-20,STA TUS='OLD',NAME='mdala.dat') 
READ(20, ·)Fll.ENAME 
OPEN(UNJT-3O,STATUS='OLD' ,NAME=Fll.ENAME) 
001-1,6 
READ(3O,9000)TITI.E(I) 
9000 FORMAT(A70) 
END 00 
READ(3O,900S)NOPO 
900S FORMA T(24X) 5) 
001-1,2 
READ(30,9000)TITI.E(I) 
END 00 
OOI-I,NOPO 
READ( 30, ·)QOB(I),OB(I).ERR(I) 
9010 FORMAT(3(4X,G1S.S» 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
END 00 
Cl.OSE(UNIT-30) 
RE.AD(20, ·)MAXIT,N1..A VERI 
NP AR-7+( n1ayeri. 3) 
name( npar-I )-'SCALE F AC.' 
namc(nparF'BKGO' 
',Gl2.4) 
c 
WRITE( 6,50 10) 
~~ T( IX, 'PARAMEl'ER',TR6.'CHANGE',TR.S,'V AlVF,TR1I: 
CHIS(]) 
PRJNT*," 
TOT-o 
c 
00 I=I,npar 
C 
IF(CHANGE(I).EQ.O.) ooro 1020 
SIGN=I 
SHIFT=O 
c 
C 
1000 PARAM(I)=p~SIGN-QiANGE{n 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
check f« zero ~ pnmeten - ~onaI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF(pARAM(I).L T.O)nIEN 
pARAM(I)-pARAMCI)-SIGN.QiANGE( I) 
GOTO 1020 
c ENOIF 
c 
c 
SHIFT-SHIFT +SIGN 
CALLNRCALC 
dok-I,nopo 
rp(k~k}+Jw1l11(~) 
sob(k)-«(k~~-I ) 
~k)-en{kYJ*W.~-l ) 
end do 
on-oO 
OOJ-I,NPt 
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C 
au-all-+«tOB(J}RP(J))'sERR(J))4'·2 
END DO 
au-cHllNPt 
WRlTE(6,s020)NAME(I).SHIFT 'pARAM(I),cm 
SOlO FcmMAT(IH ,AIO,TRS.I3,TRS,012.4,TR3,G1l.4) 
C 
C 
C 
IF«CHIBEST -CHI).GE.O.OOI)1HEN 
QDBEST-all 
1F(ABS(SHIFT).LT.l)GOI'O 1000 
FLSB IF(SHIFT.EQ.I)1HEN 
SIGN-I 
SHIFT~ 
pARAM(I)-PARAM(I)+SIGN·CHANGE(I) 
oorol000 
FLSB 
pARAM(l)-PARAM(I}SI~CHANGE(I) 
END IF 
IF(SHIFT.NE.-I )TOT-l 
1020 ENDDO 
C 
PRIN'f4'," 
DOI-I,NPAR 
WRlTE(6,S040)NAME(l)'pARAM(I) 
S040 FORMAT(IH ,AI0,TR2,G12.6) 
END DO 
PRIN'f4'," 
auSQ-CHIBEST 
WRlTE(6,50S0)CHIBEST 
5050 FORMAT(IX,'anSQ - ',012.4) 
C 
C 
C 
PJUNT4'," 
IF(TOT.LT.1E-S)GOl'O 1010 
END DO 
1010 continue 
CAILNRCALC 
C 
dok-l,nopo 
rp(k)-q(lc:)+param(npar) 
1Ob(k)-ob(k),paran(I!I*"-I) 
een(k)-en(kYpnn(npar-I) 
end do 
auBEST~.O 
DOI-I,NPt 
OUBEST-cHIBEST+«sOB(I)-RP(I»)'sERR(I»··2 
END DO 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
OUBEST-OUBESTINPt 
OIISQ-CHIBEST 
PRJN'I'e," 
PRJN'I'e," 
opea( UDit-20,llllllD'"'Didala.dal' ,sIIItUr'old') 
'Mite(20,1011)fi1ename 
lOll FaWAT(AI5,13x,'1FILE NAME') 
'Mite(20,1012~ 
1012 bmII(il,IOx,','J3,llx,'!MAXIT,NL ') 
do;.l ..... 
\WitI(2O,1013)1*1m(i),dIIDF(i).--(i) 
1013 FaWAT(eI25.1x.'.'.bc.eI25.lx, T ,al0) 
_do 
doIe(2O) 
opea(uait-30 ........... fitCU'.~') 
do;'l,aopo 
.n.(30. .)qob(i),q(i),IoI(i),Jen(i) 
_do 
cbe(3O) 
S'J'a» 'NRFIT END' 
... ~ .............................................. . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
BVln 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• CALCS CXIdPl.ErE GENERAL MUL 1U.A YER REFLECnvrrv • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
J.PENFOID 161liOCTOBER 1987 • 
• 
...................................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SUBROUIlNE NRCALC 
DIMENSION AX(2),CX(2},p(20) 
DIMENSION FLG(SOO) 
DIMENSION lBB(SOO).lBB1(SOO) 
DIMENSION AI(2,2).A2(2,2),A3(2,2) 
DIMENSION DN(SOO),DN1(SOO},RNBN(SOO).RNBNl(Dl) 
DIMENSION RNFN(SOO},PFN(SOO),BET AN(SOO) 
DIMENSION RT(I000).RTP( 1(00) 
DIMENSION XNlT(SO) 
REAL·4 LAMBDA,NBA,NBS 
IN1EGER CHl,Of2,NLA YER,NU. YERI.CIfIII 
COMPLEX·! ACI,AC2.AI,A2.AJ,a,CR.PFN,AC3 
COMPLEX·! AC4,RNF ,RNFl,BET AN,Am ,A12T 
~!BTM,BTMI,arTM,CBTMI,CO 
CHARACIER.·40 FNAMEIN,FNAMEOlIT 
EQUIVALENCE (AX,AC3) 
COMMONIPARAMSIPARAM(ISOO),JlQlO 
COMMONIRESTIRP(IOOO),QOO( 1(00) 
COMMONIWHATINV,INV( lOOO),NLA YERJ 
COMMON ICSPFCI 
LAMBDA, llfETAO,D1HET ,DlHEfR,KO,PI,TPI,NLA YER 
COMMON frDATAJ 
PFN,BETAN,AI,A2,A3,C,CR,CO,AC1,ACl,AC3,ACA 
OOMMON frDATAlI RNBN,DN,lBB,RNFN,FLAG 
• 
• 
• 
COMMONISIMSI LAMIN,LAMAX,NREP ..... 
REAL LAMIN,LAMAX 
qftag=O 
if{ qob( 1 ).1t.0.1 )qfIar1 
DO 10 I-l,NOPO 
10 RP(I)-O.OO 
• 
• SET UP SOME CXJIISTANI'S 
• 
• 
• 
CX()o().O 
CXl-1.0 
C-cMPLX(CXO,CXI) 
CR~CXI,CXO) 
00-(0.0,0.0) 
PI-ACOS( -1.) 
TPI .. 2o-PI 
• INPUT BASIC CALC AND MCDEL pARAMET£RS 
• 
1HETAo-PARAM(l) 
PIHET..pARAM(3) 
NLAYER-NLA VERI 
NBA-PARAM(2) 
NBS=PARAM(4) 
lBA-PARAM(S) 
lBA-lBA··2 
NREPI-NLA YER 
IF(NREP .EQ.O)OOTO 15 
NREPI-+IREP 
NFRfD-M(D(NLA YER,NREP) 
IF(NFRED.EQ.O)OOTO 15 
IS JH 
DO 16 I-l.NR!3P1 
IF (NREP.~.O) 1HEN 
DN(I+I)-pARAMeJJ) 
RNBN(1+ I)-pARAMeD+I) 
lBB(I+I)-pARAMeD+2) 
lBB(I+ I)-ZBB(I+ l)4'Z8B(I+ I) 
ELSE 
DNI(I)-pARAMelJ) 
RNBNI(l)-PARAMeJJ+l) 
1BBI(l)-PARAMeJJ+l) 
END IF 
16 ~~.l)QOI'0500 
IF(NREP .BQ,o)QOI'O 500 
D021 I-l,,(NLAYER+l).NREP 
DO 12 ,..1"'" 
JC~J.I) 
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RNBN(K)-RNBNI(J} 
DN(IC)-ONl(J} 
lBB(K)-ZBB(J} 
22 camNUE 
21 camNUE 
500 RNBN(1)-NBA 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
RN8N(NLAYER+2)-NBS 
lBB(1)-ZBA 
ZBB(NLA YER+2)-O.0 
DN(I)-O.O 
DN(NLA YER.+2)=().0 
NLA YER-NLA YER+2 
SET UP sa.m CONSTANTS 
20 1HETAO-lHETAO*O.0174S 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
D'IHET-lHETAO*PTI:lET/100. 
D'IHET-D1HET12.3S 
DTHETR=D1HET*2S1 
TMAX-lHETAO+DTHET*3 
TMIN-lHETA0-I>1HET*3 
STO-SIN(1HETAO) 
cro-cos(1HETAO) 
1F(P'mET.NE.O)GOTO 100 
HERE FORNO RESOLUflON 
NVooO 
0040 J-I,NOPO 
NV-NV+I 
INV(NV)-J 
LAMBDA-QOB(J} 
if{qflag.eq.1 )1ambcIa-4.~pi·stOIqob(j) 
CXlN-LAMBDA·LAMBDAfIPI 
11A.AMBDA·LAMBDA 
TI.C-78.96Il'L 
003II-I,NLAYER 
RNFN(I)-(I.O<X>N*RNBN(I) 
31 CONTINUE 
PFN( I)-RNFN(I).STO 
00 32 I-2,NLA YER-I 
RNF-(RNFN(I)··2)·CR 
RNFI~(I)··2)·CR 
PFN(l)-CSQRT(RNF-(RNF1·cro··2» 
32 CONTINUE 
RNF-(RNFN(NLA YER)··2)·CR 
RNFI~(I)··2)·CR 
PFN(NLA YER)-CSQR.T(RNF-(RNFI·CI'O*·2» 
DO 341-2,NLA YER.-I 
BETAN(I)-TPPDN(I)·PFN(I)lLAMBDA 
34 CONTINUE 
AI(I,I)-l.O 
AIlT-(PPN(I)-PFN(2»)I(PFN(I)+PFN(2» 
Al(I,2)-AI2T*CEXP(-'I'LC*ZBB(I)*PFN(1)·PFN(2» 
Al(2,I)-Al(I,2) 
Al(2.2)-l.O 
DO 35 I-2,NLA YER-I 
BTM-BET AN(I)·CI 
BTMl-BETAN(I)·CI 
IP(CX(2).BQ.O.O) BTM - BETAN(I)·2~CI 
CB'l»CEXP(BTM) 
1P(CX(1).BQ.O.O) CBTMl-<ECP(B'IMl) 
1P(CX(2),BQ.O.O) CBTMI-l.~CR 
A2(I,I)-03lM 
A22'J'o<X) 
IP«(PFN(I)+PFN(I+ 1».NB.CO)A22T-(PFN(I)-
~+I)~PFN(I+l» 
• 
• 
A22'l"-A22'r'CEXP( -'I'LC*ZBB(I)*PFN(I).PFN(I+ I» 
A2(l,2~CBTM 
A2(2,l~CBTMl 
A2(2,2)oOnMl 
CALL MA11tDC(Al,A2,A3) 
Al(l,I)-A3(I,l) 
Al(I,z)-A3(I,2) 
Al(2, 1)-A3(2.1) 
Al(2,2)-A3(2,2) 
3S CDmNUB 
ACI-A1(2,I) 
AO<OUO(ACl) 
~I(l.1) 
AC4=CCt-u<:i(AC3) 
IF(AX( I ).EQ.0.0.AND.AX(2).EQ 0 0)001'() 
RP(J)-(ACI.AC2)1(AC3.AC4) . . 400 
G0r0401 
• 
400 RP(JrI.O 
FLG(J)=1. 
401 RT(J)o=LAMBoA 
30 CCNIlNUE 
40 <XlNTINUE 
G0r0200 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
HERE FOR INTEGRATIrn OVER DELTA niETA 
100 FLAG-o. 
NIT=21 
DT=(TMAX-TMlN}'NIT 
00 102 I-l,NIT 
XNIT(I)=1'MIN+DT*(l-1 ) 
102 CCNIlNUE 
• 
NlTI-NlT+1 
NV~ 
00 101 J-I,N{JI() 
NV-NV+I 
INV(NVrJ 
LAMBDA~J} 
i( qflageq.1 )1mIbcIr4.O*pi·.qalJ(j) 
CON-LAMBDA·LAMBDAfIlII 
00310I-I~~ 
RNFN(I)-(I.~RNBN(l) 
310 CONTINUE 
• 
• 
00 103 D-l,NIT 
X-XNlT(lI) 
CALL CALCIN(X,F) 
RP(J)-RP(J}+F·DT 
103 CONTINUE 
IF(FLAG.EQ.l.) FLG(Jrl.O 
FLAG-o. 
RT(J)-LAMBDA 
101 <DtmNUE 
doi-I~I 
rp(i)-(rp(i)+rp(i+ 1))12.0 
eoddo 
200 RUn 
END 
• • 
...................................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SUBROUI1NE CALaN, Fat QM2A INJ'ECItATIa. 
• 
...................................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUBR<XJI1NE CALCIN(X,F) 
DlMENSIOO 
ZBB(500).DN(500),RN8N(500).RNFN(500),Pf'N(5OO) 
DIMENSIOO 
BET AN(500),Al(2,2),A2(2,2).Al(2,2),AX(l).CX(2) 
REAL· .. LAMBDA 
CXlMPLEX*. 
ACI,AC2,AC3,ACA,Al,A2,A3.a.at,PfN,IlNF,IlNF ..... AN.A22 
T,AI2T 
(XMIl.EX*. BTN,B1M1,CB1M.CBIMl.m 
EQUIV ALE.NCE (AX,AC3).(CXJI1lofI) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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RNFI~I~·2~CR. 
~T(RNF-(RNFI·CT()4'·2» 
32 OONTINUE 
RNF-(RNFN(NLA YER)··2)·CR. 
RNFI-(RNFN(I~·2~CR 
PFN(NLA YFR.)-CSQR.T(RNF{RNFI·CT()4'·2» 
DO 34 I-2,NLA YER.-I 
BBTAN(I)-TPI~N(I)·PFN(IYLAMBDA 
34 OONTINUE 
Al(l.l~J.O 
Al2T-(PFN(l )-PFN(2»)'(PFN( I )+PFN(2» 
Al(l,2)-AI~CEXP( -TIOlBB(I)·PFN(I)·PFN(2» 
Al(2,l~Al(I,2) 
AI(2,2~J.O 
DO 3S I-2,NLA YER.-l 
B'l'M-BETAN(I)·CI 
BTMI-BETAN(I)·CI 
IF(CX(2).EQ.O.O) BTM=BETAN(I)·204'CI 
CBTM-CEXP(BTM) 
IF(CX(I).EQ.o.o) CBTMl-cEXP(B1MI) 
IF(CX(2).EQ.o.o) CBTMI=I.~CR 
A2(1.1)-CBTM 
A22T-<X> 
IF«(PFN(I)+PFN(I+ 1».NE.(x»)A2ZI'~ 
PFN(I+I»)/(PFN(I)+PFN(I+I» 
• 
• 
A22T-~CEXP( -TIOZBB(I)·PFN(I)·PFN(I+ I» 
A2(1,2)-~CBTM 
A2(2,I~CBTMI 
A2(2,2)-CB1Ml 
CALL MA1RIX(AI,A2,A3) 
AI(I.I)-A3(I.I) 
AI(1,2)-A3(J ,2) 
AJ(2,1)-A3(2.1) 
AJ(2,2)-A3(2,2) 
3S OONTINUE 
ACJ-AI(2.1) 
AC2<ONJG(ACl) 
Program 4: nrmodfit 
• 
AC3=AI(1,I) 
AC4=CUOO(AC3) 
IF(AX( I ).EQ.O.O.AND.AX(2).EQ.O.O) GOTO 400 
ANS=-(ACI· AC2)1(AC3. AC4) 
G0T0401 
400 ANS=l.O 
FLAG=I 
401 GAUSS=( UV(DlHE'IR»-EXP( ~.S·( (1HET AD-
X}'D'IHE1)"2) 
F=ANS·GAUSS 
RE11.JRN 
END 
• 
• 
...................................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• SUBROlTllNE MATRIX - MATRIX 
MULTIPLICATION • 
• • 
...................................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SUBROUIlNE MA11UX(AI,A2,A3) 
DIMENSION AI(2,2},A2(2,2),A3(2,2) 
COMPJ...EXe8 AI,A2,A3 
• 
• 
• 
A3(1,lrAI(I,I)·A2(I,I)+AI(I,2)·A2(2,I) 
A3(1,2~AI( 1,1)-A2(1,2)+AI( 1,2)-A2(2,2) 
A3(2,1 ~AI(2,l)· A2( I, I )+AI(2,2)· A2(2,1) 
A3(2,2)-AI(2,I)·A2(I,2)+AI(2,2)-A2(2,2) 
REruRN 
END 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
This program was used to fit neutron reflectivity data to damped oscillatory scattering 
length density profiles as discussed in Chapter 5. 
C A.N. Burpss, ICI C&.P 
JIUIPID mmodfit 
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z) 
INTEGER. 
U.NCI'O,sIGN.SHIFT ,lTERA.MAXIT.STP,NLA YERI,NREP,NPA 
R 
.. modpaI(lO)~IO) 
CXNMONISIMSILAM,LAMAX,NREP ,NPAR 
COdMONIPARAMSIPARAM(lSOO),NOPO 
<Xt.iMCNRESTlRP(lOOO).QOB(lOOO) 
cn.tMONIWHATINV ,INV(lOOO),NLA YERI 
~lOb(lOOO).OB(lOOO),sen(lOOO),ERR(lOOO).Oi 
AlG(lSOO) 
c 
c 
CXMDUFILESIFILE 
cn.tMONIQiIS<J)IOiISQ 
OIARACTER.·IO NAME(lSOO) 
~AME,STP 
0IARACTER.-9 FILB 
0IARACTER.·20 fILENAME 
0IARACTER.·60'ITILE(20) 
... ...,l~· '/ 
NAMB(l)JIHETA' 
NAMB(2)-'NBA' 
NAMB(3)-'D1HETA' 
NAMB(4)-'NBS' 
NAMB(S)-'ZBBOl' 
NAMB(6)-'LA YER I' 
NAMB(9)-'LA YER 'Z 
NAMB(12)-'LA YER ~ 
NAMB(15)-'LA YER ~ 
NAMB(II}-'LA YER 5' 
~1)-1.AYER6 
NAMB(24)-'LA YER ., 
NAMS(27)-'LA YER r 
C 
C 
2 
c 
1BDCI(30)-'LA YER fJ 
1BDCI(33)-'LAYER If1 
1BDCI(36)-'LA YER 11' 
PRINT-," 
PRINT-," 
PRINT-:' 
WRI1E(6,I) 
FORMAT(TRlO.'NElTJ'R.Ql REFLEC11VITY') 
WRI1E(6.2) 
FORMAT(TR29.· ') 
WRI1E(6.3) 11ftII'l1,, ___ 1\ FORMAT(TR33.'CURVE FITTING', 1_ ., 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRINT-:' 
PRINT-," 
PRINT-," 
PRINT-," 
DOI-I,NPAR 
RF.AD(20,·)pARAM(I).CHANGE(I) 
WRlTE(6,2000)NAME(I)'pARAM(I),CHANGE(I) 
END 00 
2000 FCRMAT(TR2,AlO,' "',G12.3,TRS,GlO.3) 
C 
c 
C 
92 CLOSE(UNIT=20) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
waxI&a"'UDOdJa+ 1 
JIIOdi8(mnodpar)-pnm( S) 
delnlocl:mnodpar)=dlaoF(S) 
waxI&a""lDlkldpu+ 1 
~mnodpar)-pnm(npar) 
deJmocI;mnodpar)-clJan&e(npar) 
c:eII dampcoS(ModpIr,nLayerl) 
do i-1,DpII' 
write(6,2000)name(i),paI1III(i),dJan&=(i) 
end dO 
CAILNRCALC 
• ..-.,aopo-I 
doi-l,DOpO 
ip(i)-rp(i)+plJ1lm(npar) 
lObCi)-ob(i)lpal1lll(npar-I) 
lell(i)-en(i)lpmlll(npar-l) 
end do 
auBESTwoO.O 
DOI-I,NPt 
CHlBEST-cHIBEST +«sOB(l)-RP(I»)lsERR(I»"2 
END 00 
CHlBEST-cHIBESTINPt 
dUcrocIullest 
write(6,2001 )dullest 
2001 filrmII(/lx, OIISQ -',e12.S) 
C 
C 
9997 00 lTERA-l,MAXIT 
C 
~," 
WRlTE(6,sooo)ITERA.CHlBEST 
5000 F(mMAT(' ITERATION-',14,TRS,'BESTORSQ" 
',Gl14) 
JIRIN'P," 
c 
WRlTE(6,S010) 
5010 
FCmdAT(lX.'PARAME1FR.',TR6. 'CHANGE',TR5,'VALUE',1Rll,' 
QUSCl) 
c 
c 
o 
c 
JIRIN'P" ,
1'01'-0 
DOI-I~ 
IF(cIeImoD(i).EQ.O.) ooro 1020 
SIGN-I 
SHIJIT-o 
c 
WRlTE(6,·)i.SHIFT ,IJIOdpIR(i),0iI 
c 
c 
C 
IF«OiIBEST .om.GE.0.OO1)lliEN 
CHlBESTaCHI 
1F(ABS(SHIFT).LT.3)GOTO 1000 
ELSE IF(SHIFT .EQ.I)mEN 
SIGN=-l 
SHIFT~ 
IIIOOpaR(I)-maO)+SlGN-deImoD(i) 
GOTOI000 
ELSE 
~GN-deImaC(i) 
END IF 
IF(SHIFT .NE.-l)1ur-1 
1020 ENDDO 
C 
PRINT",' , 
DOI-I,NPAR 
WRlTE(6,5040)NAME(I),P~ 
S040 FORMAT( IH ,AIO,TR2,GI16) 
END DO 
PRINT"," 
ODSQ-CHIBEST 
WRlTE(6,SOSO)CHIBEST 
SOSO FORMAT(lX,'CHlSQ-',GI14) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRIN1'*," 
IF(TOI'.LT.I&S)GOTO 10)0 
END 00 
dok-l,rqIO 
ip(k)"1p(k)+1*am(..-) 
JOb(k)-ob(kYJ-la( .... I) 
ICII1(k)-en(kYJ-la( .... I) 
end do 
anBEST-o.O 
OOI-l,NPt 
anBEST-aDBEST +«ICII(I}RP{I)'IERR(I)"~ 
END 00 
anBEST-aDBEST1NPt 
anSQoODBEST 
PRINr," 
PRINr," 
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1Wite(30,·)qoI( i),rp( i),IOb(i),ICI1(i) 
caddo 
doIc(3O) 
ST(P 'NRFIT END' 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• SUBROlTI1NE BASED ON LAYER_NEW.FOR. CAU.ED 
BY all 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• CALCS ca.m..ETE GENERAL MULlUAYER 
REFLECl1VlTY • 
• • 
• 
• 
J.PENFOLD 16TH OCTOBER. 1987 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
SUBR<X1I'INE NRCALC 
DIMENSION AX(2),CX(2),P(20) 
DIMENSION FLG(SOO) 
DIMENSION lBB(SOO),ZBB1(SOO) 
DIMENSION Al(2,2),A2(2,2),A3(2,2) 
• 
DIMENSION DN(SOO),DN1(SOO),RNBN(SOO),RNBN1(SOO) 
DIMENSION RNFN(SOO),PFN(soo),BE'J'AN(SOO) 
DIMENSION RT(I000),RTP(I000) 
DIMENSION XNJT(SO) 
REAL·4 LAMBDA,NBA,NBS 
INTBGER. an,CH2,NLA YER,NLA YERI,qfIag 
CCNPLEX·S AC1,AC2,Al,A2,A3,CI,CR,PFN,ACl 
CCNPLEX·S AC4,RNF ,RNFl,BETAN,A22T ,AIZf 
CCNPLEX·S BTM,BTMI,CBTM.,CBTMI,CO 
CHARACI'ER.·4Q FNAMEIN,FNAMEOUT 
EQUIVALENCE (AX,ACl) 
OOMMONIPARAMSIPARAM(lSOO),NOPO 
OOMMONIRESTIRP(I000),QOB(lOOO) 
OOMMONIWHATINV,INV(I000),NLAYER.I 
OOMMON ICSPF£I 
LAMBDA,mETAO,D1llET ,DTHETR,KO,PI,TPI,NLA YER 
CQ.fMON ITDATAI 
PFN,BBTAN,Al,A2,A3,CI,CR.OO,ACl.AO,ACl,AC4 
ca.tMON ITDATAll RNBN,DN,ZBB,RNFN,FLAG 
• 
• 
• 
CQ.fMONISIMSI LAMIN,LAMAX,NREP,npar 
REAL LAMIN,LAMAX 
~ 
i.qob(l).ltO.l)q8ar1 
DO 10 I-I,NOPO 
10 RP(I)-O.OO 
• 
• SlIT UP SOME CONSTANTS 
• 
• 
• 
CXO-O.O 
0(1-1.0 
CI<MPLX(CXO,CXl) 
CR<MPLX(CXI,CXO) 
C()o(O.O,O.O) 
PI-ACD3(-1.) 
TPI-2.«»-PI 
• INPUf BASIC CALC AND MODEL pARAMETERS 
• 
ZBB(I+ 1 )=ZB8(I+ 1 ).ZB8(I+ 1) 
FLSE 
DN1(I)=oP~JJ) 
RNBNl(I)-PARAM(JJ+ 1) 
lBBl(I)=P~JJ+2) 
ENDJF 
16 D-JJ+3 
JF(NLA YER.EQ.1)GOrO SOO 
JF(NREP .EQ.O)GOrO soo 
0021I""2.(NLAYER.+1),NREP 
00 22 J=1,NREP 
K=(I+J-1) 
RNBN(K)-RNBN1(J) 
DN(K)-ON1(J) 
ZBB(K)=lBB(J) 
22 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
soo RN8N(1)=NBA 
• 
• 
RNBN(NLA YER.+2)-NBS 
ZBB(l)=ZBA 
ZBB(NLA YER.+2)-O.O 
DN(l)=O.O 
DN(NLA YER.+2)-O.O 
NLA YER.=NLA YER.+2 
• SlIT UP SOME CONSTANTS 
• 
• 
20 TIiET~TIiETAO-O.0174S 
• 
• 
• 
DTIiEl'-TIiET AD-P1lIET/100. 
DTIiEl'-mHET12.3S 
D1lfETR~2S1 
TMAX-TIiET A0+D'llfE'r-3 
TMIN-TIiETAO-~3 
STO-SIN(11iET AO) 
C'l'()ooC(lI(TI AO) 
JF(P1lIET .NE.O)OOl'O 100 
• HERE FCR NO RESa.unON 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
A2(2,2)-CBTMI 
CAlL MATRIX(AI.A2,A3) 
Al(I.l)-A3(I.I) 
Al(1.2)-A3(I,2) 
Al(2,I)-A3(2,I) 
Al(2,2)-A3(2,2) 
3S <nrrINUE 
ACI-AI(2,l) 
AC'2-CDOO(ACl) 
AC3-Al(I.I) 
AC4-<XJN1G(AC3) 
IF(AX(I).EQ.0.0.AND.AX(2).EQ.0.O)GOTO 400 
RP(J)-(AC1· ACl)l(AO· AC4) 
00T0401 
• 
400 RP(J)-1.0 
FLG(J)-l. 
401 RT(J)-LAMBDA 
30 CONJ1NUE 
40 CONTINUE 
• 
• 
00T0200 
• HERE FOR IN1EGRATION OVER DELTA THETA 
• 
• 
100 FLA~. 
N1T-21 
DT-(ThfAX-TMIN)/NIT 
00 102 I"l,NIT 
XNIT(I)-TMIN+DT-(I-l) 
102 OONTINUE 
• 
N1T1-NIT+1 
NY~ 
00 101 J-I,NOPO 
NY-NY+] 
INV(NV)-J 
LAMBDA-QOB(J) 
it{ qflageq.1 )lambd ... tD-pi·stOIqob(j) 
<X>N-LAMBDA·LAMBDAITPI 
00310I-l~~ 
RNFN(1)-(1.o..coN-RNBN(I) 
310 CONTINUE 
• 
• 
00 103 n-I,NIT 
X-XNIT(II) 
CALL CALCIN(X.F) 
RP(J)-RP(J)+F·DT 
103 CONTINUE 
IF(FLAG.EQ.1.) FLG(J)-1.0 
FI.A.G-O. 
RT(J)-LAMBDA 
101 CONTINUE 
doi-I~l 
lJI(i)-(lJI(i)+Ip(i+ 1 »)12.0 
_do 
200 ..un 
END 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• 
• 
SUBROt1I1NE CALCN. FOR QA02A INTEGRATION 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• 
~ 
1L-l..AMBDA·lAMBDA 
no-78.96rIL 
PFN( I FRNFN( I)-STo 
00 32 I=2.NLAYER-l 
RNF~·2>-at 
RNFl=(RNFN(I)-~>-at 
~T(RNF~I-croe~» 
32 CCNl1NUE 
RNF-(RNFN(NLA YER).~>-at 
RNFl=(RNFN(I)·~>-at 
PFN(NI..A YER~T(RNF~I-croe~» 
00 34 I-2.NLA YER.l 
BF:rAN(l)-TPl·DN(I)"~ 
34 CONTINUE 
Al(l,l)-l.O 
AI2T-(PFN(I)-PFN(2»)I(PFN(I)+-~) 
Al(I,2)o=Al:rreCEXP(. n.ceZB8( l)-PFN< 1)-PfN(2) 
Al(2,I}-AI(I,2) 
Al(2.2)-l.O 
00 35 I-2.NLA YER-l 
BTM=8ETAN(I)ea 
BTMl-BETAN(I)ea 
1F(C'X(2).EQ.O.O) B1M-BET AN(I)-2.oea 
CBThi-CEXP(BTM) 
IF(C'X( 1 ).EQ.O.O) c:::B1Ml-<EXP(BTMl) 
IF(C'X(2).EQ.O.O) c:::B1Ml-l.oecR 
A2(I,I)<BTM 
A22T<O 
1F«(PFN(I)+PfN(I+I».NE.CO)A22T-(PFN(J} 
PFN(I+ 1 »)I(PFN(1)+PFN(I+ 1» 
A22T-Am-CEXP(-n.ceZB8(I)-PFN(I)-PfN(I+ I» 
A2(1,2)-Am-c:::B1M 
• 
• 
A2(2,l)-Am-CBTMI 
A2(2))-CBTM1 
CALL MATRDC(Al,Al,A3) 
Al(l.l)-A3(l,l) 
Al(l,2)-A3(I,2) 
Al(2,I)-A3(2,I) 
AI(2))-A3(2.2) 
35 <nmNUE 
ACI-AI(2,I) 
AC2-CCJoUO(ACI) 
AC3-Al(l.l) 
AC4-<DOO(AO) 
IF(AX(I).EQ.O.O.AND.AX(2).BQ.O.O) 00r0400 
ANS-(ACl· Ac:J.YC.AC3· Aa) 
00r0401 
• 
400 ANS-l.O 
FLAG-I 
401 GAUS8-(I.GWIlfElR»-EXP(-O·se«(1lETAO-
X)ID1HE'I')-·2) 
F=ANS-GAUSS 
RE1lJRN 
END 
• 
· ................ . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• SUBR(X11'INE MA11tIX -MA11tIX 
MUL11PIJCATI~ • 
• · ................... . 
.................................. 
.......................... 
• • 
• 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
sUbroutine dampcoS(ModpIr,nI) 
oonmonIparllDl!'Jparao(ISOO),oopo 
real rnodpIII{ I ) 
j=S 
pwml( S)-modpar(7) 
00i-1,nl.2 
Dl-FWAT(I-I)*modpar(4) 
D2-FLoat( i-I )·modpar(2) 
Program 5: profile 
304 
This program was used to calculate neutron scattering length density profiles normal to 
the interface as a function of distance z through the interface as discussed in Chapter 5. 
JIOgrarD PROFILE 
c This ~ is based on that written by Archie Eaglesham at ICI 
cC&P 
c to calculate the scattering length density as a function of distance 
c tIJrtJuP a multilayer system, taking into account surface roughness. 
c set up amy and character dimensions 
c 
dimension dIo(SOO), d1ay(SOO), sigma(SOO) 
dimension zcoord( lOOO),drbo( I OOO),rint( 1 OOO),rscat( 1(00) 
dimension rhoint( 1(00) 
c character* I ansl,ans2,ans3 
character*20 file_in 
c Input scattering length densities, thicknesses, and rougnesses. 
c WRITE(6,100) 
clOO FORMA T('ENTER PARAMETER FILENAME') 
c READ(S:(a)')file_in 
c OPEN(UNIT-3,FILE=file_m,ST ATUS='OLD') 
WRlTE(6,110) 
110 FORMA T('ENTER NUMBER OF LAVERS') 
READ(S,*)n 
WRITE(6,120) 
120 FORMA T('ENTER SUBSTRATE Nb') 
READ(5,·) dIo(l) 
nflar<l 
if{dIo(l).1tO.O)nf1ag-1 
rboI irn=rho( I) 
WRlTE(6,130) 
130 FORMA T('ENTER TIlE SUBSTRATE ROUGHNESS,) 
READ(5,·) sigma(2) 
~gnu(2~gma(2)··2 
WRlTE(6,l40) 
140 FORMAT('ENTER ZMIN AND ZMAX FOR 
CALaJLA TION') 
c 
READ( 5,·) zmin,zmax 
00 101-1,n 
WRITE(6,ISO) I 
ISO FORMA T('ENTER d, Nb, zb FOR LAYER (layer next to sub. 
fim)',x,Il) 
READ(5,·) dIay(1+I), rbo(l+I). sigma(I+2) 
IF(dIo(l+ I).L T.O.O)nflarl 
IF( dIo(l+ I). GT.rbolim)rbolim-lbo(l+ I) 
signu(I+2)-sigma(I+2)··2 
10 CONTINUE 
c 
c Set up some constants 
c 
c 
dl8y( 1)-0.0 
dl8y( n+ 2)-0.0 
signu( 1)-0.0 
rM(n+2)-O.0 
iX-4.O*Ibm( 1.0) 
tiX-2.0·pi 
~IOOO 
dz-( zmax-zminYmstep 
c mstep defines the step size for the trapezoidal integndion of 
c «rhoYdz 
c 
c 
00 20 ]= l,mstep 
z=zmin+ J*dz 
drbodz=O.O 
c 
d1=O.O 
c 
D030I=I,n+1 
d1=dl+dlay( I) 
deJtarbo.=rho(I + I )-tho(l) 
JRfac I ~tpi·sigma(1 + I» 
JRfac2-2· sigma( I + I) 
top-(z-dl)··2 
top=-l.O*top 
sl.lID=deltarOOlJRfac 1 
tenJp=top'JRfac2 
if{temp.LT.-1O.0)then 
SUIJF().O 
else 
SUITF'Sum*exp( temp) 
endif 
drbodz-drhodz+sum 
30 continue 
c 
c some scaling. .. 
c 
c 
c 
zcoord(JFz 
if{ drboz.GE.O.O)then 
rin!( J)-drbodz. dz 
drho(J)= 1 00.0* drtxxiz 
else 
rint( J)=drbodz*dz 
drho(IF I OO.O*drhodz 
eodif 
20 continue 
c 
c 
c calculate dIo( z) 
c 
temp=rho( I) 
00 40 I-I,mstep 
tenlp"'temp+rint( I) 
rscat(I):tetnp 
40 cootmue 
C 
c calculate intqJaI of tho(z) 
c 
c 
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Program 6: tempefitS 
This program was used to analyse experimental coexistence curve data as disclWed in 
Chapter 6. 
JII'OlPID tcmpditS 
e Modified I July 1993 
George Jacbon 
COlT - ADaIyIia of coexistence curve data 
e 
e 
e 
e This JI'OIIlD can be ~ by, 
e CCNPll..E ~ -GHOST -APPLIB -DEY devi~ 
IUIIber 
e ("popII-Dame" IIIIISt end ~ ".FfNj 
e (a sui1IbIe device-numbcr fur plotting ~ is CCIOI2). 
e It can be e:xecuIed by, 
e EXECUl'E progI1IIIHlIIID -PLOI' p1otfile-name 
e (1bia opens the file "pIotfile-name" to receive gnlpbical output.) 
e The ppb can then be produced by, 
e SP()(J. pIotfile-Dame -PLOT 
e (Note: Only one graph am be poduoed on each exeaJtion) 
e 
e X - Array of independent variable data 
e Y - Array of dependent variable data 
e SIGX - Standard deviation of X 
e SIOY - Standard deviation ofY 
e SIOMA Y - Standard deviation JXOIl8Pled to Y (total) 
e NPI'S - Number of data pairs 
e NTERMS .. Number of parameters to be optimized 
e NFIXPS .. Number of parameters to be fixed 
e A .. Array ofpallllleters (ordered as input) 
e ICODE - Array offtoaling parameter identities in FUNCIN 
.... 
e ICOFIX - Amy offixed parameter identities in FUNcrN 
.... 
e AIN - Array ofparameters JeOJdered to matc::h FUNcrN 
sepnent 
e SIOMAA - Array of standard deviations ofp81ameters in A 
e MODE - Determines -sbtiDI factor: 
e +1 WEl0Hr(I)-IISIOMAY(J)··2 
e 0 WElGHf(I)-1 
e -I WElGHf(l)-IIY(J) 
e JSIOY - Set to zero to employ PHISIO 
e 
IMPLICIT OOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,Q.Z) 
1NI'EOER.·2 SI8,SIO,SI 
_1CtII-3O fiBne 
DIMENSION 
A(IO).DELTAA(IO).SIGMAA(IO),AIN(IO),1CODE(IO),1COF1X(IO) 
DIMENSION Y(I20).SIGMA Y(120»)C(I20) 
&.SIOY(I20),SI0X(120),DEV(120),DELTAT(I20) 
CXNMON ICBLIIY ,AIN,ICODE,NTBRMS 
CXNMON 1CBL2IA,NPTS 
DATA SI8/I8/.sIWIW,8I/V 
do 1492 i-l,IO 
I(~.ODOO 
iaode(~.ODOO 
ica6(i)-O.ODOO 
.... i)-O.ODOO 
1iaaIIII(~.0D00 
1492 CXIIIIiDuI 
C'IldIN-l.OD-5 
NITMAX-300 
FLMAX-l.0D6 
NEXDAT-G 
100 writII(6..)' .. m-ne' 
.... "1112) .... 
wriII(6,1ll2) • File: '//rs-
1112 bal(a) 
0IIIIIiDue 
5 WRI1E(6.1OO) 
100 FatMAT(' TYPE: NPJ'S.N1"ERMS,OY') 
RBAD(5.·,ERR-S) NPJ'S.N1"ERMS,OY 
2S WRI1E(6.IIO) 
110 FatMAT(' TYPE: ICXDE,A (FRa.t BEOINING)') 
RBAD(5,·,ERR-2S) (lCXDE(l),A(I).I-I,N'IBRMS) 
00101-1,10 
AIN(I)-O.(I)OO 
10 COI'I1NUB 
3S WRI1E(6.120) 
120 FatMAT(' TYPE: NFIXPS') 
R8AD(S,·.BRll-3S) NFIXPS 
IP(NFIXPS.BQ.O) 0ar031 
4S WRlTS(6.IJO) 
130 PatNAT(' TYPE: IC01X.A,) 
READ(S,· .ERR=4S) (I~ 
31 IF(NEXDAT.EQ.l)GOT032 ),I-I.NFIXPS) 
open(unit-=SS~olcf) 
30 READ(SS,·) (X(I). Y(I),8JGX(I).SIGY(I)J-I.NPTS) 
dose(SS) 
32 COIbuue 
IF(JSIGY .EQ.O) CAll. PHJSIG(SIGY,SIGX, Y.NPTS) 
WRITE(6,200) NPTS.N1ERMS.MooE.JsGY.NFIXPS 
200 FOOMAT(S(SX)S» 
WRITE(6,210) 
210 FOOMAT(IH,'INITIAL PARAMETERs WaUL,) 
WRlTE(6,220) (lCOOE(I).A(I).oFTAA(I).I-I.NICRMS) 
220 FOOMAT(3X,' 110.2,') - ',F10.6,' (' ,F10.6,' Y) 
IF(NFIXPS,EQ.O) GOTO so 
WRITE(6,240) 
240 FOOMAT(lH ,'FlXFD PARAMETERS WERE._ ') 
WRlTE(6,2S0) (lCXFIX(I),AIN(JCOOX(I)J-I,NFlXPS) 
2SO FORMAT(3X,' It( )2,') - ',FIO.6) 
ooross 
so WRlTE(6,260) 
260 FOOMAT(IH ,'NO FIXFD PARAMETERS') 
SS CONTINUE 
DO 40 I-l,NTERMS 
DEL TAA(I)-DABS(A(I»),IOO.ODOO 
IF(ICOOE(I).EQ.l) DEL T AA(1)""(),OOIDOO 
40 CONTINUE 
anSQR-G.ODOO 
NITER=() 
FLAMDA-o.OOlDOO 
sao NITER-NI1CR.+ I 
CHIOL.D-<HISQR 
IF(MODE.NE.O) CAlL 
v ARANC(X,I,A,SIGX,SIGY,8JGMA Y,NPTS) 
CAlL 
CURFIT(X, Y,SIGMAY,NPTS)rIERMS,M(TAA,SI(]M 
AA. 
&.FLAMDA,0IlSQR) 
DELClIl-<an~ 
CI'EST-DABS(DELCliI) 
IF(CTEST .LE.crMIN.at.NlTER.GT.NID.fAX 
&'OR..FLAMDA.GT.FLMAX) ooro 400 
FLAMDA-FLAMDAIlO.ODOO 
oorosao 
400 WRl1E(6,230) NITER,QIISCJUIl.AMDA 
230 ~T(/IH ,'NITER - ',J2,2X.ODS(Jl- ',Flo..6,2X. 
&'FLAMDA - ',FI0.6) 
clysq-O.ODOO 
do 103 i-l,npll 
~x,i,a) 
dM(iffl 
~dy 
103 CIIIIIiIue 
......... dyIq)'d8clII( .... > 
'MiIIe(6.·)' ......... 
WRl1E(6,270) 
270 ~T(IH,'FJTJB)PARAMETERS.w;-~ 
WRI1F.(6,280) (lCXDE(I).A(I).SI~ .,..-, 
2m ~T(3X.' A(',I2.')-',Flo..6,'(,11o..~ 1) 
65 WRl1E(6,I40) 
140 FORMAT(' TYPE: 1-s'J'(Jt ,)o(:AU.DATOOT.J-ANOI1ER 
FIT &:.4o-PLOl'DEVIA~ RESULTS') 
READ(5,.,ERR-065) NEXT 
IF (NEXT.sQ.4) 0010310 
IF (NEXT.EQ.5) 0010315 
IF (NEXT .sQ.l) 0010900 
IF (NEXT.BQ.2) 0010300 
IF (NEXT.BQ.3) 0010600 
315 AlNI-AlN(l) .~ .""1) CAlL DPLOI1t(X. Y,IV" ._. 
00r065 
310~Y1.CDIO 
DELTA~I» 
320 :='(IELTATJ)EV.JftS) 
ooro 65 
600 WRJ111(6.410) ~DATA.J-M!WDATA') 
410 ratNAll~ .. ..vft6.r READ(".~----,~ 
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IF(NEXDAT .EQ.I) 001'0 S 
00r0800 
300 CAlL DATour(X,l,A,SIGX, Y,SIGMA Y,NPTS) 
00r06S 
900 S'f(F 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
END 
PHlSlG - Calculates error in volume fractioo 
SIGMAS - BxpeJimen:aI weighing error (8) 
SlGR. - Error in JlIft component densities ("0;) 
R = Ratio ofpIR CCIIJIIl'ODIU densities 
C - Volume ofanple (0;) 
SUBRCVI1NE PHlSIG(SlGY,SIGX, Y,NPTS) 
IMPllCT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,Q.Z) 
DIMENSION SIGY(I20),Y(I20),SIGX(I20) 
SlOMAS-O.OOO9DOO 
SlGR.~.OOOlDOO 
R~.S9DOO 
002.0000 
100 WRlTE(6,110) 
110 FCRMAT(' TYPE: l-ACJHEX, 2=BXI.JAQ) 
READ(5,· ,ERR-l00)lSYS 
IF(lSYS,EQ.2)GOl'O 120 
SlOMAS-O.OOOSDOO 
SlGR.~.OOOIDOO 
R~.98DOO 
Oo1.4DOO 
120 SIGROR.-SIGRIR 
SIGMOC-sIGMASlC 
00 10 I-I,NPTS 
BRKT-1.0DOOlY(I)-1.0DOO 
SIGWOW-SIGM~(BRKTIR.+ 1.00(0) 
SIGY(I}-Y(I)·Y(I)·DSQRT«SIGROR ·BRKT)··2.0I>OO+-
·(SIGW~BRKT)··2.0DOO+(SIGWO~R)··20ooo) 
10 CDmNUE 
RE1URN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DA TOUr - Outputs daIa, em:n, YY and deviations 
YY - Calc:u1aled value offimction at X(I) 
DY - Deviatioo at X(I) 
SUBROtJI'INE DATOUr(x,I,A,SIGX, Y,SIGMA Y,NPTS) 
lMPLIaT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,Q.Z) 
DIMENSION X( 120), Y( 120),A( lO),sIGMA Y( 120),SIGX( 120) 
WRI11!(6,10) 
WRI11!(6,l1 ) 
SUM-O.ODOO 
OOSO l-l,NPTS 
IF (nInI(SIGMA Y(I».EQ.O) SIGMA Y(I) "" 1.0000 
SUM-sUM+SIGMA Y(I) 
so ClCIIItiDue 
SIGBAR-suM/dflOlll(NPTS)+SIGX(I) 
C Red"nd"", old aectioo above. SIGX DOt needed but in list. 
DYSQ-O.ODOO 
00 100 I-l,NPTS 
YY-FUNCIN(X,I,A) 
DY-lOO.O*(Y(I)-YY)IY(I) 
DYSQoO~DY.DY 
WRI11!(6.12) X(I), Y(I), YY,DY 
100 CXNI'INUB 
SlGBAR-mQRT(DYSQYdflOlll(NPTS) 
WRI11!(6,13) SIG8AR. 
10 FaWAT(IH,2X, THE DATA USED IN 1HIS FIT 
WERB. .. 'II) 
II FClUdAT(6)C.'X',lox, 'Y.cmS',9X, 'Y.CALC,4X, '% 
DEVlADCNI) 
12 FaWAT(3(GI3.S,IX),GIO.3) 
13 FClUdAT(2X.' 1HE RMS "DEVlAD<JIl F~ 1HIS FIT 
WAS. .. ·.OI2.6) 
C 
RE'IURN 
END 
C FUNCI'N -CIIod_ wIue ~fittiua fiD::tioo fiIr aiwa III ~ A 
-X(I) 
C 
FUNCI1<J1l FUNC'IN(XJ,A) 
lNPUar OOJBLB PREClSIa.I (A-H,Q.Z) 
DlMBNSIa.I Y(I20).X( 120). A(IO),AlN(IO),lCXDE( 10) 
c::o.N:NaLIIY ,AIN,I<XDE,NI'ERMS 
DO 10~1,NTERMS 
~CXDB(J»)-A(J) 
10 CXImNUB 
BPS - (X(I) • AIN( 1»)lAIN( I) 
BPS - DA8S(BPS) 
SI<IfooooO.5DOO 
IF(Y(I)LT .AIN(2» SI~.SDOO 
FUNCTN-AIN(2)+AIN(B)·EPS· ... 0 ~ 
·EPS •• I.39DOQ \ 'G7LNU}+-AIN(s}-EPS+AlN(9) 
·+SlQN9(AIN( 4)·EPS·· AIN(3}+-AIN(6)-EPS •• (AIN(3)+f.jDOO) 
~~AIN( 10)·FPS··(AIN(3}+-1.0D00}+-AIN(7)-EPSee(AIN(3}+-1.5DO 
C 
RETIJRN 
END 
C CURFIT - See BeviDgkln 
C 
SUBROUI'INE aJRFIT 
(X. Y,sIGMA Y.NPTS.NlERMS.MOOE.A.DELTM, 
·SlGMAA.Fl.AMDA,OOS(Jt) 
lMPUar lXX1BLE PREaSI<J.l (A-H,Q.Z) 
DIMENSION 
X(120),Y(I20),sIGMAY(I20).A(IO).DELTM(IO) 
DIMENSION 
WEIGHr(l20),ALPHA( 10,10),BET A( 10).DERIV( 10), 
• ARRA Y(10,10),B(10),SIGMM(10) 
save 
II NFREE==NPTS-NIERMS 
1F(NFREE.gt.0) FlO 20 
13 CHlSQR~.ODOO 
GO TO 110 
c 
C EVALUATE WEIGHTS 
C 
20 00 30 I-I,NPTS 
21 IF(MODEItO) FlO 22 
if(mode.eq.O) FlO T1 
if(mode.gt.O) FlO 29 
22 IF (Y(I).ItO.MlO) FlO 2S 
if(y(i).eq.O.MlO) IF*> T1 
if(y(i).gl.O.MlO) FlO 23 
23 WEIGHT(I)-I.()[)OOIY(I) 
GO TO 30 
2S WEIGHT(I)-J.()DOOI(-Y(I) 
GO TO 30 
T1 WEIGHI'(I)-I.ODOO 
GO TO 30 
29 WEIGHr(l)-I.Ol)()(WIGMA Ym--L(I)OO 
30 cnn1NUE 
C 
C EVALUATE ALPHA AND BETA MATRICES 
C 
31 00 34 J-I,N11:RMS 
BETA(J)-O.ODOO 
OERlV(J)-O.ODOO 
OOI34K-l) 
ALPHA(J,K)-O.ODOO 
134 ccDinue 
34 ccDinue 
41 00 SO I-l,NPrS 
CALL FDERIV(X.I.A,DELTAA,N'IERMS.DERI 
W-WElGHI'(I) 
YD-Y(I)-FUNCTN(X.I.) 
0046 J-l,N'IERMS 
BETA(J)-8ETA(J)+W-meDERIV(J) 
SD=~DERIV(J) 
OOI46K-I) 
ALPHA(J,K)-ALPHA(J,lC)+SD-DERIV(K) 
146 ccmiDJe 
46 ccmiDJe 
SO comNUE 
51 00 53 J-l,NIERMS 
00153K-I) 
AlJIHA(IC.I)-AlJ,IQ 
153 CIIDiIIuD 
53 CIIDiIIuD 
g EVALUA'IE au ~AREAT srAR11NG POOIT 
C 
60 ~.(I)()() 
61 0063 I-I,NP1'S 
61 ~WI3ICIfI'(I)'(Y~-l.CDIO 
63 CIIDiIIuD 
~ 
OOSQI..QIISOFREE 
g INVERT MWiFiEDQltVA'IUtB MA11tIX lOFDI)NBW 
pARAMElDS 
C 
Appendix: Computer programs 
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7J 0074J.=1,NTERMS 
SI)oOS(JtT(ALPHA(I») 
00 73 K-I,NTERMS 
ARRA Y(I,K)=(ALPHA(I,K)/SD)'DSQRT(ALPHA(K.K) 
73 CXlIIIiIu 
ARRA Y(I,J)-I.0D0+FLAMDA 
74 COIIIiDIe 
., CALL MATINV(ARRA Y ,NTERMS,DE1) 
II 00 84 .J-I,NTERMS 
B(~A(1) 
SJ)o()S(JtT(ALPHA(I») 
00 184 K-I,NTERMS 
B(J)-B(1)+BBT~(ARRA Y(I,K)1SD)'DSQRT(ALPHA(K.K) 
184 CXIIIIinue 
84 ccDinue 
C 
C IF CHI SQUARE INCREASES, INCREASE FLAMDAAND 
TRY AGAIN 
C 
CHISQ-O.ODOO 
91 0093I-I,NPTS 
92 YFIT-=FUNCIN(X,I,B) 
93 CHISQ-CHISQ+WEIGHT(I)·(Y(I)-YFIT)··2.0DOO 
CHI~-onSQ'FREE 
IF «CHISQI-CHISQR).IJ=.O.OcI>O) goto 101 
95 FLAMDA-IO.ODOO-FLAMDA 
1F(FLAMDALE.I.OD6} ooro 71 
OOTOIIO 
C 
C BVALUI'E PARAMETERS AND UNCERTAINI1ES 
C 
101 00 1031-1,NTERMS 
A(J)-B(1) 
103 SIGMAA(J)-DSQRT(ARRA Y(1,1YALPHA(I») 
FLAMDA=FLAMDAlIO.ODOO 
110 00NTlNUE 
RE1URN 
END 
C 
C MAnNY - See Bevington 
C 
SUBROUTINE MATINV(ARRA Y ,NORDERJ)E1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION ARRAY(10,IO), IK(IO), JK(10) 
11M! 
10 DBT- 1.0000 
11 DO lOOK-I,NORDER 
C 
C FIND LARGEST ELEMENT ARRA Y(I» IN REST OF 
MATRIX 
C 
AMAX-o.Oooo 
21 DO 30 I-K, NORDER 
DO 1130 l-K, NORDER 
23 IF «DABS(AMAX)-DABS(ARRA Y(I»».gt.O.OdOO) goto 1130 
14 AMAX-ARRA V(I)) 
IK(K)-I 
JIC(K)-1 
1130 <XNI1NUE 
30 CDlI1NUE 
c 
C 
61 DO 70 1=1. NCRDER. 
if ((i-k).eq.0) po 70 
63 ARRA Y(IJ() '" -ARM Y(I,K) I AMAX 
70 CXJNTINUE 
71 DO 80 I-I. NCRDER. 
DO 180 }=al. NORDER 
if«i-k).eq.O) po II) 
74 if«(j-k).eq.O) po II) 
7S ARRA Y(I,1) = ARM Y(I,1) + ARM Y(I.K)-ARRA YrY n-
Il) CX>NTINUE • , .... , 
80 CXJNTINUE 
81 D090J=I,NORDER 
if (G-k).eq.0) po 90 
83 ARRA Y(K)) '" ARM Y(K)) I AMAX 
90 CXNI1NUE 
ARRA Y{K,K) -1.()I)()(W AMAX 
100 CXNI1NUE 
C 
C RESTORE ClIDERING <F MATRIX 
C 
101 DO 130 L=I.NORDER 
K=NORDER-L+1 
1=IK(K) 
if«j-k).le.O) po III 
lOS DO 110 I-I,N<IIDER 
xSA VE-ARRA Y(I,K) 
ARRA Y(l,K}-ARRA Y(I,1) 
110 ARRAY(l,J)-xSAVB 
111 I-JK(K) 
if«i-k).Ie.O) po 130 
113 DO 120 J-I,NaIDER 
xSA VE-ARRA Y(K)) 
ARRA Y(K.J)--ARRA Y(I,1) 
120 ARRA Y(l,J)-xSA VB 
130 CONTINUE 
140 RE1URN 
END 
C 
C V ARANC - Aa:unuIIIes emil' in X IIId Y ill. emII'. SIGNA Y. 
intbe 
C depeDdem VIIiIbIe, Y, oaIy 
C 
SUBROlTI1NE V ARANqX.I.A,SIQX.SIGY,sIGNA V,NPI'S) 
IMPUCIT OOUBLE PREaSI{JII (A-H,().z) 
DIMENSION 
X( 120),A( IO},SIGMA V( 120),SIGY( 12O),SIGX( 120) 
saw 
DO SOO I-I,NPTS 
IF(SIGX(I).EQ.O.ODOO) 00 TO 100 
X(I)-X(I}+SIGX(I) 
Y1HUNCI'N(X.I.A) 
S2-2.~SIGX(I) 
X(I)-X(I)-S2 
DYDXI-(YH-FUNCTN(X.I»)1S2 
X(l}aX(I)+SIGX(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
SIGMA Y(l)-DSQRT(SIGVOO-·2.IDIO+(DYDXI·SIGX(I))"2.CI) 
00) 
SOO CONTINUE 
Appendix: Computer programs 
.+AIN(S)+I.~ AlN(9)-EPS·-o.39DOO)+SIGN*(AIN(4)· AIN( 3rm 
••• (AIN(3} 1.(I)OO)+AIN( 6~(AIN(3)+O.SDOO)·EPS··(AIN(3} 
O.SDOO) 
.+AIN( lO~(AIN(3)+ 1.0D00) 
.~ •• AlN(3)+AIN(7)·(AIN(3)+ 1.SDOO)·EPS··(AIN(3)+O.S))I 
AIN(1) 
else if(Leq.2) 1ben 
2 0-1.IJ)()() 
else if(Leq.3) 1ben 
3 
D-SI~DLOO(EPS~(AIN(4~EPS·· AIN(3)+AIN(6)·EPS··(AI 
N(3)+O.5DOO) 
.+AIN(IO)·EPS··(AIN(3)+ 1.00(0)+AIN(7)·EPS··(AIN(3)+ I.SDO 
0» 
eIIe if(l.eq.4) 1ben 
4 D-6IGN·EPS·· AlN(3) 
eIIe if (Leq.S) 1ben 
, o-EPS 
else if(l.eq.6) then 
6 D-6IGN-EPS"(AIN(3)+O.SDOO) 
else if(l.eq. 7) tben 
7 D-6IGN·EPS··(AIN(3)+ I.SDOO) 
eIIe if (Leq.8) 1ben 
8 o-EPS··(l-O.llDOO) 
else if(l.eq.9) 1ben 
9 o-EPS··1.39DOO 
else if(1.eq.l0) then 
10 D-SIGN-EPS··(AIN(3)+ 1.00(0) 
eodif 
50 DERIV(J)-D 
30 CONTINUE 
RE'I1JRN 
END 
C 
C DPLOT • Produces a plot of deviations apinst ASS(T· Te) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE DPLOr(X. Y,NPT'S) 
RETI1RN 
END 
FUNCTION FPLOr(F) 
RETI1RN 
END 
C SUBROUI'INE DPLOIR 
C This sOOroutine pIoIs the e:xpeaiu:ttml poilu 
C and the cum obtained fitm the fimioD. The .. 
C of the fuoction DDt be c:bqi:d ~ plot the I..,er 
C portiClll of the ctne 10 the fiu.tion exists ill two 
C forms, FUNCTN and FUNCTS. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUIlNE OPLOTR(X, Y,NP1"S,AINl) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FPLOTS 
This is equiwlent to FPLOT except it c:IIls die fimicm 
FUNCTS \Wich .. the sipt reYaJed. 
FUNCTION FPLOI'S(F) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FUNCTS 
This is equivalent to FUNCTN except the siF is 
revenecI, alO it allows the top «the .. ~ be pIcIDI4 
FUNCTION FUNCI'S(X,I,A) 
RETURN 
END 
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